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The easiest, least expensive way to generate
spectacular multi-color graphics, sharp two-color alphanumerics:
Your computer, a color tv set and the Percom Electric Crayon™.

Add the Electric Crayon™ to your
system and your keyboard be-
comes a palette, the tv screen
your medium.
You dab and stroke using one-

key commands to create dazzling
full-color drawings, eye-catching
charts and diagrams.
Or you run any of innumerable

programs. Your own BASIC lan-
guage programs that generate
dynamic pyrotechnic images,
laugh-provoking animations.
From a combined alphanu-

merics-semigraphics mode to a
high resolution 256- by 192-
element full graphics mode, the
microprocessor-controlled Electric

Crayon™ is capable of generating
10 distinctly different display
modes.

Colors are brilliant and true, and
up to eight are available depend-
ing on the mode.
As shipped, the Electric Crayon'"
interfaces a TRS-80* computer via

your Expansion Interface or Printer

Adapter. It may be easily adapted
for interfacing to any computer or to

an ordinary parallel ASCII keyboard.

But that's not all

The Electric Crayon is not just a
color graphics generator/control-
ler.

It is also a complete self-
contained control computer. With
built-in provision for 1K-byte of
on-board program RAM, an
EPROM chip for extending EGOS™,
its on-board ROM graphics OS,
and a dual bidirectional eight-bit

port — over and above the com-
puter/keyboard port — for
peripherals. The applications are

endless.

Shipped with EGOS™, 1K-byte of
display memory and a com-
prehensive user's manual that in-

cludes an assembly language list-

ing of EGOS™ and listings of
BASIC demo programs, the Elec-
tric Crayon™ costs only $249.95.

Options include:
• LEVEL II BASIC color
graphics programs on
minidiskette: $17.95.
• A 34-conductor ribbon
cable to interconnect the Elec-
tric Crayon™ to a TRS-80*:
$24.95.
• RAM chips for adding re-

fresh memory for higher den-
sity graphics modes: $29.95
per K-byte.
• Electric Crayon™
Sketchpad, a sketching grid
of proportioned picture ele-
ments (pixels) in a tv aspect
ratio. For 128 x 192 or 256 x
192 graphics modes. 11 -inch

by 17-inch, 25-sheet pads:
$3.95 per pad.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: the video Cir-

cuitry of the Electric Crayon™ provides di-

rect drive input to a video monitor or mod-
ified tv set. An internal up-modulator for rf

antenna input may be constructed by add-
ing inexpensive components to the existing
video circuitry.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice

PEFGOM
PERCOM DATA COMPANY. INC
211 N KIReY GARLANO TEXAS 7S04?

12141 ?72 34?1

*" » trademark ot Percom Data Company. Inc

• - trademark ol Tandy Rado Shack Corporation which has no retalxxiship to Percom Data Company

Get into computer color graphics the easy, low-cost way with a Per-
com Electric Crayon™. Available at Percom dealers nationwide. Call
toll-free, 1-800-527-1532, for the address of your nearest dealer,
or to order direct if there is no Percom dealer in your area.
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Computer Music
Record

A recording was made of the First

Philadelphia Music Festival which is now
available on a 12" LP record. It features

eight different computer music synthe-

sizers programmed to play the music of

J.S. Bach, J. Pachelbel, Rimsky-Kor-
sakov, Scott Joplln, Neil Diamond,
Lennon & McCartney and seven others.

The music ranges from baroque to rock,

traditional to rag and even includes an
historic 1963 computerized singing dem-
onstration by Bell Labs. $6.00[CR101].

The Impact of Com-
puters on Society and
Ethics: A Bibliography

« « *k fc , REFERENCE
Qary M. Abshln.

Where is the computer leading us? Is

it a menace or a messiah? What are its

benefits? What are the risks? What is

needed to manage the computer for

society's greatest good? Will we become
masters or slaves of the evolving com-
puter technology? This bibliography was
created to help answer questions like

these. It contains 1920 alphabetical
entries of books, magazine articles, news
items, scholarly papers and other works
dealing with the impact of computers on
society and ethics. Covers 1948 through
1979. 128 pp hardbound. $17.95. [12E].

To Order
Send your check for books plus $2.00

shipping and handling per order to
Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add
5% sales tax. Visa, Master Charge or
American Express are also acceptable.
For faster service, call in your bank card
order toll free to

800-631-8112
(in NJ, call 201-540-0445)

creative compafctRg
P O Box 789-M. Morristown, NJ 07960
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Management Information Display Ultrasonic heart sector scan High-resolution display with alphanumeric

Get the professional color

display that has

BASIC/FORTRAN simplicity

LOW-PRICED, TOO
Here's a color display that has

everything: professional-level resolution,

enormous color range, easy software,

NTSC conformance, and low price.

Basically, this new Cromemco Model
SDI* is a two-board interface that plugs

into any Cromemco computer.
The SDI then maps computer display

memory content onto a convenient color

monitor to give high-quality, high-

resolution displays (756 H x 482 V pixels).

When we say the SDI results in a high-

quality professional display, we mean you
can't get higher resolution than this

system offers in an NTSC-conforming
display.

The resolution surpasses that of a color

TV picture.

BASIC/FORTRAN programming

Besides its high resolution and low
price, the new SDI lets you control with

optional Cromemco software packages
that use simple BASIC- and FORTRAN-
like commands.

Pick any of 16 colors (from a

4096-color palette) with instructions like

DEFCLR (c, R, C, B). Or obtain a circle of

specified size, location, and color with

XCIRC (x, y, r, c).

•U.S. Pat. No. 4121283

Model SDI High-Resolution Color
Graphics Interface

HIGH RESOLUTION
The SDI's high resolution gives a

professional-quality display that strictly

meets NTSC requirements. You get 756
pixels on every visible line of the NTSC
standard display of 482 image lines. Ver-
tical line spacing is 1 pixel.

To achieve the high-quality display, a

separate output signal is produced for

each of the three component colors (red,

green, blue). This yields a sharper image
than is possible using an NTSC-composite
video signal and color TV set. Full image
quality is readily realized with our high-

quality RGB Monitor or any conventional

red/green/blue monitor common in TV
work.

Model SDI plugs into Z-2H 11 -megabyte
hard disk computer or any Cromemco

computer

DISPLAY MEMORY
Along with the SDI we also offer an

optional fast and novel two-port memory
that gives independent high-speed access
to the computer memory. The two-port
memory stores one full display, permit-
ting fast computer operation even during
display.

CONTACT YOUR REP NOW
The Model SDI has been used in scien-

tific work, engineering, business, TV,
color graphics, and other areas. It's a
good example of how Cromemco keeps
computers in the field up to date, since it

turns any Cromemco computer into an
up-to-date color display computer.

The SDI has still more features that

you should be informed about. So contact
your Cromemco representative now and
see all that the SDI will do for you.

Q CromemcoIncorporated
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (41 S) 964-7400

Tomorrow's computer* today
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Record keeping problems? OurCCA Data
Management System solves them easily.

Having information at your fingertips can make your job a

whole lot easier. And that's what the CCA Data Management
System is all about.

With this Personal Software " package and an Apple II
'"

or TRS-80'" disk system, it will be far easier to keep inven-

tories, customer lists, accounts receivable and payable records,

patient histories and many more items.

In fact, you can use the CCA DMS for all of your data

management needs, rather than buying (expensive) or writing

(time consuming) separate programs for each applica

tion.- That's because DMS lets you create your own
filing systems, adapting itself to the types of records

you keep. You specify the number and names of

each data field—without any programming.
With DMS keeping all of your records, you only

have to learn how to use one system. That's

easier, too. It's menu driven, with plenty of

prompts to help you create files and add,

update, scan, inspect, delete, sort, con-

dense and print data. Our compre-
hensive 130-page step-by-step ss
instruction manual even provides

complete"how to" inventory and
mailing list applications so you
can start processing immediately.

DMS is a very powerful sys-

tem, with more file and record

storage capacity than other data

base programs on the market.

" Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer.
Inc.; TRS-flO is a trademark of the Radio Shack
Div of Tandy Corp.

And it also gives you greater data handling flexibility. To cus-

tomize DMS, write add-on BASIC programs that read or write

DMS files and perform any kind of processing you want.

You can sort and print your data in nearly any form of

report and mailing label you want. Sort data by up to 10 fields

for zip code, balance due, geographic location or whatever.

And print reports with subtotals and totals automatically

calculated.

Apple DMS has two additional features. Its ISAM
search method helps you find any item on a diskette within

10 seconds. And it's Data Interchange Format Program
allows you to move DMS files into our Apple VisiCalc"

program—the "electronic worksheet"—for powerful,

flexible calculating.

Ask your Personal Software dealer to show you how
easy computerized record keeping is. To locate the

nearest dealer, contact Personal Software Inc.,

408/745-7841, 1330 Bordeaux Drive, Sunnyvale,

CA 94086.

j80»
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erminals and Printers,
TELEVIDEO TVI-912C SOROC TI-810

IQ-120
List $995

SPECIAL

.$729

IQ 140 List $1495

SPECIAL $1149

HAZELTINE
I Upper and lower case, 15 baud rates: 75 to

119,000 baud, dual intensity, 24 x 80 character

display, 12 x 10 resolution. Numeric pad. Pro

Igrammable reversible video, auxiliary port,

I self test mode, protect mode, block mode,
tabbing, addressable cursor. Microprocessor
(controlled, programmable underline, line and
character insert/delete. "C" version features

I
typewriter-style keyboard. List $950

OUR PRICE $789
I920C (with 11 function keys, 6 edit keys and
1 2 transmission mode keys. List $1030

ONLY $849

Intertec

EMULATOR
ISoftware compatible with a Soroc IQ-120,

Hazeltine 1500, ADM-3A or DEC VT-52. Fea-

ures block mode transmission and printer port;

12" anti-glare screen; 18-key numeric keypad;
jll cursor control. List $895 , ..

OUR PRICE S/29

|.ntertec ||\|TERTUBE II

List $995 ONLY $799
1 12" display, 24 x 80 format, 18-key numeric
(keypad, 128 upper/lower case ASCII charac-

ters. Reverse video, blinking, complete cursor

addressing and control. Special user-defined

[control function keys, protected and unpro-

tected fields. Line insert/delete and character

insert /delete editing, eleven special line draw-
ling symbols.

1500

ONLY
$879

1410 w/numeric keypad. List $900 $749
1420 w/lower case and numeric pad 849
1510, List $1395 1089
1520, List $1650 1389

BANTAM 550
From Perkin-Elmer

ONLY

$799
with

anti-glare

CRT
ONLY $829

CENTRONICS
PRINTERS

NEW 730, parallel, friction, tractor . . . $679
NEW 737 parallel, friction, tractor $849
779-2 w/tractor (same as TRS-80 Line

Printer I), List $1350 1049
702 120 cps, bi-direct., tractor, VFU 1995
703 185 cps, bi-direct., tractor, VFU 2395

704 RS232 serial version of 703, $2350 . . $1996

TI-810 Basic Unit. $1895 . ONLY $1695
TI-810 w/full ASCII (Lower case), vertical
forms control, and compressed print . $1895

TI-745 Complete printing terminal

with acoustic coupler, List $1695 .... $1399

PAPER TIGER"

i f

IDS 440 Paper Tiger, List $995 $895
w/graphics option, incl. buffer, $1194 . . $989
TRS-80 cable 46

NEC SPINWRITERTM

Terminal /Keyboard as well as
RO Printer Only models available.

CALL FOR PRICES!

OKIDATA Microline 80 ^M
List $949 $649
Tractor Feed Option $109
Serial interface $ 99

AXIOM IMP I $699

COMPRINT 912 w/parallel interf. $559
912 w/serial interface. List $699 $689

MICROTEK, List $750 $675

ANADEX 80 Col. Dot Matrix $849

Above prices reflect a 2% cash discount (order prepaid prior to shipment). Add 2% to prices for credit

card orders, C.O.D.'s, etc. Prices are f .o.b. shipping point. Prices are subject to change and offers

subject to withdrawal without notice. WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
1618 James Street, Syracuse NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710-541 -0431

U ' I ..I J
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$100,000 Prize Established

For Computer World Chess

Champion

Carnegie-Mellon University is establishing

a $100,000 prize for the first computer program
to become World Chess Champion and the

beginning of annual computer-versus-human
competition. Called The Fredkin Prize, it has

been established by the Fredkin Foundation of

Cambridge, Mass.

The competition will be monitored by the

International Joint Conference on Artificial

Intelligence (IJCA1) of Menlo Park, California.

CMU will act as a trustee for the prize until it is

awarded.

Dr. Hans Berliner of the CMU Computer
Science Department, himself a former World
Correspondence Chess Champion and author of
the computer backgammon program that last

year defeated the World Backgammon Cham-
pion in Monte Carlo, will head a committee to

formulate the precise rules under which the

competition will be held.

Winning the championship is a long

process that takes four years for a human, and
the computer likewise will have to work its way
up the ladder in tournament play.

In the interim, a set of incentive prizes will

be offered each year for computer-versus-

human competition. In each succeeding year,

the skill level of the human players will be
increased as will the amount of the prize. The
first competition will be held this November at

CMU and the prizes will be SI.500 and SI.000
respectively.

w*

BCCC Artmobile
The Bucks County Community College

ARTMOBILE, a mobile gallery that services

the residents and school districts in Bucks

County. Pa. is planning an exhibition on

Computer Art and Music for the Fall Season of

1980. The exhibit will include hands-on
interactive experience with computer terminals

inside our van as well as an exhibition of state-

of-the-art work in graphics and music via films,

tapes and demos. We are still in need of graphic

terminals, graphic peripherals such as digitizing

' pads, light pens, etc. and graphics related

software at varying degrees of sophistication for

our broad based audience. The A R I MORI I 1 is

a non-profit organization and any hardware

and/or software donated or loaned would be

tax-exempt. The exhibit will tour the country

for approximately four months, reaching an

audience of 20,000 people. This is a very good

opportunity to publicize all computer products

to the school districts and business community
in our county. We would also appreciate your

support in our efforts to present computers as an

accessible and comprehensible tool for artistic

and imaginative expression. For further

information please contact Martha Lubow.
B.C.C.C. ARTMOBILE, Bucks County Com-
munity College, Swamp Road. Newtown. PA
18940(215)968-5861.

"...That's a great idea.Starnes but in
10 seconds it 's going to be obsolete. . .

"

Computer Seminars
II. W. Computers is forming two new and

instructive seminars dealing with the age of
personal computing. Both seminars will be held

regularly and are presented at no cost or

obligation to the public.

The purpose is to provide a better under-

standing of personal computing by explaining

how computers have developed over the years

and the many ways they are used in everyday life

today. The seminars include: a brief history of

computers, how they operate, an explanation of
computer terms, how we instruct computers to

perform various tasks and a demonstration of
applications and capabilities.

One seminar is dedicated to young people
12 to 18 years of age who have an interest in

computers and who may. or may not. have
access to computer courses in their local schools

The remaining seminar is for adults who intend

to purchase a personal computer, or adults who
wish to determine how personal computers can
be of interest and benefit to them.

To register, stop by the retail store at 195 1

1

Business Center Drive, Northridge, CA or
phone (213) 886-9200 for registration infor-

mation.

National Computer
Association Formed

The National Computer Association

(NCA) was formed by a steering committee of

users from across the nation on April 25, 1980.

The proliferation of computing products and

associated applications has made it impossible

to gain information about all the available

products. System houses as well as end users

need to communicate about such products

through some central organization. As com-

puting products become more numerous, this

need for information exchange grows. The NCA
will provide a quarterly publication to promote

the exchange of ideas; an indexed catalogue of

products available from other members to

promote member-to-member communication

about such products; and a forum for the

presentation of information and exhibits in an

annual meeting.

Membership is available at a cost of $.15.00

on an annual basis. The first NCA News,

available in July, will introduce some of the

members and contain the finalized by-laws. The
first indexed catalogue ofavailable products will

be published in the third quarter. The NCA 1980

meeting is scheduled to be held at Stouffcr's

Denver Inn on December 4 & 5, 1980. For more
information, contact F'loyd L. Burton, Director,

NCA, 1485 E. Fremont Cir. S., Littleton. CO
80122(303)797-3559.

Computer Show
The Mid-Atlantic Business & Home

Computer Show will be held at the D.C.
Armory Starplex, Washington, D.C, Thurs-

day, September 18 to Sunday. September 21,

1980. Show hours are: I hurs.-Saturday. 1 1 a.m.

to 9 p.m.. Sunday, 1 1 a.m. to 6 p.m. General
adult admission is $5. An end-user public

exposition featuring small and medium-sized
business systems, scientific and engineering

computers, micro-computers and electrotech-

nology, produced by National Computer
Shows. P.O. Box 678, Brookline. MA 02147.

Tel: (617)524-4547.

**#*»«"<*- 5

"Do you think this computer is starting

to show strange tendencies?"
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North Star Horizon-

COMPUTER WITH CLASS
The North Star Horizon computer can be found everywhere

computers are used: business, engineering, home — even the

classroom. Low cost, performance, reliability and software

availability are the obvious reasons for Horizon's popularity.

But, when a college bookstore orders our BASIC manuals,
we know we have done the job from A to Z.

Don't take our word for it. Read what these instructors have to

say about the North Star Horizon:

"We bought a Horizon not only for its reliability record,

but also because the North Star diskette format is the industry

standard for software exchange. The Horizon is the first computer

we have bought that came on-line as soon as we plugged it in,

and it has been running ever since!"

— Melvin Davidson, Western Washington University,

Bellingham, Washington

"After I gave a Vz hour demonstration of the Horizon

to our students, the sign-ups for next term's class in BASIC

jumped from 1 8 to 72."

— Harold Nay, Pleasant Hill HS, Pleasant Hill, California

"With our Horizon we brought 130 kids from knowing
nothing about computers to the point of writing their own Pascal
programs. I also use it to keep track of over 900 student files,

including a weekly updated report card and attendance figures."
— Armando Picciotto, Kennedy HS, Richmond, California

"The Horizon is the best computer I could find for my class.

It has an almost unlimited amount of software to choose from.

And the dual diskette drives mean that we don't have to waste
valuable classroom time loading programs, as with computers
using cassette drives."

— Gary Montante, Ygnacio Valley HS, Walnut Creek, Calif.

See the Horizon at your local North Star dealer.
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Right Idea From Heath
Dear Editor:

Your readers may have gotten the wrong idea from Randy Heuer's

article on The Heath WH-89 in the April issue. The assembled and

tested version of the Heath WH-89 is also marketed through computer

stores (and OEMs) as the Zenith Data Systems Z-89.

Mr. Heuer made several comments in his article which readers

could erroneously accept as limitations of the '89. For example, the user

need not be limited to only a single mini-disk. The user is limited to a

total of three drives and HDOS currently supports only single-sided

drives.

We supply standard CP/ M™ for the '89. This requires a plug-in

modification board (to re-map memory for RAM at 0) which we
designed and sell. Under the CP/ M we supply, the user may mix any

combination of single- and double-sided drives. (We also have a 10

MByte hard-disk add-on.) The user can run CP/M applications

packages which will run on 48K systems; this summer we expect to be

able to up that to 64K.

Good screen-oriented editors such as Magic Wand and WordStar
are available for the unit. The 48K unit with word-processing software

costs approximately $.1500. Adding a daisy-wheel printer brings the

cost of a word-processing system to approximately $6500. This system

would compare quite favorably to commercial word-processing

systems costing twice this amount!

The '89 is not as limited as Mr. Heuer's article suggested.

Ms. K.L.C. Gjerding

Operations Manager
Magnolia Microsystems

2812 Thorndyke Ave. West
Seattle. WA 98199

Improvements to TRS-80
Data Monitoring Device
Dear Editor:

The combination level meter/ speaker/ recorder control capa-
bilities provided by the design in the September '79 issue (Cassette

Tape Monitor: Build It Yourself) was immediately attractive to me. I

picked up all the parts at my local Radio Shack for under $25 and
assembled the unit with no problems in about two hours. However,
during assembly, I became suspicious of the proposed circuitry for the

recorder control switch, so I looked into my recorder schematic a little

further. On my CTR-80 recorder, if one were to switch the remote
control hot conductor to ground, you would short out the B+ power and
blow out your power supply diodes. This is easily fixed by isolating the

micro-jack from the chassis. I drilled an oversized hole and epoxied in a
sheet of heavy plastic in which I mounted the jack. Be sure to avoid any
grounds through the switch!!
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After using the unit quite satisfactorily for a few weeks, I realized

that with a few minor modifications, you can use the unit as a sound-

producing device for games, music, etc. By wiring in Radio Shack's 99c

audio amp and a rheostat, you can produce fairly good sound through

the 2" speaker! Now all three plugs on the cable connect into the unit

and three extension leads connect to the recorder, making lead routing

easier. Also, extend the recorder connector leads into the device to

avoid needing three jacks and plugs. While it is not necessary, with the

increased number of components, you might want to use a PC board for

mounting. I recommend using mini-coax or shielded wire for the in-

ternal signal paths and the recorder cables. Note that to supply power to

the amp. the recorder must be in "Play." This is usually the condition it

will be in after a load anyway.

Additional Parts List Radio Shack Part »

Audio Amp 276-1731

Socket for Amp 276-1995

I0K Rheostat w/ switch 271-215

220 mfd electrolytic 272-1029

.05 mfd cap 272-134

10 ohm resister 271-001

Roger P. Wells

1008 Kehoe Drive

Saint Charles. IL 60174

Add To Your "Shoplist"
Dear Editor:

The interesting uses to which personal computers are put appears

[sic] to be unending. Your magazine is continually a source of

information and ideas.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Do more
than ever before-

spend less than
you planned

Heath makes the All-In-One Computer more versatile

Many satisfied customers know
Heath takes the risk out of buying a
balanced computer system. With the

Heathkit All-In-One Computer, you
get 16K Random Access Memory
(expandable to 48K), keyboard, video

terminal and floppy disk system -

together in one self-contained, com-
pact unit - for up to hundreds of

dollars less thancomparable systems.

Heath now makes the All-In-One

Computer more versatile than ever!

The new Heathkit H77 Floppy Disk

System gives the All-In-One even
more data storage and recall capac-
ity. Combined, the All- In-One and
H77 Floppy Disk give you up to 300K

bytes of on-line data storage -

enough to hold entire files. You can
mount operating system and pro-

gram disks at the same time, to make
computing even faster.

You can run programs written in

MICROSOFT™ BASIC™ and As-
sembly Languages, and all current

software written for the popular
Heathkit H8 Computer.

Heath User's Group (HUG) will share
with you a library of over 500 pro-

grams to make your computer serve

you in ways you never imagined.

There's no better way to learn about
computer systems - and save money
- than by building one yourself.

Concise, easy-to-follow Heathkit
assembly manuals show you the

way, from start to finish. And a na-
tionwide network of service centers
protects your computer investment.

Join the Heathkit computer family
today - and pocket the savings!

For complete details on Heathkit

computer systems, as well as nearly

400 other electronic kits for your
home, work or pleasure, send today
for your free, value-packed Heathkit
catalog. Or pick up your copy at the

nearest Heathkit Electronic Center.

Heathkit
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG VISIT YOUR HEATHKIT STORE

Write to: HEATH COMPANY.
DEPARTMENT 355-684.

BENTON HARBOR. MI 49022

In the U.S. and Canada, visit your
nearby Heathkit Electronic Center where
Heathkit products are also displayed,
sold and serviced. See the white pages of

your phonebook. In the U.S.. Heathkit
Electronic Centers are units of
Veritechnology Electronics Corporation. CP-184
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I/O, cont'd...

I felt compelled to write after reading James McClure's article

"Shoplist: The Latest Kitchen Utensil" in your May 1980 issue. The
benefits of a system such as Mr. McClure's can be appreciated by many
of us who suddenly find we've been handed the responsibility of doing
the weekly shopping, without any idea of what is needed.

I would suggest the next logical step in this system would be
assigning each item on the Tile a location code corresponding to the item
and location in the store. This presumes most shopping occurs at one
favorite shopping center. By sorting the items on this code (think of it as
a "bin location" in a warehousing operation) before printing, the list the

trip up and down the aisles can be facilitated to a faster conclusion.
Such codes could be based only on aisle number: or side (left or right);

or tier: or a grid pattern. After all, a grocery store is very much a public
warehouse operation in which we are the bin-pickers. And I for one
don't want to spend any more time than necessary winding my cart

through the aisles.

Keep up the good, and interesting, work!

Dave Kennebeck
1 103 Morningside

Round lake Beach, II 60073

Computer Criminals Exonerated
Dear Editor:

This letter pertains to certain gross inaccuracies in "How Safe Is

Your Computer?" May '80. page 32. The inaccuracies pertain to that

portion of the article referring to the loss by Penn Central Railroad of

217 boxcars.

For the past three years I have personally investigated the

allegations set forth in your article and have found no evidence to

support them. It is true that in 1971 newspaper articles appeared,

indicating that the Penn Central Railroad had lost certain boxcars,

possibly as a result of computer error. Subsequent investigation

demonstrates, however, that the newspaper articles had no foundation

in fact. To repeat these allegations nine years later constitutes a gross

libel of the "tiny railroad" as well as the individuals connected with its

operation at that time. While your article does not mention the names of
those persons, or the name of the "tiny railroad," people in the railroad

industry are well aware of the reference.

The true facts surrounding this mater reveal that the Penn Central

computers were not to blame at all and. as a matter of fact, nobody had
even modified any computer input. Transcripts of the testimony taken
in the Penn Central bankruptcy hearing as well as other documents
reveal the following:

a. Equitable Life Assurance Society had leased 4000 boxcars to

Penn Central. These boxcars were manufactured by Pullman Standard
and all were of the same type and vintage.

b. In 1971, Equitable sold 466 boxcars to an individual in New
Jersey who then entered into an agreement with a short line railroad in

LaSalle, Illinois to recondition the boxcars and eventually place them
into service.

c. The boxcars in question, however, were spread throughout the

country because many of them were in service in the U.S. railroad

complex, and many months went by wjthout Penn Central's delivering

the boxcars to the rightful owner. In addition, even though Penn
Central was not the rightful owner of the boxcars, it continued to collect

fees from other railroads for their utilization.

d. Due to the negligence of Penn Central employees, boxcars of the
same vintage as purchased, but bearing different serial numbers, were
shipped to the Illinois railroad.

e. The owner immediately notified Penn Central that it was
sending the wrong boxcars; Penn Central replied that the owner should
accept those boxcars since they were of the same manufacture and
vintage, even though the serial numbers were different.

f. There was no computer error. No computer input was ever
modified but instead, officials of Penn Central Railroad directed that

the boxcars be sent to the short line railroad in Illinois.

g. Most of the boxcars were not classified as scrap; to the contrary,
most had a minimum of five to six years of useful life left and, if

reconditioned, could continue to be utilized for an additional twenty-
five to forty years.

h. None of the boxcars shipped to Illinois had any product in it and

therefore could not be emptied. There were no contents to dispose ol

i. Many of the boxcars were reconditioned and since their

ownership had changed, Penn Central's name was deleted and the name
of the new railroad was affixed.

j. None of the individuals involved had any connection with

organized crime, contrary to the allegation in your article.

As can be seen from these facts, all of which are supported by

transcripts of testimony and documents, no boxcars were ever

scrapped, none was ever emptied and its contents disposed of, and none

of the individuals had any connection with organized crime. As
previously stated, the individuals connected with this transaction are

well known in the railroad industry. Anyone reading this article would

immediately associate the situation with those individuals. Thus, the

failure to name them in the article does not excuse the libel. This article,

nine years after the fact, falsely accuses these persons of being related to

organized crime and committing the theft of 217 Penn Central boxcars.

It is a shame that you have had to use this regrettable situation as

an example of alleged computer crime. I am sure that you can come up
with much better examples without blaming the computers.

I urge that in your next issue, you print a retraction of the

allegations so that the reputation of the individuals will not be further

harmed.

Warren J. Kaps
Court House Towers

39 Hudson Street

Hackensack. NJ 07601

We are deeply gratefulfor this chance to rectify any error that may
have appeared, and sincerely hope that those concerned readers who
have, by their letters, phone calls and telegrams, expressed dismay and
distress on these matters, will at last rest easier. — Ed.
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Information On
Sharing For All, Please
Dear Editor:

In the Input/Output section of the June 1980 issue there is a letter

about sharing a disk and printer with a dozen Pets. 1 would like to find

out if such an arrangement is possible with other small computers, for

instance Apples, or TRS-80's. Perhaps some of your other readers have

such knowledge they could share.

Nat Mann
St. Williams Public School

1391 Main Street

Tewksbury. MA 01876

Accurate Accuracy
Dear Editor:

After having had some trouble converting Bruce Barnett's

"Accuracy Plus: Multiprecision Multiplication" (Creative Computing,
August, 1979) — the product on page 82, 1st column, top, is incorrect

from place 22 to 45 — I took up the suggestion of your reader Doug
Jones ("Accuracy [?] Plus," Input/Output, Creative Computing,
December. 1979) to check by dividing the product.

For the benefit of those of your readers who have had the same
trouble working it out with Pencil and Paper, I'm enclosing the checked

results of the multiplications on pages 82 (top) and 83 (bottom). They
are correct unless bugs in two independent programs have formed a

conspiracy.

1324137877437784723M73 » *42B38?2*3?318H22733»47
14t734S783338343223137t7211424333«t13«32411*131

1447348783338343223337S779142933384139J24 1181 31
1 324 1 3787 743 77847238*73
< CHOCT IWCH • M2inm.STCLLCI<. 1

»*2*3*72*3731**»22735947

39813333*944332*76341 73637 1***6*377*3334*7 -
3* 17 16 188 78763 1987939448734449884.7833*378

7

38 17 16 18878763 19879394487 J4449*4)67*33*3/*7
398133338944332*7634 1

( CNDCT NPCM • DC2ll*m.STCLLCn. }

73437 18886837 783:13487 -

Peter Jankowski
Alarich Strasse I

5000 Cologne 21

West Germany
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MicroNET is just the tip of the iceberg
We've been telling you that MicroNET
CompuServe's personal computing service,

is the best thing that's happened to per-

sonal computers since electricity. It still is,

but now there's more. A lot more.

Welcome to CompuServe's information

service.

• News. Weather. Sports. Major regional

newspapers. Plus international news
services.

• Finance. MicroQuote. Updates and
historical information on stocks, bonds and
commodities.

• Entertainment. Theatre, book, movie and
restaurant reviews. Plus opera, symphony,
ballet, dance, museums, galleries...

• Electronic Mail. Create, edit, send and
receive messages from any other Compu-
Serve user. . . nationwide.

•Home & Educational Reference Service.

Anything you want to know. . . from ency-

clopedia information to household tips.

• CompuServe user information. In case

you need technical help. . .and information

on new services as they become available.

• MicroNET All we've offered before and
added lately with more to come. This in-

cludes Software Exchange. line printer art

gallery, challenging games, programming
languages, word processing, business

& educational programs. . .and much,
much more.

So we're raising the price. Right?

Wrong! All you pay is a small hook-up
charge, and $5.00 per hour billed in minutes

to your charge card. You need a 300 baud
modem and we're a local phone call in

more than 200 North American cities.

Write for information. This is almost too

good to believe, but we're delivering as

promised.

CompuServe
Information Service Division

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.

Columbus, Ohio 43220

(614) 457-8600
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I/O, cont'd...
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Let's Document Our Statements
Dear Editor:

I read with interest the article "Computer Aided Sight Reading" by

Clark, Wilkins, and Tuma. 1 have been using a similar program on the

TRS-80 for some time. My program provides several added features:

All machine language graphics, a tone generator subroutine that

outputs the various intervals (great for sight singing practice), and light

pen input routines so the student need have minimal familiarity with the

system to operate it.

My real gripe with this article is that statement that "classroom

results have verified that beginning students are progressing much
faster than usual in learning this basic skill." Exactly what is meant by

faster? What is the usual rate of pi

procedure? What kind of data were used to make Ih

there a control gToup? Were the re

I realize the nature of Creative Computing magazine and its

interest to present software of the type presented in I tut the

editors should realize that authors making conclusions about the

effectiveness of this software withou .videncc are performing

a disservice to the field. It is very important as we implement new

technology in the classroom that we refrain from making global

statements of the value of this technology with no experimental

evidence to confirm it! We will fail in trying to convince administrators

to shell out thousands of dollars if we cannot show hard evidence that

computers do- really aid in instruction. The more carefully designed

studies completed in the area, the better. Perhaps Creative Computing
can publish a series of articles which show such evidence that computer

aided instruction is "better" (?) than traditional approaches.

Maybe the authors of the article on "Computer Aided Sight

Reading" have completed a carefully designed sit m the

value of their program (I am currently working on .

the value of my program). Great! Let us have the

silence is better than statements made v

Roger A. Kendall

Dept. of Music

Wentworth Military Academy and Jr. College

MO 64067

mis Ul

journal. But ifyou haw

Simplified Word Board
De.i

compl. cd tx

the d

requ.

:>I the

nch word pa

r the Wang 2200, but the program should

iher machines.

CrMtlv. Co.putl

t "CUP TAS8E","D"
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"COM V
SOU II

10 PR1 PROGRAM "OK MOR0 BOARD'."
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100 INPUT -WHAT KET-,A1«

ISO HI* "A","APPl , "AIRPLANE AVION","
ACHE", "E", "COAT VISION", "F", "OOC CMICN-, "C" , "HAN

140 DATA "J", "NOON LUNE", "K", "CAR OREILLE", "L","CL0U0 NUACE
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•
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Which Question To Ask?
Dear Editor:

First, a comment: I've noticed a steady upgrade in the quality of

your editorial content; please keep it up.

Second, a question: With more computer stores appearing on the

scene, buyers and browsers find that knowledgeable people are not

always available in showrooms to answer questions. I. and perhaps

others of your readers, could benefit if we had some "vestpocko

that could be keyed into equipment on display so that the buyer might

determine if the equipment wen /80A." "8080." "6800,"

"6502." (or whatever) based. Can your capable staff, or one of your

knowledgeable readers help in this regard?

Richard A
3015 Lindberg Avenue
Allentown. PA 18103

It s a nice idea —- but ifyou don 7 know what chip is in the machine.

get a low-level test past the unknown ROM 7

Actually, we at Creative think it matters less and less what chip is

inside, and more and more what i Ifyou

haw to ask what chip is in the computer, perhap mg the

wrong question. - Ed.

Corrections For Apple Strings
Dear Editor:

Rick Geiger states in his article "Apple Strings" that "more

checking is necessary to ensure that we have located the right variable."

I have found this not to be the ca

When a statement such as X$-X$ is executed, the two position

name is changed from XS to a coded representation of that name and

stored in SKI and $82. Following is a description of what Applesoft does

to these variable names.

The high-order or sign bit is not used in the ASCII format.

Applesoft makes use of this fact to save space. Each variable us

positions for the name. For an integer variable the high-order bit in

both positions is set on. for a string variable the high-order bit in the

second position only is set on, and for a real variable neither high-order

>n. Listed below is a table of names and the coded

representation for each.

XX
XS

58 00

58 D8

This coded name isalso the name used in the variable table. When a

match is found be: me in $81..

her check i

•

right into the name. VI ics 460-5*i

im with no ill effect.

i v much

James B Webb
^hts Drive

\ 24301

Dear Editor:

I have just finished reading "Apple Strings" by Rick Geiger in the

spondingto

ngenuity and una ng an Apple

lbout a year and a half now and have a a number of

programs which use assembly-language

operations and e* eed. I have encountered the problem of

parameter-passing in Applesoft and have some comments and

observations to shi

One of my first approaches to the problem was vers

Rick's. He uses the fact that Applesoft keeps the name ol

le in page-zero locations $8 1 and $82. He then proceeds to i.

name to re-look up the variable in Applesoft's simple variable tables.

Unfortunately. Rick is reinventing the wheel* Applesoft already

pointer to the last-user -3 and $84 :

points at the third byte J
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A NEWWORLD OF SMALL COMPUTERS
IS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS THIS FALL

V 4th Annual

NATIONAL SMALL COMPUTER SHOW
New York Coliseum, October 30 to Nov. 1 , 1 980

When we say "lingertips" we mean just that: a hands-on-inspection

opportunity tor you to try the small computers and systems that will

write the history of microprocessing in the 1 980s
Manufacturers will fill over 30,000 square feet with computers, soft-

ware and peripherals. Amazing strides in technology are reflected in

exhibits and lecture series.

New hardware and software for business, education, the sciences

and professions, graphics and personal use are being gathered for

the largest and most beautifully presented National Small Computer

Show ever produced.

As always, the show contains attractions for the seasoned compu-

ter professional, as well as those who wish an introduction to the

exciting world of small computers for business, professional or

personal use. In just a short time, you can discuss your interest with

many industry leaders, vendors, technologists, and our expert

lecturers.

Registration fee is only $10 per day, and all registrants have free

access to the hourly lectures.

FREE LECTURES FOR VISITORS

ItiodutUon to Small Systems lor Business. Stan Vert. Associated CompuMr Ind . noon. Oct. 30 a 31

Mating IMs: Several Directions. Or. Norman Agin. Mathtoch. Inc.. noon. Oct. 30 1 2 pm. Oct. 31.

Selecting A Small Computer lor Business. DavM Benevy. Coniputer Mart of Hj. 1 pm.Oct 30 & 31

Evaluating and Improving your CompuMr'i Performance. Phtsp Gnwsinan. Raytheon Co ,
i pm. Oct 30

law Onto Srsiama Aspects of flora Processing. Barnard Stemln. 2 pm.0ct.30.

Futura Smart Machines 2000 AD and Beyond. Or Eari Joseph. Sparry Unlvac. 2pm. Oct 30.

Computer Contracts Facing ma lasuoa. Man C. Vorttt, Vert* I Co . 3 pm. Oct. 30.

Axc'ts Receivable/Ace ts Payabie/Geni Lodger. 3pm. Oct. 30.

Advantagaa ot Distributed Processing t Murti-Processing. John SteeW.O Corp. ,4 pm.Oct. 31.

Investment Analysis ot Stocks 4 Commodltlos on a Mlcrocomputar. Fred Cohan. Shaareon Loot) Rhodes.

Inc., 4 pm, Oct 30. 3 pm. Oct 31

.

BASIC Programming. Michael Mukahey. Worcastor SUM College, noon. Oct 31

Vldaoprlnts Full-Color. loo-Coat. Hard-Copy Computer Graphics. Warren SuMvan. Imago Rasourcs

Corp .1pm. Oct. 31.

Busmass Applications Software Oovolopmont Via Data Base Managamant. Or Andrew Whmston. Micro

Data Base Systems. 2 pm.Oct 31

Application ot PASCAL to Small Systems lor Business. Panel. Stan Veil. Associated Computer Ind..

Moderator. 3 pm.Oct 31.

Educational Software the Good, the Bad. the Ugly. Jo Ann Comlto. S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook, noon.

Nov 1

Introduction to Personal Computing, noon. Nov 1.

Computer-Assisted Mathematics Courses. Dr. Frank ScaUo. Oueenstwrough Community Cottage.

1pm. Nov. 1.

Artificial Intelligence Update. Prof Pater Kuget. Boston College. 1 pm. Nov. 1.

Compiling and Retrieving Personal Medical Dale with a Microcomputer. Derek Eniander. M0. St Luke's

Hosplttl.2piii.Nav. 1.

The Present State of CP/M Compatible Software. Tony Gold. Lifeboat Associates. 2 pm. Nov i

High Volume Data Handing: Intro, to Fee Processing. Prof. Peter Kugal. Boston College. 3 pm. Nov 1

Connecting the Computer to the Outside World, Prol James Glps. Boston College. 3 pm. Nov 1

Educational Applications In the Home. David AN. Creative Computing Magailne, 4om.Nov 1

-Some of Them New, Dr. Dennis J McGufra. 4 pm. Nov. 1.

(Additional lectures to be announced)

NSCS offers an Intensive eve hour

Snow regtstranon U0N or wine ror inrormauon nnonoance iwnnwj

SPECIAL: EXECUTIVE EDUCATION SESSION FOR BUSY PEOPLE

to computers tor the executive whose time Is limned
. but wants to learn how to cope on various levels in business with computers Covers basics

now to buy, how to upgrade, how to get the most out of systems. Given tour times. Oct 29 to Nov 1 Fee $200. Including run-ot-

r REGISTRATION FOR AMERICA'S BIGGEST SMALL COMPUTER SHOW 1

|
Pleat* regliter me for the 4th Annual National Small Computar Show, Oct. 30 • No». 1, 1980 Now York Collaoum.

I

NAME

COMPANY (If Any)_

ADDRESS

BUSINESS TITLE (If Any)_

TELEPHONE

_ZIP_

(Check main Job function)

1 D Accountant/CPA

2 D Advertising

3 D Admmielretor (Business)

4 D Architect/Builder

5 O Art Director

6 O Banker

7 OChemlst

8 O ConvnodHMN Broker

S D Communications

10 D Computer Dealer

1

1

O Computer Distributor

12 O Computer Hardvvere Consult

13 O Computer OEM
14 D Computer Software Coneutt

15 O Computer Systems Consult

16 Computer Technician

1

7

D Data Processing Mgr

18 D Electronic Engineer

10 Engineer

20 O Financial Manager

21 O Induetrlal Dae

22 D Lawyer/Law Office Mgr

23 O Manufacturer

24 O Marketing

25 O Medical Doctor

28 O Medical Technician

27 O Military

28 D Office Manager

28 D Public Servant

30 O Real Estate

31 D Religious

32 D neseercrVDevelopment
33 O Scientist

34 a Stock Broker

35 D Teacher

36 D Transportation

37 D Utility

38 DWP Manager

SBDWPOperetor
40 D Student

41 D Other (Please opacity)

DONE DAY $10 D TWO DAYS $20

THREE DAYS $30

Mail with payment of $10 for each day you

wish to attend. Use one form per person

Registration badge will be sent by mail in

early October. Check or money order

only Mall prior to October 10, 1980.

Foreign order*: October 1, 1080.

National Small Computer Show
110 Charlotte Place

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

201-569-8542

.1
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I/O, cont'd.

the length byte).

Using this pointer has several advantages. It is immediately

available for use with the 6502's indexed-y addressing mode. The
pointer will be correct even if it is the Basic program's first reference to

that variable. The pointer is also valid for use with array elements, using

the following call sequence: BS(0)=BS(0) : CALL (routine address).

With this example the S83-S84 pointer will point at the descriptor to

B$(0). Descriptors for BS( I). B$(2), etc., will follow immediately after.

The one major restriction to this technique is that only one pointer

to a parameter can be passed per call. Multiple parameters would
require multiple calls, each of which would store a pointer to a

parameter. This is further complicated by the fact that the array

variable table moves upwards in memory as new simple variables are

added to the simple variable table. Pointers to array elements may not

be valid during later calls from Basic!

In cases requiring multiple parameter passing. I have often

preferred the "first-defined" technique. This technique does not restrict

us to usingjust one parameter variable, as Rick suggests. Indeed, we can
access any number of variables within the variable tables, as long as we
know their exact order and position within the tables. This is managed
by having Basic refer to the parameter variables in the order they are

expected to be seen in the variable table, before any access, use, or

definition of any other variables. One program I have written uses the

following to define three integer type and one string type variable:

Vl%=0 : V2%=0 : V39c=0 : V4$=". The Applesoft simple variable

table pointer at $69 and $6A points to the very beginning of the variable

table. Entries for each variable are seven bytes apart, a fact which Rick
used in his GET ADDRESS routine. One may simply use indexed-Y
addressing to look up the values of any of the variables (or pointers in

the case of string variables). A word of caution: integer values are stored

by Applesoft high-byte first as opposed to the normal low-byte first

6502 convention.

I have not found the sign (*>7) bits on variable names which
designate variable types to be unreliable, as Rick has. This may be
explained by an error in the Applesoft II Reference Manual. String

variable names are denoted by a positive first byte and a negative second
byte. This is described in reverse within the manual.

One area of variable passing which should not be overlooked is

Applesoft's ampersand (&) instruction. The "&" instruction is

equivalent to a call to location $3F5. Its nice feature is that it may pass

variable names, string data, constants, or any other information to the

assembly language subroutine (usually. $3F5 contains a JMP to the

actual routine). I have recently used "&" to create a 'wildcard' string

compare function. A Basic statement which might use the function

would look like: & A$.NA$(X).M9t. The first variable contains a string

with possible imbedded wildcards (*'s) and the second contains a string

for comparison (note the ability to use array elements). The last

variable, an integer, returns a value of '0' if the match did not succeed,

and "
I

* if it did succeed. Applesoft's own internal subroutines were used
by my subroutine to look up the pointers to the variable tables.

This is getting rather long. I will stop here and thank you and your
submitters for the excellent work you are doing. Keep it up.

Guy A. Lyle

300 Andrew Lane
Lake Zurich. II. 60047

Correction on TMI
Dear Editor:

I was gratified to see my review article in print in your March 1980
issue, but a correction is in order.

In the article I stated that the color convention used in the MUSE
Three M ile Island program for valve and equipment status was the same
as that used in a real power plant. Actually, the program has it exactly
reversed. A red status light represents a running pump or an open valve.

The rationale is that green means a safe condition (closed valve, idle

pump), and red represents potential trouble if something is not lined up
correctly.

Victor R. Fricke

325 Ramapo Valley Road
Mahwah, NJ 07430

No question ii <o difficult u chat to which the answer U obvious.

A growing
line of tools to
expand the Apple.

M4G*. Ptoqcarronobte Interrupt Timor Modulo.

Time events in four operating modes—continu-

ous, single shot, frequency comparison, and
pulse width comparison. Includes three 16-bit

interval timers, plus flexible patch area for

external interface. Programmable interrupts,

onboard ROM, and much more.

7720A Porott) tottrtoc*. Two bi-directional 8-bit

I/O ports will connect your Apple to a variety of

parallel devices, including printers, paper tape

equipment, current relays, external on/off

devices. Full featured, programmable inter-

rupts, supports DMA daisy chaining.

7S1 1 Arithmetic Erect**. Interfaces with

Applesoft, so you just plug in and run. Based
on the AM 9511 device, provides full 16/32-bit

arithmetic floating point, trigonometric loga-

rithmic, exponential functions. Programmed I/O
data transfer, much, much more.

7710A Asynchronous Soriof Intelfuta. Conform-
ing to RS-232C A thru E 1978 standard, this

card will drive a variety of serial devices such as
CRT terminals, printers, paper tape devices, or

communicate with any standard RS-232 device,

including other computers. Full hand-shaking,

and fully compatible with Apple PASCAL!

7470A 3X BCD A/0 Converter. Converts a DC
voltage to a BCD number for computerized

monitoring and analysis. Typical inputs include

DC inputs from temperature or pressure

transducers. Single channel A/D, 400 ms
per conversion.

7490A CUB IEEE 488 Inttrfac*. A true imple-

mentation of the IEEE 488 standard —the
standard protocol for instrumentation and test

devices. Control and monitor test instruments
such as digital voltmeters, plotters, function

generators, or any other device using the

IEEE 488.

71 14A PROM Modulo. Permits the addition to or

replacement of Apple D firmware without

removing the Apple II ROMs. Available with

onboard enable/disable toggle switch.

7900 A Wlro Wrap Board. For prototyping your
own designs.

7S10A Solder Board.

7590A Extender Board

701SA 16K Dynamic Memory Add-On.

Watch this space for new CCS products for

the Apple. We've got some real surprises in the
works. To find out more about the CCS product
line, visit your local computer letailer. The CCS
product line is available at over 250 locations

nationally, including most that carry the Apple.
Or circle the reader service number on this ad.

Apple II. Apple II Plus, and Applesoft are trademarks
of the Apple Corporation.

CCS makes the difference.
14
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erently.

We see it as a good
way to get things done.

Apple has built a great computer.We at CCS have

built a great line of peripherals and components to expand

the Apple. To do almost anything you want to get done

with a computer.

If you wartt to do business with an Apple, we've got

tools to connect the Apple to standard business printers and

terminals. Or to modems, for communications over tele-

phone lines, with other computers, even with other Apples.

If you want to apply your Apple to engineering, scien-

tific, or graphic projects, we've got tools for high-powered,

high-speed math functions, and fast, high resolution graph-

ics. And tools to connect the Apple to lab test equipment

like function generators or plotters.

And we have tools to connect the Apple to the outside

world, including A/D converters and interval timers with

external interface.

We make components for the S-100 bus, the PET, and

the TRS-80, tooWe built our products to deliver hard-

nosed value to the OEM, and to the inventor who knows the

best, at prices that are unbeaten.

To find out how much computer your Apple II can be,

see things our way. Because for serious users with serious

uses for the Apple, we've got the tools.

California Computer Systems
250 Caribbean Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 734-5811
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Z-80 SoftCaxd
Leading aWhol<
New Lineup for
Your Apple II

.soft Z-80

to run on your Ape
Microsoft's 5.0 BASIC too, the most powerful

date of our famous BASIC interpp

PRINT USING. 16-digit precision, CALL, and CHAIN
and COMMON are just some of the major BASIC features

you'll add. Applesoft s graphics extensions are still included.

More Power Down the Line. You can get even more
programming power and versatility by adding Microsoft's

FORTRAN. COBOL. BASIC Compiler and Assembly
Language Development System. All are available

separately to run with the SoftCard system.

And the whole host of CP/M-based business, scientific

and educational applications can be easily transferred to

your Apple with SoftCard.

The Microsoft Z-80 SoftCard is compatible with most
every Apple product from the Apple II to the Apple II Plus,

Language Card and peripherals. Independent peripherals
for the Apple are supported-as well. The SoftCard package
requires a system with 48K and a disk drive.

Line up a SoftCard demonstration at your Microsoft
Consumer Products dealer today. They II be glad to show
you how the Z-80 SoftCard and your Apple computer
combine to form a system that can't be beat for either

practicality or pure pleasure by any personal computer
available today. Or give us a call. 206/454-1315, for

more information.

But act quickly. At the low price of $349 for SoftCard,
CP/M, Microsoft BASIC and complete documentation, you
may have to stand in line to get one!

""Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
" CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

CONSUMER PRODUCTS
10800 Nc

004
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Ted Nelson

The 1980 NCC
The I980 National Computer Con-

ference, in Anaheim next to Disneyland,

was only moderately interesting. Five

major exhibit arenas (one officially

deemed to be "personal") held rather little

that was new.

The Bombshell

The most important event of the

National. Computer conference was the

Great Ethernet Announcement. You will

recall (see "Random Ramblings" in our

June 1 980 issue — hereinafter cited as

June RR— ) that Ethernet is a system of

coaxial-cable interconnection intended

for computers and other office equipment.

A single Ethernet cable, running through a

ma/c of offices, will permit documents

and data to /itch back and forth instantly

between all the typewriters and printers

and keyscopes and computers and wall-

projectors and copiers and document

storage boxes, all faster than you can

say "Xerox Palo Alto Research Center."

where it was invented.

The Great Ethernet Announcement
was the joint disclosure by Digital Equip-

ment Corporation and Intel that they

would join Xerox in this venture; and

Xerox's complaisant disclosure that it

would welcome them in.

KABOOM!
Ladies and gentlemen, it is now estab-

lished that the Office of the Future — or

OOF, as 1 like to call it — will have one

standardized system of interconnection.

And we now know its name. Ethernet.

In the computer industry, things have

a funny way of becoming standard. They

become standard because they develop

momentum. Some events contribute im-

portantly — like an IBM announcement

or a Standards Committee definition —
but these contribute to momentum, they

don't guarantee it. So when a particular

company brings out a product, like the

LAltair
computer or 3M's Data Cartridge,

there is a big question whether it will be-

come standard. (The Altair's system of

Prateop Amornvitlklvacha next to his first

place project, a Thai-English CRT and Printer

(TTY'43). In the Personal Computing Festival.

interconnection, now called the S-100 bus.

did become standard; the data cartridge

did not. though it's still around and decent.

And if you think IBM's stuff automatically

becomes standard, just think of the

sprocketed 16mm magnetic tape that came
on IBM's old MT, ST typewriter. Where is

it now?)

Xerox knew they were taking a chance

going it alone with the Ethernet: how-
ever, that meant if it caught on they'd have

it all to themselves. But then they were

approached by DEC and Intel, separately,

and saw the wisdom of sharing the sys-

tcm for less than all of a much bigger pie.

This also probably means that the

field will be open up for other companies

who want to supply special boxes to the

Ethernet because three big corporations

make a coalition, and there are some \ery

specific laws about that sort of thing, heh

hch. So the Ethernet will probably be a

very good thing for everyone other

vendors, users, and the whole wide world.

Speaking of coaxial. Zilog showed at

its booth a very nifty new set of boxes —
a complete office communication setup

based on their Z80 chip, all interconnected

by a video cable and set up to toss messages

and data back and forth. Looked great.

However, given the importance of the

Ethernet coalition, Zilog is placed in a very

difficult position. Should they go on push-

ing their own cable setup, just announced,

or retrench to join the Ethernet crowd,

even alongside their rival Intel? 1 predict

they'll have to give in and join Ethernet —
but they won't like it, and it could take six

months or more of corporate infighting.

"Personal" vs "Industry" Shows At NCC

Originally, when Portia Isaacson

managed to get personal computing ac-

cepted as a section of the National Com-
puter Conference, it looked like a big

breakthrough. Now it's settled down,
though, and the outcome can be seen in

negative ways as well.

The personal computing conference

is a way of taking the heat off — keeping

low-priced competition away from the

main exhibit area. Furthermore, not

opening it till Tuesday of the show ensures

that conferees see all the high-priced goods
first.

(Just consider the Exidy Sorcerer as an
example: at about $1300. it's an excellent

terminal that can also be used as a com-
puter; thus it competes with IBM's ASCII
terminal, or should. But it was very far

from the IBM booth.)

There's no real point in distinguishing

the two exhibits. A computer is a com-
puter. So here goes:

Apple The Third

Apple was not in the personal arena,

but the Professional. Though they were
tucked away in the farthest corner of the

most obscure basement area, the free

Disneyland tickets they were giving away
assured their attention from many con-
fercncc-goeiv

And the Apple III was there. Yes. it's

out. And trying to figure out what it means
is fascinating.

In appearance the Apple III strikes me
as unhcautiful rather like an Apple II

that has bumped its head. And the cost of
the Apple III will turn your hair: S4000
plus. But that includes upper and lower

case. 80 column display, a single mini-

floppy drive and a clock calendar aeces-

storics that would raise an Apple II to the

Apple 111 price anyhow.

The ever-growing success of the Apple

II makes it a tough act to follow: and Apple
did so many things right on the Two.
breaths are being held to see if they can
possibly be as right on this one.

Surprisingly, they chose the 6502chip,

an eight-bit unit that is scarcely state-of-

the-art. And they say. straightfaccd, that

this machine can address up to 128 K
bytes. Yeah, but how many can it address

realty!

Part of the fun of the computer world

is this kind of an announcement. Back

in the 1940s, the strategy boys at RAND

AUGUST 1980 17



Position, cont'd...
used to call this a Minsk-Pinsk, based on
the following story: Two Russians meet on
a train. First Russian: "Where are you
going?" Second Russian: "To Minsk."
First Russian: "Aha. Now I know that

when you say you are going to Minsk, you
want me to think you are really going to

Pinsk. But 1 happen to know that you are

going to Minsk. Why are you lying to me?"
So when the Apple fellas say, with a

big grin. Yup. the Apple III can address
up to I28K of memory, you think. Aha, it

can really probably address a jillion

megabytes, but they won't reveal that until

later. And the Apple guys grin. What if it

turned out that it only can address 128

K? Did they say different?

Anyhow, we know this machine has

serious muscle, because they tell us that

separate 6S02 programs can be brought in

in any order and automatically read-

dressed. Now let's think together on this.

Relaxing outside Anaheim Convention Center.

1 hai would seem to mean a separate hard-

wired relocation register for each program,
which is a very serious facility. Because

that means you can really scramble those

old addresses around something fierce,

and the hardware will take care of it all.

Rather like the DAT box (Direct Address

Translation) that lets programs live to-
' gether in the hig machines.

Now, they don't seriously expect us to

believe that these relocation registers are

\ only eight bits long, do they? (Well, the
' infuriating thing is. they might be eight
' bits, but then we don't ordinarily expect

Apple to do things wrong, and it only

stands to reason that these registers oughta

be sixteen bits each.

Now. I'm not saying that's how it is,

I'm just saying that's what stands to

reason.

Ofcourse.it is conceivable that Apple
decided, instead of putting their logic

smarts into the big address space, to put

them into a dinky little relocation cap-
ability, and organize their software around
that. Then later on the Apple IV, for

thousands of dollars yet again, could ex-

pand the address space.

But what the relocation hardware
would also strongly suggest is a whole new
line of interlocking binary software

modules. (How this will relate to their

considerable Pascal commitment is not

clear.) And a big question is of course:

will they cooperate with outside vendors,

or try to go it alone?

Now here we'd better look at history.

Apple has always had an elegant strategy

with respect to cooperating vendors. It has

been Apple's practice since the beginning

to watch and work with cooperating

vendors, and embrace high-class products

into their own official line, with dealer-

ship access and all that.

This has happened with Microsoft

Basic, which was rcchristened "Applesoft,"

with Mountain Hardware products, with

the D.C. Hayes modem, and so on and on.

Now we begin again. Here with the

Apple III comes VisiCalc from Personal

Software, all embraced into the official

product. Does that suggest Apple will try

to keep other software vendors out? No.

They're much too smart. So I think that

given Apple's historic posture, it is almost

certain they will be cooperative about their

grand software plan and the interface

specifications. Thus small software
vendors will probably be able to get into

this market, given keen attention to

Apple's signals and software releases.

Of course, this also means that the

Apple III now creates a clear-cut Umbrella

for independent software offerings for the

Apple II.

For those of you who tuned in late, an

important feature of the nineteen-sixties

was the so-called IBM Price Umbrella —
which has now largely folded.

This was the excessive price charged

by IBM for a given type of product, above
and beyond what other companies might

happily make and sell that product for.

It was a fair bargain. In return for the

legendary reliability of IBM's hardware,

and their johnny-on-the-spot repairman

armies, and just that IBM label that some
people go for. you were paying extra. But

this also was a gift situation for the other

manufacturers, folks like Control Data

and Univac and Memorex. who could do
nicely selling compatible products for

less, cowbirds around the behemoth.
And this also protected IBM. some-

what, against the charges of Monopoly,
since it kept a menagerie of competitors

essentially as pets.

So now here is Apple Computer.
Originally (Year 2 Anno Altair) it was a

struggling company like all us other

struggling companies.

Now we see it more clearly as the jolly

tan giant of personal computing, rising

head and shoulders above the others, with

a true personal computer, not just a box of

boards with an unforgiving operating sys-

tem.

And now Apple has the nerve to issue

its new model at about twice the price of

the old, with what looks so far like mod-
erately more capability: the price umbrella

again.

So, heh, heh. this means that for those

of you who want to do software and acces-

sories that crank up the Apple II to com-

pete with the Apple III, it's open season.

And Apple will only smile.

I am personally tempted to do a word

processor.

Now we see why, incidentally, lower

case has not been adopted into the Apple

II line, though there are several inde-

pendent vendor accessories that do it.

But Apple chose to hold it all till the

Model III.

That, to me. is the one naughtily

ibmological thing they've done — holding

back the capacity of the small machine to

push you onto the big one, just the way

IBM always has. Tut, tut, tut.

The Other Exhibits

Everywhere was the screech of new
dot-matrix printers: from the top-of-the-

line Facit, which offered two colors and
considerable speed, down to the Base 2 in

the personal exhibit area, which at $700
with graphics looks like a real winner —
if it's reliable, etc. etc.

The most important event

off the National Computer
Conference was the Great

Ethernet Announcement.

General Electric's new Terminet

printing terminal is a beauty: physically,

it is the best-looking teleprinter anybody's

made. The color is also a surprise: refrig-

erator white. It's Option City, with key-

pads, speeds and buffers to your liking: in

the $1500 range and up. they are obviously

zeroing in on the range occupied by the

Teletype Model 43 ("bulletproof reliable)

and the DEC LA34.
Yes. Virginia, you can get a function-

ing 68000-based computer. (The chip-

monks all know that if it's CPU design

you care about, the 68000 processor-on-a-

chip is the best.) The boxed version isfrom

Motorola, and you'll pay for it — $20,000

and up.

The Onyx Z8000 was there, and
running Unix!

Yes, friends, the legendary UNIX
time-sharing system may now be had. the

whole ball of wax. for under $20,000 and

serving eight users! Heaven and earth have

met. And it was running, of all places,

in the Microsoft booth in the Personal

exhibit area. (Microsoft's Z80card for The
Apple, however, was not. Yet.)

The Findex computer, at $6000 and
up, offers good news and bad. The good
news is its portability (30-odd pounds with

a handle), and up to two megabytes of on-

board bubble memory. The bad news is

that you access this through CPM, so that

it can't all be treated as a big data space.

Winchester Backup was an important

undercurrent of the exhibits.
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THE ULTIMATE
INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

+t,- -
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)

The brain is the perfect mlormation management
system

Like the brain, we at MicroAp specialize in the

management of data.

Our software is the state of the art and is

designed to efficiently store and instantly report

the information you need for your business and
personal needs

From inventory control to mailing list manage
ment. Micro Ap provides the most cost eltective

soft v. ble

At the heart of our systc: ro Ap's unique
indexing and reporting methods You are not

limited to single key retrieval Information can be
referenced by zip code, date, name, or any other

indices required Operation is "menu driven
uses screen displays with all the instructions

error sensing that allow the novice to quickly

learn the system and accomplish a multitude of

tasks

Micro-Ap's Newest Industry Innovation is the

SELECTOR IV"" System, with the ability to i

data file conversions, arithmetic computations,

global search and replace, and full page report

formatting

This floppy and hard disc oriented system is

upward compatible with SELECTOR III C2
It adds several dimensions to the world of inlor

mation management

Experience SELECTOR ind,

and improving, longer than any other data b

system in microcomp

See the innovative SELECTOR IV

manager and the standard setting

general ledger system at YOUR LOCAL
COMPUTER STORE or conta

Micro Ap Lifeboat Associates
9807 Davona Dr. 2248 Broadway
San Ramon. Ca. 94583 NY. NY 10024
(415)828 6697 (212)580 0082

telex 220501

MICROAP
The Standard In Information Management Systems
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Position, cont'd...
The question is, now that people are

getting hard (Winchester) disks that hold

millions and millions of bytes, what if

they crash? Where to copy the informa-

tion just in case?

Well, Konan Corporation — no kin to

the barbarian — says it should be 3M data

cartridges, and they'll hook 'em up to your

S-100 under CPM. And others say it

should be industry-standard 3/4" mag
tape, offering "streaming" tape drives for

the purpose — that is, the tape keeps going

in one direction, not jigging back and

forth in vacuum columns. Some say floppy

disks will bridge the gap. Corvus offers

their videotape-cartridge system, the

Mirror (sec RR. June). But it really doesn't

matter. The important thing to note is that

the Winchesters really are getting out

there. And that is a beautiful and happy

development.

The Corvus Constellation (See RR,
June), was running, too. The software

seemed to be a little rocky, and Software

Pipes were not . up yet, but at least we

saw it do stuff.

Pascal Boards for both the S-100

bus and Q-bus were seen. (This may
standardize .Western Digital's P-code.)

Aydin Controls showed just enough

computer animation at their booth to sug-

gest that they might be offering anima-

tion packages in the future.

(As yet, no commercial digital com-
puter animation packages exist — except

scattered pieces of software and a few

TV services. COME ON, you guys!)

The Sandwich Boys from American

Used Computer, a merry fixture for a

decade with signs on their backs, were

gone, banished inside by the stuffy and

pompous Convention Fathers. Boo.

International Big Mother showed
again their Document Box ( see June RR).

Of special interest to personal-computer

fans was an ASCII terminal, portable,

looking good and coming in at the rather

threatening price of $1300. That's heavy.

ASCII is the code of the personal com-
puter field, and $1300 is only 40% more,

say, than most. Also at the IBM booth
were very nice color terminals. IBM
terminal for your S-100 anyone? ASCII?
No way, said the product mangier sooth-

ingly. They only work with the weird 370

protocol (in an optional complicated up-

date, natch), and the price is given in

dollars per month. Now that's the old IBM.
Most impressive exhibit among the

personal amateur exhibits was a printed

and CRT display of the Thai language — a

lovely-looking loopy notation. Its de-

velopers actually had a teletype 43 handling

the Thai characters under graphic con-

trol of a character generator. When I asked

if they'd sell the Teletype graphics adapter,

they only sighed modestly and said it was
nothing.

A color-camera box for a reasonable

price — $2000 — is out: "Videoprint"

from Image Resource (Westlage Village,

CA).
This is essentially a setup for shooting

sharp color pictures of what would other-

wise be fuzzy color displays. The reason is

this: your color picture tube beams

through a metal mesh, or, in the Trinitron,

frizzes into a gridwork of tiny color-

phosphor strips. While to the on-line user

it's okay, this introduces by its very

nature considerably more blur than you

want to look at in a photograph.

The solution is to use the black-and-

white monitor, whose phosphor is creamy

smooth and untextured, to make three

separate images for the primary colors,

and then recombine these sharper images.

(This is what is done in the big-screen

TVs — Advent, Panasonic, and others.)

For making photographs, however, all you

need is a single black-and-white monitor,

sauced with your primary colored filters.

You put a camera in this box, see, with

color film, and open the shutter. Now the

The Creative Computing booth at NCC was
shut down briefly due to a row with AFIPS
management. For details, keep tuned.

monitor shows the red part of the picture

through a red filter. After which darkness

descends, and the color-wheel turns, and
the monitor shows the blue part of the

image through the blue filter. And once

more the wheel turns, and ihe green part of

the image appears on the monitor, and this

view is appropriately tinted through the

green filter. (I remind you that when you
are combining images optically, the

primary colors are red-blue-green — un-

like what it was like in art class, where you
mixed poster paints and the primary colors

were red-blue-yellow.) Now develop the

film, and — whamarama! a beautiful

color image, far sharper than you'd see off

the color picture tube. I am presuming

that this box also performs the electronic

separations and controls the framing.

Now all we need is a decent-priced

16mm movie camera to go with it. and a

nice movie-editing system done around
videotape. Then we can go to our local

Fotomat in the parking lot, get a video-

tape transfer, and make synthesized

movies without workprints — dammit, it's

all coming together so slowly!

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center,

from which Ethernet was cast, figured by

implication in another byplay — small,

though symbolically important. Rosetta's

version of the Smalltalk language (see re-

view of Hypercon 4, this section) was on

view in the personal exhibits. A few^

people seemed to think that the original

Smalltalk developers at Xerox PARC
might be distressed by this development.

But this would seem unlikely. After all,

Kemeny and Kurtz. Iverson and Backus

donH mind when independent vendors

bring out versions of their languages —
Basic. A PL and Fortran — and Smalltalk

is likely to achieve the same recognized

greatness.

A different question is whether Xerox

is going to assert trademark over the

name "Smalltalk" — and opinions seem

to vary on this matter. So far there is no

published indication of such an intention.

So the Rosetta fellows aren't violating

anything. Yet.

American Used Computer
was banished inside by
the stuffy and pompous
Convention Fathers. Boo.

The Sessions

At the big conferences you have to

pace yourself. Fifteen years ago, I used to

scuttle from ballroom to ballroom, hungry

and out of breath, scribbling down every-

thing I heard. But it was all new then, and

subfields were being invented every month.

Now most of the topics are old — at least

the ones that make it to the NCC sched-

ule — and many session chairmen treat it

as a chore. I hit only a few.

The session on computer animation

was a nice summary and retrospective of

high resolution stuff, especially of the

work from New York Tech (crowned by

Emshwiller's "Sunstone"). and the

beautiful graphics of Demos and Whitney

from Information International.

The session on computer-controlled

special effects was really crowded. I

passed it up, to my regret, for an un-

crowded session on "libraries of the future"

— which seemed to stress the hypothesis

that trained librarians should design the

electronic libraries of the future, which

they say may or may not be something like

card catalogs or the New York Times data

bank. Hmm. (See Hypercon review.)

Fred Gruenberger's "plenary session"

at the Personal Conference turned out to

be a number of heavies from the straight

computer industry pontificating to a

scattering of people in a mostly-empty ball-

room on why personal computing "hasn't

taken off yet." (What hasn't it taken off?)

From the way they were talking, the field

will be swallowed up by corporate giants

as soon as it becomes worth taking over. If

this can be taken as representing the at-

titude in the conventional industry. I'd say

the surprises are not over yet, and well see

who is going to swallow whom. (By 1990.

personal computing will be bigger than the

rest of the industry. Mark that down.) The
industry straights don't yet see the com-
puter as an interactive movie-machine.
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which will by then be its central (unc-

tion: and the talented creators of inter-

active software will not be coming out of

the Cobol mills. They're in the cottages

and basements with their Apples and

PETS and TRS-80s and Ataris.

Another, utterly different "plenary

session" this one rather full — heard

from the chairman of the Walt Disney

organization about EPCOT. Now. if you

are a Disney fan, you know that EPCOT
was Walt's crowning dream the Ex-

perimental Prototype Community of

Tomorrow — a new kind of residential

suburb in Disney World, whose design

only Walt could imagine or understand.

Now. this was really interesting, because if

Disney World was actually going to house

an ongoing community of citi/cns. what

would it be like? Would there be slums?

No. Churches? Of course. Adultery? Teen-

age naughtiness? Bubblegum? Minorities?

Well . . .

Surely here was a problem to tax even

the greatness of Walt Disney's spirit and

imagination (and I am not being facetious).

Because all of the Kansas City values and

gumdrop euphemism that Disney's work
expressed would have been hard-pressed

The new PMC-80, a TRS-80 look-alike from

Personal Micro Computers Inc., Mountain
View, CA.

to deal with the smarmy reality of a breath-

ing, unsalaried, human population. I think

he would've done it. and I think it would

have been a damned interesting synthesis.

But well never know. The great man
is gone, and committees oversee the ac-

cumulation of the wealth, and put out

movies like The Mack Hole. And the

Disney chairman came to tell us all about

how EPCOT was going to have pavilions

and a convention center and rides and

attractions. In other words another

amusement park.

He would entertain questions. I

leaped up and asked, very politely, about

Walt's Dream, as I thought I'd under-

stood it, of a real Experimental Proto-

type Community of Tomorrow, like with

people actually you know Living In It.

No. said the chairman gently, that

could not be, that could not have been

Walt's Dream. Because if people lived

there it wouldn't be Tomorrow any more,

would it. it would be Today. And besides.

the instantaneous overnight visitor pop-

ulation of Disney World is already in the

tens of thousands anyhow, so there's your

EPCOT right there.

He said it nicely, and I suppose the

organization has done the right thing. And
this way there won't be demonstrations

and town meetings and local kids going

wrong. Because the only man who could

have made such a thing work is gone now.

But gosh, golly, gee whiz, shucks, see

here — I sure was hoping to live there.

The Fourth Hypertext

Conference

Hypercon 4, in Swarthmore, Pa., in

April, was the first of the Hypertext

conferences not advertised to the public.

I and my co-workers on the Xanadu™
Hypertext System hold these shindigs

about every six months to keep our spirits

up and propagate the faith.

First, about hypertext: it simply

means "non-sequential writing." There are

lots of places that writing might be better

off in non-sequential structures. And
others are working on hypertext of one

sort or another, notably Engelbart (now at

Tym-Share. where his system is being

marketed under the name "Augment"),

and van Dam at Brown University. So that

"Xanadu" is our trademark for our kind

of hypertext, soon to be a commercial

offering.

Xanadu hypertext is built around

windowing and linked documents. A win-

dowing document simply has a window to

another document: that is. Document A
may quote a part of Document B. We hope

to make this practical, however, and make
it also our solution to the copyright prob-

lem: the author of Document A gets a con-

tinuous royalty while Document A is being

fed out to a user, but when the part that's

windowed from Document B is fed out,

now the author of B gets the royalty. (I

say "author" for simplicity's sake: it might

be the publisher, or some other owner.)

Any document stored anywhere in the

Xanadu network — if we manage to get a

network going — can window to any other

document. The same for links: you can put

your own private footnotes, marginalia or

underlinings on anything — or publish a

document with public links to any others.

The whole point is to build an overall

system whose ground rules are fair, and

powerful and sweepingly simple — and

whose software is efficient, that is to say,

feasible. We hope to demonstrate the sys-

tem this calendar year, and even dream of

franchising it nationally — so that where

you see the big golden X on the highway,

you'll know where to plug in for your local

entry to the net.

Now. a little thought will disclose that

if any author can window to any document

stored in an expanding network, there are

certain questions of storage, data structure

and indexing techniques that get fairly

serious fairly fast. Which is why the pro-

ject has taken so long (twenty years). But

we're still working hard on it — six to eight

active people, depending on who you
count — and operationality is in sight.

Well and good. The first three of our
semi-annual conferences were open to the

public, but not many people came, ap-

parently because civilians have a bit of dif-

ficulty figuring out what in the world we're

talking about — if you have no ex-

perience at a keyscope, have never heard of

time-sharing or word processing, and have
only the haziest idea of what a computer
might be, face it. you may not enjoy the

conversation very much.
Also, we've been talking about this

system a long time, and laymen get a little

impatient. They can't quite see what's

holding things up — why isn't it ready?

After all, computers store information,

don't they? Never mind this algorithm and
debugging business.

So this Hypercon we decided to

hold as a private party. But we managed
to bring in a nice group, very highly qual-

ified.

There were guests from Yourdon and
Humrro and Capital Children's Museum,
National Science Foundation, The Wash-
ington Post, Western Printing, and the

Beck Corporation, to name a few; also the

Church of the Holy Starship.

Language freaks came aplenty: Scott

Guthery was there (the developer of Tiny

C), Leor Zolman (creater of BDS C) and,

from Texas, Scott Warren and Dennis

Abbe (inventors of Rosetta Smalltalk).

In the morning we covered the

Xanadu system's design, again, as must be

done for any new group. Then in the after-

noon, under a balmy sun, we hammered
on such questions as corporate financing,

how we relate to video cable as a delivery

system, and the body of law that makes a

printer a co-defendant in cases of libel

which holds sinister portent for electronic

publishing. It means The Bad Guys can

shut down anything they don't like just

with highly-financed libel suits. Or can

they'.'

After a bounteous Chinese dinner,

catered by a Swarthmore student, the

group turned to festivity and bibulation

and unstructured deprogramming.
The Becksters unpacked their Bcck-1.

a Z80 machine with CPM and a TV input

that does nifty real-time picture con-

version, and snapped our pictures on the

diningroom table.

The Rosetta folk unpacked their

Sorcerer and disk drive and showed us

their Smalltalk.

Lawsy. what a demo that was. as

Scott Warren showed us the magic of

Smalltalk on the Sorcerer screen. He
created windows with text in them, rif-

fled and shuffled them on the Sorcerer

screen like a card-sharp.

Some thirty very high-level software
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Your CP/M system just isn't worth
its salt... until it's been through

a night like this.

The Pirate stands ready to challenge your CP/M system to a
battle of wit and endurance. As you traverse uncharted lands and
seas, you'll meet up with wild animals, magical beings and a smart
alec parrot Adventureland and Pirate Adventure are two of the most
mind-bending game simulations you'll ever encounter. (CS-9003)
$24.95.

Original Adventure is an undisputed classic. The treasures you
seek are hidden in underground caverns. All you have to do is find
them. It's easy, just overcome a giant clam, nasty little dwarves
and other deathly perils. This game is bi-lingual so. to make it really

a cinch, just type in "GO FRANCE'' and the characters will speak
and understand only French (CS-9004) $24 95.

The Basic Games Library features 190 top-notch simulations,
battles and strategy games from the celebrated Basic Computer
Games Book and its sequel. More Basic Computer Games. Volume
I (CS-9001) and Volume II (CS-9006) include Super Star Trek.
Slalom, and Checkers. Each disk is $24.95. Both disks and the
Basic Computer Games Book are available for only $50 00
(CS-9000).

Volume III (CS-9005) and Volume IV (CS-9006) feature Yahtzee,
Tennis, Wumpus and Grand Prix. The disks are $24.95 each. Both
disks and the More Basic Computer Games Book are $50.00
(CS-9007). The entire four disk collection also includes both big
games books, edited by David Ahl, and is $95 00 (CS-9008) All are
on 8" disks, require 48K and Microsoft Basic

Your local computer store should carry Creative Computing
Software. If your favorite retailer does not carry the software you
need, have him call in your order to 800-631-8112. Or, you can order
directly from Creative Computing. Write to Creative Computing
Software. Dept. AHHG. P.O. Box 789-M, Mornstown. NJ 07960.
Include $1.00 for postage and handling. For faster service, call in
your bank order toll free to 800-631-8112.

sercsafciorcal software
I

Position, cont'd...

types stood chin-to-chin in my study for

an hour transfixed by Scott's razzle-dazzle.

Some remarks on the Smalltalk

family of languages are in order about
here, as well as about their place of origin,

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center

(PARC).
If IBM is like the Soviet Union — mil-

lions marching in lockstep, Ve Know Vot
Is Good for De Pipple — Then Xerox
PARC is like Versailles. Its inhabitants

frolic in palaces and gardens — that is,

with unceasing access to breathtaking de-

lights that we commoners would give an
eye for. In particular, the Learning Re-

search Group has its Smalltalk language,

running principally on computers called

Altos, which are all over the building.

Smalltalk is totally inside-out and up-

side-down compared to any other com-
puter language, and we will be expound-
ing it more fully in later issues. Suffice it

to say, however, that the language's power
for graphics and interaction is unrivalled;

Xanadu hypertext is built

around windowing and
linked documents. A win-
dowing document simply
has a window to another
document.

and that no version of it has been avail-

able anywhere, until this implementation

by Rosetta. And while in many ways the

Rosetta implementation does not use the

more advanced concepts of the later

PARC Smalltalks — it does not compile,

for instance, and disallows "classes of

classes" (watch future issues) — never-

theless, it is the first language of this

family to escape the walls.

The Rosetta gents said they weren't

sure whether they should bring this pro-

duct to market yet, because it was so slow.

Unanimously the Hypercon multitude

said yes, they should, we wanted it, and so

on. Thus was Rosetta led down the path

to the NCC.
A good time was had by all. The tape

recorder didn't work, but posterity needn't

worry; most of what was covered was old

ground.

Still, people had enough good vibes

and good thoughts, and were sufficiently

glad just to meet each other, to make it a

bang-up day.

The next Hypercon is tentatively

scheduled for December, and will be open
to the public. But drastic measures will be

needed to correct one problem: the small

percentage of women (less than ten). We
are considering including a Costume Ball,

couples only, as incentive to bring in

women. Other suggestions are welcome.

s V
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HERE'S THE SECOND HALF .

... BY THE AUTHOR OF
THE FIRST HALF.
Learning Level II picks right up where the TRS-80*
Level I manual left off, and is written in the same style

that made the Level I manual a classic.

Learning Level II teaches you to use every Level II BASIC
feature, including PRINT USING. You also learn to use

the built-in Editor, a powerful tool for changing and correcting

programs. A special section covers the many changes needed

to update the Level I Manual for use with your Level II

machine.

Learning Level II also shows you how to operate the

the Interface box, Dual Cassettes, the Realtime Clock,

Printers and other peripherals. All 23 error messages are

explained in detail. The entire book is written so you can

understand it. (And, it has an index.)

Your Level II TRS-80* simply isn't complete

360 pgs.

Soft Cover
2nd Edition

without Learning Level II.

Order your copy today!

COMPUSOFT" PUBLISHING
A Division of

Compusoft, Inc.

San Diego, CA 92119

«*>
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^*s*-
\P

From
the

same author
comes the book

you've been asking for!

The BASIC Handbook is the

definitive reference and "idea"
book, explaining in detail the BASIC
language as used in over 100 favorite

micros, minis, and mainframes.

A virtual ENCYCLOPEDIA of the BASIC language.

In it is everything you need to know about the 250

most important BASIC statements, functions, operators and
>' commands, explained in a way that you can put them right to work.^

If there is an alternate way to write ^^
a program using other BASIC
words, the Handbook shows you

how. If there is a function

needed but your machine

doesn't have it, the
Handbook shows you how to

accomplish the same thing in other ways.

This HANDBOOK is written

to be used! With The
BASIC Handbook you

can finally make
those programs found

in magazines run on
your computer!

360 pgs.

Soft Cover

Is TRS-80* Level II covered — YES!
Is PET covered - YES!
Is Apple covered — YES!
Sorcerer, Altair, Imsai, Etc.

YES . . . and over 50 more!
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A/,/^'^ *#£& Dealers Inquiries Welcome
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Beta-80 from MECA
Eric VanHorn

Despite the numerous changes in

computer technology, many peoples' ever-

lasting impression of computers is large,

spinning reel-to-reel tape drives in old

science fiction movies. And despite many
predictions of their demise, tape drives are

alive and well, even in the small computer
industry. MECA makes a number of tape

drives. for small computers, among them
the BETA-80 for the TRS-80.

The BETA-80 has little resemblance

to the slow and unreliable cassettes that

most people have used at one time or

another. Its shell is an unobtrusive gray,

sheetmetal box that measures about 8" on

a side and 4" high. The only control is a

rear-mounted on off toggle switch with a

front-mounted on/ off LED. The
BETA-80 uses digital cassettes that load in

the top of the box.

Like the TRS-80 disk
system, the operating
system automatically
boots when the keyboard
is turned on.

Interfacing depends on how the
BETA-80 is to be used. The simplest

configuration is to use the tape drive with a

16K Level II TRS-80, in which case a

ribbon cable is plugged in to the edge
connector at the left rear of the keyboard.

Like the TRS-80 disk system, the operat-

ing system automatically boots when the

keyboard is turned on.

The BETA-80 can also be used with

an expansion interface as either a stand-

alone bulk storage device or in conjunction

with a disk drive as disk back-up. This

does, however, require a minor jumper
modification in the expansion box. If you
are squeamish about making any hardware
modifications, MECA will make the
change for you. As a stand alone device,

the BETA-80 automatically loads and

executes the same way it does with the

basic TRS-80. As a backup device, a port

must be addressed using the OUT x.y

command in Basic.

Because of its high speed operation,

the BETA-80 requires digital cassettes. In a

pinch it will work with regular audio
cassettes, but they will not be reliable. The
cassettes must be formatted, and contain

two tracks with up to 999 256-byte blocks

on each track. This gives a tape capacity of

SI2K per tape, although tapes can be

formatted for a shorter number of blocks.

Anyone who has had to work with the 56K
capacity ofTRS-80 disks can imagine what
a luxury this kind of storage size is.

The primarv commands in Basic are:

SAVE (filename) (track)

KILL (filename) (track)

NAMES (track)

LOAD (filename) (,R)

MERGE (filename) (track)

Filenames are up to 5 characters long. The
track numbers. and I. are indicated the

same way drive numbers are in disk

systems. Save "TEST: I" would save the

file test on track I

.

NAMES is the directory command.
Up to 66 filenames can be saved on each

track, so 1 32 files can be saved on a tape

without running out of directory space.

Because the directory is stored in RAM,
the directory need not be read every time a

NAMES command is issued. The Direc-

tory is automatically read in on start up

and must only be reread if the tape or

logged-in track is changed.

The BETA-80 operating system also

allows for automatically loading and
executing programs. Load "TEST.R" will

load the program TEST and Run it. This,

among other things, makes it possible to

have menu driven tapes.

The SAVE command also can be used

for file handling. All files are saved as

arrays. The information to be saved is

stored in an array, then simply saved using

the array variable. Even though Level II

Basic only recognizes 2 byte variable

names, the BETA can still use a five byte

file name by only looking at the variable

name and the first 2 bytes of the specified

tile name. The OS is "smart enough" to

automatically convert from one to the

bcta-KO
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other. File array names are all followed by

an asterisk (*). Despite the fact the tape

hardware is slower than a disk system, this

simplified file handling process can
actually make the overall speed faster.

Finally, file merges can be performed

to concatenate Basic programs. This is not

only useful for development work, but

data statements can be merged during

program execution to provide a different

means of doing file handling.

For Basic programmers, this is as far

as you will probably go, but for machine

language programmers, the BETA-80
really shines. By getting out of Basic and

into the operating system, a variety of

versatile and simple instructions allow you

to load, save, merge, and move machine

language instructions. An OS command is

also provided to dump memory. All these

commands can also be used in Basic. The
syntax is similar to that used in Newdos for

accessing utility programs in the operating

system. EX 4000 will execute a machine

language program starting at a memory
location 4000H. In Basic, CMD"EX4000"
will perform the same function.

Generally, the BETA-80 has been very

reliable. Occasionally there will be a boot

failure, but the system has always booted

on the second try. I have been using

MAXELL Digital Data Tape (about $8

For machine language
programmers, the BETA-
80 really shines.

each) and have never had a media problem.

My only real complaint about the hard-

ware is that the tapes can be hard to mount

in the drive.

The software is extremely good —
much better than I expected. Formatting

tapes is slow — it takes about 20 minutes

— but since the storage capacity is so great

this is only a minor inconvenience. The
software includes the OS, a debugger. Star

Trek, and a mailing list program to

demonstrate file handling. I also under-

stand Electric Pencil is available on tape.

My only other complaint is the speed.

The BETA-80 works at 4800 baud, which

is certainly better than 600 baud cassettes,

but I did wonder why they didn't go ahead

and set it up for 9600 baud. That extra

speed would make a big difference,

particularly when compared to disks.

MECA tape decks are currently

available forTRS-80, Apple, Sorcerer and

S-100 computers, and can be ordered with

an optional printer port. Anyone with one

of the above computers should certainly

consider tape as an alternative or com-

plement to disk systems.

For more information, contact

MECA, 7026 O.W.S. Road, Yucca Valley,

. CA 92284 (714) 365-7686. O

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT D
USERS AND PURCHASERS

We represent many fine micro products and manufacturers

on the GSA Schedule, including

Apple, Cromemco,

North Star and Vector Graphic

Purchasing from the Schedule will save you the time

consumed by the bid process. Products shipped throughout

the United States and world-wide. Visit or write any of our

stores for more information or to receive our catalogue of

products represented.

257 West Street, Annapolis, MD 21401 (301) 268-6505
13A Allegheny Avenue, Towson, MD 21204 (301) 296-0520

9330 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20910 (301) 588-3748

Or Call (301) 268-5801

Career Opportunities Available *An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Ideally your computer should be
able to act like a cross between an
electronic piece of paper and a pocket
calculator. That seems to be just what
the people at Personal Software, Inc.

had in mind when they developed
VisiCalc. VisiCalc is not merely a piece
of interactive software, but in some
respects is more like a separate pro-
gramming language. It is extremely
powerful, and handles many varied
jobs with aplomb. When used properly
it can save a great deal of time that
would ordinarily be spent program-
ming or using several pieces of soft-
ware. VisiCalc cannot do some of the
things that high level languages can
do, but what it can do, it does very well
indeed.

It takes much less time to learn
virtually everything there is to know
about the VisiCalc system than it takes
for any other programming language
you can think of. In my case it took
about seven days averaging about one
and one-half hours a day to become
conversant with all that VisiCalc has to
offer. This is in sharp contrast to the
various high level programming lan-
guages that demand much more of the
learner in exchange for their greater
flexibility.

Not only does it take only a short
period of time to understand the entire
VisiCalc system, but it takes almost no
time to begin getting results from this
remarkable piece of software. This is

Doug Green. Cortland Jr.-Sr. High School. Valley
View Dr., Cortland, NY 13045.

VisiCalc:

Reason Enough For
Owning A Computer

Doug Green

an opinion that I share with everyone
that I have demonstrated this system
to, as well as several people in the
computer business who already use
VisiCalc or supply it to other users.

A Window Into The
Computer's Memory

After you load in the VisiCalc disk

you will have the basic electronic sheet
of paper on your screen. As you can
see from Photo 1, it has 20 rows and
four columns. Each location in this

grid is identified by the number of the
row and the letter-code at the top of the
column, for example, A1. The cursor in

VisiCalc is much wider than the usual
single-character cursor; it takes up the
entire entry that it occupies on the grid.

The amount you can
store is limited more by
the size of your com-
puter's memory than it is

by the VisiCalc sheet.

Any entry on the sheet can either

be a number, a word, or a function of
the contents of other locations. This is

one of the reasons that VisiCalc is so
powerful. Whenever a location is

changed by the user, all of the loca-
tions that depend on it are auto-
matically recalculated. It is this aspect
of VisiCalc that is so striking and so
useful.

Let us say you have told the
VisiCalc sheet to derive column C in

some way from columns A and B. Then
if, for some reason, you change any of
the values in columns A or B, new

Photo 1

results in column C will be displayed
automatically. This is like using FOR
. . . NEXT commands in immediate
mode without ever having the contents
of your memory leave the screen.

Although what you see is limited

by the number of spaces that can be
displayed on your screen at once, the
electronic sheet is actually much
larger. There are 254 rows and 63
columns where information can be
stored, and the amount you can store is

limited more by the size of your com-
puter's memory than it is by the

VisiCalc sheet.

Keeping track of the remaining
memory is very simple since it is con-
stantly displayed in the upper right

hand corner of the screen.

You may only see 20 rows of data
at one time, but the number of columns
can be varied by changing the width of
the columns. You can also store more
information in one of the grid loca-
tions than it appears able to hold. The
system will remember exactly what
was entered regardless of how narrow
you choose to make the visible col-
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umns. The screen will display as many
characters as you allow for, beginning
from the left of your input.

In addition to the grid, there is

space at the top of the screen where
other important information is dis-

played.

The white bar displays the con-
tents of the location where the cursor
is currently residing. This can either be
a value (v) or a label (I). These terms
are analogous to numeric and alpha-
numeric variables that one deals with

when using Basic; except just a value

can be an expression referring other

locations in the table.

The Clear command re-

quires three keystrokes,

a fact that saved me from
clearing the VisiCalc

sheet at a time when I

was really trying to do
something else.

Two Independently
Scrollable Windows

If you are not satisfied with the

information that you can see on the

screen at one time, you can split the

screen in either the horizontal or

vertical direction and look at whatever
portion of the sheet you like in either

window. A common use of this feature

is to display the upper left corner of

your sheet in the left window while the

lower right portion of your work is dis-

played in the right window. That way
you can change your initial entries and
watch your totals change at the same
time. Photo 2 shows an example of how
this might be put to use while analyzing

the family budget for the upcoming
year. Instead of wondering idly what
would happen to your savings for the

year if the electric bill goes up five

dollars a month, you can find out just

by typing over the information that you
would like to see changed. As you
might guess, this will change the entire

row that lies beyond the changed data,

along with all of the column totals that

depend on these figures.

The Replication Feature
Another impressive feature of this

system is the ability to replicate similar

functions down a row, across a column,
or in both directions at once. For
example, if you wish to have VisiCalc

derive values for column C by sub-
tracting those in column B from the
corresponding values in column A, all

you need do is type in the directions
for the first location in column C along
with directions for replication. This will

cause column C to be completed in an
instant.

If you are trying to complete a
table of entries that depends on the
values stored in the top row and the

left hand column, all you need do is

supply the directions for the entry

located at row two, column two along
with the replication commands and
the screen will fill before your eyes,
much faster than most users could
type in the specific formulas to per-
form such a task.

Cursor Control
The •- and — keys are used to

move the cursor from side to side and
up and down, while the space bar is

used to change the direction of cursor
movement from horizontal to vertical

and back. For rapid movement you can
hold down the repeat key. There is also

a GOTO command that allows you to

move the cursor to any location on the
sheet with just a few keystrokes.

The little dash in the upper right

hand corner of the sheet tells you
which way the cursor is currently pre-

pared to move. The letter next to this

dash, either a C or an R, lets you know
the current direction that the recal-

culation will occur in. You can instruct

VisiCalc to recalculate down the
columns (C) or across the rows (R).

This will depend on how you have set

up the entries in your table.

The ESC key is used to recover
from simple typing mistakes. If you
press it often enough it will erase all

VisiCalc Functions

SUM Calculates the sum of the values in a list

MIN Calculates the minimum value in a list

MAX Calculates the maximum value in a list

COUNT Results in the number of non-blank entries in a list

AVE Calculates the average of the non-blank values in a list.

The maximum number of values in the list is 255.

NPV Calculates the net present value of the cash flows in a

list, discounted at the rate specified. The first entry in

the list is the cash flow at the end of the first period, the

second entry is the cash flow at the end of the second
period, etc.

LOOKUP Used with a list of items that are ranked in ascending
order. This function returns the value from the list that

is less than or equal to the value referenced in the

command given.

PI Returns the value of 3.1415926536

ABS Returns the absolute value of the value given

INT Returns the integer portion of the value given

EXP SORT
LN LOG 10

SIN ASIN
COS ACOS
TAN ATAN

Calculates the appropriate function. The trigono-

metric calculations are done in radians

NA Results of a calculation are not available. This makes
all expressions using the value display as NA.

ERROR Results in an "Error" value that makes all expressions

using the value display as ERROR.

»» This means that there is not enough room to display

the calculated value in the room available. Making the

columns wider will often allow the value to be dis-

played.

Scientific

Notation

VisiCalc will automatically shift to scientific notation if

necessary in order to display a value in the space
alotted.

Photo 2 Table 1.
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VisiCalc, cont'd...

that you have typed in since you last hit

the return key. As you enter data for a
given location it appears on the so-
called prompt line, the line between the
white box at the top of the sheet and
the grid. When you close an entry by
hitting return, or moving the cursor to
another location on the page, the con-
tents of the prompt line are calculated
(if necessary) and placed in the loca-
tion on the grid that you have just dealt
with.

More Functions And Commands
There are a number of other func-

tions that are available to VisiCalc
users. These are all listed in Table 1,

but a few deserve special mention. The
sum function is especially useful to

anyone dealing with columns of num-
bers that must be added. (Think of all

the time operators of small businesses
can save by not having to bang num-
ber after number into a calculator.

With VisiCalc they only need to be
written once.) You can also ask for the
average of a range of values along with
other common functions used in bus-
iness, science, and mathematics.

The list of commands is also im-
pressive. With a few key strokes you
can blank out any location, add or
delete a row or column, move a row or
column to a new location on the page,
or repeat a number or letter across any
location in the grid. This last com-
mand is especially useful for drawing
lines across the page like those in

Photo 1. There are a number of com-
mands that can change the format of a
given location or the entire window
that the cursor is located in. The
choices for these format commands in-

clude: general, integer, dollars and
cents, left- or right-justified columns,
and graphing. This final command can
be used to construct simple bar-
graphs for information displayed in a
range of entries selected by the user.
This is shown in Photo 3.

Other commands couple or un-
couple the movements of pairs of

windows, fix the titles on the screen

Photo 3

as the cursor moves down or to the

right, and replicate formatting acrossa
whole column or row, or the entire con-
tents of the current window. These
commands require between two and
five keystrokes each depending on
what is being accomplished. (The
Clear command requires three key-

strokes, a fact that saved me from
clearing the VisiCalc sheet at a time
when I was really trying to do some-
thing else.)

VisiCalc manages its own storage
in its own format. It provides storage
commands allowing you to save files

on disks or cassette tapes, load files

from a disk or a cassette, delete a file

from a disk, or initialize a blank disk so
that it will be ready to receive VisiCalc
files for storage. It is easy to ask for a
list of the file names on a given disk.

You can also print the contents of your
sheet on a disk as a "text file." This
file can be read by other programs in

Basic, for example, and the informa-
tion can be further processed in this

manner. (This feature permits you to

perform whatever other functions you
may feel are missing.)

Similar commands will result in

the printing of your electronic sheet
by your printer. The output will be what
is actually on the sheet, as opposed to

what appears in the window, so be sure
to pay attention to the line width of

your printer. In any case you can
specify the portion of the page that will

be printed with the issuance of the
proper print command.

Stay Tuned
Your purchase of the VisiCalc

package includes an instruction book
that contains an introduction and four
lessons. As I read through the book
and carried out the examples I found
the text to be easy to understand. The
explanations were certainly cleaner
and better than those I have seen in

most systems programing manuals.
Along with the book, which is in a
handsome 10 x 7'/2 inch three-ring
binder, you receive the VisiCalc ref-

erence card. This contains a summary
of all of the VisiCalc commands and
functions and is extremely useful for

users who are new to the system. It

would also be invaluable to infrequent
users. When you send in your warranty
card you will receive the first copy of
the VisiCalc Newsletter free. Original
owners are also protected from any de-
fect in the disk for 90 days, and re-

placement thereafter for $15.00.
The people at Personal Software,

Inc. are planning to improve the system
and offer the updated versions to
original owners at a reduced price.

They also encourage users to sug-
gest changes and additions to improve
the system. As a VisiCalc user I would
suggest that they add some of the more

commonly used statistical functions to

those listed on Table 1. The ones that I

would suggest would be: standard

deviation, one or more correlation co-
efficients, and perhaps the ability to do
a t-test and a least-squares linear re-

gression; but new functions, must use
up too much memory.

Whenever a location is

changed by the user, all

of the locations that de-
pend on It are auto-
matically recalculated.

Machines And Memory Requirements
Although the version I used was

designed for an Apple system, it will

soon be available for other makes of

small computers including Pet and
Atari. It is only available on disk and
requires a minimum of 32K of RAM.
Additional memory will allow for the
storage of a much larger electronic

sheet but all of the systems' features

are available for users of 32K systems.
The version that I used (version

35) requires 23K for the resident pro-

gram. This means that for a 32K sys-
tem there remains only 9K for storage
of the electronic sheet. This still allows
for a reasonable amount of storage,

but for most business applications it

would be a good idea to have 48K avail-

able.

Worth The Money?
If you are in business, the chances

are that the cost of a VisiCalc disk will

be one business expense you will

gladly bear. The current suggested
retail price is $150.00. This may be a
bit steep for someone who only needs
to do his check book and the family

budget, but for almost anyone in bus-
iness, education, or any science-
related field it is not only worth the
initial expense, but reason enough to

purchase a small computer system in

the first place.
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What do you need?

Program listings . . . inventory listings . . .

custom logos and letters . . . mailing labels in a

multitude of sizes . . . custom forms and the data

to complete them . . . curve plotting or bar

graphs . . . digitized images from video or bit

pads . . . multi-part forms . . . preprinted forms

. . . tickets . . . and the list goes on . . .

How do we do it?

High speed bi-directional full logic printing; two

standard character sets, upper/lower case

with descenders; high speed font at 165 cps;

letter quality font at 90 cps; expanded

characters, solid underlining; programmable

character sets; complete dot control graphics;

adjustable tractor feed 3"-16"; user adjustable

platen; programmable tabs, forms length and

line spacing; out of paper signal; self-test;

interface options — RS-232C, Centronics

parallel, Apple, S-100; and the list goes on . . .

The Malibu Model 165
Find out if it's the easy solution to your hard copy needs — contact

your local computer dealer or you can write or call us today for

complete specifications and print samples — you won't be disappointed.

Versatility, Quality and Reliability: We build it in.

malibu
Electronics Corporation

Dealers and OEM'S, call us about our new purchase programs

with prices, terms and delivery to meet your needs too.

2301 Townsgate Road, Westlake Village. CA 91361 (805)4961990
,< subsiilidrv <>f Dotamatrm Corporation
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Asteroids in Space

Chris Vogeli

Have you ever been in a game arcade
and watched as some poor soul dumped
mega bucks worth of quarters into a game?
Many have turned into game addicts,

spending $ 10 and more each night in order
to become the 'best' at one game of skill. At
present, the most popular games are Space
Invaders, Galaxian and Asteroids.

Predictably, the hottest software
packages on the market are adaptations of

these arcade games. Super Invasion for the

Apple II is currently the most popular
computer game, largely owing its success

to exact adherence to the arcade format. A
new program. Asteroids in Space, is in the

same vein as Invader. Asteroids for the

Apple II duplicates the fun and excite-

ment as well as the superior graphics and
strategy of the arcade version of the game.

Asteroids is written in machine
language and can be run on either the

Apple II or the Apple II Plus (requires 32K
and disk). The game offers the options of a

demo or 'attract' mode plus selection of

fast/ slow missile and asteroids speeds. The
rotation, thrust and missile cannons of the

players ship are controlled through the

Apple game paddles. In the game, the ship

starts at the center of the screen and
asteroids bombard it from all directions.

The player must move and/ or rotate the

ship to avoid asteroids and destroy them
with missile cannons. A missile hit on a
large asteroid sends up to 4 small chunks
reeling through space which must also be
destroyed with the cannon. As the game
progresses, increasing speeds and more
asteroids make winning no easy task. To
compound problems, a small alien flying

saucer, bent on destroying your ship, is

randomly released. Warning: The alien is

loaded with torpedoes and very rarely

misses.

All in all, Asteroids in Space makes
for an exciting game and certainly is worth
$ 19.95, and probably a substantial savings

in the long run compared to 25 cents a play

in the arcades.

Available on disk only for S2I.4S
postpaid from Quality Software, 6660
Reseda Blvd., Suite 105, Reseda, CA
91335 (213) 344-6599.

Magnetic Media need
housings which offer

• Security • Efficiency

• Portability • Convenience

PEC HOUSINGS
GIVE YOU ALL THESE
BENEFITS IN TOP QUALITY
ECONOMICAL DESIGNS.
All have vinyl feet to protect work surfaces,

vinyl dust covers to shelter contents, vinyl

interior strips to hold media upright, prevent
slippage. All have indexes with large angular
tabs. All are made to provide long life. All are
moderately priced.

YOUR information processing station

needs FLEXI-MATIC/MINI-MATIC housings.
Contact your regular source for information
processing supplies, or write directly to us for

further information.

FOR STANDARD DISKETTES
FLEXI-MATIC OUTFIT FM-2
Metal tray, five index/dividers,

clear vinyl dust cover. Three
supporting metal tilt plates,

adjustable in V/a" increments.
Holds 50 magnetic diskettes.

Will cross-file in standard
letter size file drawer

Locking steel hood optional.

HIGH CAPACITY
FLEXI-MATIC OUTFIT FM-1

For larger installations.

Holds 120 standard-size
diskettes. Four metal tilt

plates, adjustable in 1 Ve"

increments. Clear vinyl dust
cover. Locking steel hood

optional.

UB33 Practical EngineeringConcepts

MEAD-HATCHER INC.
752 Military Road • Buffalo, NY 14216

FOR MINI-DISKETTES
MINI-MATIC OUTFIT WM-1

"Little Brother" to the rugged
Flexi-Matic. Holds 50 mini-

diskettes. Three supporting metal
tilt plates, adjustable in incre-

ments of 1" Five index/dividers
plus clear vinyl dust cover.

Will cross-file in standard
letter-size file drawer.

Locking steel hood optional.
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It is difficult to determine just what

features make a computer simulation

enjoyable. Using very vague terms, a

computer simulation should be challeng-

ing but not impossible, and of course

should be something that would ordinarily

be difficult to do without the aid of the

computer.

Perhaps one of the first "good"

computer simulations was the classic "Star

Trek" game. The commander of the

Enterprise was faced with two separate

challenges in each game. One was the

strategic problem of the overall destruc-

tion of the entire Klingon fleet in a given

amount of time. The other was the tactical

challenge of handling the combat situation

in each quadrant.

Admittedly, most "Star Trek" type

games are generally not difficult to win

after several sessions, but the length oftime

"Star Trek" has endured attests to its

popularity. Some more recent good

computer simulations that come to mind
— although not all conflict simulations

are Galactic Umpire (Softside), Three Mile

Island (Muse) and Air Traffic Controller

(Creative Computing). All of these

simulations feature an overall problem

that is overcome by solving many small

problems. It is this two-step thought

process that makes these games inter-

esting.

Now there is a new simulation on the

market which again confronts the player

with an overall problem that can only be

solved through the solution of many small

problems. Computer Bismarck is perhaps

one of the most complex home computer

simulations produced to date. Its level of

complexity may be too much for some;

however, for those who find most com-

puter games dull after a few sessions.

Computer Bismarck may provide the

challenge they've been seeking.

The Historical Perspective

For those not familiar with World

War 11 naval history. I'll briefly outline the

situation that Computer Bismarck at-

tempts to simulate.

At the beginning of the war. the

A Conflict Simulation For Personal Computers

Computer Bismarck

Randy Heuer

German battleship Bismarck was probably

the finest battleship afloat. Although the

British possessed a greater number of

capital ships, none of her battleships could

match the Bismarck.

In late May 1941, the Bismarck and

the cruiser Prinz Eugen left port from

Bergen, Norway. Their mission: to

intercept Allied merchant convoys supply-

ing England with vital war supplies. The
U-boats had already deeply hurt the

British war effort, and these immensely

powerful German surface ships loose in the

Atlantic could completely disrupt this

tenuous link.

The next few days would prove to be

fateful for both sides. In the first

engagement between the German duo and
the British battleships Hood and Prince of

Wales, an early salvo from the Bismarck

The diversification of the

German player's possible

strategy also makes it

difficult to determine
whether the computer is

really playing a good
game or randomly wan-
dering about the map.

penetrated the Hood's deck, exploding the

ship's main ammunition magazine. In a

matter of seconds, the Hood sank and over

1400 men died. The Bismarck then escaped

the shadowing British cruisers.

However, fate soon turned against the

Bismarck: a lucky hit from a British

Swordfish torpedo plane disabled the

Bismarck's steering while she was steaming

toward France. With the Bismarck

practically helpless, the British engaged the

German ship with a sizable force of ships,

and after a few hours the Bismarck went

down with over 2200 men.

The Simulation

So much for what really happened.

The computer simulation, though, lets us

explore the many things that might have

happened. In Computer Bismarck, players

take the role of the commander of either

the British or German fleets. Or a lone

player may command the British fleet

while the computer controls the German
forces.

Two versions of the program are

presently available. The one reviewed here

is the 48K Apple version (for ROM
Applesoft). This package requires a disk

drive and retails for $59.95. (A less

sophisticated cassette version for a I6K
I RS-KO is also available, but since I have

not seen it I cannot say what the

similarities and differences are from the

Apple version. The TRS-80 version sells

for $49.95.)

The Apple version comes packaged in

a rather oversized box about the size of

many of those "bookcase" games from
Avalon Hill and others. Rattling around
inside are an instruction booklet, two sets

of playing charts, a pair of very nice maps
laminated in plastic, two grease pencils and
the diskette. The multi-colored maps are

coated with plastic so players may make
notations on the maps with the grease

pencils and then later erase them.

The rules are long and fairly complex:

however, it is important that the players

become totally familiar with the rules

before attempting to play Computer
Bismarck. I know that many people reach

right for the diskette after buying a

software package, but this is one of those

games where not having a very clear

understanding of the rules and their

implications will be disastrous. In fact. I

think I can safely say that most people will

find this simulation impossible to play

without reading the rules and having them

nearby the first few games. The separate

playing charts are also very helpful;

indeed, unless you memorize all the

necessary values, it's imperative that these

also be on hand while playing the game.

For those people unfamiliar with

conflict simulations (such as any of several

published in board-game form by com-
panies such as Avalon Hill, Simulation

Publications, etc.), a grid is placed over a

map of the field of play to facilitate

movement. In Computer Bismarck a 20 x

18 grid is superimposed on a map of the

North Atlantic. Each of the ships and

planes involved is assigned a series of

numerical ratings to represent charac-

teristics such as speed, endurance, fire-

power, ability to absorb damage, detect-

ability and search capabilities. On a given
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Bismarck, cont'd.
turn, a player may usually move any or all

of his units up to their movement limits.

Thus the simulation is much more dynamic
(and realistic) than games such as chess.

Another feature unique to conflict simula-

tions is that the element of chance may
effect the outcome of a particular battle,

although the player with superior forces

will usually win. But nothing is guar-

anteed.

Perhaps the most unusual feature of

Computer Bismarck is the fact that neither

side is aware of the location of the other's

forces except when a sighting occurs. The
computer keeps track of the necessary

numbers and determines whether oppos-

ing units can see and attack each other.

Thus the players get the feel of the total

blindness that the actual commanders
must have experienced. It is this feature

that makes Computer Bismarck unique
among computer games and board games
alike. Experienced wargamers will find this

element particularly satisfying and frus-

trating at the same time.

The Program

We now get to the software itself

(finally).

The game is played entirely on the

monitor or TV screen. Before each player

moves his units, a high-resolution map.
with the present locations of the player's

units, is displayed on the screen. The map
itself is very well done, and the only small

complaint I can register is that the

movement-grid is not also superimposed; I

believe this could have been done without

serious program modification.

This is one of those
games where not having
a very clear understand-
ing of the rules and their

implications will be
disastrous.

It's also a bit difficult from looking at

the screen to determine which unit is

which, as all the battleships are represented

by B's. all the cruisers (light and heavy)are

represented by C's. etc. Given the resolu-

tion problem of small computers. I don't

know how this problem could be handled

effectively. One solution might be to

provide the players with cardboard
counters like those in board games and let

the players move them about on the

laminated maps. I suppose people could

make their own. (I should point out that iM
a player forgets the location of a particular

unit, there arc a couple of commands that

provide either the present position of the

unit when given the unit's name, or list the

names of the units at a given gridpoint.)

Despite these minor complaints, the

display is fairly functional after one
masters the command lists.

Players control the movement and
actions of their units via a two-level

command system. The player enters a two-

character code for whatever action or

display he wishes. To move his units, the

player enters the appropriate code and
then refers to the second command menu.
The ships or planes that may move at this

turn are then listed one at a time, and the

player may enter the appropriate move-
ment commands. As the player enters the

movement commands, the units are moved
about the screen although player may-

change any or all of his moves until he
enters the DM (done move) command. At
this point the other player moves his units

via the same process. The actual updating

of positions is done simultaneously by the

computer after both players are finished.

Neither player is aware of the location

of the opposing units unless a sighting

occurs. This is accomplished by displaying

only the player's own units on the screen
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JOIN THE
Judging by the letters we've received

from buyers of Computer Bismarck,™

home computer historical wargaming

is a great mind-stretching recreation

to uncramp the old synapses after a

few hours of trying to cram 54K of

code into 48K of memory. But

before you read any further, let us

wam you that our new game,

Computer Ambush," is more gut-

wrenching than mind-stretching.

Strategy versus Tactics

Computer Bismarck is a "strate-

gic" wargame, casting you in the role

of a British or German admiral coolly

deploying fleets of ships and planes.

Computer Ambush is "tactical"...tough

and dirty street fighting in a half-ruined

French town. ,. , -,

You re a Sergeant

You command a squad of ten infantrymen

(either American or German). Each man has a

name, rank, and such individual combat skills as footspeed,

strength, intelligence, endurance and marksmanship...all of

which affect the success of every move you order. Your

squad is armed with grenades, rifles, automatic weapons,

plastic explosives, bayonets, and even garottes. You fight

with carefully-aimed shots, area bursts, explosions, and

hand-to-hand combat. They can result in wounds or

deaths, depending on time, distance, the individual skills of

each soldier, and your ability as a squad leader.

Battlefield

Street fighting is the most challenging tactical command
situation in modern warfare. Using "Higher Text", a

character generator, the computer displays a map showing

buildings (your plastic explosives can turn them into rubble

during the game), walls, hedges, doors,

windows (nasty sniper positions), and

each of your men by name. The
enemy is usually hidden.

Play the Computer
The computer plays the Ger-

man squad leader (FelJu'ebel Kurt

Reich) to perfection. It defends the

town with sniping, machine guns,

grenades, and finally, with hand-to-

hand combat.
You're Sergeant Buck Padooka.

You maneuver your men and fire at

revealed and probable German posi-

tions. If you kill all the Germans
before they get you, the town is yours.

But the computer's a tough, experi-

enced squad leader, so don't expect

to win very often.

Play a Friend
You take turns examining the

COMPUTERAMBUSH™ .You've got a war on your hands.

U INHUITHY
!

video map display, moving your men,
and firing weapons. Your options are

limited by casualties, wounds, physi-

cal exhaustion, ammo supplies, ter-

rain, and the individual skills of

each of your men. The same is

true for your opponent. And every

action takes precious time, even
the flight of a grenade or bullet.

(Remember, time is life or death
on the battlefield and in Computer
Ambush!) After each turn, the

computer displays the movements
and weapons fire of both squads as

tracks on the video map.. .just once,

so watch carefully to figure out where
the enemy is, or was.

The Sweat and Death of War
The time pressure and complexity

of Computer Ambush create the stress of

actual combat command. Your palms sweat

as you watch PFC Chuck Lawson get blown
away by that damned Kraut machine gun you forgot when
you ordered him to sneak across the alley. If you can

imagine a game that's more complex than chess, requires

much faster decision-making, rewards courage and cruelly

punishes foolhardiness... that's Computer Ambush!

$59.95 and an Apple
If you've got an Apple II Plus (or an Apple III or an

Apple II with Applesoft Firmware ROM Card) with 48K
memory and a 5 lA inch mini-floppy disc drive, you can be

playing Computer Ambush in a few days. For $59.95, you
get the game program disc; 2 mapboard charts (for plotting

strategies in grease pencil while your opponent is at the

computer); 2 squad leader's data cards; and a rule book.

You also get a game selection card which tells you how to set

up any of seven wargames: NCO
Training, Ambush or Raid against the

computer; and Patrol, Ambush,
Strongpoint, or Free Form against a

human opponent.

Call 800-648-5600 (toll free),

and ask Operator 1 8 1 to charge Com-
puter Ambush (or Computer Bis-

marck) to your VISA or MASTER-
CHARGE. In Nevada call 800-992-
5710. To order by mail, send your
check to Strategic Simulations Inc.,

Dept. CC, 450 San Antonio Road,

Suite 62, Palo Alto, CA 94306.

With our 14-day money back

guarantee, your satisfaction is assured.

So come and join our Apple Infantry!

~_H
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Bismarck, cont'd...

during each player's turn. Before the game,
each player enters a secret password so that

his opponent can't see his map (unless the

opponent knows his password). This is a

worthwhile feature, although one player

must leave the room on the other's turn.

The computer opponent (nicknamed
"Otto Von Computer, Simulated Ad-
miral") is also worth commenting on.

Perhaps the biggest problem most war-

gamers face is finding an equally fanatical

opponent to play against. Computer
Bismarck solves this problem by providing

a series of subroutines to play the role of

the German commander.
"Otto" appears to play a fairly

respectable game. I say appears to, since

with the hidden-movement rule (and the

fact that the program is LIST protected), I

can judge "Otto's" ability only from the

limited experience of a few games. The
diversification of the German player's

possible strategy also makes it difficult to

determine whether the computer is really

playing a good game or randomly wander-
ing about the map. Generally speaking,

"Otto" makes particularly good use of his

U-boats and seems to use good judgment
as to when to attempt to break his surface

ships out into the Atlantic.

The typical game of Computer
Bismarck lasts from two to five hours.

Fortunately for those of us who rarely have

a continuous block of time like that, a

game may be saved on diskette at the end

of any turn. Thus a single game can be

played overa period of days. This feature is

absolutely necessary with computer games
of such duration.

Neither side is aware of

the location of the other's

forces except when a
sighting occurs.

The only major complaint I have

about Computer Bismarck is the missing

tactical-warfare element. Although a

player may decide whether to attempt to

withdraw a ship, which target to fire upon
and whether to fire torpedoes, very few

other choices are left to the player once a

combat situation occurs. Hits and misses

just happen and the player has little control

over this action.

In some ways this "missing" tactical

combat phase may be somewhat of a

blessing for many people who find the

strategic portion of Computer Bismarck

enough of a challenge. However, I find it

disappointing that players have so little

control over this part of the game after the

complete control they've had up to this

point. Maneuvering your forces in the

decisive battle would add so much to the

game.

Final Remarks

I suppose the final question is whether

Computer Bismarck is worth the rather

considerable cost. The answer really

depends upon your taste in software.

Computer Bismarck is probably not for

everyone.

The point which I probably cannot

emphasize enough is that it is an extremely

complex simulation. In most computer

games only one piece may move each turn.

In this simulation, however, as many as

thirty units may move on a turn. Changing
weather conditions, fuel supplies, combat
damage, and of course the clock, must all

be accounted for in determining a player's

overall move. Some people may find this

extent of sophistication too much to

handle.

However, for those ready for a

challenging computer simulation, I en-

thusiastically recommend Computer Bis-

marck. These people will enjoy the

complex problems that this game presents,

at times frustrating and bewildering.

For more information on Computer
Bismarck, contact Strategic Simulations,

Inc., P.O. Box 5161, Stanford, CA 94305.

a

PET TWO-WAY RS-232
and PARALLEL

OUTPUT INTERFACE

SAOI The microprocessor based serial and parallel
interface for the Commodore PET. SADI allows you to
connect your PET to parallel and serial printers,
CRT's, modems, acoustic couplers, hard copy termi-
nals and other computers. The serial and parallel
ports are independent allowing the PET to communi-
cate with both peripheral devices simultaneously or
one at a time. In addition, the RS-232 device can com-
municate with the parallel device.

Special Features for the PET interface include:

Conversion to true ASCII both In and out
Cursor controls and function characters
specially printed

Transfers programs between PETs
over the phone line using a modem.
Selectable reversal of upper and lower case
PET IEEE connector for daisy chaining
Addressable - works with other devices

Special Features for the serial interface include:

Baud rate selectable from 75 to 9600
Half or full duplex
32 character buffer

X-ON, X-OFF automatically sent

Selectable carriage return delay
Special Features for the parallel interface include:

Data strobe - either polarity

Device ready - either polarity

Centronics compatible

Complete with power supply, PET IEEE cable, RS-232
connector, parallel port connector and case. Assembled
and tested.

SADIa (110VAC) $295
SADIe (230VAC) $325

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
ISO POCONO ROAD

MOOKFKL0. CONNECTICUT 0*104
TEL (2091 775-9669 TWX 710-4560052

>iw *»o M/e icamo hm accouar *u»m». iviui« mti ug wan mowuoum oaetx ron mimm • xAmum - roaciw mom ue 10% »on »ia
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Why sort?

Sooner or later — always sooner
than expected — you will have to do
some sorting. Your list to be sorted

may be a symbol table in a compiler,

which has to be alphabetized, or you
may want the largest 100 items, in

order, in a list of 10,000. Perhaps you
are a student who wants to update the

mailing list for his school paper. Or, if

you have a business, you may want to

put in order the recently active

accounts before updating the entire

file.

Anyhow, computers spend a large

amount of their time just sorting one
list or another. Finding the right

method for each job is therefore of

great importance.

A Few Methods.
In thisarticleand in two more parts

to follow we will discuss just a few of

the many available sorting methods,

and indicate situations in which they

are particularly useful.

Before you read on, it is useful to

ask yourself how you would sort a list

of, say, six numbers in increasing

order. Chances are you would end up
with something similar to the insertion

sort which we discuss in this article, or

the "bubble sort," which is very similar,

and is often used as a programming
exercise.

The Insertion Sort is extremely

simple in concept, and is very easy to

program. It is very suitable when, for

example, you have to sort lists of

length up to about 10. When the

lists are longer, the number of com-
parisons it makes become very large,

and the method is definitely not recom-
mended. For short lists it is never-

theless very fast, because there is a

minimum of book-keeping involved.

Albert Nijenhuis, Univ Of Pennsylvania, Dept. of

Mathematics. Philadelphia. PA 19104

Part I: Insertion Sort

Albert Nijenhuis

Heapsort is a method which
greatly economizes on the number of

comparisons that are performed, by
using the general principle that if

"a < b" and "b < c" have been estab-

lished, it is no longer necessary to

compare a and c. Since the per-step

bookkeeping is a bit more involved, it

works a bit more slowly on short lists

than the insertion sort.

Computers spend a large
amount of their time just

sorting one list or an-
other. Finding the right

method for each job is

therefore of great im-
portance.

Both insertion sort and heapsort

use no array space except that in which
the input data is stored. This feature

makes these methods simple to use as

a part of bigger programs.
The third method is a linked

merge-sort, and will be discussed in

the third article. It is particularly use-

ful in situations where the items to be
sorted are bulky and hard to displace,

or where the input data already has so
much of the desired order that not

using this order would be wasteful.

This sorting method does require

some working storage, and its program
is longer than the other two.

Insertion Sort.

We shall assume that the numbers
to be sorted are stored in an array

with n locations a(1) a(n), and the

sorting consists of switching the con-
tents of these locations so these con-
tents are listed in increasing order.

The following way of looking at the
problem is extremely important in

understanding algorithms: we assume
that the first j elements a(1) . . .a(j) are

already in order. On first sight this may
seem like magic — it may suggest that

we have already solved the problem
that we wanted to solve. In fact, it does
nothing of the kind: whatever magic
there is, is in the replacement of the

fixed given subscript n by the sub-
script j which may, in principle, take

any of the values 1 n. The state-

ment "a(1) a(j) are already in in-

creasing order" will be true for certain

values of j and not for others. If it is in-

deed true for j=n, then we are finished,

but that is only seldom the case. All we
are allowed to assume is its truth for

j=1, because any list with only one
member is automatically sorted. What
we shall do is design a method which,

assuming the statement is true for any
particular j, will cause it to be true for

the next value of j. This method will

thus lead us, step by step, from j=1 to

j=n.

For example, suppose we had the

list consisting of 1, 2, 6, 8, 12, 5. Then
the statement is true for j=5, but not for

j=6. To make it true for j=6, we com-
pare 5 and 12, and interchange the two
because they are out of order. This

yields the list 1, 2, 6, 8, 5, 12. Still

focusing on 5, we now compare it with

8, and interchange. Next is the com-
parison with 6 in the new list 1 , 2, 6, 5, 8,

12, which again leads to an inter-

change. The next comparison, with 2,

does not lead to an interchange, and
we have just achieved the truth of the

statement for j=6.

The story with general values of j is

remarkably the same, though we re-

phrase it slightly. We first store a(j+1)

in b to simplify the procedure. (So, in
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ds note letters and other documents Spectel Mature*

'elude msenion Of taxi during execution from other
rmittlng rec

CRT i

1 COBOL program* weed with any
oumst rermrrtai SbeeVeSa

j FORMS 2- CRT screen ed.tor Output « COBOL dot*
4) description* tar copying tnto CIS COBOL program*

Automatically areata* a query and update program of
indexed Me* using CRT protected and unprotected
screen formats No programming experience needed
Output program deeetly camp—d by STANDARD CIS

Aaqutass C8ASIC-2 Supplied In source

OLECTOR - General Ledger option lo SELECTOR
HI-C2 tntaractlva system providsa for customiied
COA Unique chert or traneaction type* insure proper
double entry bookkeeping Generate* balance sheets.
PAL statement* and journals Two year record allows
tor statement of changes M financial position report.
Supphed In source Require* SELECTOR 111 C?
CBASiC-2 and S*K system .

Price*end specmcetion* euOarct to change without notlc*.

Pt ACHT RE« SOFTWARE '

; OtNIRAL LEDGER Record* detail* of all hnenciei
y transactions Generates • balance sheet and »n to-

f come statement Flexible and adaptable design for
both small bustne**** and firms performing client

writeup services Produces reports as toaows Trial

Year Comparative Batartca Sheet Income Statement

E accounWig
for Microsoft I

>W(
B*eeVSM

• Sonwera Si*»ermer»er .* a eeclemers of i^edoer AtsooeTer



n ACCOUNTS DATABLE - Tracks CuntM nm aged
B payables and incorporate* a check wr.tirtg feature

f Mamtain* a complete vendor file with information on

I status Prodwoaa reports a* forlosnv Open
__ .* Report. Account* Payable Aging Fteport and

Caen ntoqurrementa Prov.de* input to PCACHTRtC
General Ledger Supplied m source coda for Micro
ton BAStC^ Main

S
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - Generates invoice noto-
ur and complete moMhty statements Tracks currant

1 and aged recervabtee Memiam* cirstomer Ida inc lud

ing credit infermet«on and account *ia(u* Tha cur-

rant statu* of any cuatomar account la instantly •*•*-
" -wr«rt Agad f

. Payment and

••••••••
CONDIMENTS

[ HCAO CLEANING DISKETTE Cleans tha drive Reed'

VWMa hoed m 30 aaconds Diskette absorbs looaa

oxide pertKte* fingerprint*, and othar taretgn part.

Claa fbet m«ht hinder tha performance of tha drive

haad Last* at taast 3 month* with deify use Specify

*»

1 BASIC

PAYNOLL - Prepare* poyroM lor hourly. sels-ed and
X) cdfiuwajsiortad employees Oanaratas monthly, quor-

t tarty and annual return* Prepare* employee W-? *

| FLIPPY fMSK |_.
mod.ty smgre sldad SV, * iJnkette* tor um Of aacond

arda m smote atdad drhraa |1>-M

n PlOPP's' SAVtrt - Protection tor oantar hose* ot S"
and •' floppy disk* Only t

I
tarty and annual returns Prepare* amployaa Vt-T%
Include* table* tor tedeiai withholding and FiC * as

•fall as sttMhordsng tor a* SO states ptua up to 30

7 nut mylar reinforcing rings for 25 diskettes

SMW •US

Win piinl chucks. Payroll ftagMsar. Monthly Summary
and Unemployment Tai Report Provide* Input to

PEACHTrIe Oanaral Ledger Suppled In aourca

' THSCP

I MANUAL ANO REPORT By Jensen
andard leitbook on ttra lanr

r usa by Pascal?, Paacail

1 LANGUAGE - By Kernignpn
._ Jard textbook on St* teng.

—

J for usa by BOS C t-ny C, and V

l. pricing and sales Prodweaa raports as toHours

Physical Inventory VVorkahoot. Inventory Price List,

Dapartmantal Summary Report Inventory Status Re

port. The Raordar Roport and tha Period to Dale and
Yeer-to-Date raports Suppllad « sourca coda for

Mrcroaofl BASIC StlSS/WB

GRAHAM DORIAN SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
I Comprahanslva accounting software srrittan tn

S CBASIC-2 and aupptlad » sourca coda Each soft-

PWIYIII
StSfVSSS

Or integrated with tha Oonaral Ladgar tor automatic

posbng lo ladgar accounts Require* CBASIC-2

GENERAL LEDGER
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
INVENTORY SYSTEM
JOB COSTING
APARTMENT MANAGEMENT
CASH REGISTER

1 POSTMASTER - A comprehensive package for mall

smiths C user*

|
STRUCTURED I _

- By the author* of SMAL/00 Cowers structured pro-

gramming, the •WO'SOM instruction set and the

SMAL/BO language MS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE A ACCOUNTS RECEIVABL1-
C4WLSIC - By Osoorna.'Mcarasr-Hill SM

C GENERAL LEDGER -CSAStC By Otborne KtcGrs*

' or program* from one madia format lo another at a
mode'aie coat from MS

••••••*•
HeartyAppetite.
•CPM and MP M ant trademark* of Digital Baaaarch
290 is a trademark of Znog mc
UNIX <* a trademark of Bell Laboratories
WHATSIT? is a trademark of Computer Headvnsre.
Electric Pencil M a trademark of Mrchae) Shrayar

production A form tatter program is included which

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
mdhesms* lyalam
, CueWmUation of

#Modmed uaraion available lor u*e with CPM aa lm-

t pross&sng proof and report outputs i

COA created mterectnrety M«INp«

a centers Estenah* checUng performed M data

ry for proof. COA correctness, etc Journal entrtee

CBAStC-2

D #*Cf«INTS RCCE IVABLE - Open nam *y*Sem *rMt

t output for internal aged reports and esNSorner-Ort-

ansed statement and bdwmj purposes On-line En-

oWy permits mtormatlen for Customer Service and
Credit departments Interface to General L

'"

(PUtsr Neon..
signed and returned to Lifeboat Associate* before
ansament may IN) made.

(!)* This product Includes excludes the language manual
recommended In Condiments

• Serial number of CPM system mutt be luppttad twVi

orders
gpaMasitrea ZSO CPU.

r. AfiCOUNTS PAYABLE - Prossda* aged MM
t Of accounts by vendor ortth check wrMmg tor a

Mvoicea Can be used alone or with General Ledger

and or wsm NAD Requires CBASrC 7 SIMsVSM

t functtons Of adding and depleting stock Hams, add-

mg new llama and deleting old items Tracks Quamr*-

pf dams on hand, on order and back-ordered L>

tMmai herd copy audit ban N avPriabteJsoporta I

elude Master Nam L,. Stack **&J*£J+SZ
lion and Ra-ordar List Requires CBASlC -? |U»W

n AJIALTtT - CuMOmliad data ensry and reporting ay*-

t tern User specrfws up to 75 data Mama per record

interactive data entry, rettwval. and updeN\*&*1
makes inforynation menegement easy Sophisticated

report generetor provide* customibtd ntporst uetng

selected records wMh multiple level break points tpr

tummamaoon Requires a disk sort utWtjr such as

CfSORT. SUPER-SORT or VSOftT and Ct^lC-T

D LETTtRIGMT - Program to create edit and type let-

ters or other documents Has faemties to enter. d»*

play, delete and move test. srMi apod video sere.

prspeftttNon Designed to miserale wtth NAD I

form letter marlrnga Requires CBASrC-2

n CPJOtTT - fast aort'merge program for I

record length, variable Held length .nlormatlon Up to

Be* aacending pr deecending key* Fi '

NEW! NEW! NEW!
NEWSLETTER
FROM LIFEBOAT

> La let I Version
rtumbtwa LIU
Oil

C P/M User* Group

a Trst Great ZOSO Speaks
Out from Bsrhlnd tha Scene*

$16 PP<J tor 1 2 issues (US, Canada.
Mexico) Elsewhett! $40.
Send Check to Lifelines, " 1651 Third Avenue,

New York. NY. 10028 or us* your VISA or

Masrer-cftafoe-caU (212) 722-1700

Copyright « I960 Lifeboat Associates No
portton of this axtvajftisernertt may be repro-

duced svithout prior permission

Ordering Information

Lift BOAT ASSOCIATES MCOtA FORMATS LIST
Diskette, cartridge drak and cartridge tape formal coda* to

when ordering aoflware for Hated computer or dtek systems i

Tn# sale of each proprtetary

software package conveys a
acenee tor use on one "kBa

Sorts, cont'd...
the previous paragraph we set b=5.)
Now, compare b with a(j). a(j-1), etc.;

or to put it even better: compare b with
a(i), where i successively takes the
values j, j-1, . . . until termination is

called for. If the comparison of b and
a(i) yields that b is the smaller one,

1000 'SUBRS INSERTION SORT OF A
OF DIM N

1010 FOR J-1 TO N-l

1020 LET B»A<J+1>

1030 FOR I-J TO 1 STEP -1

1040 IF B>=A<I> GOTO 1080

1050 LET A(I*1> A(I)
1060 NEXT I

1070 LET 1-0

1080 LET ACI+1) -B

1090 NEXT J

1100 RETURN

Figure 1

then movea(i) to a(i+l), and repeat the

comparison, with i replaced by i-1. If,

however, b is greater than, or equal to,

a(i), then insert b into a(i+1). Finally,

if i reaches O, then insert b into a(1).

The insertion of b terminates the

process, and the contents of a(1)

a(j+1) are now in order.

The Basic program in Figure 1 per-

forms the above insertion (lines 1020

J* 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 B 9

3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

7 7 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2

4 4 7 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

2 2 2 7 4 4 4 4 4 4

1 1 1 1 7 7 7 6 6 3

9 9 9 9 9 9 8 7 7 6

B 8 B 8 8 8 9 8 8 7

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 9 9 8

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9

5 5 5 3 5 & 3 3 3 10

Figure 2

to 1080) in a loop or J=1 to n-1. Figure 2
shows the sorting of a list, with the j-

value above each column. The input

list is in the left-most column.

Sources On Sorting.

The literature on sorting is very

extensive. Fortunately, a virtual

encyclopedia of what happened be-

fore 1973 can be found in Vol. 3 of

D.E. Knuth's The Art of Computer
Programming, where some 350 pages
are devoted to this one subject. Mean-
while, developments continue to be
published in several journals, such as
those of the Association for Comput-
ing Machinery. Look for them in your
public or school library, or the library

of a nearby college with an engineer-

ing program. (Next: Heapsort) D



Magic Wand
Word Processor

Glenn A. Hart

Tastes vary in word processors. Some
like the simple, others go for baroque.

Here's one with every feature —
virtually guaranteed to require a

trained programmer for its fancier

operations. —TN

The Magic Wand is a complete word-
processing package with a distinct ap-
proach to providing a complete spectrum
of 'word-processing facilities. Its de-
velopers have succeeded to a remarkable
degree in implementing their design
philosophies, since the finished product is

effective and desirable. The Magic Wand is

produced by Small Business Associates.

3220 Louisiana. Suite 205. Houston. Texas
77006. (713) 528-5158. Although no 'list

price" is specified, the program is available

for around S400.

Design Philosophy

Unlike most complete word proces-

sors, the Magic Wand consists of two
separate programs. EDIT and PRIM,
which must be loaded repeatedly to
perform their respective functions. In this

sense, the Magic Wand system is similar to

separate editor and text output processor
programs, but with a degree of integration

not usually available from separate
programs. One advantage of this approach
is that the modules are reasonably sized

(EDIT is I3K and PRINT is 20K). and
only one must be resident in memory at a
time. This leaves more memory room for

text and also allows the programs to

operate correctly in systems with smaller
memory. With the upcoming multi-user

operating systems which permit limited

memory space for each user. Magic
Wand's frugal use of memory may be a
major factor in its behalf.

Magic Wand was designed to be as
user-oriented as possible within a business
context. Since the primary interface with
the user is the editing function, the editor
was deliberately kept rather simple. There
is a definite tradeoff operating here: a

Glenn A. Han. 51 Church Road. Monscy. NY 10952.

simple editor is easy to learn and easy to

use, but does not offer the 'power' of a

more complex editor. An analogy to high-

level languages is appropriate: there is little

that a complex Basic interpreter can do
that can't be done with a simpler inter-

preter, but it may take a few more program
steps to accomplish the objective.

Magic Wand's designers also strove to

emulate the high-priced dedicated word-
processing systems as much as possible. A
definite attempt was made to limit the

number of keystrokes necessary to accom-
plish each task and to use any available

The Magic Wand system
is similar to separate
editor and text output
processor programs, but
with a degree of integra-

tion not usually available.

function keys. Each copy is supplied with a

customized Reference Card, which shows
the specific assignments for the terminal to

be used. With my IMSAI VDP-80. the

cursor control and many of the special

function keys are accurately mapped to the

Magic Wand program as the machine
designer intended. This is the only
commercial program I own which makes
use of these special keys, which reduces the

amount of memorization required. Of
course, use of special function keys does
mean using a part of the keyboard not

normally accessed, and it can take some
typists a while to become accustomed to

these keys.

Since the VDP-80 has a limited

number of special function keys, several

other editor commands are implemented
with single control characters (which are

also well chosen). Presumably a terminal

with more function keys would have an
even more customized layout, while a

terminal without any special keys could

use standard control characters.

This customization must be a time-

consuming and difficult job for the
program suppliers, and is indicative of the

care and attention to detail that has gone
into the program design. Obviously the

Magic Wand is sold customized for a

specific terminal and printer (Diablo.

Qume and NEC Spinwriter versions are

available), and no user modification of

these parameters is possible. Local dealers

are supplied with modules to adapt the

program to different configurations when
the program is first purchased, or if

equipment changes arc made later.

The documentation deserves special

mention. It is truly first-rate in many
respects, and obviously took a great deal of

time and thought. Completely typeset for

maximum legibility, it is structured as a

lesson-by-lesson tutorial for totally

inexperienced users. Amusingly, the

student is presumed to be Abraham
Lincoln's secretary, and early drafts of the

Gettysburg Address and various letters are

supplied as sample text. The step-by-step

approach, and a refreshing sense of humor.

TABLE ONE

Edit System Status

Reading Finished SAMPLE. LET
Writing Active ACTUAL. LET

Workspace contains 17 Lines/Paragraphs

Characters 34052-Total 229-In Use 3 3824-Remaining

Mode: Text
Line Width: 60

Tab Columns: 1 9 17 25 33 41 49 57

CREATIVE COMPUTING



The MAGtC WAND'„

ALMOST
PERFEC.

We've been saying it for a few months
now, and the reviewers seem to agree.

4 4 Until I saw the Magic Wand, if I were allowed to own one and

only one editor, Word Star* would have been it. . . . My personal

preference is for Pencil or Magic Wand for text creation. J }

Jerry Pournelle

On Computing, Summer 1980

4 4 The basic functions of the Magic Wand editor are as easy to learn

as those of Electric Pencil*. . . . Magic Wand dominates in the area

of print formatting. ? J Larry Press

On Computing, Summer 1980

4 4 Of all the word processors I have used (and that includes a dozen

or more), the Magic Wand is the most versatile. The Wand has

almost all of the features of other processors, plus many new ones of

its own. It measures up to even the word-processing software running

on the largest mainframe computers.? 5 Rod Hallen

Microcomputing, June 1980

4 4 The Magic Wand is one of the most flexible word processing

packages available, and should be considered by any potential word

processing purchaser. J J Glenn A. Hart

Creative Computing, August 1980

Available for both the CP/M" and OASIS operating systems

skuxW busuxess apvA\ca\\ous, u\c.
3220 Louisiana • Suite 205 • Houston, Texas 77006 • 713-528-5158

AUGUST 19*0

Electric Fenal is ;i trademark ol Michael Shrayer Software, Inc

WordStar ia trademark ol Micro Pro International. Inc

CP M ifl a regiatered trademark <»i Digital Keaearch Corp

CIRCLE 194 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Wand, cont'd...
make learning a complex syste

fun.

Using The Editor

The editor is invoked by typing EDIT
with either one or two filename param-
eters. Using one filename causes this file to

be loaded, edited and saved under the same
name. Specifying two filenames allows

editing an old file and saving it under a new
name. A sign-on screen appears, which

asks the user to "Mount disks and press

return." This procedure allows the text and
data files to be stored on a different disk

from that holding the programs. Since the

programs are reasonably short and don't

take up much disk space, this is rarely

necessary, and the user usually just hits the

return key.

EDIT uses two basic screens: the

command screen and the text screen itself.

The command screen (a sample is shown in

Table I) displays the files being manipu-
lated, the total memory in the system, how
much is being used and how much is

available, the current mode, the line

width for the display, and the columns
currently used for tab stops. The Mode is

usually "Text" for normal editing, but

special modes are available for editing

special files with default parameters
different from normal text such as

programs.

Various editor commands can be

entered when the command screen is

displayed, but we will come back to these

after examining the editor itself.

The editor is simple and to the point,

but behind this simplicity lies some careful

design work. Editing is done on a full-

screen basis. This sounds obvious, but the

Magic Wand allows the cursor to move

anywhere on the screen, even including

areas where there is no text. Most word
processors store text as a continuous

stream of characters, and therefore do not

allow the cursor to move into screen areas

which appear available but in which no
text is stored. The first-time user may not

appreciate the difference, but Magic
Wand's approach makes editing easier and
more natural. (The popular "Electric

Pencil" shares this trait. — Ed.)

The editing control keys are shown in

Table 2. Note that the commands shown
are customized for my system, and will

vary from version to version. The cursor

can be moved in any direction a character

at a time, to the right by tab stops, back to

With any of these com-
mands, the imbedded
character which turns the
feature on and off can be
changed by the user.

the beginning ofa line, the upper left screen

position with the HOME key. or to the

beginning or end of the text. The display

can be scrolled in either direction either a

line or a screen at a time. (The screen has to

be re-written for negative scrolling, which

can be a bit slow. This is unavoidable with

serial terminals but is a bit surprising with

memory-mapped video.)

Text is normally entered without

carriage returns, and Magic Wand em-
ploys word wrap to move words which
won't fit on a line down to the next line

automatically. Carriage returns are used

only at the end of paragraphs or for blank

lines, and are indicated on the screen by a

tilde (~~). Overwrite mode is standard,

which means that a character entered

simply replaces the one under the cursor.

Two methods of inserting text are

available. The INSERT key inserts text at

the cursor position, pushing characters to

the right to make room. Insertion con-

tinues until some non-text key like a

backspace, scroll, etc. is pressed. There is

no indication that the program is in insert

mode other than the behavior of the text

on display; either a change in the cursor

appearance or some flag might have been

nice. Insertion of more than a few
characters is generally handled better by

use of the FULL INSERT key. In the full

insert mode, the screen is cleared from the

cursor position to the bottom of the screen

except for one line of text. The new text

can then be entered without movement on
the screen which can be confusing. After all

the new material is added, END INSERT
fills in' the rest of the screen with the

subsequent text.

Character deletion is straightforward,

with following characters moving to the

left as deletions are made. The LINE
DELETE key removes all text to the right

of the cursor on a line; if the cursor is on the

left edge of the screen, the entire line will be

removed. As a thoughtful safety measure,

the LINE DELETE key must be pressed

twice to take effect, so an accidental

depression of this key will not result in a

lost line.

The program permits single or

multiple searches or searches with replace-

ment. When the SEARCH key is de-

pressed, the cursor moves to the bottom
line of the screen and the search and
replacement string, if any. are entered,

separated by a colon. The number of

repetitions can be indicated by another

colon followed by a number or a return to

indicate replacement of all occurrences.

After the operation is performed, the

TABLE TWO
TABLE THREE

REFERENCE CARD

IMSAI VDP-80
EDIT CONTROL KEYS

STANDARD FORMAT

Up Cursor Up arrow
Down Cursor Down arrow
Left Cursor Left arrow
Right Cursor Right arrow
Tab TAB
Hone HOME
Backspace BACKSPACE
Forward Line Scroll Control X
Backward Line Scroll Control E
Foward Page Scroll Control C
Backward Page Scroll Control R
Top of Text Control V
Bottom of Text Control B
Character Delete DELETE
Line Delete Control N
Character Insert INSERT
Full Insert Control
End Insert Control Y
Search/Replace Control G
Repeat Search Control F
Block Marker Control U
Page Feed Control P
Visible Line Feed Control Z

EDIT COMMANDS

R Read file into memory
R n Read n lines into memory

W Write entire file in memory to disk
W n Write n lines to disk
WC Write to cursor to disk

L n Set line length at n characters
T n Set tab markers n spaces apart

T nl,n2, . .

.

Set tab markers at specific columns
BC Copy block to cursor position
BM Move block to cursor position
BD Delete block
BK Kill all blovk markers
P Print text in memory

PB Print block of text
P n or PB n Print with left margin of n characters

D filename Display file
I filename Establish file as Include file

I Begin Include sequence
II Reset Include file to beginning

S filename Establish file as Print file
S Begin printing file in background
sx Stop printing file in background

MT Change to Text Mode
MP Change to Program Mode

MA Y/N Automatic wordsplitting, yes/no
MB Y/N Blank Packing, yes/no
MC Y/N Display carriage return, yes/no

END End EDIT, save edited file
QUIT Quit EDIT, kill edited file
QUITX Quit EDIT, save file as S$S file type

40 CREATIVE COMPUTING



COMPUMAX
stacksup
to

F

the
competition

B5^XOMPARISON SHOPPING? STOP HERE!

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
ABOUT BUSINESS SOFTWARE

What programs are available?

Are they INTERACTIVE?

INTERA(
CENERAL LEDCER
ACC'TS PAYABLE
ACC'TSRE(
INVENTORY
PAYROLL/PERSONNEL

OSBORNE/
McCRAWHILL

INTERACTIVE
CENERAL LFDCER
ACC'TS PAYABLE
ACC'TS REC'BLE
PAYROLL

PEACHTREE
SOFTWARE

INTERACTIVE:
CENERAL LEDCER
ACC'TS PAYAHI I

ACC'TS REC'BLE
PAYROLL

NON-INTERACIIVI
INVENTORY

STRUCTURED
SYSTEMS

INTERACTIVE
CENERAL LEDCER
ACC IS PAYABLE
ACC'TS REC'BLE

NON-INTERACTIVE
STOCK CONTROL
INVl NTORY

What versions are available? TRS-80, APPII II

COMMODORI
MICROSOFT.CBASIC2 CPM

FRFR,
I, DYNABYTF

WANC
CBASIC2 CP/M.

MICROSOTT ( P M CBASIC2 ( P M.

Mil Rl

I

What is the price? MICROIFIX,! I

A R INV, PI RS $140 each
MAXILfDCLR. ORDIR IN1RY

» 150 -each

One-time dealer cos! $250
each Suggested book price

$20 each, without machine-
readable code

CL. A/P. A/R. PAYROLL.
INVENTORY $1000 each

CL $995 -

A/P $750-
A/R$750-
INV $500 -

Hardware options 40 column l RI
64 column CRT

'minal
80col printer included

64 col CRT or terminal
minimum 1 12 col printer

80 col CRT only
1 32 column printer only

cursor addressable terminal

only
132 column printer only

Is source code included? si;

PRO*,' I ARTS
YES NO

What type of after-purchase

support is offered?

4IY4
111 1)1 !

All K
'K(X.KAM
AN Mil | I OR

DLAllR IS RLSPONSIMI
FOR SUPPORT

1 YR WARRANTY &
CORRI CTKONOI l)l I I CIS
THROUGH DFAIFR

II (HMCIANS AVAILABLE
FORQUFSHONS UPDATES
MADE AVAR AHLF FOR
AMI

Price* and tpecitKjriom .i.

CUMFUMlX j s

yourone-stop shop for all your business bookkeeping software.

You've been led down the path COMPUMAX software is de- Or do as many have done— keep itYou've been led down the path

before, but not this time. No more
promises of turnkey computers
without the key. It's YOUR turn to

tell the computer how to run the

business, not vice versa.

With COMPUMAX software

you have a beginning. With 5

years of experience and over 3,000

systems installed, they are pro-

fessionals, when it comes to solu-

tions for the businessman.

COMPUMAX software is de-

signed with CHANCE in mind,
since everybody really wants his

own touch added. The programs
are SIMPLE, YET ELOQUENT.

COMPUMAX supplies ready,

working programs. You can, then,

easily customize them, as your
additional requirements develop.

Or do as many have done— keep it

simple by running the programs
in their ready form. Join the
microcomputer revolution the
simple way.

For a demo, visit your local compu-
ter store. If you local retailer does not

carry COMPUMAX software, have
him give us a call at (415) 321-2881

.

AUGUST 1980 41

467 HAMILTON AVENUE PALO ALTO, CA 94301

CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Wand, cont'd...
system indicates the number of replace-

ments done.

If no search string is specified, the

program looks for the next occurrence of
an exclamation point. This doesn't sound
like much, but the manual demonstrates
how to set up template letters (in which, for

example, only the date and addresses have
to be changed) by placing exclamation
points where the insertions are to be made.
Searching for the next one automatically

positions the cursor to the point of the next

insertion. Simple, easy and powerful!

Searching is done from the cursor

forward only, so global replacements

require the cursor to be moved to the

beginning of the text. To selectively replace

only certain occurrences, a single replace-

ment can be made and the REPEAT
SEARCH key used to move to the next
occurrence. No provision is made for wild-

card or special matching characters, case-

independent replacements, or whole word
only replacements (although this can
sometimes be simulated by surrounding
the desired word with spaces when
specifying the search or replacement
string).

Amusingly, the student is

presumed to be Abraham
Lincoln's secretary, and
early drafts of the Gettys-
burg Address and various
letters are supplied as
sample text.

Line feeds can be inserted into the

text; this is rarely if ever used in normal
material but is handy for formatting

Microsoft Basic lines. A page feed

character (which appears on the screen as a

caret (A)) can also be inserted, and serves as

a form-feed indication during printing,

and also in the special INCLUDE feature

described below.

Blocks of text are delineated with the

BLOCK MARKER key. An underline

character appears on the screen to indicate

the marker, but this is not actually an
underline. As with most word processors,

blocks can be moved, copied to other

locations in the text or deleted.

Other editing commands (listed in

Table 3) are entered from the command
screen described earlier. Hitting the
ESCAPE key shifts between the normal
text screen and the command screen.

Provision is made to read or write either

entire files or a specified number of lines,

changing the number of characters in a line

when printing it on the screen or printer.

(Note that word wrap is not operative

when displaying or printing from EDIT, so
this feature is only useful for checking files;

the PRINT module must be used for actual

LISTING ONE

Sample Form Letter

\LM5,RM5S,COPY0*
\SET ADDR1-" "
\SET ADDR2-" "
\SET ADDR3-* "
\SET ADDR4-" "
\SET ADDR5-' ""

\GET ADDR1.GET ADDR2.GET ADDR3.GET ADDR4.GET ADDR5*
\GET COPIES-'Enter Copy recipients:"
\GET SALUT-'Enter SALUTATION (Including ending punctuation) :

"

\TEXT*
Dear \:SALUT,TAB35\February 22, 1980*

This is the actual text of the sample letter. Note that the
inside address and copy recipients line follow the signature
in the format used.*

This version requires the operator to enter the necessary
address, salutation and copy recipient information before
each letter is printed.

Sincerely,"

Glenn A. Hart"

\:ADDR1\*
\:ADDR2\*
\:ADDR3\*
\:ADDR4\*
\:ADDR5\*

cc: \:C0PIES\*

GAH/nes*
\NP*

finished printing.) For the command
screen you may also display a directory of
files on any active drive, change mode for

entering programs or special material,

rather than normal text, change the default
tab settings, initiate block moves, copies or
deletions, or exit the EDIT program.

Note that files can be printed while
editing is in progress. This background
printing is a form of multi-tasking, and can
be a real time saver. (As mentioned above,
the file will not be formatted correctly

unless it was printed to disk in a formatted
version.) As with most such spooling

schemes, keyboard response is somewhat
degraded, although a patch can be made to

the BIOS of many CP/ M systems to

improve performance in the background
printing mode.

Many word processors allow reading
text from disk to the location of the cursor.
This allows preparation of stock para-
graphs which can be inserted into letters,

reports, etc. While Magic Wand can
handle such 'boilerplate' in the same way, it

also has an extremely powerful and simple-
to-use special method. A file can be
specified as the "Include File," and pre-

defined segments of the file can be
examined and incorporated into the main
file on a selective basis. Alternatively, each
segment can be labeled when the file is

constructed, and any segment can be
added directly to the main file without
intermediate steps. This mechanism can
also be used to construct 'Help Files' to be
used for reference instead of text genera-
tion. Such files can provide clerical staff

with information on computer procedures.

sales policies, etc.

All in all, the basic editor is straight-

forward, easy to use and easy to learn, but

with deceptive power and flexibility.

Obviously there are several enhancements
which would be helpful, such as on-screen

formatting, the ability to move around a

word at a time, deletions of words in either

direction, use of reverse video or dual

intensity, pattern matching, whole word
only, wildcard characters and case con-

version in the search and replace mech-
anism, etc., but these might come at a high

cost in both simplicity of use and memory
requirements.

Imbedded Commands

The real power of Magic Wand comes
from a very extensive set of commands
which can be imbedded in the text or issued

when the file is printed. The normal
procedure is to place the commands at

appropriate points in the text, very much
like a free-standing text output processor

program.

A complete listing of the available

commands is shown in Table 4. These
commands can be placed anywhere in the

text, not just in the leftmost column. The
normal command indicator is the back-

slash (\). but this can be changed with the

CMD command.
Several of the commands perform

straightforward formatting of the page

layout to be used. Many such commands
take either a character or a numeric
parameter which represents a column
number or the number of lines involved. A
numeric parameter can sometimes be
either a positive or negative number to

show increments or decrements in the

parameter value. Some commands have
default parameters which will do a good
job on standard text, even if no specific

command is given. Left, right, top and
bottom margins can be set, line spacing

varied (or momentarily disabled for special

functions), temporary indentations estab-

lished, paragraph indentation set (auto-
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matic indentation by a specified number of

columns of the first line ofcopy following a

carriage return), insertion of 'ghost

hyphens' used to split words if they happen

to print at the end of lines, etc.

Both flush-left (as in normal typing)

and flush-right formats are available.

Flush right is useful to line up text on the

right margin for headings and special

purposes. A literal mode is also provided

to disable formatting features for charts

and tables. Magic Wand is one of the few

word processors to allow multiple line

headings and footings in any user-defined

format, an important advantage in many
business environments. Pagination is

flexible, individual lines or groups of lines

can be centered, formfeeds can be inserted

(either a formfeed character if the printer

supports this feature ora series of line feeds

if it does not), an 'ignore character' which

the printer will disregard can be specified

for skipping around in the text, sending

special control codes to the printer, etc.

Several forms of justification are

possible. With a standard printer. Magic

Wand will insert blanks to right justify the

line, but with specialty daisywheel or

thimble printers other options are avail-

able. JUST inserts microspaces between

TABLE FOUR

words, while JUSTC uses a charai

spreading algorithm. Proportional spacing

is also possible with appropriate print

wheels, although this feature is not

extensively documented in the first release.

Specialty printers are capable of

various precision printing modes, and

Magic Wand supports them all. CPI deter-

mines the number of characters per inch,

and defaults to 10 for normal pica-sized

printing. The H command can also be used

for this function to directly specify the

The editor is simple and
to the point, but behind
this simplicity lies some
careful design work.

number of 1 120" increments to be used

between characters.

Magic Wand is also the only program

I have seen to incorporate a feature known
as 'kerning,' which is evidently a typog-

rapher's term for altering the spacing

between given letters to improve the

appearance of unusual words. Spacing

between lines can also be modified to

precise values other than the normal six

lines per inch with the LPI command, by

setting a half-line value with the SP

mmand, or by directly specifying the

vertical increment with the V command.

Underlining (both solid and only

under characters) is provided, as are

boldface, with variable intensity (number
of repeated overstrikes)and superscripting

and subscripting. With any of these

commands, the imbedded character which

turns the feature on and offcan be changed

by the user. These specialty printer

functions can be disabled for printing with

a standard printer by the DRAFT
command. This is convenient if you have,

as I do. both a high-speed and a daisy-

wheel printer.

High-I.evel Language Features

Perhaps the most powerful and
unique aspect of the Magic Wand is its

inclusion of many commands which are

similar to high-level language statements.

Display of messages, input of data from
the operator, numeric, string, and system

variables, conditional commands, com-
parison operators and variable-length disk

data files are all supported. This is very

much like having the Basic statements

PRINT. INPUT, LINE INPUT. LET.
GOTO. IF THEN, TAB. LEN. GET'
PUT and others built into the word
processor!

LM n

RM n
IN n
PI n
PL n
TM n
BH n

LEFT
RIGHT
LIT
JUST
JUSTC
PROP
CENTER

CTR
CPI n
H n

K n or -n

LPI n

SP n
SP+ n
SP

V n

CMD c
HY c
UN c

UNB
UNS

BF c
BF n
BF

SSA c

SSB c
IGNORE c
OUT nl,n2.
FORMC

FORMS
DRAFT
COPY n

COPY
PG n
LINE n

LINE -n
TAB n
SETUP
TEXT

PRINT COMMANDS
Left margin of n characters
Right margin n characters from Left Margin
Indent n characters
Paragraph indentation of n characters
Page length of n lines
Top margin of n lines
Bottom margin of n lines

Flush left format
Flush right format
Literal format
Justify using blank insertion
Justify using character spreading
Proportional spacing
Centering format
Center current line
Pitch of n characters per inch
Horizontal movement of n increments

per character
Add or subtract n increments to

next character
n lines per inch
n spaces between lines
n and a half spaces between lines
Inactivate line feed
Vertical movement of n increments

per line
Set c as command marker
Set c as ghost hyphen symbol
Set c as underline symbol
Broken underlining
Solid underlining
Set c as boldface symbol
Set n (1-9) as boldface intensity
Turn off boldface
Set c as superscripting symbol
Set c as subscripting symbol
Establish c as Ignore Character
Output series of numbers to printer
Continuous form paper
Single sheet paper
Inactivate specialty printer features
Process n copies of file
Process indefinite number of copies
Set current page at n

Move down to line n
Move up to line n
Move to column n
Indicates start of initial setup section
Indicates end of initial setup section

and beginning of text

NP
NL
FF
FORMFEED ON/OFF
START n
STOP n
END
QUIT

GET var
GET var""Prompt"
SET var»"String"
SET Ivar - n
FILE Tn, filename

DATA vl,v2,...
FILE Fn, filename

DATA vl(nl) ....
-var
tvar

$var
DECIMAL P/C

var
tvar
IF

IF NOT
SKIP

SKIP n
SKIP TO c
HEAD n
FOOT n
PRINT ON/OFF
DISK ON/OFF

DISK filename

VSIZE n
HSIZE n
FSIZE n

NOTE
WAIT
SHOW

DS
DV
DF
DB
CLS

New page
New line
Form feed
Turn on. off mechanical formfeed
Start processing at nth record/page
Stop processing at nth record/page
End current pass
End job

Go to keyboard for value of variable
Print prompt on screen
Set value of var as String
Set numeric value of var as n
Set file as Text File with n elements
Assign elements to variables
Set file as Fixed File n characters long
Assign n characters to variables
Print full length variable
Print variable truncated to last

non-blank character
Print variable in dollar (decimal) format
Change to American/International

decimal format
Print variable in numeric format
Print truncated length of variable
Beginning of conditional statement
Alternate conditional statement
Skip one line of text file
Skip n lines of text file
Skip to next occurence of c
Define next n lines as heading
Define next n lines as footing
Turn printer on/off
Start/stop saving output on disk
Start saving output on disk under filename

Set n as maximum number of variables
Reserve n characters in memory for heading
Reserve n characters in memory for footing

Internal note - not printed on screen
Note printed on screen
Go to keyboard for command
Show on screen value of specific variable

Display Status
Display value of all variable
Display value of file variables
Display size of buffers
Clear screen
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Wand, cont'd...

More Complex Form Letter'

\SETUP-
\CLS"
\NOTE This program prepares form letters using the CLIENT.DAT file."
\LM5,RMS5,COPY0"
\GET DATE-'Enter today's date:"-
\FILE T10, CLIENT.DAT"
\DATA , NAME, ADDR1.ADDR2, CITY, STATE, ZIP, SALUT.COPIES"
\TEXT-
\1P %EOP-0,SKIP 7"
\MP"
\CTR\Porm Letters Sent"

\CTR,:DATE"

\-#COUNT\ letters were sent to clients stored in the CLIENT.DAT file.
\PP,QUIT-
\SHOW "Pass "MPASS," Name: ".rNAME "

Dear \:SALUT,TAB35, :DATE,NL"

This is the actual text of the sample letter. Note that the
inside address and copy recipients line follow the signature in
the format used.'

This version runs without operator intervention, printing a
letter for each record in the data file and displaying the pass
number and recipient as each letter is printed. At the end of the
job, a summary is displayed showing the total number of letters
printed.'

It would be easy to send letters only to specified classes of
clients by including a code field in the data file and using a
conditional statement to print letters only to recipients with
certain codes.'

Sincerely,"

Glenn A. Hart"

\:NAME,NL'
\:ADDR1,NL~
\IP ADDR20" ",:ADDR2,NL'
\:CITY\, \:STATE\ \:ZIP\'

cc: \sCOPIES\-

GAH/nes'
\SET ICOUNT-ICOUNT+l'
\NP'

The uses of these commands vary

from rather-simple-but-useful up to

extremely-complex-and-powerful. For
example, I recently had to send identical

letters to clients, with each letter varying

only in the salutation, inside address and
copy recipients. As an illustration of Magic
Wand's power, two examples of a similar

hypothetical letter follow.

The simpler text file is shown in

Listing I . The general approach is to have
the operator supply the variable informa-

tion before each letter is printed. The
salutation, address lines and copy line are

set up as string variables (which are
preceded by a colon). The COPY
command causes repetitive execution,

asking the operator after each letter if he or
she wishes to proceed to doing another
one. The salutation and date appear on the

first line of the letter. CLS clears the

display screen, NL forces a new line. The
NOTE command displays text on the

operator console, while GET VAR =

"Prompt" prints a prompting message and
then receives the value of the specified

variable from the keyboard, much like

LINE INPUT "Prompt," VAR in Basic.

Flush-left printing is specified, since

justification tends to make a letter look
computer generated and is not generally

desirable in business use.

Note that the date in this version was
actually in the text itself. If the same letter

would have to be sent some other time, the

SETUP/TEXT commands could be used

to establish a body ofcommands preceding

any text which would be used only during

the preparation of the first letter. The date

could be requested in this section and
would not have to be asked for again. In

Listing 2, this method is used.

If no search string is

specified, the program
looks for the next occur-
rence of an exclamation
point.

Listing 2 also demonstrates the use of

datafiles. Magic Wand allows definition of
variable or fixed length data files with any
number of data items in each record. The
FILE command specifies the name of the

data file (which must have been prepared
previously) and how many data items are

included in each record. DATA assigns a

variable name to each item which can then

be used in the text file. Note that not all

elements of each record must be used in

any given application; commas are used to

skip over unused items. This allows a
comprehensive data file to be established

with complete information on all clients. It

Sample Data File

RECORD #1'
Mr. John Bigshot'
Amalgamated Industries*
123 Broadway'
Anywhere"
N.Y.'
10000'
Mr. Bigshot:'
Harry Flack, George Associate'

RECORD #2'
Mr. Thomas Smith'
Smith Associates'

Suf fern"
N.Y."
10901"
Tom,"
Mary Smith-

is easy to write a Magic Wand file to help in

this process; the file which is created is

simply printed to disk (with the DISK ON
command) rather than to the printer. A
sample of the data file for this job is shown
in Listing 3.

Version 2 introduces the use ofsystem

variables. Seven such variables are

maintained by the program, including the

current page number, pass number, record

number, line number, and column num-
ber. The number of lines from the bottom
of the page is available, as is an end-of-file

flag to test for the end of data files.

Combining these variables with various

conditional tests can result in quite

sophisticated controls. A conditional
statement is used to test for an empty third

address line; if the line is empty the

program skips to the city/ state/ zip line

without printing a blank line.

This version also adds a management
report at the conclusion of thejob showing

the number of letters printed. The Magic
Wand manual shows a much more
complicated example, which keeps track of

the size of contributions, the number of

different types of responses produced, etc.

All this can be done through use of system

variables, user-defined counter variables

and conditional branching.

With this version, operation is totally

automatic once the date is supplied. Single

sheet letterhead was used, but with either

continuous forms or letterhead tipped

onto computer forms the entire job would
be completed without operator inter-

vention. Envelopes can also be tipped onto

forms, usually over the printed letterhead

area, and the Magic Wand text file can
easily print the envelopes in the same pass.

The Print Program

When PRINT is invoked, the user is

given a chance to mount different disks, as

in EDIT. The program then prompts with

a backslash. At this point, hitting RE-
TURN will start printing, using either

default settings for page layout or the

values imbedded in the text itself. Any
imbedded commands will be executed,

including all the prompting, operator
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input requests, data file accesses, etc.

described above.

When the backslash prompt is dis-

played, valid formatting commands can be
given to change the value of a formatting
parameter. The new value will be used
unless a command imbedded in the text

overrides it. If the user enters DS for

Design of more complex
jobs is far less simple,

and I feel that some ex-
perience in programming
is a definite plus if not a
requirement in extracting

the maximum benefit

from the program.

Display Status, the screen shown in Table

S appears. The current values for all

important formatting variables, the

current position in the file, the current

values of the various recognition char-

acters, etc. are displayed in an excellent

format. Commands can be entered contin-

uously to change these values, until a

simple RETURN starts printing. Since

printing can be interrupted at any time by

hitting the space bar on the console,

printing parameters can be modified

Print System Status Pass 1

Input Pile DEMO. TXT

Format Left Flush Printer: Diablo 1650
PL - Page Length 66 Diskout: 1 Variables
TM - Top Margin Forms Continuous Ignore Char
BM - Bottom Marg 6 Lines/In 6 Cond. Hyphen 1
LM - Left Margin 10 Chars/In 10 Underscore Solid
RM - Right Marg 60 Page 1 Boldface 9 Intensity 1
IN - Indentation Line SSA (Above) (

PI - Para Indent Column 1 SSB (Below) 1

SP - Spacing 1 Source Text Command Mark \

during mid-run if desired.

Other print-time commands can
display the value of various variables and
the size of various buffers, start or stop
printing at specified page numbers, end
processing, etc. Formatted output can be
sent to either/ or both the printer or to a
disk file for later printing in the back-

ground mode. If the text Tile includes

commands to SHOW the value of vari-

ables, the screen can be made to display the

pass number or other useful data while the

file is printing.

Summary And User Evaluation

Even with the lengthy explanations

and examples I have provided, I have not

covered all the possible uses of the Magic
Wand. The high-level language features

make it possible to perform almost any
conceivable word processing job.

Preparation of day-to-day business

correspondence and reports is simple and
easy to learn, due to the basic simplicity of
the editor and the well-chosen default
settings for the PRINT program. Personal
experience has shown that secretarial staff

take to the system quite readily and can
begin to use the program quickly and
efficiently.

Design of more complex jobs is far

less simple, and I feel that some experience
in programming is a definite plus if not a
requirement in extracting the maximum
benefit from the program. The ability to

structure extremely powerful programs
that are easy to use by clerical personnel
well repays the effort expended, especially

for legal offices and other business
environments where repetitive but variable
letters and contracts are commonplace.
The Magic Wand is one of the most
flexible word processing packages avail-

able, and should be considered by any
potential word processing purchaser. O

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE

THE MODIFIABLE DATABASE
BY CHRIS ANSON & ROBERT CLARDY

The Modifiable Database is a general purpose, user oriented

database program that can be easily customized for your
specific data management application. Create any number of

application programs such as mailing lists, bibliography files,

inventory controls, personnel files, accounting programs, etc.

The only limitation is your own imagination.

The program uses fast and flexible machine language search

and sort routines, provides for easy record editing, and can
search or print up to 2 disks of records with a single command.
All commands are invocable by a few keystrokes. There's

never been an easier to use or more flexible data management
program.

Applesoft program requires 48K and disk. Modifier
Module 1 lets you add accounting and numeric
processing features to your program. Modifier Mod-
ule 2 lets you format your output in any way
desired ( columnar, standard forms, suppressed
fields, etc. ) All for $79.50

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR SEND CHECK OR INQUIRY TO SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE.^
5221 120th AVE. S.E., BELLEVUE, WA 98006. WA RESIDENTS ADD 5.3% SALES TAX

CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A New Look at the Creative Process

Parti

Eugene Raudsepp

-PWWX>>1*>

If you would intuit, get intuit. — Ed.

One of the most persistent notions

about creative ideas is that they come in a

flash-like and spontaneous fashion.

Perhaps one of the best metaphorical

descriptions of the sudden, flash-like birth

of the creative idea comes from the

contemporary composer, Paul Hindemith.

Although written about musical composi-

tion, his apt metaphor describes equally

well how some creative conceptions occur

in science, engineering, and invention.

We all know the impression of a very

heavy flash of lightning in the night.

Behind the genius there

is always a vortex-like

intensity, a forceful plan

pushing his creative en-

deavors.

Within a second's time we see a broad
landscape, not only in its general

outline but with every detail. Al-

though we could never describe each

single component of the picture, we
feel that not even the smallest leaf of

grass escapes our attention. We
experience a view, immensely com-
prehensive and at the same time

immensely detailed, that we never

l-'ugcnc Raudsepp. Princeton Creative Research.

10 \.iv.:i u St., Box 122. Princeton. NJ 0X540.

could have under normal daylight

conditions, and perhaps not during

the night either, if our senses were not

strained by the extraordinary sud-

denness of the event. . . . Composi-
tions must be conceived in the same
way. If we cannot, in the flash of a

single moment, see a composition in

its absolute entirety, with every

pertinent detail in its proper place, we
are not genuine creators.

Psychologist L. L. Thurstone also

regarded thedramaticand sudden moment
of insight or illumination as characteristic

and critical in creative conception. He
considered insight to be the main key to the

entire problem of invention:

The moment of insight is the critical

moment. The thinking that precedes

the moment of insight is different

from the thinking that follows that

moment. We might define the

moment of insight as the main
characteristic of work that is called

creative. . . . The act is creative if the

thinker reaches the solution in a
sudden closure which necessarily

implies some novelty for him.

Although it is true that some creative

ideas, solutions to problems and inven-

tions, undoubtedly owe their existence to

spontaneous insight, a closer study of the

creative process indicates that most ideas

do not issue from a full-blown, precisely

delineated and firmly structured insight.

Neither is the subsequent process of

forming and developing the idea always a

spontaneous flow of suggestions from the

unconscious, reducing the creative indi-

vidual to a passive transcriber of dictated

ideas.

The dramatic instance of a sudden

illumination that enables the creative

engineer to perceive the entire novel idea,

process or device is in reality a rare and

over-publicized phenomenon, grossly

exaggerated in the accounts creative

individuals themselves have left behind. It

is even more unfortunate that this

romanticized exaggeration about the

The individual often loses

respect for the person
initiating the attack. He
soon refrains from sug-
gesting anything at all.

sudden complete vision of a new invention,

product or idea has become a firmly rooted

notion among our own contemporary

investigators and writers on creativity. The
perpetuation of this notion can only

convince those who fail to experience such

apocalyptic visions that they really do not

have creative talent, when, in fact, they

may have it to a considerable degree. There

is also little doubt that this notion has

dissuaded many budding and promising

creative engineers from whole-hearted

application of their talents. It would,

perhaps, be encouraging for them to know
that the ideas that have been developed

into completed forms are seldom con-

ceived minutely and clearly right in the

beginning of the creative process. The
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slaving too Ion
over a hot computer? AUTOMATED

SIMULATIONS

The Temple of Apshai
First in the Dunjonquest™ series.

Undertake heroic acts within a
labyrinth filled with treasures and
fantastic monsters who guard these
treasures and move in real time. The
Book of Lore (included) fills in the
background and describes the
appearance of the temple. Over 200
rooms and 30 monsters. There are 16

million kinds of characters! The best
of the dungeon computer games.

For TRS80 Cassette. 16K, Level II; Disk.

32K, TRSDOS • Apple Cassette. 48K
Applesoft in cassette or in ROM; Disk. 48K
Applesoft in ROM • Pet Cassette: 32K. old

or new ROMs.

$24.95 cassette • $29.95 disk

Starfleet Orion
Fight space battles in your living

room with 12 game scenarios (data

files) using 2 to 15 spacecraft. Infini-

tely expandable, invent more game
versions of your own. For 2 players.

Includes Battle Manual and Ship
Control Sheets.

For TRS80 Cassette: 16K, Level II; Disk: 32K
TRSDOS • Apple: Cassette: 16K or 32K,
integer BASIC in ROM; Disk: 32K, integer

BASIC in ROM • Pet Cassette: 8K, old or

new ROMs.

$19.95 cassette • $24.95 disk

The Datestones of Ryn
Dunjonquest #2. Recover the
datestones from the rogue Rex the
Reaver and his cutthroats — who've
stolen the stones from the calendar—
before time runs out.

Competitive scoring system: How well

can you do compared to other
players?

For TRS80 Cassette: 16K, Level II; Disk:

32K, TRSDOS • Apple Cassette: 32K
Applesoft in ROM or 48K Applesoft on
cassette; Disk 48K Applesoft in ROM Pet
Cassette: 16K, old or new ROMs.

$14.95 cassette • $19.95 disk

Rescue at Rigel
New! Brings the Dunjonquest series

to the final frontier. As Sudden Smith,
with force shield and power gun, you
make your way through several levels

and scores of rooms to find and beam
to safety the prisoners held by the
evil High Tollah. Quickly, before your
power pack dies and the Tollah and
his minions can get to you!

For TRS80 Cassette 16K. Level II; Disk:

32K, TRSDOS • Apple Cassette: 32K
Applesoft in ROM or 48K Applesoft on
cassette; Disk: 48K Applesoft in ROM • Pet

Cassette: 16K, old or new ROMs.

$19.95 cassette • $24.95 disk

then it's time
for a fun break!

TRIPLE WARRANTY
(7n\ Money back guarantee: If

VV you don't like the game for

any reason whatever, return it

intact within 10 days of receipt for

a complete refund. No questions
asked.

Defective warranty: Cas-
sette not functioning with-

in 30 days of receipt? Return it to

us and we'll exchange it. No
charge, of course.

/i
--. Limited lifetime war-

^forever) r,nty: No matter what
happens to your cas-

sette: the dog chewed it... you left

it out in the rain. ..whatever. No
matter when it happens. Return
the remains to us (with $5.00 to

cover all handling and shipping)
and we'll send you a brand new
cassette.

Morloc's Tower
Dunjonquest #3. You'll find 3 kinds of

rings, a magic sword, 2 amulets, 6 or
so other treasures, 30 rooms, 18 real-

time command options... and a dozen
types of monsters including the
heinous Morloc. Easy to learn, a
challenge to master. Includes game
program, 1.2 KB data file, 16 page
manual.

For TRS80 Cassette: 16K, Level II; Disk:

32K, TRSDOS • Apple Cassette: 32K
Applesoft in ROM or 48K Applesoft on
cassette; Disk: 48K Applesoft in ROM • Pet
Cassette: 16K, old or new ROMs.

$19.95 cassette • $24.95 disk

TO ORDER:
Master Charge or Visa card holders:

charge these to your credit card. Just

call the appropriate toll free number:
(800) 824-7888, operator 861.

In California: (800) 852-7777, op. 861.

In Hawaii or Alaska: (800) 824-7919 op.

861.

Or use ffie handy coupon:

Automated Simulations
Department S3
P.O. Box 4247

Mountain View, CA 94040

We believe that computer games
should be fun, challenging, intellectu-

ally stimulating . . . and provide you with
many alternatives and ways to affect

the outcome. So our games are more
complex in planning your playing stra-

tegy. But not in the mechanics and
rules of play. With all these games, you
take command. You determine the
course of history.

Invasion Orion
Pit your skills against the computer!
Same game system as "Starfleet
Orion" but you can play it solo. 3 skill

levels; the computer plays either side
and takes care of the details. It has 10
fictional scenarios, 30 ship types, and
3 weapon systems.

For TRS80 Cassette: 16K, Level II; Disk:

32K, TRSDOS • Apple Cassette 32K
Applesoft in ROM; Disk: 48K Applesoft in

ROM • Pet Cassette: 16K, old or new
ROMs.

$19.95 cassette • $24.95 disk

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Please send me the following games:

Cms Disk Gam*

Temple of Apshai

Starfleet Orion

. Invasion Orion

Datestones of Ryn

Morloc's Tower

Rescue at Rigel

Plus Shipping & Handling

Sales Tax'

Total

1.00

My computer is^

I enclose my check in the amount

of

Please charge to my

Visa Master Charge:

• expires

Name

Address

'California residents: add 6 or 6.5% tax
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creative idea, with only rare exceptions, is

initially anything but sharp and sustained,
issuing effortlessly into expression. If it

really were so, it would reduce the creative
process to a noncreative mechanical
copying of all the elements that were
presented to the creative person at the
moment of a single, comprehensive
insight. As will become apparent, the
process of creating is anything but
mechanical or passive copying.

He cannot view the fin-

ished product with the
same ardor or feeling as
the act of creation. The
felt value of the idea
usually abandons the
creative individual at the
completion of his work.

Close scrutiny of the creative process
shows that what occurs during the act is a
slow, selective structuring of an idea that is

initially only imperfectly intimated, and
which follows the dictates of an intuitive

feeling of what belongs and what does not
belong, what is proper and what is not. It is

a gradual, frequently elusive and groping
clarification of a dim and vaguely
perceived idea. Perhaps the best way to

illustrate this process is through a
metaphor.

Let us imagine that we stand at a shore
on a foggy day and see a ship sailing in the
distance, shrouded by a low, shifting,

overhanging fog. Fixing our eyes on the
probable course of the ship, we may
alternately catch a glimpse of a piece of the
white sail, or the top of the mast, or the
surging prow. The whole thing is never in

full view, yet we know that it is there, and
eventually we can construct an image of
the entire ship. In a similar fashion, an
individual in the beginning of the creative

process senses the total structure of his idea

when only a limited number of details of
the new emerging configuration are clearly

perceived and delineated. He starts
elaborating on the single detail or piece of
an overall idea he perceives, and this

process of elaboration and shaping of the

detail helps other details to emerge.
Provided critical judgment is held in

abeyance, these details often fall into their

proper places spontaneously. Thus the
initial idea, rather than being a compre-
hensive survey of the whole new concep-
tion, is often merely a fragmentary particle

of the total new idea still to emerge.
Although some intuitive anticipation of
the original total concept has to occur in

the beginning, it is the process of shaping
the elusive, fragmentary insights that
actually brings it into being. However, the
shaping of a new creative product may

proceed with unflinching orientation and
discrimination even if an awareness of the

total meaning of the new idea is not

conscious or is only imperfectly so.

Nevertheless, the implicit total idea or
concept controls the entire creative process
— so much so, in fact, that it is impossible
for the creative engineer to impart
elements into the evolving idea that do not
jibe with the commanding geslali of the
original conception.

It is the intuitive sensing that serves as

the all-important measure of the elements
to be incorporated into the creative
product, and not an all-embracing insight.

William J. J. Gordon of Synectics, Inc.

has empirically observed intuition in vivo
with his invention design group. Accord-
ing to him, "intuition is an inner judgment
made by the individual about a concept
relative to a problem on which he is

working. . . . The individual with good
intuition is the one who, beyond what
could be expected from mere probability

alone, repeatedly selects the viewpoint
which turns out to lead, for instance, to a
great painting or an important invention."

In a vital sense, the creative process

can be considered as a movement: from the

amorphous, dimly and vaguely perceived

idea toward a more intelligible structure as
the work progresses; from obscure,
incommensurable inwardness toward
resolved and tangible clarity; from the

implicit toward the explicit; from the

vaguely intimated toward the known; from
the dimly intuited and chaotic toward the

reasoned and organized; from the vague
meaning toward the clear meaning; from
the separate existing paradoxes and
contradictory components toward a
resolved, unified and logical structure. The
emergence of the idea is gradual, and it is

only by virtue of the creative exercise

during forming that the individual finally

succeeds in securing the elusive idea.

Suspending Critical Judgment

The acceptance of proposals as they

emerge from the unconscious while one is

actually working on an idea is a delicate

thing. One has to resist the increasing

"John! Your scatter plot is scattering!

pressure of criticism and judgment that the

progressively articulated portions of the

idea inevitably elicit. For nothing can

inhibit and stifle the creative process more
— and on this there is unanimous
agreement among all creative individuals

and investigators of creativity — than
critical judgment applied to the emerging
idea at the beginning stages of the creative

process. Critical judgment early in the

process will inhibit, if it does not
completely shut off, the forward propul-

sions of the emerging idea.

A total loss of conscious-
ness of what is going on,

or the unconsciousness
of the act of creation
occurs only during a
trance-like absorption of

the whole personality in

the inspirational flow of

ideas.

This does not mean that criticism,

judgment and evaluation have no place in

the production of new ideas. On the

contrary, these functions serve a very
useful purpose. But they serve their

purpose at the conclusion of the process,

when an open and objective assessment of
the idea should be attempted and any pride

of paternity suppressed. During the heat of

the creative shaping and forming of the

idea, however, criticism and judgment
must be suspended. The individual should

only be aware of the suggestions that

emerge from his unconscious. No single

item that occurs should be pinpointed in

the center of attention, for this might
inhibit further development of the idea. In

a sense, the creative person first feels his

idea, rather than thinks or conceptualizes

it. As Brewster Ghiselin has pointed out,

"one must learn to seize and hold them (the

initial ideas) without insistence, letting

them agitate the mind when and as they

may and make their own development,

relinquishing them as they fade or fail of

effect and taking up others to be cherished

without attachment in the same way,
shaping the expression of the growing
insight critically — that is. consciously and
rationally, drawing upon all resources of

craft and understanding — insofar as that

may he done without arresting spon-
taneous development, always preserving

the stir ofthe excitedmind out of which the

development issues."

Many creative individuals have
indicated how very important it is to be
unself-consciously absorbed during the

creative process. For example, composer
Aaron Copland offers the following
advice, which, in principle, applies to

creativity in almost every other field:

"Inspiration may be a form of supercon-
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sciousness, or perhaps of subconscious-

ness — I would not know; but I am sure

that it is theanithesis of selfconsciousness.

The inspired moment may sometimes be

described as a kind of hallucinatory state

of mind: one half of the personality emotes
and dictates while the other half listens and
notates. The half that listens had better

look the other way, had better simulate a

half attention only, for the half that

dictates is easily disgruntled and avenges

itself for too close inspection by fading

entirely away."

The contemporary poet Richard
Wilbur reminds us of Baudelaire's notion

that the creator must be "hypnotist and
subject at the same time. ""This is ticklish

business," says Wi|bur. "You have to give

the unconscious free play, and at the same
time shape the proposals of the uncon-

scious into something that makes daylight

sense."

The idea arrives brim-
ming with positive feel-

ing, which gives the crea-
tive thinker a poignant
sense of certainty con-
cerning its relevance to

the problem he is

tackling.

Similarly, the great poet-philosopher

Frederick Schiller in 1788 warned, in an
historic letter to a friend who complained
of a lack of creative power, that the

intellect should give a wide berth to the

incipient ideas in the beginning of the

process: "Apparently it is not good — and
indeed it hinders the creative work of the

mind — if the intellect examines too

closely the ideas already pouring in, as it

were, at the gates. Regarded in isolation,

an idea may be quite insignificant and
venturesome in the extreme, but it may
acquire importance from an idea which
follows it; perhaps in a certain collocation

with other ideas, which may seem equally

absurd, it may be capable of furnishing a

very serviceable link. The intellect cannot

judge all these ideas unless it can retain

them, until it has considered them in

connection with the other ideas. In the case

of a creative mind . . . the intellect has

withdrawn its watchers from the gates, and
the ideas rush in pell-mell, and only then

does it review and inspect the multitude."

And James Thurber declared: "Be a
guardian not an usher at the portal ofyour
thought."

Many engineers fail to maximize their

creative performance because it is hard for

them to entertain the elusive and vague
thoughts present during the early stages of

the creative process. The indefinite,

shapeless and disorderly state of mind and
the incipient confused excitement that

creative activity engenders are something
from which they ordinarily flee. Because of
the concrete and practical background of
their education and experience, they need a

well-defined and clearly blue-printed
purpose in view to move with concentra-

tion, energy and courage toward a goal.

Critical attitude, according to several

psychologists, seems to be the engineer's

most notable personality trait, and it

colors almost all of his perceptions. The
noted industrial psychiatrist Dr. Charles
E. Goshen, feels that the hyper-critical

attitude, the trigger-ready tendency to

judge, stems from the engineer's head to

'always be right' and his extreme sensitivity

to criticism. Dr. Goshen believes that the

engineer's self-esteem, his self-image and
pride hinge largely on his success in

avoiding criticism. Consequently, as a
defense mechanism, he criticizes ap-
proaches to technical problems, as well as

people, with equal fervor. This tendency to

be overly critical is usually also directed

inward, toward the engineer's own thought
processes. Consequently, it may well be
one of the most negative factors in

thwarting creative problem solving.

One of the primary reasons why
judicial thinking and creativity make
uncomfortable bedfellows is that criticism

is based on what is already established,

accepted or proved. Critical judgment
must have recourse to past experience,

precedent and facts — everything that is in

the past tense. Being a past-oriented way of
thinking, it is essentially opposed to the

novel, the untried and the original. Where
creative advance is concerned, the past

serves only to a limited degree as a
guidepost. Of itself, however, it is

incapable of either bringing the new idea

about or predicting what would happen if

it were developed. The knowledge of what
already exists also involves a stereotyped

orientation. None of the unexpected new
combinations, contrasts, balances and
configurations of the elements in a creative

idea in its formative stage meet the require-

ments of established laws, facts or logic. A
new creative idea is, of course, based on
available knowledge, but it does not issue

from it by any direct rational or logical

process.

We have elevated logic and reason to a

level where they stifle creative thinking.

This has been pointed out by consultant

Dr. A. R. Wight. He states: "Perhaps one
of the chief forces that inhibit creativity is

the emphasis on logic and reason and the

lack of respect for intuition. Logic can
destroy creativity if demanded or applied

too soon, because a creative idea very often

is a product of intuition, and the logic

supporting it must be developed. Unfor-
tunately, many people in industry have
come up through schools where 'rule and
reason' prevail. They thus feel that nothing

is worth consideration that cannot be

defended by logic."

Failure to suspend judgment and
consider a range of alternatives frequently

results in early commitment to an ap-
proach that may contain a 'restrictive

error' or an 'incorrigible strategy.' In the

perceptual laboratory, for example,
subjects who make an early, incorrect

interpretation of a picture in an 'ambigu-
meter' (a device that gradually brings a

blurred picture into focus), tend to retain

the wrong perception. They fail to 'see' —
even when the picture has been fully and
clearly exposed.

The most creative engineers engage in

undisciplined, open-minded, and uncrit-

ical thinking in the initial stages of the
problem-solving process. This has been
reported by Gary A. Steiner of the
University of Chicago. He states: "Highs
(highly creative engineers) often spend
more time in the initial stages of problem
formulation, in broad scanning of alter-

natives. Lows (less creative engineers) are
more apt to 'get on with it.' . . . For
example, in problems divisible into
analytic and synthetic stages, highs spend
more time on the former — in absolute as
well as relative terms. As a result, they may
leapfrog lows in the later stages of the
solution process. Having disposed of more
blind alleys, they are able to make more
comprehensive integrations.

The intuitive moment is

also frequently accom-
panied by a sense of
compulsion that urges
the creative individual to
do something right away
about the idea.

"Creativity is characterized by a
willingness to seek and accept relevant

information from any and all sources, to

suspend judgment, defer commitment,
remain aloof in the face of pressure to take

a stand."

Professor Steiner points out, how-
ever, that after the initial, open-minded,
idea-getting phase, and the examination of

many alternatives, the creative engineer

exercises critical judgment. He selects the

alternative he feels is potentially the best.

In the developmental stage a bull-headed

conviction about the idea's merit takes

over. In professor Steiner's words:
"Initially there is an open-minded willing-

ness to pursue leads in any direction, a

relaxed and perhaps playful attitude that

allows a disorganized, undisciplined
approach, to the point of putting the

problem aside entirely. But at the point of

development and execution, where the

selected alternative is pursued, tested, and
applied, there is great conviction, even

perseverance, perhaps strong personal

involvement and dogmatic support of the

new way."

Other increasing experimental evi-
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dence also indicates that a constructive,

rather than a critical or negative, approach

to ideas produces more creative solutions.

Dr. Ray Hyman conducted several

experiments at General Electric and at the

University of Oregon. He compared a

positive (or constructive) set and a negative

(or critical) set toward both common and

uncommon ideas for solutions of a

problem. According to him, when subjects

review ideas with a constructive set (what

are the good points of these ideas?), they

come up with more creative solutions to

the problem than does either a control

group (with no instructions) or the group

which has been instructed to use a critical

set (what are the weak points?).

The more creative engi-

neers engage in undis-

ciplined, open-minded,
and uncritical thinking

in the initial stages of

the problem-solving
process.

Another significant finding of his

experiments: those ideas that were re-

viewed constructively were often incor-

porated in the final solution. But ideas

reviewed with a critical set were almost

always rejected.

Another reason why critical weighing

during the creative process should be

avoided is that it robs the idea of the value

and validity with which it is viewed when it

first occurs. More ideas have been
prematurely rejected by a stringent

evaluative attitude than would be war-

ranted by any inherent weakness or
absurdity in them. The longer one can
linger with the idea with judgment held in

abeyance, the better the chances of
capturing all its details and ramifications.

Overelaboration is no problem, since there

is always plenty of time later to prune the

idea of the unnecessary details and
redundancies that inevitably slip into the

new product during the process.

During the heat of creative forming,

the creative individual has to abandon
himself entirely to his experience and be

keenly aware of only the suggestions that

emerge from the unconscious. Conscious-

ness of the familiar sort has to be blotted

out and he has to be implicated with his

unconscious activity only. As in the

procreative embrace self-consciousness

and self-awareness detract from the

intensity and fullness of the lovers'

communion, so also in the creative process

a lack of total abandon prevents the

maintenance of open avenues to the

unconscious source of ideas. (Apropos this

I would like to mention that the creative

urge is just as strong as the procreative

urge, and sometimes creative activity takes

precedence — if only because it lasts

longer.)

Intrusion of self-consciousness, or a

full and explicit awareness of what one is

doing, robs the individual of the necessary

ardor and excitement that should attend

the process, with the consequence that the

idea's development may become arrested.

Deliberation that is self-conscious can be

harmful even when the creative individual

is occupied with the more conscious and

rational development of his idea, when he

is working on already secured insights.

Even here a complete absorption in the

business at hand is an absolute necessity.

Of course, a total loss of consciousness of

what is going on, or the unconsciousness

of the act of creation occurs only during a

trance-like absorption of the whole

personality in the inspirational flow of

ideas. The creative act in this case is so

intense that the individual creates without

knowing that he is creating. But this sort of

oblivion to everything, except the sugges-

tions arising from the unconscious matrix,

is not the most common experience in

creativity. An effortless, unforced spon-

taneity seldom spans the entire process.

In a sense, criticism and evaluation

are at work already during the unconscious

gestative or formative process of an idea.

And they become more conscious with the

progressive structuring of the idea. But as

long as they do not hinder spontaneity or

break the rapport with the unconscious,

their function contributes to the imple-

mentation and development of the grow-

ing idea. It is often advisable that these

cognitive functions remain submerged and
secondary even when the polishing stage of

the idea is reached and the pruning of

redundant matter becomes the primary

concern. For even while polishing, the

creative individual has to maintain the

grasp of the dominant idea and permit

further insights connected with it to

emerge into his awareness.

Critical Attitudes Kill Ideas in Others

That critical and evaluative attitude

can stifle creativity in others has been

"Henri's into creative computing.

SO

by many researchers in the field. Dr.

A. R. Wight points out that "a person will

submit ideas with increasing reluctance if

they are pounced upon immediately and

subjected to critical and often merciless

evaluation. It is difficult for a new idea to

survive this kind of treatment. The effect

on the individual suggesting the idea is

equally devastating.

"Attacking this idea is felt to be, and

often is, an attack on him personally. The

individual feels hostility toward and often

loses respect for the person initiating the

attack. He soon refrains from suggesting

anything at all. Or, he resorts to second-

guessing, in an attempt to suggest

something that will be accepted and

approved."

Ideas that have been
developed into com-
pleted forms are seldom
conceived minutely and
clearly right in the begin-

ning of the creative

process.

One way engineers can lessen the

harmful effects of negative criticism is

through learning to apply tact and
diplomacy when they have to criticize.

They should be open-minded and receptive

toward ideas and suggestions offered

them, and be good, understanding lis-

teners. They should develop an ability to

evaluate ideas without using external

evaluation — that is, they should react to

ideas rather than judge them.

The ability to be coolly objective

about criticism comes only in time. It is

based on a series of solid successes in

creative problem solving. No matter how
tough the engineer, over-critical attitudes,

cynicism, ridicule, or even plain indiffer-

ence on the part of others toward ideas he

comes up with are tremendously destruc-

tive of idea-producing ability.

Fear of disappointment and anxiety

about disapproval or censorship have

prevented many engineers from coming up
with original suggestions. What can be

even worse, however, is that cumulative

experiences of rebuff and criticism can

result in a complete paralysis of idea-

producing ability. No new ideas emerge,

even in the privacy of the engineer's own
mind.

Dr. Carl Rogers, one of our foremost

psychologists, has advanced some sugges-

tions on how we could establish a climate

in which external evaluation is absent.

Although Utopian in terms of our present

organizational set-ups, his notions are

worth heeding. He explains it in this way:

"When we cease to form judgments of the

other individual from our own locus of

evaluation, we are fostering creativity. For

the individual to find himself in an
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atmosphere where he is not being eval-

uated, not being measured by some
external standard, is enormously freeing.

Evaluation is always a threat. It creates a

need for defensiveness. It means that some

portion of experience must be denied to

awareness.

"If this product is evaluated as good

by external standards, then I must not

admit my own dislike of it. If what I am
doing is bad by external standards, then I

must not be aware of the fact that it seems

to be me, to be part of myself. But if

judgments based on external standards are

not being made, then I can be more open to

my experience. I can recognize my own
likings and dislikings, the nature of the

materials and of my reaction to them, more

sharply and more sensitively. I can begin to

recognize the locus of evaluation within

myself. Hence I am moving toward

creativity."

The creative process is a

slow, selective structur-

ing of an idea that is only

imperfectly intimated,
and which follows the

dictates of an intuitive

feeling of what belongs
and what does not
belong.

It should be also pointed out that one

of the chief values of brainstorming lies in

its encouragement of a non-evaluative

atmosphere. It is a technique for creating a

climate in which the participants are free to

express any idea — even a wild or far-

fetched one — without fear of trigger-

ready negative reactions. In experienced

brainstorming groups, no-holds-barred

thinking, deviant or divergent ideas are

consciously encouraged, and there is a

supportive atmosphere that encourages

the elaboration of these ideas. The non-

evaluative atmosphere also enhances the

imaginative exploration of their implica-

tions, merits, feasibility of implementation

and range of applications.

The Emotional Concomitants

Of the Creative Process

Among the observable and intro-

spectively reportable characteristics of the

arrival of a new idea is the keen sense of
value that adheres to it. The idea arrives

brimming with positive feeling, which

gives the creative thinker a poignant sense

of certainty concerning its relevance to the

problem he is tackling. At times this

pleasant shock of surprise and the sense of

profound well-being that the idea induces

approach the feeling of rapture.

The positive feeling that infuses the

idea undoubtedly lies at the root of many
great achievements: still, it is not every-

thing, for the painful process of shaping

and forming it into a workable thing still

lies ahead. Too often it is believed that the

idea is, in and of itself, all there is to the

creative process. Yet almost everyone has

known idea-men who literally shook ideas

from their sleeves, but who never

amounted to much because they failed to

work them out into something concrete

and tangible.

Nevertheless, with most creative

people, this emphatic sense of conviction

as to the idea's vital import, the joy and

exaltation it instills in them, are to a large

degree responsible for starting the entire

creative process moving. In addition, this

positive feeling provides the creative

individual with a reservoir of staying

power to conquer every technical defic-

iency or temporary blockage that may
occur. It also fills him with a sense of

urgency to understand and penetrate to the

minutest vestiges of his exalted new idea.

That the creative individual feels over-

whelming pride about his own ideas is

further demonstrated by the fact that when
the finished idea, product of device does

not meet his approval, he invariably

blames his incomplete technical skill or

knowledge for his failure and sees no
imperfection in his original concept.

It should also be pointed out that the

subjective sense of certainty and con-

viction that the germinal idea induces is as

hard and real as the perception of a

concrete object. The individual is sure, at

the moment the idea occurs to him, that he

has seen or grasped the central core or

essence of his crucial problem, or that he

now has the insight for a vital new
invention. At the time the idea occurs to

him he needs no proof that such is the case,

although doubt and uncertainty about the

validity of the idea or new insight may
occur later. Nevertheless, the click of

recognition that an idea represents

something significant is seldom betrayed

by a true creative individual because of

later doubts, or because of the over-

whelming technical demands of the idea's

translation into a tangible thing.

The intuitive moment is also fre-

quently accompanied by a sense of
compulsion that urges the creative indi-

vidual to do something right away about

the idea. The idea demands resolution

through explicit overt action and often

grows into a full-fledged compulsion if

action on it is delayed or postponed. It

recurrently invades his consciousness, no
matter what he is doing or thinking, and
charges his thoughts and perceptions,

frequently against his own volition and

judgment, in the direction of finding

complementary elements or supporting

data for the further development of the

idea. It may even, at times, obstruct the

emergence of other new ideas if it is not

worked out.

Many sterile days and possibly weeks

may pass as the result of failure to heed the

urgency of certain compelling ideas. They
seem at times to have mobilized most of the

available psychic energy the individual

has. so that, even while he is engaged in

some other activity, he often gets dis-

tracted in whatever he is doing and feels

compelled to return to the original idea,

even though the time or occasion for

considering it is not propitious. The new
idea thus sometimes has the earmarks of

obsessiveness or compulsion about it.

Indeed, if one observes the creative process

at the highest level — at the genius level —
this aspect of compulsive urgency is one of

the most striking phenomena that occurs.

Critical attitude, accord-
ing to several psycholo-
gists, seems to be the
engineer's most notable
personality trait, and it

colors almost all of his

perceptions.

Perhaps the genius should be described not

so much in terms of talent or skill as by the

intensity of the conceptions he formulates,

by the overwhelming and overpowering

urgency with which these conceptions

surge up into his consciousness, compel-
ling him to form and develop them into a

tangible thing. Behind the genius there is

always a vortex-like intensity, a forceful

plan pushing his creative endeavors.

At the time the creative individual

feels the compulsion to do something with

his idea he may also be overwhelmed by a

sense of possession. He may be possessed

by his idea in the sense that he feels it comes
from some external source rather than

from within himself, and that his own
consciousness is reduced to acting merely

as a passive instrument. These ideas

frequently amaze him after he has
committed them to paper. After he is

through working and can take stock of the

entire result, he finds that there are many
elements completely different from those

he might have been consciously enter-

taining before starting to work. Often the

finished product appears alien or incom-

prehensible to him, in the sense that he

does not feel responsible for it. Try as he

may, and irrespective of the pleasure and
pride that it produces, he cannot view the

finished product with the same ardor or

feeling that had attended his experience

during the act of creation. The felt value of

the idea usually abandons the creative

individual at the completion of his work.

In case of longer creative problem solving

activities, where interruptions become
necessary, it is fascinating to note that the

initial idea and the enveloping mood can

be reinduced and suffer little or no change

in the meantime. O
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Dare a neophyte market his own programs?

No Bar To Success

I bought the last Apple in Paradise, or
so I was told. At any rate, it was the last one
in Honolulu's Computerland during last

fall's hectic Christmas rush. The dream of
owning my own computer had been
fermenting in my brain for years. I had
fantasies of unloading k's of data such as

tax and investment records, address lists,

checking and savings account records,

charge accounts, daily appointments and
such, from my over-burdened mind,
freeing it for higher order social pursuits.

With a new tax year starting and after a

thorough evaluation of available com-
puters. I felt the time was opportune to

pick up my Apple. I hoped to learn how to

operate and program it before the new tax
year began.

Dying though 1 was to get the system
up and running, a holiday party prevented
me from unpacking it that night. By
sunrise the next morning, 1 had my Apple
out of the carton and connected, though a
garbled test pattern of question marks and
flashing semi-colons was as far as I could
get without resorting to the Basic manual.
As soon as I got past the section on loading

programs, I was off and running with the

Star Wars shooting game which enter-

tained my 6 year old daughter, Alexis, and
her friend, Tony, for an hour. After they
tired of shooting, I attempted to load the
High Resolution Graphics program but
the complex double load (and a typo in the

manual) only got me an hour of frustrating
"err's." I managed to load Star Trek but,

without instructions, found the game
useless.

By noon, the free programs had lost

their challenge and I had settled down to

learning programming via Apple's well-

written Basic Manual. This endeavor was
also short-lived, however, when I dis-

covered that my Apple had a worm, or
some kind of a bug, in it. After halfan hour
of operation, any key depressed would

Bill M. Pumphrcv.469 Ena RoadfflJIO, Honolulu. HI
96815.

Bill Pumphrey

result in a series of letters as if the repeat

key was being held down. A frantic call to

Computerland advised me that it could be
a defective chip overheating. Sure enough,
a fan blowing on the memory board
stopped the problem. My wife had been
skeptical enough about my $ 1 200 purchase
without her having to see a fan blowing on
my fantastic new toy, so I rushed the Apple
back to the store, where it was eventually

discovered to have a defective keyboard.
Luckily. Computerland had a spare one to

lend me while mine went back to Cali-

fornia for repair.

In the following weeks, I discovered

that 1 must have a binary mind; I took to

programming like a bee to honey. By
January I had modified an income tax

Worst, while I recalled the
colorful Apple ads in Play-

boy which showed a tele-

vision screen crowded
with colorful graph bars,

yet I failed to locate a
program which would
create such graphs.

program to meet my requirements for

numerous supplemental forms and I was
making good use of Apple's checkbook
program. Some of my dream applications
were becoming realities even though
several had realistically been dropped. The
Apple people had provided many games
and other programs free for the taping, so
my software collection was growing.

Color graphics was one of the reasons

I had chosen Apple. Some games utilized

this capability, but most business applica-

tions had no need for it. Worst, while I

recalled the colorful Apple ads in Playboy
which showed a television screen crowded
with colorful graph bars, yet I failed to

locate a program which would create such
graphs.

One afternoon while sitting floor duty
at Luke & Luke Realty, where I work, I

decided to write a program which would
plot color bar graphs. The basic program
which I developed that afternoon did

indeed plot a color vertical bar on the

screen. Next. I had to develop equations to

space the bars equally, draw the graph grid

and frame, code the bars (months, letters

or numbers), center the title in the text

area, and compensate for any unusual

rounding-off errors by Applesoft. Because

my background is marketing. I wrote easy-

to-understand input statements and added
error messages to guide neophvtes such as

I.

My first rough graph program and the

final edition, which I copyrighted, are

vastly different. As I constantly improved
the program. I discovered subroutines

which saved both memory and time. In

February I decided to market my pro-

grams by direct mail. Creative Computing
seemed the most logical place to advertise.

Unfortunately, nearly two months lead

time was required from receipt of my ad to

the issue in which it would be published.

Ad costs for software publishers were
extremely reasonable, considering the

magazine's circulation. I prepared a

projection ofmy order requirements to pay
for different size ads and settled on a 3

inch, one column classified ad captioned

"New Apple Software." I always went
through each issue with a red pen, circling

all Apple software ads and I hoped other

Apple owners did the same. I wrote the ad
copy myselfand, after numerous revisions,

had it typeset in Honolulu ($1 2.50) to

avoid the possibility of a typographical

error and the time delay required for

approval of ad proofs.

By the time I decided to market my
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graph program, 1 had developed it into

four different programs (Basic Color Bar
Graph, Double Bar Graph. High Resolu-
tion Line Graph and a Deluxe Color Bar
Graph which required greater RAM than
the basic due to additional features). I had
located a source of 5 minute cassette tapes

which cost about 65« each when purchased
in bulk lots. I had rubber stamps made to

label the tapes and I wrote and printed a

page of instructions for each program.
Sundry other items were needed to get me
into business: receipt book, ledger, heavy
duty mail envelopes, fragile and first class

mail labels, address labels, etc.). Unless I

became snowed under in orders, I planned
to record each tape on my Panasonic
recorder. I cleaned the recording head
frequently and tested each tape for
loading. Because I had had some programs
on beginnings of tape which loaded poorly,

I recorded each program twice for my
customers.

In late March, my first order arrived.

Throughout the next three months, orders

and inquiries came in from across America
with a few from Europe. Canada and

South America. Nearly every order was for

all four programs. Some technical in-

quiries involving adapting the programs
for other computers, but program mod-
ifications were beyond my knowledge.

Only one order came back (the tape had

been damaged in the mail), and several

customers wrote that they were very

i limn 1
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Double Bar Graph

pleased with the program.

Creative Computing has a reader's

inquiry card in each issue and more than

300 readers wrote requesting additional

information. I designed a self-mailer flyer

Hi Rc\ I ioc (iraph

which I sent to the first 180 respondents.

Printing and postage charges ran about

22c per flyer; I insisted on first class mail so

inquiries would be handled quickly. Free

addressed gummed labels had been
provided for each inquiry. Monitoring the

results of these flyers, I determined that the

resulting sales did not justify the cost of

sending flyers. To double-check this

finding, I sent out a second mailing a

month later. It too drew minimal response.

As something of an advertising expert, I

will concede that the flyer could have been
a factor in the low response. Nonetheless, I

did not mail any more flyers to inquirers.

To date, my profit (not reflecting in

my costs the time spent developing the

programs and processing orders) is

negligible. Personally, however. 1 do not
consider it a loss. My experience gave mea
greater understanding of my Apple,
provided me a personal case history of

direct mail to use in the advertising course

which I teach at Hawaii Pacific College

and introduced me to fellow Apple owners
across the country. I would urge any
small -computer owner to develop new
programs for his equipment; the challenge

is certainly more fulfilling than simply

running programs written by others. But, if

it is marketing your program that interests

you. I would advise you to let some
established software publisher handle it.

Your time can be better spent developing

yet other programs. O
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The Riddle of the

Human Computers Paul Brock

wim Klein, a well-know "human computer"

performed amazing feats Involving complex
calculations at the Brown sympslum In

September 1079.

A question which has perplexed

scientific men for several centuries is the

strange ability of a few phenomenally-
gifted human beings to perform mental

feats of calculation which are utterly

beyond the powers of the average man.
Even a trained mathematician could
perform these tricks— if he could do them
at all — only with the help of computers
and a generous allowance of time.

Generally, this power shows iteslf in

early youth. It sometimes disappears as the

child grows up, but more often it persists

and develops throughout life. Usually it

perishes with its possessor— though in one
or two cases it has passed on from one
generation to another.

But the most significant thing is that it

is extremely rare. In all, there are not more
than 30 genuine and authenticated cases of

this kind.

The first case of which any truly

authentic record exists is that of Jedediah

Buxton, a farm laborer in Derbyshire,

England, and this only dates from the

middle of the 18th century.

Buxton, whose amazing powers were
tested and applauded in I7S4 by the

world's foremost scientific body at that

time — the Royal Society — was a dull-

witted yokel who never learned to read,

write or use written figures. Nor did he
even learn the use ofordinary terms such as

"thousand," "million," "billion," and so

on. When dealing mentally with high

numbers — and some of them were

colossal — he gave them names of his own
such as a "tribe." a "covey," or a "cramp."

Numbers fascinated him. He seems to

have spent much of his life, while laboring

in the fields, in abstruse mental calcula-

tions. And while his results took a long

time to arrive at because he was a slow
thinker, they were always right.

In 17S0 he was asked to work out, to

the nearest pound, what sum a farthing

would come to if doubled 140 times.

Several days later he gave the correct

answer, which contains 39 figures.

Paul Brock, IS Anderson Cove Rd.. R.R. I. Sooke.
B.C.. Canada. VOS I NO.

He was then asked if he could multiply

this huge number by itself, mentally, and

he said he thought he could. He kept his

word two and a half months later, and

explained that he had carried out the

calculation "just now and then" whenever

he felt like it! His answer was 100 percent

correct.

A much more typical specimen of the

"calculating boy" was Zerah Colburn, of

Vermont, U.S., who was touring the

country as a "lightning calculator" at the

age of six. When aged eight, he was quite

unable to give any explanation of how he

worked. Once, in reply to a persistent

enquirer, he burst out with "God put it into

my head and I can put it into yours!"

He could answer all the stock

questions about the number of seconds in

A typical specimen of the
"calculating boy" was
Zerah Colburn, of Ver-

mont, U.S., who toured
the country as a "light-

ning calculator" at the

age of six.

so many centuries, the number of grains in

so many bushels of corn, and so on. Also
he could instantly multiply together any
two numbers of four figures each, and —
which was much more remarkable and has

puzzled mathematicians ever since — he
could "factorize" at sight any number up to

a million.

For instance, on being asked for the

factors of 171,395 he at once said that it

was the product of 5,7,59, and 83. For
those of 247,483, similarly, he gave 94 1 and
263, while on being asked for the factors of
36,083 he said, "There aren't any." That
number is what mathematicians call a
"prime" and has no factors at all, except 1

.

Now if the average mathematician,
given pencil and paper, were asked to find

the factors, if any, of 247,483 it would take

him a very long time. He would know that

one such factor, if the number were not a

prime, must be less than 497 (the approxi-

mate square root of 247,483) and he could

rule out even numbers and those ending in

5, and so on. But he might have to try, say,

100 divisors before he hit on 263 — a

number which Colburn gave immediately

and almost absent-mindedly.

It is practically inconceivable that the

boy could have memorized the factors of

all numbers up to one million — although

the thing has been done on a much smaller

scale. For example, a later calculator, Carl

Ruckle, certainly knew by heart the factors

of all the numbers from 1 to 1000 — and it

used to be said of the mathematician

Strinavasa Ramanujan that he was as well

acquainted with the first 2,000 numbers as

if he had been their intimate companion
since boyhood.

On one occasion when the Indian

wizard at figures was sick in London, a

friend called to see him. Knowing that the

Indian took little or no interest in anything

except numbers, he began by remarking,

"The number of the taxi which brought me
here was 1729, but I suppose there's

nothing particularly interesting about

that."

"There certainly is," was the eager

reply. "That's a most interesting number.

It's the smallest which can be expressed as

the sum of two cubes in more than one
way!" ( 1729 equals 12 cubed plus I cubed,

and also 10 cubed plus 9 cubed.)

Zerah Colburn lost his powers as he

grew up, and his later career was not very

successful. He wrote an autobiography in

which he gave a hint as to his method of

Wim Klein aaks the audience for a suitable

large (9-dlglt) seed number to multiply by
Itself.
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factorizing, in the shape of a table from

which, knowing the last two figures of a

given number you could find the last two
figures of its factors, if any. He seems to

have used this method by intuition, long

before he was sufficiently educated to put it

down on paper.

Living about the same time as

Colburn — whom he once met and

defeated in a public contest — was G. P.

Bidder, afterwards a well-known civil

engineer. The son of a stone mason, he

began to show extraordinary powers of

mental calculation when about seven years

old, although at that time he had only been

taught how to count up to ten and could

neither read nor write.

Two specimen questions put to young
Bidder when he was on tour at the age of 10

or II are: If a wheel is Sft.lOin. in

circumference, how many turns will it

make in a distance of 800,000,000 miles?

The answer is 724,1 14.285,7 14 and the boy

gave it in SO seconds; and what is the square

root of 1 1 9,550,669, 121? Answer. 345,76 1

,

given in 30 seconds.

At this age, too. Bidder could rapidly

work out, mentally, the most complicated

questions relating to annuities and
compound interest.

He retained and developed his

amazing powers during his long life, and

while working as a railway engineer often

found them invaluable. He used to be

spoken of as "the best witness who ever

entered a committee room," and he

thought nothing of working out off-hand,

and on data just supplied by his opponent,

the exact cubic content, and cost of

digging, of a railway cutting varying in

slope and from one to five miles long!

J.M.Z.Dase, a German, was a calcu-

lator of the Buxton type— remarkable not

so much for the speed of his work but for

the enormous size of the numbers he could

handle mentally. On one occasion, when
being tested by the Berlin Academy of

Sciences, he was asked whether there was

any limit to what he could tackle in this

direction, and he said he knew of none and

would welcome a severe test.

So he was given two prime numbers

each of one hundred figures, and invited to

multiply them together. He did this

mentally, correctly, and while under
continuous observation, the problem
taking him eight hours. On another
occasion he extracted the square root of a

100-figure number, mentally, in 52

minutes!

He also had the remarkable gift of

being able to count a large number of

similar objects (sheep in a flock or the

letters on a page of a book) at a glance.

Yet he was no mathematician. He
could never manage to understand the

simplest rule in geometry or algebra, and

his work was purely arithmetical and

elementary.

One of the best known modern
calculators who gave public performances
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was Jacques Inaudi, an Italian. His

calculating powers showed themselves at

the early age of six.

One feat of his was to stand with his

back to a gigantic blackboard on which

assistants worked out the sums dictated by

the audience and with which Inaudi was

dealing mentally. He concluded his

performance by repeating in a prearranged

order, and without turning around, every

figure on the board including those used in

the calculations — and by that time the

board was absolutely crowded with them.

Among other feats, he could always

give, generally in a second or less, the day

of the week corresponding to any specified

date. One mathematician gave him
"September 9, 1 752, but he knew the

answer at once and shouted "No day." It

was one of the 1 1 omitted when the

Gregorian Calendar was adopted.

Like both Colburn and Dase, Inaudi

had one special feat peculiar, or almost so,

to himself — this being the expression of

any number less than 1 00,000 as the sum of

four squares. Any mathematician knows

that any number can be so expressed, but

the problem of finding the components is

generally a difficult and laborious busi-

ness. Yet Inaudi could always do it, men-
tally and in less than a minute.

Bidder could grasp a
number better after hear-

ing it once read out than
after reading it on paper a
dozen times.

We are still very much in the dark

about how these extraordinary mental

feats are performed. The ones who
perform them have no clues either. But

clearly, one of the first essentials is a

profound and phenomenal memory.

It seems fairly certain, too, that most

mental calculators, in addition to having

exceptional memories for figures (they

generally find difficulty in memorizing a

long string of letters) have a great gift of

mental imagery, or what is called the

"mind's eye." They work out their

calculations on a sort of mental black-

board.

In fact. Bidder's son, J. P. Bidder, who
became a brilliant lawyer, and who
inherited much of his father's ability, said

he couldn't imagine any other way of doing

mental arithmetic. Yet Bidder himself

made no use at all of this plan, but worked
entirely by sound. He could grasp a

number better after hearing it once read

out than after reading it on paper a dozen

times.

But the fact still remains that the great

majority of well-attested feats of mental

calculation are completely baffling, even in

the present state of advanced scientific

knowledge. O
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That's right! Esmarfc's VIDIET STIK light pen has
the TRS-B0 CONNECTION for LEVEL I & II. Your
4K to 48K TRS-&0 System will come alive under
your VIDIET STIK within minutes of its arrival.

That's because there »re no wires to solder or

traces to cut. You're up and running as fast as
you can plug the interface into your system's
cassette EAR-jack, CLOAD our custom LIGHT-
WAVE demonstration software and RUN. And
because the interface has a plug for your re-

corder, you won't have to unplug it again when
loading your other software tapes. The inter-

face allows them to pass right thru whenever
you're not using the pen. H's exclusive "switched
tip" design means the pen's electrically iso-

lated from your system when it's not in use-
Just point & press! It's that simple. .Plug.

CLOAD and RUN And have we got the software
for you to RUN with! Our demonstration tape
includes a calibration program (used to adjust
the CRTs brightness and contrast) plus STIK
TAC TOE, AWARI and TOWERS. Two challeng-
ing games and a puzzle that will keep grown-
ups and children Stik'ing it to your TRS-80 for

hours. And there are instructions provided so
you can begin writing your own light pen pro-

grams (lightware) forlun or profit (Level II). Or,

just sit back and enjoy our LIGHT-WAVE tapes
each month. Esmarfc's unmatched commit-
ment to lightware can bring you up to five new
games, puzzles, drills & educational quizzes
or simulations each month. Our current LIGHT-
WAVE releases are:

LIGHT-PAK2- LlGHTPEG (4 peg-jump puzzles)
ENDRUN (Othello with a twist')

(LEVEL ll) LIFE9 (Conway's LIFE with
mutations)
Price: $19.95(tncluding postage
& handling)

LIGHT PAK 3 LITEGAMMON {Backgammon
you'll Stik with)

(LEVEL II) STIKWUMPUS (Caves with a
little life)

MAZEMASTER (Maze after

maze to poke thru)

Price: $l9.95(includtng postage
& handling)

Order yours now and we'll include a tree copy
of FLASHBACK, Esmarfc's newsletter dedicat-

ed to the latest news in lightware applications.
And don't forget to tell your friends. The
VIDIET STIK can also be ordered for use on
most other micro systems using the following
processor chips:
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8080 Z80 6800 6502

All that's required is a standard cassette jack
leading to Ground and a readable single bit in-

put port. Driver software is provided along with
instructions for writing lightware applica-

tions. And tell your local Dealer that Esmark's
got a Dealer package he won't want to miss
out on. Delivery is 3 to 6 weeks from receipt of
your order. COD'S are S3 00 extra but will be
shipped within 2 weeks All prices are FOB.
Mishawaka. Indiana. Indiana residents add
4% sales tax.

ALSO COMING FROM ESMARK:
• TRS-80 Printer Interface (Cassett. AUX-lack
interlace for all RS232 prints. Includes LLIST
& LPRINT software)

•TRS-80 RS232 Communications Interface

(Makes your TRS-80 a full CO terminal to time-

sharing systems the world over. Gives you
Intelligent or dumb terminal capabilities at

110 or 300 BAUD Also includes Printer Inter-

face above with 20 mA current loop & TTL
level I/O options.)
— TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation—
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Stocks and Listed Options

Part 4-The Price of an Option and Program NEWPREM.
Alfred A. Adler, Ph. D.

Review

In the first article of this series the

stock market was presented as a place
where buyer and seller, or their

representatives, meet and engage in an
auction. Brokers were discussed as the
usual form of representative, and the

necessity for including the ever
present commissions in all calcula-

tions was discussed at some length.

Some of the possible varieties of

investment attitudes were touched on
briefly. This was followed by a dis-

cussion of puts and calls, the listed

option markets, and one or two of the

more obvious option strategies.

The second article continued the

discussion of option strategies with a
brief presentation of the six basic

maneuvers. Program OPGRAPH was
then presented and discussed,

followed by sample runs illustrating

combination strategies, with covered
and uncovered calls, and covered and
uncovered straddles receiving fairly

detailed treatment.

Part 3 continued with more details

on call writing followed by a fairly

detailed discussion of opening versus
closing option transactions. Program
OPTION was presented along with

Alfred A. Adler Ph.D.. 10360 E. Flintlock Trail.

Tucson. AZ 85715.

sample runs covering hedging with

calls, out-of-the-money hedges, and
in-the-money hedges.

From this point on it will be
assumed that the reader has read the

previous articles in the series, and can
refer to them as necessary.

The price of an option,

the premium, is com-
posed of two parts: the

intrinsic value, and the

time value.

The Future Of The Position

In Part 2 of this series covered and
uncovered calls, and covered and
uncovered straddles, were discussed.
In Part 3 hedging with calls was
discussed in considerable detail. The
emphasis in all of these discussions
was on establishing the position. The
future maintenance or disposition of

the position was given little thought.
Obviously, establishing a position

is only the beginning of the game. As
stock prices and option prices fluc-

tuate, the position must constantly be
reevaluated to determine whether or

not it should be maintained, modified,

or terminated, and, if either of the last

two, in what way. As an aid to

answering the questions which in-

evitably arise, a means of predicting

the way in which the future option

premium is likely to track the stock

price and the passage of time would be
of great help.

It is the purpose of this article to

address the problem of predicting the

future course of option premiums and
presenting a program designed to

project option premiums from a user
chosen data base into the future.

Intrinsic Value And
Time Value Of An Option

It is well known that option
premiums move up and down with

stock price and decrease nonlinearly

as expiration approaches. It is equally
well known that option premiums are

highly volatile and can change dras-
tically as investor confidence waxes
and wanes, even in the absence of

significant changes in stock price or
time. For this reason it is virtually

impossible to accurately predict future

option premiums. It is possible, how-
ever, to predict, based on a stable

reference period, what an option
premium should be, assuming con-
tinuity of investor attitudes. This future

premium is of course dependent on the
assumed future time and stock price at

that time.
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world Microcomputer
CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP

Personal Computer World — Europe's leading micro magazine -
presents the

first ever official World Microcomputer Chess Championship,
held under the auspices of the International Computer Chess Association.

The Championship is open to both commercial and
non-commercial entrants, with a first prize of £500 for the highest-placed

non-commercial contestant.

For further details, write immediately to David Levy,
c/o Personal Computer World, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE, UK.

-at

_ The3rd m

Personal
Computer

Snow
Last year's PCW show was a great success and this year it will be bigger than ever!

The Show will feature a massive display of the latest hardware, software and literature, courtesy of
manufacturers and dealers from around the world. You 11 be able to take part in or watch

the first official World Microcomputer Chess Championship and attend Micro UK, a three-day event
of conferences, seminars, teach-ins and round table 'meet the expert' discussions.

Cunard International Hotel,
London, 4 — 6 September.



Stocks, cont'd...

The price of an option, the

premium, is composed of two parts:

the intrinsic value, and the time value.

The intrinsic value may easily be
determined exactly. If a call has an

exercise price of $25 per share,

whereas the underlying stock is selling

at $27 per share, obviously anyone
owning the call can buy the stock at

$25 and sell it for $27, making a $2

profit. The call is therefore certainly

worth at least $2. That is its intrinsic

value. Note that commissions are not

considered since certain people,
notably stock exchange members, can
trade without paying commissions.

Since these people can move into the

market and make a profit anytime the

Figure 1

price of the call in the previous

example falls below $2, their demand
puts a floor on the call premium.

Thus the intrinsic value of a call

equals the stock price minus the

exercise price of the call. If the stock

price is equal to or less than the

exercise price of the call, the intrinsic

value is, of course, zero.

If a put has an exercise price of $25
per share and the stock is selling for

$23 a share, anyone owning the put

can buy the stock at $23 and force a

sale at $25, making $2 per share. The
intrinsic value of a put is therefore

equal to the exercise price of the put

minus the stock price. If the stock price

is equal to or greater than the exercise

price, the intrinsic value of the put is

zero.

The time value of an option is the

NEWPREM by Alfred A. Adler Ph.D.<<<<< Program

Do you want to see the normalized premiums? t YES

MMMMMHUMMt INTRODUCTORY DATA MIIMMIMIIIMMM

Stock Symbol, Remarks t NWA
Do you want predictions of puts or calls? CALLS
Can you state the time function constants? NO

How many days will you use for your data base? 2

And how many exercise prices per day? 2
Choose exercise price No. 1 i 25
Choose exercise price No. 2 t 30

value investors place on its potential

for appreciation. It is essentially the

price of hope, the ante to get into the

crap game. The time value, in contrast

to the intrinsic value, is totally un-

secured. It is, again in contrast to the

intrinsic value, a wasting asset. This is

why, and this statement will blow many
a mind, the option buyer is more likely

to be a gambler, whereas the more
conservative types lean toward option

selling.

If the stock price is equal

to or less than the exer-

cise price of the call, the

intrinsic value is zero.

The time value of an option is not

easy to assess. It is a strong function of

the volatility of the stock, a weaker
function of the trading volume, and
depends on the spread between the

stock price and the exercise price. This

latter point will be discussed later.

Above all, the time value depends on
investor expectations. Obviously, if the

Ill THE DATA BASE WILL NOW BE INPUT

FOR DAY 1 OF DATA BASE,

Hill ENTER PARAMETERS FOR PREDICTED OPTION PREMIUMS •••*•*

Give day no. i 255: and stock price t 29
List the 3 expiration day nos. (in chronological order) for

options available on this day i 321,48,139
Oive the 3 premiums corresponding to these expiration day nos.

for an exercise price of 25 i 4.375,5.125,7.125
Give the 3 premiums corresponding to these expiration day nos.

for an exercise price of 30 i 1 .75, 2.B125, 3.875

TABLE OF NORMALIZED OPTION PREMIUMS

EXERCISE
PRICE
25
30

DAYS TO EXPIRATION
66 158

1.2808689 2.4011716
2.1937411 3.2745467

••• do you want a table of premiums for 9 options on a

chosen day for a chosen stock price, or do you want
a qraph of the premium for 1 option on a chosen day
over a ranqe of stock prices t T or G? T

Choose the 3 exercise prices desired i 25,30,35
Choose the 3 expiration months t

(3 letters each, without commas) t FEBMAYAUG
List the 3 expiration day noe. corresponding to these

expiration months t 48,139,230

For prediction day t Give day no. t 21
and assumed stock price on that day t 31.5

249
4.7186465
4.3463346

PREDICTED OPTION PREMIUMS IIHIIII I •»#•»• I

FOR DAY 2 OF DATA BASE,
EXPIRATION MONTH
DAYS TO EXPIRATION

FEB
27

MAY
118

AUG
209

Give day no. i 248; and stock price t 25.5
List the 3 expiration day nos. (in chronoloqical order) for

options available on this day i 321,48,139
Give the 3 premiums corresponding to these expiration day nos.

for an exerciee price of 25 t 2.25,2.9375,3.625
Give the 3 premiums corresponding to these expiration day nos.

for an exerciae price of 30 .6875,1.1875,1.875

TABLE OF NORMALIZED OPTION PREMIUMS

DAYS TO EXPIRATION
73 165 256

9843135 2.6758468 3.365728
8884932 2.5988278 3.4573291

THE DATA BASE IS NOW COMPLETE

THt TIME FUNCTION CONSTANTS ARE
A - 51.893012
B - 1.6790825

EXERCISE PRICE 25 I 6.54
30 I 1.66
35 I .07

7.13
3.01
1.00

8.10
4.43
2.26

For prediction day : Give day no. i 21

and assumed stock price on that day i 28.5

MMMMMMMM PREDICTED OPTION PREMIUMS MMM ttlltttltl

EXERCISE
PRICE
25 1.
30 1.

EXPIRATION MONTH
DAYS TO EXPIRATION

FEB
27

MAY
118

AUG
209

EXERCISE PRICE 25 1

30 1

35 1

3.57
.16
.04

4.50
1.51
.63

5.76
2.93
1.60

DAYS TO EXPIRATION

5
10
IS
20
25
50
100
150
200
250
300
350

ADJUSTED NORMALIZED PREMIUMS

9.6053648E-02
.19151739
.28640225
.38071834
.47447609
.93S220S7
1.8198781
2.6613823
3.465492
4.2367903
4.9789927
5.695163

For prediction day t Give day no. : 41
and assumed stock price on that day t 31.5

• ••••••••••••••I PREDICTED OPTION PREMIUMS MMMMMMMM
EXPIRATION MONTH
DAYS TO EXPIRATION

EXERCISE PRICE 25
30
35

FEB
7

MAY
98

AUG
189

6.50
1.51
.01

6.96
2.69
.75

7.88
4.13
1.98

For prediction day
STOP IN LINE 1020
READY
RUN

Give day no.
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Pursuit Games,
CS-3004(16K)

• Stock Car Race $7.95

Stock Car Race is a real time racing

game on a road race circuit. Your high

speed racer is controlled by the "arrow"

keys, as you shift up and down through

four gears. Take the turns slowly, "floor

it" on the straights, but don't blow your

engine!

• Maze

Maze for the Level II 16K machine is a
high speed pursuit game. You are timed
throughout your run and rated on the

basis of elapsed time and the number of

moves required to escape. A different

maze every time. Nine skill levels.

• Indy Racer

Indy Racer is a real time racing game
for the TRS-80. You're In the driver's

seat of a red-hot Indy car, changing
gears and weaving around the track as
you pass your competitors. Indy Racer
is similar to the popular arcade-style

driving games.

• Depth Charge

As commander of a destroyer, your
mission is to destroy as many enemy
subs as possible. Move your ship back
and forth on the water, positioning

yourself over enemy subs as they cruise

into range. Depth charges sink slowly,

so timing and position are important In

this re-creation of the Battle of the

Atlantic.

• Kaleidoscope

This graphics demonstration pro-

gram turns your TRS-80 into a computer
age kaleidoscope. You enter the num-
ber of lines and size of the display to

produce changing patterns on the video

monitor. Truly hypnotizing, Kaleido-

scope runs continuously to brighten up
your home or office.

WRITE FOR...

FREE
SOFTWARE CATALOG
CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Space Games-3,
CS-3002 (16K)

• Ultra-Trek *7 ^
Ultra-Trek is a fast-paced version of

Star Trek, complete with Teal time" action

graphics, lasers, Nilon space mines, high

energy photon torpedoes, enemy ships that

move, and an experimental ray which does

something different each time you use it.

You must act quickly to save yourself and

the Federation.

• Star Lanes
Imagine yourself the president of an

intergalactic shipping company. If you're

successful, you may be named Imperial

Advisor on Economic Affairs. Entrepre-

neurs: to your ships.

• Star Wars
If you hate Darth Vader, you'll love Star

Wars. This real time game is fun foraliens of

all ages. May the Force be with you!

• Romulan
Your mission is to destroy an invading

Romulan space craft. Maneuver through

space and around stars looking for the

deadly enemy, but be careful! The nasty

yRomulans fire back.

.•— ">

How To Order
Send order and payment to Creative

Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morris-

town, NJ 07960. Add $1 .00 shipping and
handling per order (foreign, $2.50) N.J.

residents add 5% sales tax. Visa,

MasterCharge and American Express
orders welcome. For faster service, call

in your bank card order toll free to:

800-631-8112. (In NJ, call (201) 540-0445.)

sensational
software

Strategy Games,
CS-3005 (16K)

• Tunnel Vision $7.95

You are transported into a massive

labyrinth and must find the exit or be lost

forever This is an excellent example of

three dimensional perspective using TRS-

80 graphics.

• Evasion
In this real time game, you arepursued

around the game board by an evil-looking

snake. Variations of play include two
different speeds and hyper-jumps which

randomly relocate you on the board.

Looking for an escape? Try Evasion.

• Jigsaw
Jigsaw is a computer-age puzzle game

making extensive use of TRS-80 graphics.

The computer generates a random puzzle

and puzzle board. Using a combination of

deductive reasoning and luck you must fit

the graphically represented puzzle piece

into place.

• The Masters
Are you a wandering pro or just a

Sunday golfer who would like to keep in

practice? Once you're on the green, a

vorm's-eye view is displayed for putting.

• Motor Racing
Motor Racing combines real time

racing action with advanced graphics
functions. The graphics and animation
make Motor Racing fun to watch as well as

Vflay ,

dventure
Welcome to an astonishing new
experience! ADVENTURE is one of

the most challenging and inno-

vative games available for your
TRS-80.
• Adventureland

You wander through an enchanted
world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures

and encounter WILD ANIMALS. MAGICAL
BEINGS, and many other perils and
puzzles

CS-3008 TRS-80 16K Level II $14.95
CS-3506 TRS-80 48K DISK $24.95

(Includes Pirate Adventure)

• Pirate Adventure
Can you recover LONG JOHN SILVER'S

lost treasure

CS-3007 TRS-80 16K Level II $14.95
CS-3506 TRS-80 32K DISK $24.95

(Includes Adventureland)

Mission Impossible Adventure
Will you be able to complete your mission in

time? Or is the world's first automated
nuclear reactor doomed?
CS-3009 TRS-80 16K Level II $14.95

CS-3507 TRS-80 32K DISK $24.95
(Includes Voodoo Adventure)

• Voodoo Castle

Count Cristo has had a fiendish curse

put on him by his enemies Will you be able

to rescue him or is he forever doomed?
CS-3010 TRS-80 Level II $14.95

CS-3507 TRS-80 32K DISK $24 95
(Includes Mission Impossible)

• The Count
You'll love this Adventure; in fact, you might

say its LOVE AT FIRST BITE
CS-3011 TRS-80 Level II $14.95
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Stocks, cont'd...
market is expected to rise, the time
values on calls will be high and those
on puts will be low. On the other hand,
if gloom and doom prevail, time values
on calls will be low, while those on puts
will be high.

The option premium is the sum of

the intrinsic value plus the time value,

no more, no less, always.

Algorithms For Variation

Of Option Premium

As time passes, the time value of

an option decreases, slowly at first,

and then with increasing rapidity.

Finally, on expiration day, the time
value has decreased to zero. The
option either expires worthless or at its

intrinsic value, depending on the
relationship between the stock price

and the exercise price, as discussed
earlier. Clearly the time value is a
monotonically (which means moving
always in the same direction) decreas-
ing function of time. This means that
the shorter the time to expiration, the
less the time value. Further, as the time
to expiration decreases, the rate at

which the time value decreases be-
comes greater and greater. Theoreti-
cally, there should be no deviation
from these rules.

As it turns out, the time value also

depends on the relationship between
the stock price and the exercise price.

The time value tends to be greatest
when the two are very close and drops
off to near zero when the discrepancy
is very large. The reason for this is

obvious. When the price discrepancy is

very large, either there is no game, or
there is little incentive to play. In the

case of calls, if the exercise price is far

above the stock price, there is little

hope, and if the exercise price is far

below the stock price, the option
premium is so high (the intrinsic value
is high) that few are interested in

playing. In the case of puts, these
statements reverse.

The variation of option premium
versus time and versus stock price was
examined over an extended period of

time for a large number of stocks. Very
definite patterns were obvious, inclose
conformance to the above theoretical

principles. From this effort it was
possible to define the general form of
the analytical function which the data
were following. Having this, it is only
necessary to determine the constants
of the equation. These, of course, will

be different not only for each stock but
for each class of option (put or call)

based on that stock. This is because
option premiums are affected, on a
very stable basis, by the volatility of the
stock, the average trading volume, etc.

These factors cause differences from
one stock to another and require that

the constants be determined inde-

pendently for each stock. World and
national politics, the ebb and flow of

the world of finance, the business

cycle, etc. all affect investor sentiment
and this causes the constants for a
given option class, and based on a

given stock, to change from time to

time. When major changes in investor

outlook become apparent, the old

constants become invalid and new
constants must be established from
more recent option premium data.

Specifically, a function has been
found that represents the variation of

option premium with stock price at an
arbitrary fixed time. Another function
has been found that represents the
variation of option premium with time
for an arbitrary fixed stock price. Given
option premium data over some
chosen reference period, the con-
stants for any option may be deter-

mined and the algorithms used jointly

to project the future option premium at

any time corresponding to any stock
price.

The secret of laying a
good data base is to

select data that is 'typi-

cal' as opposed to 'far

out.'

Program NEWPREM
Program NEWPREM is designed

to accept historical option premium
data, determine the function con-
stants, report them for future use, and
present the desired predictions of

future option premiums in either
tabular or graphical form, as the user
chooses. No personalization is re-

quired.

Instructions for use are not in-

cluded in NEWPREM, as they are in all

the other programs, as both the
program and the instructions are
lengthy. Since it is desirable that the
program be usable with either a North
Star Horizon with 32K of RAM or a
TRS-80 16K Level II, the instructions
are available in Program INSTRUCT,
furnished with NEWPREM.

Following the run command, the
program will ask whether or not the
user desires to see the normalized
premiums. The answer to this question
will be discussed later. The program
will prompt the user to furnish the
INTRODUCTORY DATA: the stock
symbol and remarks, whether pre-
dictions of puts or calls are desired,
and whether or not the time function
constants can be stated. Obviously, on
the first run they cannot be. In that

case, the prompts will continue with a
request for the number of days to be
used for the data base, the number of

exercise prices per day, and a state-

ment of these exercise prices.

Following the entry of the INTRO-
DUCTORY DATA, the DATA BASE is

input. For each day of the DATA BASE,
the day number and stock price on that

day are requested. The 'day number'
refers to the number of days since the

beginning of the year. This was
discussed in the third article of the

series in conjunction with Program
OPTION and a table of day numbers
was presented in Figure 1 of that

article. The prompts continue with a
request for the three expiration day
numbers for options available on this

day, and the option premiums corres-
ponding to those expiration day
numbers for each exercise price in the
DATA BASE.

When the data for DAY 1 has been
entered, the program reports back with
a TABLE OF NORMALIZED PRE-
MIUMS. This table gives values of

option premiums in three columns.
Each column corresponds to a differ-

ent number of DAYS TO EXPIRATION,
and each row corresponds to a differ-

ent EXERCISE PRICE. The values of all

these premiums have been normalized
for the exercise price, which means
that the theoretical effect of exercise
price has been removed from the

premiums. Therefore, all of the values
in any column should be the same. Any
differences in the premiums in a given
column are due to inconsistencies in

the real world premiums. Over or under
priced options may be spotted in this

manner, where under or over priced
means with respect to the other
options in the group, not in an absolute
sense. The numbers will of course vary

greatly from column to column be-

cause the effect of DAYS TO EXPIRA-
TION has not been normalized out.

Following each DAY of the DATA
BASE, such a TABLE OF NORMAL-
IZED PREMIUMS is presented. Each
table uses only the data from that day.

When the DATA BASE for all of the
DAYS has been entered, the TIME
FUNCTION CONSTANTS are pre-

sented followed by a table of AD-
JUSTED NORMALIZED PREMIUMS.
The adjustment in this case means that

a curve, of the correct theoretical form,
has been fitted to all of the normalized
premiums in the DATA BASE in such a
way as to determine the value best

representing the combined data as a

function of DAYS TO EXPIRATION.
The table therefore represents the
premium, normalized with respect to
exercise price, versus DAYS TO
EXPIRATION. The effects of the
differences in DAYS and STOCK
PRICE have obviously also been
removed.
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The inclusion of these normalized
premiums is to allow the user to check
on the consistency of his input data,
which is, after all, the basis of his data
base. Printing or not printing these
values does not affect the run in any
way. It is suggested that the NORMAL-
IZED PREMIUMS be looked at when
loading a DATA BASE but not when
the TIME FUNCTION CONSTANTS
can be furnished. Obviously, once a
DATA BASE has been loaded and the
TIME FUNCTION CONSTANTS ob-
tained, no more data need be loaded
for that particular option class (put or
call) for that particular stock as long as
no major change in the market situa-

tion or investor attitude occurs.

The option premium is

the sum of the intrinsic

value plus the time value,

no more, no less, always.

When the DATA BASE has been
entered and the TIME FUNCTION
CONSTANTS determined, the pro-
gram will ask whether tabular or
graphical predictions are desired. If

premiums are desired in tabular form,
the user will be asked to choose three
exercise prices and three expiration

day numbers. He will then have to

furnish the day number for prediction

day and the assumed stock price on
that day. Nine PREDICTED OPTION
PREMIUMS will then be furnished in a
form similartothe way option premium
data is presented in the Wall St.

Journal and other newspapers; that is,

in matrix form with expiration months
across and exercise prices down.

If predicted premiums are desired
in graphical form, the user will be
asked to choose one exercise price

and one expiration month, that is, a
single option. The day number for

prediction day will then be requested
along with the price range of the

underlying stock over which premiums
are to be predicted. The program auto-
matically computes the premium scale

for the graph, making sure it is an
easily read scale such as one, two, five,

or ten to the unit, and plots the graph
vertically, premium versus stock price

for a single option.

Whether a table or a graph is

presented, the program recycles back
to the request for the prediction day,
thereby preserving the effort that has
already been expended in loading
data.

Sample Runs

In order to demonstrate the oper-

ation of Program NEWPREM a number

<<<«< Proqram NEWPREM - by Alfred A. Adler Ph.D. >>>>

Do you want to ••• the normalized premiums? i HO

IIMMIMIMIMIItl INTRODUCTORY DATA IMItltlMIIMIIIIII

Stock Symbol, Remarks i HWA
Do you want prediction* of puts or calls? CALLS
Can you atat* the time function constants? YES
A - 51.893012
B • 1.6790825

MM ENTER PARAMETERS FOR PREDICTED OPTION PREMIUMS ******

••• do you want a table of premiums for 9 options on a ***
chosen day for a chosen stock price, or do you want
a qraph of the premium for 1 option on a choaen day
over a ranqe of stock prices i T or O? O

Choose the exercise price desired t 30
Choose the expiration month i MAY
What is the expiration day no. for this month? 139

What is the day no. for which premiums are to be predicted? 21

Readability of qraph is bast when difference between
start inq and ending stock price is evenly divisible by 5.

At what stock price should the qraph start? 25
At what stock price should the qraph end? 35
How many linea would you like to skip so that the qraph can

•tart at the beginning of the next page? i

GRAPH FOR MAY 30 CALLS ON DAY NO. 21 MMMMMi
PREMIUM
6

5.5

5

4.5

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

— I-

I— I-

XI

I

-I—
IX

I I X
— I l-X—

I IX
—I—X-l

IX I

XI 1

I I

I

-l-X-
I

X I— I.

I

-IX-
X

I X
-X

-I- -I-

I I

-I 1-

I I

-I 1-

I I

-I 1-

I I

-1 1.

I I

-I 1-

I I

25.00 27.00 29.00 31.00
STOCK PRICE

33.00 35.00

Whet is the day no. for which premiums are to be predicted? 41

Readability of graph is best when difference between
etarting and ending stock price is evenly divisible by 5.

At what stock price should the graph atart? 25
At what stock price ahould the graph end? 35
How many lines would you like to skip so that the graph can

•tart at the beginning of the next page? i

GRAPH FOR MAY 30 CALLS ON DAY NO. 41 MMMMM*
PREMIUM
6

5.
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3.5

1

J
1 1 1 I I IX

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

I X

i

X

1

X 1

1

1

1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 X

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

X

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

X

I

I

I

i

i

XI

1

1

1

X

X

X 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

25.00 27.00 29.00 31.00
STOCK PRICE

33.00 35.00

What ia the day no.
STOP IN LINE 935
READY
BYE

for which premiums are to be predicted?

Figure 2
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cs, cont
of rather comprehensive sample runs

are presented. The first of these is

shown in Figure 1 where the program is

used to predict future premiums for

call options based on the stock of

Northwest Airlines. It is assumed that

the time function constants are un-

known. A data base must therefore be

loaded and since, in this case, the

market has been rather quiet, it has

been decided that premiums for three

expiration months, at two exercise

prices each, on two different days,

would provide a satisfactory base.

Incidentally, the reader should be
aware that the data used in these

sample runs is historically correct.

These are real-world runs. not invented

data.

Referring to the TABLE OF NOR-
MALIZED OPTION PREMIUMS for

DAY 1, note that the normalized
premium for the NOV 30 option is very

different from that of the NOV 25. and
similarly for the FEB's. From this it is

concluded that either the NOV 30's and
the FEB 30's are overpriced or else the

corresponding 25s are underpriced.

Referring to the TABLE for DAY 2, we
note, since the premiums in each
column are very close to each other,

that the option premiums on that day
were unusually self-consistent.

A tabular prediction format has
been selected for this run and prem-
iums have been requested for Feb-
ruary, May, and August calls with

exercise prices of 25, 30, and 35. For
the first table, a prediction day approx-
imately four weeks prior to the expira-

tion of the FEB's has been chosen,
along with an assumed stock price on
that day of $31 .5. Note that a time value

of only $.07 has been assigned to the

FEB 35 by the program, rising to $.16

for the FEB 30, and then dropping to

$.04 for the FEB 25. These latter figures

are obtained by observing that the

intrinsic value of the 30's is $1.50 and
that of the 25s is $6.50. Note that the

time value assigned to the options with

more distant expiration dates is con-
siderably higher, but rises more and
more slowly (nonlinearly) as the time
to expiration increases.

The second table presents prem-
iums for the same day, but with the
somewhat less optimistic assumption
that the stock price on that day will be
only $28.5 per share. Note that the time
values of the 30's are the same as
before and those of the 35's and 25s
have reversed themselves. This is due
to the fact that the second chosen
stock price, $28.5, is as far below the

exercise price, $30, as the first stock
price, $31.5, is above it.

The third table is based on a
prediction day only one week prior to

the expiration of the FEB's and an

assumed stock price on that day of

$31 .5, the same as was assumed in the

first table. The time values for the FEB
options are now down to $.01 or less,

again rising nonlinearly as the time to

expiration increases.

The second run, presented in

Figure 2, is as similar as possible to the

first run except for the change from a

tabular to a graphical display. Since

the first run has provided the time

function constants, there is no need to

either reload a data base nor to

reexamine the normalized premiums.
The first graph presents premiums

for the MAY 30 call approximately four

weeks prior to the expiration of the

FEB options (same day as Table 1 of

Figure 1 ), over an assumed stock price

range on that day of $25 to $35. Note

that the time value of the option

decreases as the stock price departs in

either direction from the exercise price

of the option. This point was discussed

previously in some detail.

The time value tends to

be greatest when the two
are very close and drops
off to near zero when the

discrepancy is very large.

The second graph shows prem-
iums for the same conditions except

that the prediction day is now one
week prior to the expiration of the

FEB's (as it was in Table 3 of Figure 1 ).

Note that the time value of the option

has decreased across the board due to

the decreased time to expiration, and
that the decrease tends to be greater

where the stock price is close to the

exercise price of the option than where
they are far apart.

Predicted premiums for puts are

presented graphically in Figure 3.

Since the laying of a data base has
already been demonstrated there does
not seem to be much point in repeating

the process. For this reason, arbitrary

(but not unreasonable) values of the

time function constants were chosen.

The first graph of Figure 3 shows put

premiums for the same day as the

second graph of Figure 2 over an
assumed stock price range on that day
of $25 to $35. Note again that the time

values decrease as the assumed stock

price departs in either direction from
the exercise price of the put.

The second graph is simply a
magnification of that part of the first

graph that lies between assumed stock

prices of $29 and $31

.

Selection Of A Data Base

As was pointed out in the begin-

ning of this article, option premiums

are highly volatile and often change

drastically as investor optimism

changes, even in the absence of

significant changes in stock price or

time. That being the case, the secret of

laying a good data base is first of all to

try to select data that is 'typical' as

opposed to 'far out,' and second of all

to use enough data so that the effects

of any aberrant values that do creep in

will be drowned out. The definitions of

'typical' and 'far out' will be left to the

user, which explains why the selection

of a data base is an art and not a

science. Certain caveats are in order,

however, as discussed below.

The user must engrave upon his

mind the fact that the results, that is,

the predicted option premiums, will

depend on the choices made in

creating the data base.

A data base consisting of prem-

iums for one exercise price, for three

expiration months, on one day, is an

absolute minimum. This serves to

establish the effect of time and the

price level. If the user is fortunate

enough to have chosen a very typical

and self-consistent day, he may in fact

have a reasonably valid data base. The
use of premiums for three exercise

prices straddling the stock price, for

three expiration dates, and on four

days a week apart, usually gives

excellent results. Note that this data

base covers a month of trading which
tends to smooth out daily fluctuations

in investor sentiment. If, however,

during that month there has been a

recognizable change in market senti-

ment, such a data base would not be
valid.

There are many periods, most of

the time in fact, when investor senti-

ment remains virtually the same for

many months. Data bases formed
during that period remain valid until a

change occurs. When a change does
occur, however, it often comes with a

bang. Option premiums relative to

stock price may double or halve within

a few days. Obviously, when this

occurs a new data base is needed and
the future must be replanned. There
are other periods, a small minority of

the time, when investor sentiment is

continually on the move. It is difficult to

form meaningful data bases during

such a period, since a change may be
needed before the strategy matures.

Thus, it is crucial that the data base be
laid during a market period wherein
investor sentiment is similar to that

expected to prevail during the period

for which predictions are required.

As the user becomes more ex-
perienced he will find that his pro-

ficiency at making the right choices
improves with startling rapidity. One of

the best ways of learning proper
choices is to select a group of data for a
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base and determine the time function

constants and the predicted option

premiums. Then either double the

amount of data used or cut it in half and
observe the effect of the change on the

results. This should be done with a

number of different stocks as the

results will vary widely. A bit of

experimentation along these lines will

bring on the smarts rapidly.

Conclusions

The price of an option, the prem-

ium, is the sum of the intrinsic value

and the time value. The former is

secured by the spread between the

stock price and the exercise price of

the option (if in the right direction).

The latter is simply the value, if any,

that investors put on the potential for

appreciation.
Algorithms have been developed

for the variation of option and premium
with time, at a fixed arbitrary value of

stock price, and for the variation of

option premium with stock price at a

Selection of the data

base is an art, not a

science.

fixed arbitrary time. The constants in

these algorithms may be determined

from consideration of a data base

consisting of historical values of

pertinent option premiums. The algor-

ithms may then be combined to predict

future option premiums as a function

of time and stock price. Program
NEWPREM accepts such historical

data as the user chooses, sets up the

algorithms, and presents predictions

of option premiums under user se-

lected conditions, in either tabular or

graphical form.

Selection of the data base is an art,

not a science. It is necessary that the

data used in the base be derived during

market periods wherein investor opti-

mism (or pessimism) is at the same
level as that expected during the

period for which predictions are

desired. It must be realized that the

predicted option premiums will de-

pend very much on the choices made
in creating the data base.

Program NEWPREM, along with

OPGRAPH and OPTION already pre-

sented, and PORTVAL to be presented

next month, is available in several

forms. A TRS-80 version on cassette

for 16K Level II is available from

Creative Computing Software. A disk

version in North Star Basic, single or

double density, as well as an Applesoft

version, cassette or disk, is available

from the author. E

Program NEWPREM hy Alfred A. Adler Ph.D. >>>>

Do you want to ••• the normalized premiums? i NO

******************* INTRODUCTORY DATA • I »l »•«•«» t ••*»•••• •

Stock Symbol, Remarks i NHA
Do you want predictions of puts or calls? PUTS
Can you state the time function constants? YES
A - 50
• - S

t»*M ENTER PARAMETERS FOR PREDICTED OPTION PREMIUMS MMM
«•• Do you want a table of premiums for 9 options on a ***

chosen day for a chosen stock price, or do you want
a qraph of the premium for 1 option on a chosen day
over a ranqe of stock prices i T or 0?

Choose the exercise price desired i 30
Choose the expiration month MAY
What is the expiration day no. for this month? 139

What is the day no. for which premiums are to be predicted? 41

Readability of graph la best when difference between
starting and endinq stock price is evenly divisible by 5.

At what stock price should the qraph start? 25

At what stock price should the qraph and? 35

How many lines would you like to 'skip so that the qraph can
start at the beqinninq of the next paqe? i

MIIMIIIM GRAPH FOR MAY 30 PUTS ON DAY NO. 41 ***********

PREMIUM
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4
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3
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-I 1-

I I

-I 1-

I

-I--
I

-IX-

25.00 29.00 31.00
STOCK PRICE

33.00 35.00

What is the day no. for which premiums are to be predicted? 41

Readability of qraph la best when difference between
startinq and endinq stock price Is evenly divisible by 5.

At what stock price should the qraph start? 29
At what stock price should the qraph end? 31

How many lines would you like to skip so that the qraph can
atart at the beqinninq of the next paqe? i

I GRAPH FOR MAY 30 PUTS ON DAY NO. 41 M Mil

PREMIUM
X I— I-X-

I— 1

I

1.8

1.6

1.4
I

1.

X I

29.00 29.40 29.80 30.20
STOCK PRICE

What ia the day no.
STOP IN LINE 935
READY
BYE

for which premiums are to be predicted?

Figure 3
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Don't Write That Program!!

Stephen Kimmel

A controversial piece, this: it assumes
that a computer program exactly
replaces something we do already, and
that programs are writtenfor practical

reasons. Rebuttals are invited.

There is a limited number of program-
mers out there and a limited amount of
time to be spent. So why are we wasting so

much time writing worthless programs?
Despite millions of words on how to write

programs, there doesn't seem to be
anything on what to program. How can
you begin to write a computer program
without first picking something to com-
puterize?

The answer to this lack of guidance is

simple. You can write good programs
about an unlimited number of things.

Well, not quite unlimited. The guidelines

are negative rather than positive. They are

"Don't writes" rather than "Write abouts."

My students and I have formulated the

following rules to serve as a guide.

I . Don't write thatprogram unless the

task is something you do frequently.

By frequently we mean more than
twice a year. The reasoning is twofold.

First, unless you know what youaredoing,
you won't be able to teach a computer to

do it. Can you really know your subject if

you only use that knowledge once a year?

Second, it will take you at least (and that's

if you are very fast and very good) three

times as long to program a computer to do
something as it would take you to do it

yourself. If you only use the program once
or twice a year then you haven't done
yourself much good.

For every computer program you
write, you must have a correct example to

use to check the computer against.

Nobody, I repeat, nobody writes programs
that are free from errors every time. Every
program must be checked and tested.

Some of the errors will appear obvious like

Stephen Kimmel. 4756 S. Irvington Place. Tulsa. OK
74135.

the program that told you to add negative

eggs to your souffle. Other errors will be
more insiduous, parading as reasonable

answers.

It bears repeating. You must have a

correct example to check the program.
The classic example of a bad program

to write under this rule is an Income Tax
program. You would have to work your
income tax by hand to have the correct

example to test the program. In the final

analysis, doing your income tax using a

program that you wrote would take you
from three to six times as long. And you
would have to rewrite the program every

year since that's how often they change the

laws.

If the computer is to free

minds for more important
things, it must enable
them to do the mundane
tasks in less time.

The exception, of course, is if you are

planning to sell the program or a tax

service. But then you are doing income
taxes more than once a year. I don't even
recommend buying an income tax pro-

gram. Unless the manufacturer is prepared

to guarantee the answers, and they aren't,

you still have to check the answers. That
means working it by hand.

The second exception is the second
rule.

2. Don't write thatprogram unless the

task is somethingyou woulddo more often

if it were easier to do.

In its simplest terms this is what
computer power means.

3. Don't write that program if a
human could do the same thing in less than
five minutes.

All of the first three rules can be
reduced to a single variable — time. If the

computer is to enrich the lives of humans,
if the computer is to free minds for more
important things, it must enable them to

do the mundane tasks in less time. If it fails

that test, if perchance it actually takes
longer to do the task with a computer, then
the computer becomes a hindrance rather

than an aid.

Consider an example from a commer-
cially available program. The idea is to

convert recipes. You are in the kitchen

preparing a meal for 46 of your most
intimate friends. However, your recipe

only makes enough for twelve. You can:

Take the cookbook to 30 seconds
the computer (spare

bedroom)
Turn computer on 2 seconds

(two buttons)

Enter Interpreter, I minute
Utility, etc.

Enter Recipe 30 seconds

Conversion Program
Run program (and I minute

write down answers)

Turn computer off 2 seconds
Return to kitchen 30 seconds
Total time 3:34

Or you can:

Go to den and get 20 seconds

calculator

Turn on calculator I second
(one button)

Perform operation (and 3 minutes
write down answers)

Turn off calculator I second
Return to kitchen 20 seconds
Total time 3:42

Or you can use man's traditional solution

Fake conversion 10 seconds
mentally

Or you can use man's other traditional

solution

Make enough for 48 seconds
and serve slightly larger

portions

Net savings through computerization
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is less than 8 seconds. Even if you have a

disk, so the program loads instantly, you

have still saved less than two minutes, and

lost a couple of minutes compared to

normal operation. And assuming you did

save some time, what would you do with

those extra two minutes you bought? You
sit there and watch your four-foot

diameter cake fall — or perhaps spend it

walking back to your computer to save

some more time.

The five-minute figure is strictly

arbitrary, but it is a good guideline. The
less your time is worth the shorter it will be.

4. Don't write that program to do
something that could be done better with a:

a. $10 calculator — such as balance

your checkbook.

b. $2 file box and some 3x5 cards —
such as your Christmas Card list . . . unless

you plan on having the computer print

address labels . . . which is inconceivably

gauche.

c. $5 calendar and a 5c pencil — such

as your appointment book.

Not only can you balance your

checkbook, update your mailing list and

make a note of a future date faster by hand

than you can by computer, but you can do
it a lot cheaper. The physical acts are

about the same. The computer has all that

overhead (such as walk to the computer,

load the program, etc.). and it has other

constraints such as limited memory,
restricted data forms. And you spent four

hours programming it to do each of those

things. The computer in those applications

is a waste of time and money.
Why does anybody use a computer for

these things? Easy. They bought it and they

have to do something with it.

Finally;

5. Don't write a computer program if

accuracy doesn't matter.

People have survived for

centuries by balancing
their budgets only ap-
proximately.

The computer may be able to tell you
that you need to buy 1 2.76 pizzas when you
would have guessed 13. The problem is

that it doesn't make any difference. You
still have to buy 13 pizzas. There are no
savings in either time or money. There is

only the vague increased assurance that

you are a good guesser and the vague

creeping doubt that you wasted your

money buying that computer in the first

place.

The applications of this are myriad.

People have survived for centuries by

balancing their budgets only approxi-

mately. It is possible that the savings on

decreased leftovers will eventually pay for

the computer, but I doubt it.

There are too many worthwhile things

to program for all this effort to be spent

writing programs that stifle and hinder the

human rather than doing what the

computer is supposed to do; release the

human for bigger and better things. All

you have to do is to use a little imagination

to get past the worthless and into the

worthwhile.

"Right now it 's counting the calories I
consumed last week.

"

GOO-GOO, GAA-GAA, REA-DEE...
So your new TRS-80 just said its first word. REA — DEE. Now

what? Are you thinking of its future? About its education?

Before you run out and get an ANSI standard FORTRAN or a

CODASYL data base management system, think back to when
you were less than a year old. How would you have handled the

bewondering plethoria of data you are possibly thinking of

handing to your computer? No, you have to CLOAD
before you can RON — we all know that. So put

away all those COBOL routines and Pascal texts,

and get a subscription to CLOAD MAGAZINE

CLOAD has just the right mix of nutritious

programs for a healthy, happy new computer. Once
a month, a new cassette will arrive at your door by

First Class Mail, full of software that will provide a

solid learning foundation for both you and your

computer.

The Fine Print:

Overseas rates a tad higher— please write for them.

Back issues available—ask for our list.

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.

Califomy residents add 6% to single copies and anthologies.

Programs are for Lvl I 4K and Lvl II I6K. After Oct 1, Lvl II 16K only.

PRICES Now
I year subscription $36.00

6 month subscription $20.00

Single copies $ 3.50

Anthology-volume 1 $10.00

Anthology-volume 2 $15.00

Oct 1

$42.00

$23.00

$ 4.50

$10.00

$15.00

Copyright CLOAD MAGAZINE I960

AUGUST 1M0

Mastercharge/Visa Welcome.

Also Cash & Gold.
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Buy thebest seftuxii
' and get the fastest

service - from us.
TRS-80*
APL80
by Phelps Gates
The powerful scientific language is now
available lor the TRS-80 Disk version
Includes lessons, sell-teaching manual.
and the book. "API An Interactive

Approach" Tape version loads in 16K
Level II Disk version permits up to 4
workspaces, user-defined (unctions

return to DOS without losing work-
spaces, and many other features
16K Level II cassette $14 95
32K disk with book $54 95
book separately $15 50 $1

UP PERISCOPE
by Ron Potkin

Two players are pitted against one
another as one tries to defend a convoy
crossing the 32 x 32 hex area of sea Sub-
marine commander player tries to sink

as many convoy ships as possible If sub
player sinks 3 or more of the 6 convoy
ships, he wins Standard hex-grid
playing surface, torpedoes, ramming
power, and depth charge capabilities

bring back the thrill of open sea battles

16K level II cassette $14 95

INVASION

by Chris Freund
Your favorite arcade is now available for

the TRS-80 Try to hit the descending
aliens before they land on the bottom ol

the screen Written in machine language
tor quick response, and no need to

[ENTER] Constantly moving graphics
and synchronized sound effects make
this a must for the arcade fanatic Saves
on quarters too'

16K Level II cassette $9 95
32Kdisk $14 95

APPLE*
MICROSOFT AOVENTURE
The original ol AOVENTURE written lor

the DEC 10 systems is now available for

the APPLE Explore Colossal Cave for

treasures while avoiding the dangers
hidden within its many passages 130
different rooms. 15 treasures, and
characters ranging from helpful to

deadly await you within the cave Be
careful where you step and also who s

behind you 1

32K disk machine language $29 95

ANDROIO NIM
by Leo Christopherson
The game that made Leo Christopherson
famous is now available for the APPLE 1

The improved graphics and color of the

APPLE make the game even better Try to

be the last one to shoot the androids on
the screen, if you do. you win 1 Also
includes realistic sound effects

24K cassette machine language $14 95

MA6IC PAINT BRUSH
Hi-Res graphics package plus 1 Draw Hi

Res pictures using all APPLE'S colors
Connect any points on screen, fill areas.
plot, rotate, and scale shapes, or paint'

with a set of 9 brushes Also comes with
Shape Table Designer and 2 demo
programs Slot Machine and Applesoft
Invaders

32K disk Applesoft-ROM $29 95

THREE D

You don't have to be an engineer or
scientist to have high resolution graphics
for your computer' This program permits
rotation, scaling, shift, distortion, and
combination of three dimensional
graphics on the screen MP Software
48K disk Applesoft-ROM $29 95

ATARI*
STAR RAIDERS

The best' A ROM cartridge holds the

game, a fast-paced, lull-color, space
battle in which you must defeat the

enemy Zylon ships while protecting your

home bases Realtime action, and
effects make this game the best space
game available Sixty levels of rating

from Garbage Scow 4th Class to

Commander make lor continuously

exciting play

ROM cartridge $59 95

30 GRAPHICS
by Tim Hays
High quality graphics program lor the
ATARI computer allows you to rotate

distort, shrink, and combine three

dimension graphic projections on the

screen With the high resolution abilities

of the ATARI one of the finest graphics
packages available anaywhere 1

16K cassette $29 95

WALL STREET CHALLENGE 6402
A computer simulation ol the Stock
Exchange is easy to play and always
challenging Invest in stocks, and try to

make it big 1

8K and 16K versions on one cassette

$1995

ALL STAR BASEBALL 6401

Two players lace each other, one at bat.

and the other pitcher and outfield

Innings, balls, strikes, and a variety of

plays make for an exciting game
Joysticks are optional 8K and 16K

versions on one cassette $19 95

PET
STARFLEET ORION
Command a starfleet 1 2 player game
system includes rule book, battle

manual, control sheets. 2 programs. 22
space ship types and 12 play tested

scenarios

8K cassette $19 95

RESCUE AT RI6EL

Search the moon base and rescue Delilah

Rookh from the High Tollah Automated
Simulations

24K cassette $1995

MORLOCS TOWER
Match wits with the evil wizard and try to

defeat him 1 Automated Simulations

32K cassette $14 95

TIME TREK
by Brad Templeton from Personal
Software Real time action Star Trek type
game with sound effects There are no
turns . the action continues whether you
move or not You and the Klingons can
move steer, and fire at the same time

8K cassette $14 95

This is only a very small

sample of our product
line. For a complete selec-

tion, send $1 for our cata-

log of hardware, software

and publications and re-

ceive a $2 credit toward
your first order

•TRS-80, APPLE, ATARI, and PET are trademarks ol Tandy Corp., Apple Computer Co., Werner Communications, and Commodore, respectively

mWWSvOulMrvifatnf? CMUmmSBmWfJG 6 south st . milford. nh 03055

To order: Call Toll-free 1-800-258-1790 <m nh can ww-siu)
The So/rmrr Uihingt I HttdSidt (Div ol Kobimllt I Soni. fnirrpmrv Iix ). SolrSidr PuNit jnoni
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RS-80 intertaci
Cillernolives...
Featuring the Quality Engineering and

Manufacturing of Steve Ciarcia and Micromint

CHATTER BOX

FULL 8-BIT PARALLEL PORT
RS-232-C PORT (up to 19,200 baud)
UP TO 16 UNITS CAN BE CHAINED TOGETHER
TRS-BUS CONNECTOR FOR FUTURE EXPANSION
CONNECTS TO KEYBOARD OR E.I.

ONLY $179.95

FULL 8-BIT PARALLEL PORT
RS-232-C PORT (up to 19,200 baud)

ACOUSTIC MODEM
TRS-BUS CONNECTOR FOR FUTURE EXPANSION
CONNECTS TO KEYBOARD OR E.I.

INCLUDES TERMINAL SOFTWARE
ONLY $259.95

DISK CONTROLLER (up to 4 drives)

DATA SEPARATOR
INCLUDES 16K OF RAM
PROVISION FOR AN ADDITIONAL 16K RAM
TRS-BUS CONNECTOR FOR FUTURE EXPANSION
Available September 1980

ONLY $299.95

BUSY BOX
8 1/4" x 6 2/5" PLASTIC CASE
CABLE AND CONNECTOR FOR TRS-80 KEYBOARD E.I.

OPERATING MANUAL
INCLUDES BASIC LISTING FOR CONTROL ROUTINE
LEVEL II MINUMUM SYSTEM
ONLY $109.95

'TRS-80 Is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

HPlRDOII-/tSJ 6 SOUTH ST., MILFORD. NH 030SS

To order: Call Toll-free 1-800-258-1790 on nhmH(6ojj67j-si«<;

Tht So/rwjre f »cfwnf» I Mj«tt.d» fO.» of (tob.u.llf * Son., Intnpt.iry )nc ). So/tSid> Cublicji.om CIRCLE 163 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Reprinted with permission from Computer Art Posters by Stephen J.
Rogowskl s 1977 Creative Publications, P. O. Box 10328. Palo Alto, CA
94303.
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Steve Rogowski

All of Steve Rogowski's designs are program-

med in the Fortran V, on the Univac 1110 at the

Computing Center of the University at Albany

NY, using the Grail system. The designs are de-

bugged and previewed on a Tektronix 4010

graphics terminal, and plotted on an off-line

Calcomp 663 Incremental Drum Plotter.

Six similar computer-art posters (17" x 22") are

available, along with the LISTs of the Fortran V
code used in the plotting, for $5.00 (Cat. No.

60146) from Creative Publications, Box 10328,

Palo Alto, CA 94303.



Struggle Between
Good & Evil

William J.

Kolomyjec

As long as I can attain access to a computer I will

continue to use it. It is my medium! Here at Michigan
State University I have taught computer graphics as a
form of expression for the past two years and the
response has been overwhelming. Many art students,
after an involvement with the computer, discover that
there are objective methods to problem solving and any
preconceived notions about the 'ominous' computer are
dispelled, it becomes a tool in their hands. Many
non-art students, when they become acquainted with
visual phenomena, learn to 'see' their world under a
different light. I encourage my students to work
together in debugging programs and evaluating

William J. Kolomyjec, College of Engineering, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, Ml 48824.

imagery. All take part in classroom critiques. Here the
collaboration reaches a maximum when artist and
non-artist explain what thoughts underlie a particular

work. The effort in making computer graphics is great
but then so is the reward. I encourage anyone to
spend the time and effort necessary in one's
involvement with this medium. Perhaps the greatest
return comes from the works themselves when the
neophyte computer artists discover that embedded in

their imagery is a little of themselves.

Text excerpted from "Artist and Computer." Ten of William
Kolomyjec's are reproduced In the book, showing a wide diversity of
styles. Thirty-four other artists are also represented In "Artist and
Computer." It Is available for $10.00 postpaid from Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
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~%u Now a complete OHIO SCIENTIFIC
"mini-floppy system for just $797!

Here's what you get:

Ohio Scientific Superboard II

The first ccxnplete computer system on a board! Includes

keyboard, video interface and audio cassette interface. 8K
BASIC-irvROM, 4K RAM.
Requires power supply of + 5V @ 3 amps

"We heartily recommend Superboard II for the
beginner who wants to get into microcomputers
with a minimum cost. A real computer with full

expandability."
—POPULAR ELECTRONICS, MARCH. 1979

"The Superboard II is an excellent choice for the

personal computer enthusiast on a budget."
—BYTE. MAY, 1979

?.

$299

Buy OHIO SCIENTIFIC's 610 Expander Board and
iet $99 off reg. $299 price of mini-floppy disk drive

including connector cable). ONLY $200!

610 Expander Board
For use with Superboard II and Challenger 1 P. 8K static RAM
expandable to 24K or 32K system total. Accepts up to two
mini-floppy disk drives.

Requires + 5V @ 4.5amps $298

i ^P^? ^? *5 b»>b»»-

--<?%

Mini-Floppy Disk Drive
Includes Ohio Scientific's PICO DOS software and connector

cable. Compatible with 610 Expander Board.

Requires + 12V @ 1 .5 amps and + 5V @ 0.7 amps.

Reg.S299 SALE! $200

TOTAL$797

794KP 4K RAM chip set S
P8003 Mini-floppy power supply

each S
PSOOS 5V 4.5 amp open frame
power supply *
SAMS manual C1 P/Superboard II S
SAMS manual C4P S
OS-SSO V3 2 Disk Operating System
with 9-diQit extended BASIC, random
access from sequential files S

C4P computer 8K RAM expandable

to 32K RAM •
C4P MF computer Mini-floppy.

24K RAM 81788
C8P computer 8K RAM expandable

to 32K and dual 8-inch floppies S 950
CBP OF computer 32K RAM
expandable to 48K. dual 8-inch

floppies 82895

29

38
8
18

48

750

NEW! SAMS manual for the

Challenger III Series S 40

Attention Superboard II and C1P owners:
You can still take advantage of our summer sale. Purchase the 61

Expander Board for the regular price and get $99 off on the mini-floppy

and cable.

Step up to mini-floppy operation for only S498.

COMING SOON ! Color Video Adaptor for Superboard II and C1P!

Freight Policies
All orders of $1 00 or more are shipped
freight prepaid Orders of less than $1 00
please add $4 00 to cover shipping costs.

Ohio Residents add 5.5% Sales Tax.

Guaranteed Shipment Cleveland

Consumer Computers & Components
guarantees shipment of computer systems
within 48 hours upon receipt of your order
Our failure to ship within 48 hours
entitles you to 835 of software, FREE.

To Order:
Or to get our free catalog

CALL 1-800-321-5B05 TOLL FREE.
Charge your order to your
VISA or MASTER CHARGE ACCOUNT
Ohio Residents Cal: [216] 464-8047
Or write, including your check or money
order, to the address listed below

Hours:
Call Monday thru Friday

8:00 AM to 5:00 PM EOT.«*-m

=fl CLEVELAND CONSUMER
Blli COMPUTERS & COMPONENTS

" P.O. Box 46627
Cleveland, Ohio 44146

TO ORDER: CALL

1-800-321-5805
TOLL FREE
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By Nick Mykris with David Ballew, Dept.
of Mathematics, South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology.
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Robot Conference
Reviewed

Abby Gelles

Even though there are no real robots

and may never he. for some reason the

longing for robots (slaves'.' compan-
ions?) fires many people. Here's the

latest word from the robot nostalgia

front.

Dr. Isaac Aslmov on robots.

The brochure promised adventure.

Aha. I thought, take the subway to the

future.

There was. admittedly, more on my
mind than just an opportunity to ex-

perience some novel magic. There was the

nagging necessity to sponsor my forth-

coming books — a set of teacher's manual
and student /hobbyist workbook for

junior/ senior high school students en-

titled Robotics Curriculum. I called my
publisher. "We've got to go!" 1 cajoled. He
called and got us an exhibition spot at the

first International Conference on Robotic
Futures. My first stab at the promotional
circuit promised a weekend of hobnobbing
with droids and superstars.

The conference assumed the subtitle

"Towards a Creative Human/ Machine
Relationship." and offered as participants

in this creative relationship such notable
humans as Isaac Asimov and machines
such as Quasar's Klatu (introduced as the

star robot) and R2D2. The dates: April

25-27. 1980; the place: Long Island

Abby Gelles. 185 West Houston Si.. NY. NY 10014.

University, Brooklyn Campus. Sponsor-

ship was shared by the World Future

Society, represented by Edward Cornish,

president and editor of The Futurist, and
L.I.U.'s Institute of Continuing Educa-

tion, represented by Dean Victor Marrow.
The proposed program offered workshops
in robotics. Al. education, cybernetics and
much more, as well as movies — first-run

entertainment and the more seriously

intellectual variety — plenary sessions for

future work in robotics, mime and dance

presentations, vendor exhibits, and a

rousing robot parade.

I bought a new outfit. I was excited.

We arrived the first evening to find a

disappointing smattering of exhibitorsand

press. The quiet atmostphere of what

should have been a celebration portended

the disorganization that was to permeate

In the viewpoint of some
observers, no amount of

professional conference

organizing will confer
upon Klatu the advertised

status of robot.

the rest of the weekend. Over the days that

followed, tables loomed gloomily empty,
or simply laden with handouts, lacking

either human or machine proprietor; many
workshop leaders failed to appear, as did

keynote speaker Dr. Marvin Minsky,

noted director of MIT's Al Lab. Others

were incorrectly described in the literature,

or late in arriving. Even Dr. Asimov was
several hours late, dependent on a lift from
the sponsors, who themselves arrived for

their precious cargo well after the time he

was due to speak. An attendance of 1 1,000

at the gate was projected, but perhaps 10

to 20 percent of this figure would more
accurately describe the actual "crowd,"
and most of these were LIU. students or

curious passersby. The conference
obviously suffered from lack of followup

beforehand and the need of stronger man-
agerial leadership. We were advised by the

organizers that next year's effort will be

taken over by a professional conference
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Herb, with his creator Holden Caine

setup team, alleviating the bedlam.

In the viewpoint of some observers,

no amount of professional conference

organizing will confer upon Klatu the

advertised status of robot. Perhaps one of

the highlights of the experience for me was

a firsthand feel of the competition, politics

and rumor-mongoring that transpires

between those who dabble with droids. I

know from my research, and from my
junior high students' class reports, that

there is a chasm between three classes:

those who consider themselves serious

proponents of A I, manufacturers of

dedicated industrial manipulator systems,

and those who produce promotional or

entertainment devices with interesting

shells. This pecking order causes each of

these groups in turn to discredit the out-

put of the next in line as real robots. Outfits

such as Quasar make good copy, as articles

appear whispering that microphones im-

bedded in the body of Quasar droids sub-

stitute for brain power. Klatu is an en-

tertainer. He bleeped and joked and
rapped with the folks all weekend, gen-

erally creating a momentum where there

might have been disappointing quietude.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



"Mobot", a homebrew robot, with creator

Peter Quinn.

If he houses remote control or micro-

phonic conversational facilities, then

credit lies with his masters for their ability

to put on a good show. They know their

business, and their market. However. 1 was

a bit abashed that the firm had the gall to

sell its promotional material to gullible

children for 75 cents a copy!

Despite the disorganization evident

throughout the conference, there were

some excellent and notable high points.

Among my own experiences. I watched a

very fine filmed record of a conversation

between Margaret Mead and other anthro-

pologists, donated by New York's Museum
of Natural History, concerning the future

of man in a technological society. I

wandered among the \endor tables, asking

questions of precocious young robot

builders, and received sonic very sound

advice for my own students regarding

Another View
Betsy Staples

Some familiar characters.

AUGUST 1B80

The lure of Canal Street, with its used

clothing, surplus engine parts, second-

hand furniture, discount odds and ends

and Chinese grocery stores, was strong as

we threaded our way through the traffic

between the Holland Tunnel and the

Brooklyn Bridge, but we dared not stop—
we had a date with the future.

It was the last Saturday in April and

we had been invited to participate in the

Robotics Futures Conference sponsored

by Long Island University at its Brooklyn

campus. The Conference was scheduled to

run from Friday through Sunday, but we
had elected to participate only on Satur-

day. We arrived in plenty of time to set up

our booth, only to discover that our booth

had been given away - not that there were

hordes of would-be exhibitors lusting after

booth space. There were only a few

exhibitors, but apparently one of those had

liked our booth better than his own.

So, we set up our table in a dimly lit

corner of the exhibit hall, unplugged the

copy machine so we could run our Apple

demo, and prepared for a busy day talking

with exciting, future-oriented people.

The first thing we learned was that

robotics- and future-oriented people are

not necessarily computer-oriented prople.

Most of them approached our software

display with curiosity: "Do you use these

things with those 'Pong' games?" If we
needed any further proof, it came when a

quick inventory revealed that we had sold

all ten copies of Be a Computer Literate.

our computer literacy text aimed at junior

high students, in the first two hours.

A quick turn around the exhibit hall

disclosed some of the apparent interests of

the attendees. There were two exhibits

featuring large, talking, promotional type

robots and one homemade model that

looked like something from a I980's

version of an Our Gang comedy. There

were also several displays of futuristic

artwork and tables full of Darth Vader

mugs.
Capping off a day of workshops and

seminars on robotics and the future was

the piece de resistance, lectures by Marvin

Minsky and Isaac Asimov. At the ap-

pointed hour, 4:00 p.m., theattendees filed

in to the lecture hall and took their seats,

only to be told that there would be a delay

the lecture would begin at 4:15. After a

few more such postponements, rumors

began to fly: Marvin Minsky had heard

that a certain robot had elected not to

come and had decided to do the same;

Isaac Asimov had never even been invited.

Finally, at about 5:00, Isaac Asimov
did appear. He began his talk by announc-
ing that he is "off robots now," but

proceeded to provide answers to what were

apparently "frequently asked questions,"

and to describe some of his past involve-

ment with robots.

He explained that at the time, he was
unaware that he was inventing the word
"robotics." "Robot," the Czech word for

"worker," was already in common use.

Since all physics words end in "ics," he

assumed that "robotics" was a legitimate

word and began to use it in his writing.

After asking himself "How did you
come to know so much about robots and
computers?" he answered, "I don't know a

damn thing — never did," and added that

he didn't know one had to know anything

to write about them.

When he was a child Asimov enjoyed

science fiction, particularly stories about

sympathetic robots that were designed to

be nice. His Laws of Robotics reflect this

early preference.

"How come you never mentioned
computers in your early robot stories," he

asked himself. The answer: robots have

existed in human thought almost from
creation — they were created in man's

image but nobody thought of com-
puters. In his own writing, he never really

distinguished between them, he explained.

A computer was an immobile robot and
vice versa.

Regarding the Laws of Robotics —
they are deliberately ambiguous. "My
intention was to write stories and become
rich and famous. If the laws were perfect,

there would never be any stories." All of his

stories, he said, have robots going wrong
violating one or more of the laws.

Asimov feels that just as humans have

a driving force to survive, computers have

a drive to solve problems. Humans have

certain strengths and computers have
certain strengths. Why not allow them to

evolve as parallel intelligences in a

symbiotic relationship? We face a "glor-

ious, boundless, horizonless future, if we
can only solve the problems which threaten

to destroy us." Presumably computers can

help us do that.

Following the lecture, the participants

were invited to a much-touted reception

for Asimov and the absent Minsky.
Asimov arrived late and didn't stay long,

which was just as well, since the left-over-

from-lunch cold cuts, fruit, cake and wine

which passed for refreshments didn't

encourage us to lengthen our stay. O
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While Asimov's Laws allude to robots as something potentially human-like in

nature, Clapp's laws obviously treat them as purely subservient to human goals.

Asimov's Three Laws of Robotics:

1. A robot may not injure a human being, or, through inaction, allow a human being
to come to harm.

2. A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except where such orders
would conflict with the First Law.

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not
conflict with the First or Second Law.

Handbook of Robotics, 58th edition

2058 A.D.
Clapp's Three Laws of Robotics:

1. Organizations may not install robots to the economic, social or physical detriment
of workers or management.

2. Organizations may not install robots through devious or "closed" strategies
which reflect distrust or disregard for the work force, for surely they will fulfill

their own prophecy.

3. Organizations may only install robots on those tasks which, while currently
performed by men, are tasks where the man is like a robot, not the robot like a
man.

simple or affordable mechanisms for

adding rather sophisticated feedback or
computerized features to our class robot.

I picked up a brochure describinga project

being conducted at NYlTcalled ADAM II.

which led to a delightful acquaintance
with the project's professorial head, and
promise of future exchange of information

and participation in standards work. The
one dance I attended was interesting in its

multimedia approach.

It was impossible to attend as many
workshops as one would like, since, even

with some of them cancelled, the concur-

rent offerings contended for level of in-

terest. I was forced to skip a much desired

refamiliarization with the thoughts of

James Albus, author of People's Cap-
italism and NASA roboticist). Todd Loof-

bourrow (prodigious developer of home-
brew robot), and Dave Ahl (Creative

Computing). Also, following the cha-

rismatic plenary introduction by Moshe

A friendly looking critter.

Davidowiiz. Rabbi, Humanist Psycho-
logist, and Policy Analyst for the Pro-
metheus Group, I sadly forfeited attending
his workshop on "New Mythos for a
Mechanized World" in favor of other
offerings.

The Three Rules of

Robotics first presented in

/, Robot now form one of

the foundations of modern
robotics principles.

However, I did find myself involved in

some fascinating discussions. Among
them were the discovery of two individuals

with whom I was previously unfamiliar.

One. Neale Clapp. an independent in-

dustrial consultant, is a social scientist

who advises management regarding in-

dustrial relations with workers. As a

result of a contract with GE , Mr. Clapp
found himself heavily involved in the intro-

duction of robotic technology among
human workers. He has developed his

own Three Rules of Robotics, which lay

the groundwork for industry in smoothing
the industrialization of their currently

human labor-intensive tasks.

A second speaker I enjoyed was Ms.
Minna Hilton, an expert in the area of

"media ecology," who explained, with the

aid of a film, how differently each of us

hears and perceives reality, due to the fact

that our internal models for information
decoding vary so greatly in structure. The
revelation that while I may think logically,

the person to whom I am trying to com-
municate a concept may possess a more
fluid conception process, will greatly in-

fluence my teaching, writing and even sys-

tems-analysis documenting techniques in

the future.

For those interested in games playing,

science fiction, robot construction and
government objectives in robotics, there

were many more workshops available.

Help! I'm lost!

The major highlight, of course, was
the anticipated appearance of Isaac

Asimov. Perhaps his late arrival served a

purpose in hightening the tension of that

anticipation. I was particularly anxious

to hear his address, as over the years I have

found him extremely accessible by tele-

phone and letter, and was curious to find

out. if I could from a short speech, a little

about what makes this prolific, rollicking

Renaissance author tick. What the

audience witnessed was a straightforward,

kindly, smiling bit of joy from the man
who coined the term "robotics:" ("How do
I know I coined the word." he queried.

"I looked it up in the dictionary when I

first tried to use it, and found it non-

existent. Years later, I looked it up again,

only to find the definition contained a

quotation by myself claiming I coined

the term!")

My class had written to Dr. Asimov a

while back challenging him to alter the

Three Rules of Robotics which he first pre-

sented in /. Robot, and which now form

one of the foundations of modern robotics

principles. They suggested some con-

sideration be given to the necessity for

robots to protect other robots, as well as

man, since robots can have intelligence

and feelings. They also inquired about his

credentials in the field. Apparently the

credential challenge is one Isaac Asimov

often receives, for he addressed it in his

speech, saying simply that he lacked any.

When asked how he could have written so

many books about computers and robots

without any background in either tech-

nology, he regularly responds. "I didn't

know I needed any!" Thus, one of the

world's noted authorities in technological

science fiction (and some serious tech-

nology, too) rests his opinion on intuition

and wit, with some optimism for the

future. What a nice thought with which to

close the first International Conference

on Robotic Futures: Towards a Creative

Human-Machine Relationship. O
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In Air Traffic Controller

you assume responsibility

for the

safe /

flow of i

air traffic within a 15x25 ^P^^
mile area up to 5,000 feet

in altitude. During your

shift as a controller in ^ ^
charge of this airspace, 26 ^"^*
aircraft become active and under
your control. Jets and prop planes

have to be guided to and from the

two airports, navigational beacons
and ten entry/exit fixes. The aircraft

enter the controller's airspace at

various altitudes and headings
whether or not you are ready.

Air Traffic Controller retains the

basic realism of air traffic control.

This program requires the same
steady nerves under pressure and the

which are demanded of a profession-
al air traffic controller. But "ATC"
adds the excitement and well-defined

goals of a game. This is just a

simulation, and all passengers left in

air traffic limbo by a panicked player

will live to fly another day.

Your goal is to get all of the aircraft

to their assigned destination before
the shift is completed. At your
disposal are a radar display of the

aircraft positions in the control area;

coded information concerning air-

craft heading, destination and fuel

supply; navaids enabling you to hold
aircraft or assign them automatic
approaches; and commands to alter

the altitude and heading of the
aircraft. Working against you are
altitude and heading requirements,
fuel restrictions and, of course, the
inimitable clock.

CONTROLLER
The most obvious measure of tween the aircraft as they whiz past

difficulty of a game is the clock each other. In cases of excessive
setting at the beginning. In a 99 delay, fuel supply considerations will

fix a sandwich between the appear-

ance of two successive aircraft, while

in the 16 minute game you may not

have time to swallow before all of the

aircraft have appeared.

No two games, even at the same
clock setting, are ever alike. As
controller, you must cope with the

unique requirements of each aircraft.

ill*- yuiiiv- » , ^>,« ,, jw
"boundry error," that is, if an aircraft

fails to leave your area at the proper
altitude and exit fix. ..causing an
unpleasant surprise for the controller

next door. The game also ends if you

.^^^ fail to leave a

comfortable
margin of

safety

fc> be-

sense of urgency.

Successful guidance of all aircraft

to their destination is a heady
accomplishment. This never fails to

thrill ATC enthusiasts at each suc-
cessive level of play.

Your local retail store should carry

Creative Computing Software. If your
favorite retailer does not carry the

your order to (800) 631-8112. Or you
can order directly from Creative
Computing. Write to Creative Com-
puting Software, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. Air Traffic

Controller is now available for the
16K TRS-80 (3006), for the 16K Apple
II and Apple II Plus (4008), the 8K
Sorcerer (5008) and for the 4K Sol-20
(8001). All are on cassette for $9.95.
Include $1.00 for postage and han-
dling. For faster service, call in your
bank card order toll free on our order
hotline, (800)631-8112.

Prices are subject to change
without notice

creative
computing
software sensational software]



The "Knight's-Tour" Problem

There is an elegant old problem,

called the "Knight's Tour," which has at-

tracted the attention of puzzle enthusiasts,

mathematicians, and computer program-
mers. The object here is to discover the

itinerary of the Knight (K) through each
one of the 64 cells of a Chess- Board (CB)
beginning at any one cell. The K is allowed

to visit each cell only once as it tours the

entire CB.
Motivated by Andy Pauker's recent

article describing an algorithm for the

solution of this problem (Computerworld:
July 2, 1979, p. 17), I decided to study it

with the ultimate goal of developing an
efficient algorithm for solving the problem
using a digital computer. This article pre-

sents the results of my study.

Figure I

Long before the era of computers, the

problem was tackled by great mathemati-
cians like De Moivre, Euler, Legendre,
Roget, Warnsdorff, and others. It is now
well known that the number of solutions to

this problem is greater than 31 million*. No
one seems to know the maximum number
of possible solutions. An interesting dis-

cussion of some of the elegant solutions of

Bhalrav Joshl, Associate Professor Depart-
ments of Chemistry and Computer Science
State University College, Geneseo, NY 14454

Bhairav Joshi

this problem can be found in W. W. R.

Ball's book on Mathematical Recreations

and Essays, 4th edition, Macmillan and
Company, Ltd., New York (1905).

One of the earliest ideas suggested for

developing solutions to this problem, that

is well suited for computer implementa-

tion, is that due to a German mathemati-

cian, J. C. Warnsdorff (1823), now known
as Warnsdorffs rule. This heuristic rule,

dubbed by mathematicians as 'double-

look-ahead,' states that the K will move
to that cellfrom which the number ofcells

available during each of the next two
moves is smallest. A detailed description

of this rule can be found in volume II of

C. F. de Jaenisch's book on Applications

de I'Analyse Mathematique au Jeu des

Echecs ( 1862).

The Knight is allowed to

visit each cell only once as
it tours the entire Chess-
board.

Here I will explore and modify
Warnsdorffs rule, and show how the

modified rule leads to an efficient algo-

rithm for obtaining 64 solutions — each

with a different starting cell. I will show
that each cell of the CB has a characteristic

place-value which alone needs to be in-

voked in deciding the next move of the K.

I will also prove that there are only ten

unique cells in a CB where the K can start.

Finally, I will present an APL implementa-
tion of my algorithm illustrated by typical

results.

Knight's Moves on a Chess Board
A chess board (CB) is shown in Fig-

ure I. It consists of 8 rows and 8 columns
of squares called cells. The row-number
(R) and the column-number (C) of a given

cell determine its location on the CB. Each
cell on the CB has unique values of (R,

C) — its coordinates, associated with it.

For example, in Figure I the knight (K) is

located in two different cells. The co-

ordinates of the first cell, shaded by

diagonal lines, are (6, 3), i.e., it is located

in the 6th row and 3rd column; and the

coordinates of the second cell, shaded by

vertical and horizontal lines, are (I, 8).

In any single move the K travels

among the cells of a CB in a L-shaped path,

i.e., I (or 2) cell(s) in one direction fol-

lowed by 2 (or I) cell(s) in a direction per-

pendicular to the initial direction. If we
let CAR. AC) denote the changes in the

coordinates of the K during a move, then

the allowed values ofAR andzAC are those

shown below:

— t* 1 *r r

LE3 E3 J

In other words, there are eight different

values of (AR.AC), shown in the first two

rows of Table I, corresponding to the 8

different possible moves of the K. Given

the initial location of the K it is fairly sim-

ple to find the new coordinates for all of

the 8 different moves. This is demonstrated

in the middle two rows of Table I where

the initial location of the K is assumed to

be (6, 3). The resulting 8 moves are shown
in Figure I by cells shaded by diagonal

lines.

It must, of course, be realized that

for certain initial coordinates of the K not

all of the 8 moves will be allowed. As an

example of this type, consider the K at

(I, 8) in Figure I. The coordinates for 8

possible moves from this initial position

are calculated in the last two rows of

Table I. Since all values of coordinates

less than I or larger than 8 will push the

K off the CB, the moves 1 . 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8

are not allowed when the initial coordi-

nates of the K are ( 1 , 8). The two allowed

moves for this starting position are shown
by cells shaded with horizontal and vertical

lines in Figure I .

First - Order Moves Associated With a

Given Initial Position of the Knight

For each cell on the CB as the start-
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fromPROGRAMIVIAV
HI-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS FOR THE TRS-80'

LOWER CASE
The 80 GRAF IX board includes

two sets of lower case characters

at no additional cost.

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS
The 80 GRAF IX board is supplied

with a Character Generator software

and several demonstration programs.

FINALLY. AT LAST. ..

HI- RESOLUTION GRAPHICS is available for your

TRS80 computer system. The 80 GRAF IX board from

PROGRAMMA International. Inc. gives your TRS-80 high

resolution capability that is greater than the Commodore
CBM/PET or even the revered APPLE II.

80-GRAFIX gives the TRS80 an effective screen of

384X192 pixels, versus the normal 127X192 for the

TRS 80. 80X50 for the CBM/PET. or the 280X192 of an

APPLE II. As an added feature. 80-GRAFIX offers you
lower case characters at no additional cost. Of course, you
can also create your own set of up to 64 original characters

using the supplied Character Generator software.

The 80 GRAF IX board is simple to install (note that this

voids your Radio Shack warranty), and programming is

done through BASIC. 80 GRAFIX opens up a whole new
realm of software development and excitement never

dreamed of for the TRS 80'

INVERSE VIDEO
The 80 GRAF IX board allows you to

do inverse video to high-light your
screen displays.

-! '
! LI

CHARACTER GENERATOR
The supplied character generator

software allows you to create your
own character set of up to
64 original characters.

REAL-TIME GRAPHIC GAMES
With the 80 GRAFIX board you can
write exciting real time games using

BASIC.

EASY INSTALLATION
The 80 GRAF IX board is simple to

install and fits inside the TRS 80 case.

GRAPHICS GALORE
The 80 GRAFIX board and

the supplied Character Generator
allow you to become an artist.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
The 80 GRAFIX board has unlimited

application in Electronic design

and Education.

80 GRAFIX HI RESOLUTION
Finally, the only means to protect

your computer investment is to order

an 80 GRAFIX board TODAY!

EXCITEMENT & FUN
Open up a new realm of software
development with the 80 GRAFIX

board.

Available exclusively through PROGRAMMA at the cost of $149.95

Please check with us for availability prior to ordering

VISA and MASTERCHARGE accepted

TRS 80 is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp.

PROGRAMMA
INTERMAT I OINJAL, INC.
3400 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 384-0579 • 384-1116 384-1117
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Problem, cont'd...

ing position of the K, the number of
allowed moves can be determined using
the procedure explained above. These are
called the allowed first order moves
(FOM's). The FOM's for some of the cells

of the CB are shown in Figure 2. Note
that, as anticipated, the number of FOM's
for the cells near the center of the CB is

larger than that for the cells near the edge
of the CB.

Symmetry ofthe CB: Before proceed-
ing further it is useful to analyze the sym-
metry properties of the CB and the ways
these properties can be used to simplify

various aspects of this problem. The entire

UV simply interchanges the upper and
lower halves of the CB.

(3) Finally, the cells to the left and the

right of the line XY are also equivalent.

Here the reflection occurs in a vertical

plane passing through the line XY and
interchanges the left and the right halves

of the CB.
What this means is that there are

really only 10 unique cells in the CB, lying

(fully or partially) in the shaded area of
Figure 2. Each one of the remaining 54
cells of the CB is equivalent to one of these
10 cells. To show this equivalence let

9 (circle-bar), «) (circle-stile), ^ (circle-

slope), and ^(circle-slash) represent the

reflection operations in vertical planes

No. of Possible Moves
1 2 3 M 5 6 7 8

U 1 1 "1 "1 2 2 "2 "2

tc 2 "2 2 "2
1

"1
1 "1

( 5 = ff) iff 7 7 S 5 8 8 >t H

(3*C) 4C S 1 5 1 H 2 u 2

(l=fl) HR 2 2 3 3 "l "1

(8 = C) AC 10 6 10 6 9 7 9 7

Table I.

A Scheme for Computing the FOM's of Ihe K

CB itself is a big square, labelled asDPQRS
in Figure 2, with the following three im-
portant symmetry properties:

(1) The cells above and below the
diagonal lines PR (or QS) are equivalent.
This is true because a reflection in a
vertical plane passing through PR (or QS)
simply interchanges the two diagonal
halves of the CB without physically alter-

ing it in any way.

(2) The cells above and below the line

UV are also equivalent. Here again a re-

flection in a vertical plane passing through

passing through lines UV. XY, PR, and
QS, respectively, of the CB in Figure 2.

Thus starting with AOPU of Figure 2, the

entire square representing the CB can be
generated, because a moment's reflection

would show that &(AOUP) generates

AOUS, « (AOPS) generates AOPQ, and
0(AQSP) generates AQSR. The cells in

Figure 2 which are equivalent to one of
the shaded cells can be determined in a
similar fashion. For example the (I, I ) cell

is equivalent to the cells with coordinates

(1,8), (8, I ) and (8, 8) because *( I, Ogives

(1.1) (2.1) (2.2) (3.1) (3.2) (3.3) <<t.l) (M.2) (ft.*) (ft.ft)

* (1.8) (2.8) (2.7) (3.8) (3.7) (3.6) (M.8) (M.7) (M.6) (U.5)

s (8.1) (7.1) (7.2) (6.1) (6.2) (6.3) (S.l) (5.2) (5.3) (5.U)

«> (8.8) (7.8) (7.7) (6.8) (6.7) (6.6) (5.8) (5.7) (S.6) (5.5)

ft - (1.2) - (1.3) (2.3) - (l.ft) (2.K) (3,t) -

fta - (1.7) - (1.6) (2,6) - (1.5) (2.5) (3,5) -

ft* - (8.2) - (8,3) (7.3) - (8.U) (7.«) (6.K) -

0-<fte*) (8.7) - (8,6) (7.6) - (8.5) (7.8) (6.5) -

Figure 2

<l.8),s(l, I) gives (8. I),andw*(l. Ogives
(8, 8).

Table II shows how each one of the

non-shaded cells of Figure 2 can be
obtained from one of the 10 shaded cells.

In this Table all of the cells with coordi-

nates occurring in a given column are

equivalent.

One immediate consequence of the

analysis presented in Table II is that the

FOM's associated with any one of the 64
possible initial positions of the K can now
be written down from those given for the

10 unique cells in Figure 2. These are

shown in Figure 3.

Table II.

Each row contains the coordinates of Ihe K obtained by applying the symmetry
operation, shown on Ihe left, to the set of coordinates shown in the top row.

Figure 3

The Second Order Moves (SOM's) and
Place-Values (PV's) Associated with a

Given Initial Position of the Knight

Having discussed the symmetry prop-

erties of the CB and the method of calcu-

lating FOM's for the K, it is now a simple
task to find the SOM's for the K for each
one of the 64 possible starting positions.

To find the total number of SOM's for a
given starting position, add the FOM's
associated with each cell which belongs to

a FOM of the K. For example, the SOM's
associated with the cell (6, 3) can be cal-

culated as shown in Table III. The infor-

mation contained in FOM's and SOM's
can be conveniently summarized by a

decimal number — hereafter referred to

as the place value (PV). The integer part

of PV represents FOM's and the digits
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/yf^The Program Store
PROGRAMS. PERIPHERALS A MORE I "^^"COMPUTERWARE FOR TRS-SOrAPPLE?ATARI"

Get the most from your micro with
software and accessories from one of

the world's largest selections. Buy

the best from The ftoymm Store.

Unbelievable Realtime 3-D Graphics!

FLIGHT SIMULATION

SYSTEM
SAVERS
By Tom Stibolt

from Acorn

If you never, ever use the SYSTEM command,
you won't need this two-program package
Otherwise, you can hardly afford to be without

it. These programs allow you to save any
system format tape on tape or disk, plus offer

several useful features for machine language
programmers

FLEXL
Makes backing-up system format tapes a
cinch Not only will you be able to protect your

original tape, but copies made on your own
recorder usually load more easily than the

original Forgot the file specification? As
FLEXL reads the system tape, its filename is

displayed on the screen, and the load can be
terminated at any time with the BREAK key

For machine language programmers. FLEXL
will interface directly with monitor programs,

and it will produce tapes that are more effi-

cient than those of the assembler With

FLEXL, you can merge several machine
language tapes into one tile

TDISK

Disk drive owners can easily convert machine

language programs from system format tape

to a disk file using TDISK Adventure, Airaid.

Ting-Tong, Editor/Assembler and many other

programs cannot normally be loaded to disk

using TRSDOS With TDISK. they can' It even

loads non-contiguous tapes TDISK will greatly

increase the benefits of disk drive ownership

by allowing you to reliably load these pro-

grams in seconds rather than minutes Under

TRSDOS, just type the filename to be up and
running

FREE BONUS
Order SYSTEM SAVERS now, and receive

complete instructions on how to load

MicroChess 1 .5 Irom tape to disk (MicroChess

and other protected two-part tapes are not

"system format")

Complete your system with the routines that

Level II and DOS should have, but don't Order

SYSTEM SAVERS today!

Only $14.95

CALL TOLL FREE

800424-2738

From Sub-Logic

The wait is over! If 3-D graphics seem im-

possible on the low resolution TRS-80. you
haven't seen this brilliant program. During

FLIGHT SIMULATION, you instantly select in-

strument flight, radar, or a breathtaking

DEATH DREADNAUT
From Programmer's Guild

If your sense of humor is twisted, this machine
language adventure is for you! The macabre,
disgusting room descriptions make it fun;

death lurking around each turn makes it dif-

ficult!

Cassette $14.95

Disk Version (includes Death
Dreadnaut. PLUS Lost Dutchman's Gold

& Spider Mountain Adventure)
$35.00

RESCUE AT RIGEL
From Automated Simulations

In this first Starquest. you must save the

prisoners ol the evil High Tollah. While the

floor graphics will be familiar to Dunionquest

fans, the play and features are challengingly

dilferent!

Cassette $19.95 Disk $24.95

ALSO . . .

Program:
Temple of Apshai
Datestones ot Ryn
Morloc's Tower

Cassette:

$24.95
14.95

14.95

Disk:

$29.95

19.95

19.95

"Maybe It' s Too Fasti"

INVADERS X XX S
FROM 1

1

I
SPACE n n n
With Sound! tit • «

By Carl Miller from Acorn

Sorry, but Alien Invasion, Invaders. Invaders

Plus just can't compete "Maybe it s fco

fast!" Preferred by all of our local arcade ad-

dicts, it's super-fast and has great sound At

its top speed, only a few heros will ever to able

to save earth from the aliens, but you can ad-

just six different parameters, including the

speed With this range of skill levels, you
should never tire of fighting INVADERS FROM
SPACE'

Protected Tape $14.95
Protected Disk $20.95

pilot's-eye-view But be sure to strap yourself

in—you're liable to get dizzy!

Once you put in some air time learning to fly

your TRS-80. head lor enemy territory and try

to bomb the fuel depot and airstrip while
fighting oil five enemy warplanes Good Luck!

18K Level I or II Cassette $25.00

Don't Gat Lost

on Your Way Through The ROM!

THE BOOK
ACCESSING THE TRS-80 ROM

From Insiders Software

Machine language beginners will praise us for

saving them alot ot time and frustration—ex-

perts will curse us for not publishing sooner!

This first ol three volumes gives you access to

over fifty arithmetic, mathematic and data

conversion routines already in your level II

ROM Includes sample programs, a complete
disassembler program listing, and a com-
mented reference listing of these ROM
routines.

THE BOOK also includes a memory map
describing over 500 key addresses 1 36 pages
of information designed to save you hours ol

programming time

THE BOOK $14.95

INSIDE LEVEL II

By John Blattner, PhD, from Mumford
Micro Systems
Much lo our surprise, this book serves as a

compliment to THE BOOK, rather than an
alternative to It. The style is easy for reading

and comprehension, yet INSIDE LEVEL II is

packed with useful information And though

less thorough than THE BOOK, math and con-

version operations, input/output. Basic pro-

gram relocation, assembly language linking.

and composite programs are well covered

INSIDE LEVEL II $15.95

And to Look at Your ROM, You'll Need . .

.

DISASSEMBLER
By Roy Soltoff from Acorn

This two-pass Z-80 disassembler produces
symbolic labels with output to the video

monitor, printer, or tape Radio Shack's

Editor/Assembler can load the tapes, so you
can easily modify the programs or add your

own comments If you have Editor/Assembler,

complete the package with this program Pro-

vided on tape complete with two memory loca-

tion options

$14.95

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 424-2738 JftaSfSKi,
MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total purchase

price, plus $1.00 postage & handling. D.C. residents, add

5% tax. Charge card customers: include all embossed
information on card.

CIRCLE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUGUST 1980

The Program Store
4200 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Dept.TST Box 9609

Washington, D.C. 20016
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Initial Coordinates (6.3)

Coordinates for
allowed FOH's (7,5) (7.1) (5.5) (5.1) (8.4) (8.2) (4.4) (4.2)

FOH'S for the new
positions

(from Figure 3)

6 3 8 4 4 3 8 6

SOU'S Sum of the above FOH'S 42

Table III

Calculation of Second Order Moves (SOM's) for a

Given Initial Position of the K

after the decimal point represent SOM's.
For example, for the cell (4, 4) there are

8 FOM's and 56 SOM's; the PV associated

with this cell is 8.56. The PV's associated

with the 10 unique cells of CB are shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4

The concept of PV used here is very

useful in locating the next move of the K
which involves: (I ) searching for a cell with

minimum number of FOM's; (2) if there

is more than one cell with the same num-
ber of FOM's, then the one with minimum
number of SOM's is selected. In other

words, given an initial position of the K,

the next move of the K will he to the al-

lowed cell with the smallest PV. If more
than one of the allowed cells have the same
PV, the choice becomes arbitrary, and
can be defined by choosing the cell with

the smallest value of the R-coordinate.

This arbitrary choice is not a restriction

for finding a complete itinerary of the K
starting from any cell on a CB.

To determine K's itinerary through
the CB in the most efficient fashion, start-

ing with any initial position, the following

procedure can now be used.

Step I: Initialize an itinerary counter
to 1 . Create an 8 by 8 matrix, representing

the Chess Board. The elements of this

matrix, at the beginning, represent the

PV's corresponding to each cell of the

CB. This matrix can be created by using

the data given in Figure 4 and by using

the symmetry properties discussed in Sec-

tion II above.

Step 2: Calculate the new allowed

coordinates of the cells of the CB accessi-

ble to the K. Find the cell(s) with the low-

est PV. If more than one allowed cells

with the same PV exist, pick one with the

smallest value of the R-coordinate.

Step 3: Decrease the number of

FOM's, and hence the PV's, by I from all

locations of the CB from where the current

location will become unavailable in all

future moves. Note that for the successful

determination of the K's itinerary it is not

necessary to modify the SOM's.
Step 4: Mark the current location of

the K on the CB as having already visited.

This can be done by replacing the PV in

the current location by I*N, where I is

itinerary counter (goes from I to 64), and

N is any number such that (I*N)-8 will be

larger than any PV in the matrix CB. Since

each time a location becomes unavailable

I is subtracted from all locations to which

the given location becomes unavailable,

it is necessary that the factor of 8 be kept

in mind (since I could be subtracted 8

times from a given element of CB) while

selecting the value of N. In practice N
equal to 100 or 1000 is most convenient

(see Step 7).

Step 5: Move the K to the new posi-

tion determined in Step 2 above, i.e.,

replace the old coordinates of the K on
the CB with the new ones. Increase the

itinerary counter by I.

Step 6: Repeat Steps (I) through (5)

until the K has completed its tour of the

Chess Board, i.e., I becomes greater than

64.

Step 7: Replace the elements of the

matrix CB by integers showing the

sequential-visit-numbers of the K. At the

end of Step 6 the matrix CB will contain

PV's of the order of (slightly less than) N,

2N, 3N 64N showing the cells visited

by the K in the order I, 2, 3 64. The
PV's in the CB can be replaced by the

sequential-visit-numbers by dividing each

PV by N and rounding up the result to get

an integer.

Step 8: Print the resulting matrix of

integers from I to 64 showing the K's tour.

V Z-KATW/t X;A;B;I;tX;Y;QlO PROGRAM 1 1

cn I-QIO-1
C2] B~<* 4p2.12 3.18 "4.23 M.26 3.18 H 2t 6.32

6.37 M.23 6.32 8.U2 8.48 M.26 6. 37 8.U8 8 56

[3] B*,B,[l]eB«-fl.<>fl

CO /UT-Z.UDo-Z-M 2p-2 12 112 1 2

C5] t:y«-(A/(9>y)/\y>o)/r^aJrt8 2pX
C6] z»Z\i/z»s[.4»"8*t/y»(py)pB i]
[7] BIA1--BIA1-1

[8] Bl~B**/X*8 1>J«100
[9] *-r[z ; ]

cio: +Lx ) 6t*/»I+1
en] Z+8 8pro.01»fl

V

V XkTOUm R PROGRAM 1 2

[i] 3 OlK&TOUR R
V

7 KtiT0UR10;CiR;Z;W0 PROGRAM 1 3

[i] Z+8 0p/M3IO-l
[2] £10:C«-1

[3] £20:Z«-Z.(3 QiKbTOUR R.O.B 2p' •

[•»] +£20* ifliC+Ctl

[S] +tl0*i«i/?*fftl

[6] (/?tz),[i]> '.mrmoM+zhci] 1 •

V

.[l](*-8 lOHJtO 208+Z

V KtTOURtALL;B;C;L:R;Z PROGRAM t 4

[1] R-QIO-1
[2] B+8 2p' '

[3D £10:01
[»] £20 : [>p£-«-t « 1 *R*C
[S] 0(0^' HERE ARE '.<»£).' EQUIVALENT ITINERARIES CORRESPONDING

TO STARTING COORDINATES: '.vfl.C

[6] (3 0vZ),B.(3 0»*Z).B.(3 0»ez),fl, 3 0fe4>Z«-*AJYWB R.C
[7] -»£30m£=U
[8] 1 '.[1](3 0»«Z),B,(3 0v$eZ),B,(3 0»««t>Z),B .3 0f&je4>Z

[9] £30 : -»£20" \RlC+C+\
[10] -»£10«tU*/Wr>l

V

Figure S
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Ten Itineraries of the Knight

As indicated earlier, there are only

10 unique starting positions of the K. and

for each one of these a different itinerary

can be found by using the above algorithm.

All of the remaining 54 itineraries, each

with a different starting cell, can be gen-

erated from these 10 by the use of sym-

metry operations presented.

1 2

coiins <c>

s « s
f / I

1 3 X 5 20 57 a IS

2 6 21 2 a IS B a 33

5 » • • » 51 a 17 H

8 4 22 7 52 i « u SS

s « a V 9 a 13 a

516 t 25 e a « 29 62

/ 9 « s B « eo 27 12

> » 9 m « z I a 61

Figure 6

APL Programs for the Knight's Tours

Four APL programs have been devel-

oped to generate the K's tours (see Fig-

ure 5). Here is what these programs do:

• KATOUR carries out the calcula-

tions involved in Steps (I) through (7)

described above.

• KATOUR1 prints one possible tour

of the K for any given set of starting co-

ordinates. It is invoked by typing:

K4TOURI R,C. Here R and C are the

row and column indices of the initial

position of the K.

• IGSTOURIO generates and prints

10 tours — one for each one of the 10

unique starting positions of the K. It is

used by simply typing its name.
• KATOURA\LL generates and

prints 64 itineraries of the K corresponding

to 64 different starting positions.

Examples
Figure 6 shows a typical tour of the K

starting at the cell (4, 4). Notice that the K
stops for the last time at the cell (3, 4).

Since the K cannot go from cell (3, 4) to

cell (4, 4) in one move, such a tour is called

a non re-entrant. Of the 64 tours generated

by my algorithm, 44 of them are non
re-entrant tours. An example of a re-

entrant tour is shown in Figure 7 with a

starting position of (4, 3). At the end of

this tour the K stops at the cell (S, S) from

where it can jump to the starting location

in one move. My algorithm generates a

total of 20 such tours. Seven of the re-

entrant tours are related to the tour (4, 3),

seven to the tour (3. 2) and three to the

tour (3, 3) by symmetry operations de-

scribed earlier.

Using the APL program #3 of Fig-

ure 5. on an ITEL AS/ 6 under OS/VSI,

1 2

tanas to

I « s
|

; •

1 a 3 a B a 5 m 21

2 33 B 57 % « 20 a 6

5 2 a « V w 57 22 «

1 17 52 l a « « 7 9

'. a 15 m « a 9 9 23

6 a a z eo 9 26 65 8

/ 12 S3 » 29 B fcl a 27

8 is a 11 52 25 a 9 62

Figure 7

it takes 4.946 seconds to generate 20 tours

beginning at 10 unique starting cells of

the CB. A. Pauker's Basic program takes

30 minutes to do the same job (what

computer?); his Fortran program would

do it in about 47 seconds. The beauty of

my algorithm lies in the fact that it will

produce all 64 itineraries in about 6 sec-

onds, whereas an algorithm, such as

Pauker's, that does not take advantage

of the symmetry of the CB would take a

very long time (Pauker's Fortran program
will take about 300 seconds to generate

all 64 tours). D

The world does not require to much to be
informed u to be reminded.

Creative's own out-
rageous Bionic Toad in

dark blue on a light blue

shirt for kids and adults.

Computer Bum — black

design by cartoonist
Monte Wolverton on gray

denim-look skirt with

black neckband and
cuffs.

I'd rather be playing
spacewar black
with white spaceships
and lettering

T-shirts available In adult sizes S, M, L, XL; and In chil-

dren's sizes (Bionic Toad and Spacewar) S, M, L. When
ordering, specify design and size. Made in USA. $5.00

postpaid in USA; $6.00 postpaid, foreign.

Plotter display of Pi to Creative Computing —
1362 Places in dark brown Albert Einstein in black on
on a tan shirt. a red denim-look shirt

with red neckband and
cuffs.

In a Hurry? Creative Computing T-Shlrts
Call your Visa or Master/Charge order in to: P.O. Box 789-M

800-631-8112 (In NJ, call 201-540-0445) Morristown, NJ 07960

creative Gomputinfi
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Mathematics to the Rescue!

1 M

Two Million Frantic

Frenchmen Revisited

Mohamed el Lozy, M.D.

The speed of even the slowest
computer often allows the use of crude
mathematical methods ("brute force"
is a term often used) which may be
inefficient in terms of computer time
but which, by saving human time, may
well be efficient in an overall way.
Thus, if a computation to be done once
can be carried out crudely in one
minute, it makes no sense to invest an
hour of human time to produce an
algorithm that runs in five seconds. On
the other hand, there are problems
which cannot be solved by brute force
and which respond well to brainpower.
A good example is the coin-tossing
problem recently discussed in this

magazine.
N. B. Winkless, Jr. (Creative

Computing, June 79) has given an
entertaining account of what proba-
bilitists call the "Problem of long
leads." Briefly, the question posed
was: Supposing that the two million

residents of Paris all started flipping

coins at the rate of one flip per second,
and that each stopped as soon as the
cumulated totals of heads and tails he
had obtained were equal, how many
would still be at it (or would "survive")

at various levels? Winkless obtained
the correct formula, but the method of
computation he used breaks down
completely if one wants to find the
number of "survivors" after a large
number of flips. Thus, H. R. Hollander

Mohamed el Lozy. M.D., Department ot Nutrition.
Harvard School ot Public Health. 665 Huntington
Avenue, Boston, MA 02115.

H
(Creative Computing, Oct. 79, Input/
Output) calculated that to go to tne ten
year mark on his computer would

m
require six days of computing, at 24
hours a day! Using a very simple
approximation, the number of sur-

print "table 1;

print
relative errors of approximations to n 1

'

print
print "

print
e»exp(l)

I f-1
I for n=*l

n",' nl","rel err 1' rel err 2'

to 10
30 f=f*n
40 al»sqr (2*pi*n) * (n/e) "n
50 a2»al*exp(l/(12*n) )

60 el-abs(f-al)/f
70 e2-abs(a2-f)/f
80 print n,f,el,e2
90 next n
100 stop

ready
runnh

1

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

n! rel err 1 rel err 2

1 .077863 2.27427e-03
2 .0404979 3.26037e-04
6 .0272985 9.96590e-05
24 .0205763 4.23590e-05
120 .0165072 2.16166e-05
720 .0137806 1.24613e-05
5040 .0118265 7.75050e-06
40320 .0103578 5.03782e-06
362880 9.21344e- 03 3.10020e-06
3.62880e+06 8.29661e- 03 1.99791e-06

stop at line 100

ready

Table 1 : Relative errors of approximations to nl
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xciting, entertaining software for the Apple II and Apple II Plus'

If you liked "Invaders", you'll love ASTEROIDS IN SPACE by Bruce Wallace. Your space ship is traveling in the middle of a shower of asteroids. Blast the asteroids

with lasers, but beware — big asteroids fragment into small asteroids! The Apple game paddles allow you to rotate your space ship, fire its laser gun. and give it

thrust to propel it through endless space. From time to time you will encounter an alien space ship whose mission is to destroy you, so you'd better destroy it first!

High resolution graphics and sound effects add to the arcade-like excitement that this program generates Runs on any Apple II with at least 32K and one

disk drive. On diskette — $1995

FRACAS'" by Stuart Smith. A fantastic adventure game like no other

— up to eight players can participate in FRACAS at the same time

Journey in the land of FAROPH. searching for hidden treasure while

warding off all sorts of unfriendly and dangerous creatures like the

Ten Foot Spider and the Headless Horseman You and your friends

can compete with each other or you can join forces and gang up on

the monsters Your location is presented graphically and sound

effects enliven the battles Save your adventure on diskette or

cassette and continue it at some other time Requires at least 32K
of RAM Cassette: $19.95 Diskette: $24.95

BATTLESHIP COMMANDER'" by Erik Kilk and Matthew Jew A game

of strategy You and the computer each start out by positioning five

ships of different sizes on a ten by ten grid Then the shooting starts

Place your volleys skillfully — a combination of logic and luck are

required to beat the computer Cartoons show the ships sinking and

announce the winner Sound effects and flashing lights also add to

the enioyment of the game Requires at least 32K of RAM
Cassette: $14.95 Diskette $24.95

il Knum

FASTGAMMON" by Bob Christiansen

Sound, hi res color, and cartoons have

helped maked this the most popular

backgammon playing game for the

Apple II But don't let these entertaining

features fool you — FASTGAMMON
plays serious backgammon Requires at

least 24K of RAM
Cassette $19.95 Diskette $24 95

'Apple II jnd Apple II Pius art

trademarks ot Apple Computer Inc

AUGUST 1880

QUTILITy SOFTW2IR6
6660 Reseda Blvd.. Suite 105. Reseda. CA 91335

WHERE TO GET IT: Call us at (213) 344-6599 for the name of the Quality Software dealer nearest you If necessary, you

may order directly from us MasterCharge and Visa cardholders may place orders by telephone and we will deduct $1

from orders over $19 to compensate for phone charges Or mail your order to the address above California residents add

6 sales tax SHIPPING CHARGES: Within North America orders must include $1 50 for first class shipping and handling

Outside North America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is $5 00 — payable in US currency

CIRCLE 178 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Frenchmen, cont'd...

vivors at any time after the first few flips

can be accurately computed in sec-
onds with a hand held calculator.

In this problem, as in many
problems in probability, results can be
obtained very quickly using Stirling's

approximation to the factorial func-
tion. As many will remember, factorial

n, written n!, is simply the product of all

the integers from 1 to n. Thus: n! = 1 .2.3

...(n-1).n
For small n this is easy to evaluate

by repeated multiplication, but for

large n it becomes more and more time
consuming. Stirling's approximation,

in its crudest form^states that, approxi-
mately, n! = V2Tc"n(n/e)n

where e (=2.71828 . . . .) is the base of

the natural logarithms. A better ap-
proximation is given by

n!=V57cn(n/e)n eVi2"

In both cases the ratio of the approxi-
mate to the true value approaches
unity as n increases. The first program
compares these two approximations.

It will be seen that in both cases
the relative error decreases with
increasing n, and that the second
approximation is very much better
than the first. Indeed, for n = 10 the
second approximation gives results

accurate almost to the precision of the

1 print "tabl e 2: compari son of approximations to numbers of
survivors"

2 print
3 print
4 print " n" ,

" true"," a pp 1"," app 2" ," app 3"

S print
10 f»2.00000e+06
15 pl-f
20 for n»l to 30
25 pl-pl*(2*n-l)/(2*n)
30 p2-f/(sqr(pi*n)
35 p3»p2*exp( -l/(8*n))
40 p4-f/((n+. 25)*2+.0625)~ .25
45 p4»p4/sqr (pi)
50 print n,pl ,p2,p3,p4
55 next n
60 stop

ready
runnh

n true app 1 app 2 app 3

1 1.00000e+06 1. 12838e+06 995791 999405
2 750000 797885 749543 749949
3 625000 651470 624883 624989
4 546875 564190 546831 546872
5 492188 504626 492167 492186
6 451172 46065S 451161 451171
7 418945 426487 418939 418945
8 392761 398942 392757 392761
9 370941 376126 370939 370941
10 352394 356825 352392 352394
11 336376 340219 336375 336376
12 322360 325735 322360 322361
13 309962 312956 309961 309962
14 298892 301572 298891 298892
15 288929 291346 288928 288929
16 279900 282095 279900 279900
17 271667 273672 271667 271668
18 264121 265962 264121 264121
19 257171 258868 257170 257171
20 250741 252313 250741 250741
21 244771 246233 244771 244771
22 239208 240571 239208 239208
23 234008 235283 234008 234008
24 229133 230329 229133 229133
25 224550 225676 224550 224550
26 220232 221293 220232 220232
27 216154 217157 216154 216154
28 212294 213244 212294 212294
29 208634 209535 208634 208634
30 205156 206013 205156 205156

stop at line 50
ready

arithmetic, while first still has an error

of 0.8%.

The method followed by Winkless

can be formalized by saying that the

probability of surviving after n pairs of

flips is

(1/2)(3/4)(5/6) . . . (2n-1)/2nPn

1-3-5 (2n- 1)

2-4 6 2n

At first sight it may not be clear

where n! enters into this formula. On
more careful observation it should be

clear that the denominator consists of

the factors of nl, each multiplied by 2,

so since there are n factors, we have

2-4-6 2n = 2n.n!

As for the numerator, a simple (once

you know it!) trick will transform it into

a quotient of factorials. The numerator
consists of the odd factors of (2n)!, and

The number of survivors

at any time after the first

few flips can be accu-
rately computed in sec-

onds with a hand-held
calculator.

its value will not be changed if we
multiply and divide it by the even
factors 2.4.6. . . . 2n. Hence, we get

1-3-5 (2n- 1) =

(1-3-5. . (2n- 1)) (2 4 6. . .2n)

2 46. . .2n

The numerator of this is clearly (2n)!,

while we have already seen that the

denominator is 2n .n! Hence, we have

Pn =
(2n)!

2*n(n!)2

a form in which we can readily use
Stirling's approximation. Using the
simple approximation we get

1
P„ =

vTT

while using the more accurate approxi-
mation we get

Pn =
e-V8n

Vrcn"

An ever better approximation can
be obtained by the use of the gamma
function. Those familiar with that
function will readily see that

p _ f(n + 0.5)
n

Vrc-n!

Using an excellent approximation
given by Raff (American Statistician,

April 1970. pp 22-24) we get:

Table 2: Comparison of approximations to numbers of survivors.

p = !

" ((n + 0.25)2 + 1/16} 1/4VtT
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The second program compares the

performance of three approximations
given over the first minute (30 pairs of

flips). While approximation 1 does give

a rough idea of the true values, it is

much less accurate than the other two,

with the last one being marginally

better than the second.

The third program uses the last

approximation to obtain the expected
numbers of survivors after selected

time periods. This computation con-
firms the result, obtained by H. R.

Hollander by brute force computing,
that at the end of one year we should

expect to have 284 survivors. It also

shows that at the end of one century

there would be 28 survivors, a result

beyond the research of any brute force

approach. Finally, we see that after 4

millennia there would still be 4 solitary

survivors. O

numbers of survivors after"
different periods of time"

1$

10 print "table 3

15 print "

20 print \ print
40 u-1
50 for i-1 to 7
60 read l$,f
70 u»u*f \ print
100 for j-1 to 4

105 n-j*u
110 p-2.00000e+06/((((n+.25)*2+.0625)
115 p»int(p+.5)
120 print j,p \ next j \ next i

150 stop
160 data "minutes", 30
170 data "hours", 60
180 data "days", 24
190 data "years", 365
200 data "decades", 10
210 data "centuries" ,10
220 data "millennia" ,10

.25)*sqr(pi))

minutes
1 205156
2 145370
3 118777
4 102899

hours
1 26594
2 18806
3 15355
4 13298

days
1 5429
2 3839
3 3134
4 2714

years
1 284
2 201
3 164
4 142

decades
1 90
2 64
3 52
4 45

centuries
1 28
2 20
3 16
4 14

mil lennia
1 9
2 6

3 5
4 4

Stop at line 150
READY

READY
Table 3: Numbers of survivors after different

periods of time.

OSI SOFTWARE FOR OSI OSI
Wo Have Over 100 High Quality Programs For Ohio Scientific Systems

o
s
I

ADVENTURES AND GAMES
Adventures - These interactive fantasies will fit

in 8K! You give your computer plain english

commands as you try to survive.

ESCAPE FROM MARS

You awaken in a spaceship on Mars. You're in

trouble but exploring the nearby Martian city

may save you.

DEATHSHIP

This is a cruise you won't forget if you survive itl

Adventures $14.95 Tape or BH" Disk

$15 95 8 Disk

STARFIGHTER $5 95

Realtime space war with realistic weapons and a

working instrument panel.

ALIEN INVADER 6.95 (7.95 for color and sound)

Rows of marching munching monsters march on
earth.

TIME TREK $9.95

A real time Startrek with good graphics.

BATTLEPAC $17.95

For the battlebuff. Contains SeawoHe. Starfighter.

Bomber and Battlefleet.

And lots. lots, lots morel

CA

TEXT EDITORS FOR ALL SYSTEMSII

These programs allow the editing of basic

program lines. All allow for insertion, deletion,

and correction in the middle of already entered

lines. No more retyping.

C1P CURSOR CONTROL (Text Editor) $9.95

Takes 166 bytes of RAM and adds, besides text

editing, one key instant screen clear.

C2P/C4P CURSOR $9.95

Takes 366 BYTES to add PET like cursor

functions. Enter or correct copy from any location

on the screen.

SUPERDISK $24.95 for 5" $26.95 for 8

Has a text editor for 65D plus a great new
BEXEC*. a renumberer, search, a variable table

maker and Diskvu lots of utility for the money.

We also have 25 data sheets available such as:

IMPLEMENTING THE SECRET SOUND PORT ON
THE C1P $4.00

HOW TO DO HIGH SPEED GRAPHICS IN BASIC
$4 00

HOW TO READ A LINE OF MICROSOFT $1 .00

JOYSTICK INSTRUCTIONS AND PLANS FOR
CI P $3.00

SAVING DATA ON TAPE $4.00

THE AARDVARK JOURNAL

A tutorial bimonthly journal of how to articles

$9.00

o
s
I

AUGUST 1980

Our $1 .00 catalog contains a free program listing, programming hints, lists of PEEK and POKE locations and other stuff that OSI

forgot to mention and lots more programs like Modem Drivers. Terminal Programs, and Business Stuff.

Aardvark Technical Services 1 690 Bolton, Walled Lake, Ml 48088 (31 3) 624-631
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Ralph Roberts

It ain't easy for a science fiction

writer to keep coming up with a
bunch of different aliens for each
story. Nope, we don't run across all

that many in real life, you know. Oh,
a few, maybe, but not enough.
So I developed this program to

help me and you create our very own
aliens. Naturally, space in magazines
being limited, this is only a frame-
work. You can add a lot more
descriptive phrases to fill up your
memory. Or create disk files of the
various alien attributes rather than
using DATA lines as I have. Also
change the paragraph to other set-

tings and so forth. In addition, this

program is a great idea generator. It

may give you that little spark out of

which a story grows.
The program itself is simple. It's

written in Smoke Signal Basic for my
Chieftain. A few notes of explana-
tion: 'CHR$ (12)' clears my CRT,
'STRING = 39' sets the length of
string variables, 'P.' is the same as
'PRINT.'

Again, let me stress that this

program is just a skeleton. Elabor-
ate. Have fun. Create them aliens,

hear? D

Ralph Roberts. P.O. Box 8549. Ashovllle. NC
28804

Program Listing

0001 PRINT CHRS(12)
0002 REM ALIEN DESCRIPTION PROGRAM
0003 REM ::by Ralph Roberts::
0004 STRING- 39
0005 LINE- 72
0010 POR X-l TO 10:READ A$(X):NEXT
0011 FOR X-l TO 10:READ B$(X):NEXT
0012 FOR X-l TO 10: READ C$(X):NEXT
0013 FOR X-l TO 10:READ D$(X):NEXT
0014 FOR X-l TO 10:READ E$(X):NEXT
0015 FOR X-l TO 10: READ F$(X):NEXT
0016 FOR X-l TO 10:READ G$(X):NEXT
0017 FOR X-l TO 10:HEAD H$(X):NEXT
001u FOR X-l TO 10: READ IS (X): NEXT
0050 PRINT "

traversing the
0052 PRINT "ancient starship, I found myself face to

the alien ";

0054 PRINT "creature. I skidded to a halt and nervously
it over. The alien was ";

0056 PRINT "quite a sight. Its head was ";:GOSUB 9000:P. A$(A) ;

"

"»

0058 PRINT "and the eyes were *;:GOSUB 9000:P.B$ (A) ; ". ">

0060 PRINT "Obviously, its hearing organs were ";:GOSUB
9000:P.CS(A);" ";

0062 PRINT "and I found myself repelled by the mouth which was

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

When I turned the corner in that long corridor

face with

looked

that awful face, the nose was

noticing that the creature's

alien was :GOSUB 9000:P.G$(A)>"

.H$(A);". Then it spoke with a voice like

Only by heroic effort did I regain control

wearing

Then it

0064 GOSUB 9000:P.D$(A);". "

0066 PRINT "On the front of
";:GOSUB 9000:P.E$(A) ;

" ";

0068 PRINT "and I couldn't help
body was ";:GOSUB 9000
0069 PRINT FS(A)?".";
0070 PRINT "The

*;*and carrying ";

0072 GOSUB 9000:P.
"| :GOSUB 9000
0074 PRINT I$(A);

of myself."
0900 END
100*. REM — HEAD —
1001 DATA soft and round, kind of squishy,like a block of rusty

steel, bullet-shaped, glowing and pulsing
1002 DATA a dark yellow sphere, pitted like an airless

moon, oblong, partially transparent
100 J DATA like a flattened basketball
2000 REM — EYES —
2001 DATA three pulsating black circles, like two clusters of

orange grapes, a band of light emitting holes
2002 DATA five little rotating balls, constantly blinking blue

lights, like a spider's
2003 DATA piercing gray squares, shooting out beams of yellow

heat, unblinking green orbs, two floppy purple stalks
2500 REM — EARS —
2501 DATA just two small holes, large and floppy like a

dog's, twitching constantly
2502 DATA tiny trumphet-like organs, more like tall yellow

horns, always moving purple tendrils
2503 DATA scaley membranes atop its head, on the tip of its ugly

nose, yellow and purple spotted fans, irregular shaped openings
3000 REM — MOUTH —
3001 DATA a simple slit, constantly opening and snapping

shut, emitting a foul odor
3002 DATA filled with sharp red teeth, barely discernable.like a

miser's pursetop
3003 DATA a perfect dark green square, slobbering drops of purple

drool, hideously open, had a hungry look
350- REM — NOSE —
3501 DATA flopped forward like a green elephant's, a tiny orange

dot, wiggling with a life of its own
3502 DATA jutted out like an orange banana, bobbling

obscenely, pert for such a monster
350j DATA seemed to have a life of its own, crinkling at my

smell, unbelievably huge, a single yellow hemisphere
4000 REM — GENERAL BODY DESCRIPTION —
4001 DATA short and squat, massively fat, a great blocklike mass,

a

slim sticklikeaf fair, like a lake of jello
4002 DATA sprouting appendages all over, vaguely humaniod ,1 ike a

wrinkled gray leather bag
4003 DATA graced with four legs and an arm, seemingly made up of

small spheres
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5000 HEM — CLOTHES ~
5001 DATA gaudy plastic coveralls, a very short orange

robe, strings of multicolored beads
5002 DATA just a wide purple and gold belt, nothing at

all, shimmering strips of greenish light
5003 DATA something very like Bermuda shorts, leather cowboy

boots and chaps, bits and pieces of odious rags
5004 DATA a mostly transparent pressure suit
5500 REM — WEAPONS AND DEVICES
5501 DATA a huge broadsword, some sort of raygun,a device

consisting of red lights
5502 DATA a recording device, a girly magazine, a wicked cutting

instrument
5503 DATA a much smaller replica of itself, an efficient

appearing lasergun
5504 DATA a really weird machine, an evil looking throwing weapon
6000 REM — SPEECH —
6001 DATA the roaring of an angry sea, bees buzzing hungrily,

a

colu wind whistling
6002 DATA a buzz saw hitting rusty nails, birds singing offkey,a

stuck doorbuzzer
6003 DATA rapidly popping champagne corks, fingernails scraping a

blackboard
6004 DATA the sound of boiling water, the tinkle of shattering

glass
9000 LET A-INT(RND*10)+1:RETURN

Sample Runs

When I turned the corner in that long corridor traversing

the ancient starship, I found myself face to face with the alien
creature. I skidded to a halt and nervously looked it over. The

alien was quite a sight. Its head was partially transparent and

the eyes were a band of light emitting holes. Obviously, its

hearing organs were yellow and purple spotted fans and I found

myself repelled by the mouth which was slobbering drops of purple
drool. On the front of that awful face, the nose was flopped
forward like a green elephant's and I couldn't help noticing
that the creature's body was graced with four legs and an arm. The
alien was wearing gaudy plastic coveralls and carrying a wicked
cutting instrument. Then it spoke with a voice like rapidly popping
champagne corks. Only by heroic effort did I regain control of

myself.

When I turned the corner in that long corridor traversing
the ancient starship, I found myself face to face with the alien

creature. I skidded to a halt and nervously looked it over. The
alien was quite a sight. Its head was bullet-shaped and the eyes
were unblinking green orbs. Obviously, its hearing organs were
tiny trumphet-like organs and I found myself repelled by the
mouth which was hideously open. On the front of that awful face,
the nose was unbelievably huge and I couldn't help noticing that
the creature's body was sprouting appendages all over. The alien
was wearing shimmering strips of greenish light and carrying
a huge broadsword. Then it spoke with a voice like the roaring
of an angry sea. Only by heroic effort did I regain control of
myself.

When I turned the corner in that long corridor traversing
the ancient starship, I found myself face to face with the alien
creature. I skidded to a halt and nervously looked it over. The
alien was quite a sight. Its head was kind of squishy and the
eyes were like two clusters of orange grapes. Obviously, its
hearing organs were more like tall yellow horns and I found myself
repelled by the mouth which was filled with sharp red teeth.
On the front of that awful face, the nose was jutted out like
an orange banana and 1 couldn't help noticing that the creature's
body was like a wrinkled gray leather bag. The alien was wearing
nothing at all and carrying an evil looking throwing weapon.
Then it spoke with a voice like birds singing offkey. Only by
heroic effort did I regain control of myself.

When I turned the corner in that long corridor traversing
the ancient starship, I found myself face to face with the alien
creature. I skidded to a halt and nervously looked it over. The
alien was quite a sight. Its head was bullet-shaped and the eyes
were like a spider's. Obviously, its hearing organs were on the
tip of its ugly nose and I found myself repelled by the mouth
which was constantly opening and snapping shut. On the front
of that awful face, the nose was a single yellow hemisphere and
I couldn't help noticing that the creature's body was sprouting
appendages all over. The alien was wearing bits and pieces of
odious rags and carrying an efficient appearing lasergun. Then
it spoke with a voice like the roaring of an angry sea. Only
by heroic effort did I regain control of myself.
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IMAGINE.
A computer game that has drawn

the attention of the national

news media.

A computer game that has people

around the world clamoring for it.

A computer game that turns your

love life into a menage a trois...

you, your mate, and your computer!

That's Interlude—the hottest new
software program for personal

computers.

But it's more than just a game.
It's an experience that will tantalize

you . . .romanticize you . . .fantasize

you...and often surprise you.

Interlude begins with a unique

computer interview of the partici-

pants to determine their mood.
Then it searches its memory to

select the best Interlude for the

occasion. You may be referred to

the instruction manual which de-

scribes most of the 106 Interludes,

or your instructions may appear
on your screen if you've chanced
to hit upon one of the many sur-

prise Interludes buried within the

program. (When you discover

secret Interlude #99, your love life

may never be the same again!)

Interlude. ..it's fun. ..it's fanciful...

it's fantastic. It's the computergame
for adults. Are you ready for it?

Interlude
The Ultimate Experience.

INTERLUDE Dept. C-8 10428 Westpark. Hous-

ton. TX 77042. Rush me my copy of Interlude

Name Age

Address

State ZipC*y

Apple ir (16K) DTRS-BO" (Level II-

I6K) D* 1 495 (or cassette D*17.95 (or

diskette. Add S1.50 for shipping. Texas
residents add 6% sales tax.

My check (payable to Interlude) is enclosed.

Charge my Mastercharge Visa

Account (So

Expiration Date

MasterCharge Bank Code-

Signature-

(Charge customers must sign.)

CHARGE CUSTOMERS: Order by phone toll-

free! 1-800-327-9009 Ext. 306 (FLA:
1 -800-432-7999, Ext 306)

'Registered trademark of Apple Computers. Inc.

"Registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Co

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
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LAP— Will You Accept The Challenge?

Bruce D. Barnett

Here is an exciting game that will

not only test your powers of deduc-
tion, but will provide you with much
entertainment while you try to figure
out a hidden pattern on an 8 x 8
grid— if you can—with the least

number of queries. The game called

LAP, is a thought provoking mixture
of BATTLESHIP, MASTERMIND and
ZONE-X.
LAP was invented by Lech

Pijanowski of Warsaw, Poland and
first caught my eye in a book entitled
"A GAMUT OF GAMES" by Sid
Sackson.

I usually get discouraged
If I have to perform an
extensive amount of
typing to place a game on
my home computer.

This article presents a program
that enables you to play this chal-
lenging game on your computer. I've

purposely made the program as short
as reasonably possible, since I

usually get discouraged if I have to
perform an extensive amount of

typing to place a game on my home
computer, and I've assumed that you
might too. Thus this program con-

Bruce D. Bamett, RD 2, Box 213,
Blairstown, NJ 07825

tains only 20 lines and has no frills.

For example, the rules are explained
in this article— not in the program

—

and if you make a mistake, you will

simply have to start over. However,
this does not present a problem,
since the inputs are quite modest
anyway. I later mention a number of

suggestions and an especially diffi-

cult problem should you care to
enhance your program.
The rules of LAP are quite simple.

Imagine an 8 x 8 square grid divided

into four regions marked R1 , R2, R3
and R4 such that each region
contains exactly 16 cells and each
region is continuous. This means
that any two squares within a given
region can be reached simply by

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A

B
R 1

C

D

E

F

G

H R2

moving horizontally or vertically a
square at a time without entering any
other region. Figure 1 shows one
possible such segmentation. The
letters and numbers around the grid

serve simply to allow one to name
each square.

The object of LAP is to determine
the exact location of each of the four

regions of a pattern that is hidden
from you. As clues, you may ask for

the number of cells that are con-
tained within each region for any of
four adjacent cells you desire that are

in the shape of a square. Thus,
referring to Figure 1, if you asked
about cells B2, B3, C2 and C3 which
obviously form a square, you would
recieve the response that three of

2 2

3 2

Figure 2

Figure 1

90

1

A

2 3

B miC

11

3 Cells In R1
1 Cell In R2

2 Cells In R1
2 Cells In R3

Figures
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NEW PRODUCT
THE
DATA
FACTORY

YOU CAN'T WORK HARDER,
SO WORK SMARTER

This program is important to

you. We at Micro Lab have
tested them all. "THE DATA
FACTORY" by William
Passauer, is the most powerful

data base system yet
developed. It will provide instant

accessibility to your records

and files which you can then,

rearrange in new combinations
to give you information in

seconds to make quick and ac-

curate decisions.

OUR GUARANTEE

THIS PROGRAM WILL WORK.
Micro Lab chooses to represent

a very select group of profes-

sional programmers that meet
our high standards for quality.

Countless hours have been
spent in our labs to insure these
claims to you, and we back them
with a contract to your dealer.

Your program can also be up-

dated if any new changes to im-

prove this program are made.

MOST ADVANCED SYSTEM

The latest breakthroughs in a
data base system have been in-

corporated into Bill Passauer's
program. The unique new
feature that sets it apart from all

others is its complete
modifiability. You may rear-

range your data, removing part

of it from the original disk, and
form a new data base without
reentering the data again. Add,
delete, replace, or rearrange and
compare fields or data at any
time. Do an incredible 20 level

search.

The program has no limitation to
the amount of fields you can
have within the limits of your
computer. Your field lengths
can have a maximum of 239
characters for each field and
you can enter ANY CHARACTER
as data (commas, quotation
marks, etc.).

EASILY LEARNED

Any one can use it. The program
prompts you as it runs. The easy
to follow manual leads you
through the set up of your data
base and all the features. "The
Data Factory" is organized in

nine program modules. Only the

module being used is loaded in-

to memory to manipulate data,

rather than the entire program.
This saves memory for
manipulating data rather than
for program storage. There are

so many other "common sense"
features that set it apart from all

others.

A UNIVERSAL SYSTEM

You may use "THE DATA FAC-
TORY" at home or at work. Set
up: Inventories, Mailing Lists (a

printer is needed for mailing
labels); Sales records; Accounts
payable or receivable; Budgets
Library, recipe, or phone direc

tories; Appointment calendar
Notices of subscriptions
license or warranty dates; Work
ing or shopping lists, and many
other applications that you will

discover. All of the above can be
accomplished from this one
disk oriented program. No need
to have separate costly pro-

grams for each purpose. With all

the data on a disk, you can
manipulate the information
more easily and efficiently. Find
any record using the record
number, the data entered or any
variation of the data in your data
base. The from/to feature
selects records by dates or

amounts.

REQUIREMENTS

"The Data Factory" is presently
being offered in APPLESOFT
but will be available in other
forms of basic shortly. Check
with your dealer for other soft-

ware varieties currently being
handled. You will need 48k and
Applesoft in ROM. "The Data
Factory" is as powerful with one
disk drive as with two. You do
not lose any of its capabilities

using only one disk drive. A
printer is optional.

INSURANCE POLICY

Micro Lab is instituting a revolu-

tionary new policy for the public-

Micro Lab Disk Insurance.

You can feel secure. Two iden-

tical diskettes of the "The Data
Factory" program will be includ-

ed with the original purchaser's
package. If you make a mistake
and accidentally blow a disk,

there is no time or money lost.

AVAILABLE NOW
"The Data Factory" is being of-

fered nationally for the first

time. It has been marketed and
tested on a local level and has
been received with a most en-
thusiastic response from both
dealers and users.

"The Data Factory" should be at

your local Apple dealer now at

an introductory price of $100.00.

Stop in to see our demo disk.

^^ systems
that work

811 STONEGATE • HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035 • 312-433-7877
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LAP, conf

these cells were in region R1 and one
cell was in region R2. The challenge
is to determine the hidden pattern
with as few queries as you need—the
fewer you require the better you must
be. Thus, not only should you derive

the most information from each
response, but the queries themselves
should be carefully selected.

To get you started, suppose you
first asked about G1 , G2, H1 and H2,
(Query #1 or Q1 for short) and that

you received the response that 3 cells

were in R2 and that one cell was in

R3. Clearly the corner cell must be in

R2, for otherwise region R3 could not
be continuous as shown in Figure 2.

Suppose, further, that a second
query (Q2), resulted in 3 cells in R1
and 1 cell in R2 for the square of cells

B2, B3, C2 and C3. Similarly, let two
cells be in R1 and two cells be in R3
for a third query asking about C2, C3,

02 and D3. See Figure 3. You can
immediately deduce that cells C2 and
C3 are contained in R1 and D2, D3 are

contained in R3. This follows from
the fact that the single cell in R2
(from Q2) cannot lie in cells C2 or C3
(referring to Q3), and thus these cells

(C2 and C3) are R1 cells since you

2? 2?

1 1

3 3

2

know from Q2 that three cells lie in

R1. A moment's reflection will tell

you that D2 and D3 are contained in

R3. So far we have the picture of

Figure 4, where one of B2 or B3 lies

in region R2 with the other cell in

region R1. Let Q4 ask about the
corner, A1, A2, B1 and B2. Suppose
the response was 2 cells in R1 and 2
in R2. Armed with this extra informa-

tion we can surprisingly arrive at

Figure 5. The reasoning is a bit

complex—but here goes! Suppose
we assume that B3 is in R2. Some
reflection shows that A1 must be in

R2 and now for the three 2s we've
established, (see Figure 6), to be
connected the 2s must form a pattern

somewhat like Figure 7A or 7B. In

either case it is impossible to have 16
continuous cells in all regions. Thus
our initial assumption about B3 must
be incorrect and thus B3 must be in

region R1 . A bit more straightforward

deduction was applied to finally

arrive at Figure 5. This is only a
sample of some of the reasoning you
can apply to this game, which
hopefully has whetted your appetite
for more!

In playing this game on your
computer, the computer naturally

will be the one to respond to your

1 1 1

2 2 1

2 1 1

2 3 3

2

2

2

2

2

1 2

1 1

3 3

2

Figure 4

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Figure 5 Flgure6

2 1

2 1 2 2

2 1 1 2

2 3 3 2

2 2

2 2 2 2

2

2

1 2 3 4 5

A 2 2 2

B 1 1 2 2 2

C 1 1 2

D 3 3 2

E 2

F 2

G 2

H 2 2 2 2 2

queries. You can make as many
queries as you wish by keying in a 1

to the following question that you
should see at your terminal when you
run the program.
ENTER COORDINATES, (1) OR

SEE ANSWER, (2) 1 or 2? In

specifying coordinates you need only
input the top left cell—the program
will figure out the remaining cells

that form a square for you. When you
think you have the pattern or have
simply given up, key in a 2 to the
aforementioned question to see the
answer. All this is illustrated in the
sample run.

The object is to determine
the exact location of each
of the four regions of a
pattern that is hidden from
you.

Program Description
This program was written in North-

star Basic. To get started, each
square of the grid was individually

numbered as shown in Figure 8.

Function FNC (Q$) simply converts
an inputted cell description such as
B5 to the corresponding cell number
—13 in this case. Function FNC$(N)
is the inverse function and will

convert 13 back to B5. You will note
that once the top left square is

specified such as B5, the four cells

that form the larger square of your
query always follows the same
number pattern. This is illustrated for

a specific square in Figure 9A and
shown in general in Figure 9B.
Statements 80 to 100 calculate and
record the region that each of the
four cells lie within. The polynomial
expression in statement 90,
l*(9*l-2*H-6), has the property of

equalling the 0, 1, 8 and 9 of Figure
9B as I takes on consecutive integers

from to 3, and thus identifies the

Figure 7A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

C 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

D 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

E 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

F 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

G 49 so 51 52 53 54 55 56

64H 57 58 59 60 61 62 63

Figure 7B
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four cells that form a square.
FNC(Q$) is obviously the number of

the top left corner square of your
query. The pattern that defines the

regions is contained in the variable

K$ in statement 20 of which more will

be said later. M( ) is the variable that

counts the number of cells in each
region, M(1) for R1, M(2) for R2 etc.

Of course M) ) is initialized for the
next query after it is printed out in

statement 140. Statements 170 to 190
print out the answer.
To change the pattern one need

only change statement 20. Five

different patterns are provided you at

the end of this paragraph for you to

1222222214224442144441421114414233111142311331423333314233333342

4441113344411133444111334444133324141333241111232222222322222233

1111144411311424333111243233312432233124322311243222222433444444

2222222223333322231332242311333423111434111114341441143411444444

1111111111312221333124213433442134334421344444223344442233322222

Five Additional Patterns

try one at a time. However, you need
not be limited to just these; a friend

can just as easily make up new
patterns for you. If you compare
Figure 1 with statement 20, you will

note that the position of each
number corresponds to the cell

number and the entry itself is the

region that the cell occupies.

SQUARE SQUARE NO. FORM

B5 13 13 +

B6 14 13 + 1

C5 21 13 + 8

06 22 13 + 9

SQUARE SQUARE NO. FORM

TOP LEFT X X +

TOP RIGHT X + 1

BOTTOM LEFT X + 8

BOTTOM RIGHT X + 9

Figure 9A Figure 9B

10 DIN «(64).Q»(2)
20K$-'1U44444221 11 1442 11 144442331444423311 1142
30 DEF FNC(qJ)-(*SC(QJ(l.l))-6S)M»ASC(q»(2.2))
40 0EF FNCS(N)-CHRt(IHT{M-l ) /8*6S ) *CHHi ( N- INT((
50 PRINT \ INPUT-ENTER COORDINATES. (1), OH SEE
51 MINT
60 ON II GOTO 70,170
70 INPUT-ENTER TOP LEFT COORDINATE -,Q$\ PRINT
SO FOR 1-0 TO 3

90 N(I)-FNC(0»)»I*(9*I-2*I*I-6)
100 N(VALU»(N(I).N(I)))>-"(VAL(ICJ(N(1),N(I))))
110 NEXT I

120 PRINT-POINTS". TAB (14). -REG ION -
, TAB(29). -NO.

130 FOR 1-1 TO 4

140 PRINT FNC$(N(I-1)),TAB(15).I.TAB(30),H(I) \

150 NEXT I

160 GOTO 50
170 FOR J"0 TO 7

180 FOR 1-1 TO 8V.PRINT TAB(25 ) ,K$(8'J*I ,8*J*I

)

190 NEXT J

33333132332333322222222'
-48
N-l)/8)*8»48)
ANSWER. (2) 1 OR 2 t »,«

CELLS IN REGION'

«(I)-0

", \ NEXT I \ PRINT

Listing Of Basic Program

REAOT
RUN

ENTER COORDINATES, (1). OR SEE ANSWER, (2) 1 OR 2 7 1

ENTER TOP LEFT COORDINATE Al

POINTS
Al
A2
81
82

REGION
1

2
3

4

NO. CELLS IN REGION
2

2

ENTER COORDINATES. (1). OR SEE ANSWER,

ENTER TOP LEFT COORDINATE 82

(2) 1 OR 2 7 1

POINTS
82
83
C2
C3

REGION
1

2
3
4

NO. CELLS IN REGION
3

1

ENTER COORDINATES, (1). OR SEE ANSWER, (2) 1 OR 2 7 1

ENTER TOP LEFT COORDINATE C2

POINTS
C2
CI
02
03

REGION
1

2

3

4

NO. CELLS IN REGION
2

2

ENTER COORDINATES, (1), OR SEE ANSWER, (2) 1 OR 2 7 2

1114 4 4 4 4

2 2 11114 4

2 1114 4 4 4

2 3 3 14 4 4 4

2 3 3 11114
2 3 3 3 3 3 13
2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3

..... 22222222

Sample Run

Finally, as promised earlier, some
enhancements you may want to add
to your program are

:

1) Coding that will automatically
count the number of cells in each
region specified by K$. If they all

total up to 16, this will have been a
nice check for you.

2) Allow yourself additional tries

should you enter an incorrect coordi-
nate.

3) Count and print the number of

queries you made before asking for

the answer.
4) And now the most challenging

of all: have the computer randomly
generate the four continuous re-

gions. It should be theoretically
possible to generate every possible
segmentation by a proper choice of

random numbers! Should you ac-
complish this difficult task you can
call yourself a programming genius.
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A CompuBridge^ ±
^Contract Bridge Series^

Programs That Work

^f Presently available forJL
APPLE II

^
(No special hardware needed)

Elementary Course Cassette
For16Kor32K $19.95

Complete Course Cassette
For16Kor32K $29.95

Complete Course Diskette
For48K $39.95

Each course Ir.eludes a series ol pro-
grammed lessons plus the unique
QUIZMAKER which deals random
hands for exercises on point count,
opening bids, responses and reblds,
than chocks your answers and
quizzes you or supplies tha correct
answer. Tha complete course in-

cludes popular conventions such as
Stayman and Jacoby Transfers.

Available from your Apple Dealer or
CompuBrldge Division, Barclay
Bridge, Port Chaster, N.Y. 10573.

Plaasa

lor

sand
16K _ 32K 48K

Check Enclosed or charge to

VISA MC Card No

Name

Address

N.Y. Residents add Sales Tax
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(Bind Exerciser

Jason Woolf
Charles Hemminger

Have you an agile memory? Are you
sober? Try this one on your friends. It's a

simple game to measure your powers of

recall.

Mind Exerciser displays words at

random points on the screen. After a short

time you are asked to remember as many of

the words as possible.

This program should be adaptable to

any Basic which allows positioning of the

cursor. This is the version we have worked
out for a TRS-80.

The first section of the program
initializes everything and reads the words
to be used from the DATA statements at

the bottom of the program. You can

choose up to 199 words up to 12 letters

long, but be sure to conclude with " I".

Jason Woolf. Charles Hemminger. 20 North Harrison

Ave.. Northampton. MA 01060.

In Lines 410-520 the cursor positions

are chosen. The object is to place them
below the title message and so they do not

overlap each other or wrap around the

screen.

The next seven Lines shuffle the order

of the words in the data set. The rest of this

simple program is quite straightforward.

If you can display upper and lower case

then Lines 850-900 can be omitted. The
typical TRS-80 enters the ASCII value

when an upper-case letter is typed and
displays it accordingly. Lower-case entries

are taken into the buffer as ASCII lower

case but displayed as upper case. This can

make for confusing errors by whomever is

trying to remember the words. Therefore

the program assumes that all DATA is

entered with no capitals. This routine can
match the stored words with any
entries.

10

20
30
40
50

60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

REM MIND EXERCISER
REM VERSION I .0
REM BY JASON WOLF t CHARLES HEMMINGER
CLS
CLEAR2000
DIM AS<200)»S<200>,BS<2S>,B<25>
N«0
N'N+I
READ ASCN)
IF AS<N>»"-I" THEN 130
S(N)»N
GOTO 80
N-N-l
REM INSTRUCTIONS
PRINT 020. "MEMORY EXERCISER"
PRINT
PRINT "DO YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS (YES OR NO) "I

INPUT OS
IF LEFTSCOS* 1 )<>"Y" THEN 310
PRINT

THIS IS AN EXERCISE OF YOUR ABILITY TO CONCENTRATE."
'YOU WILL BE REQUESTED TO CHOOSE THE DENSITY OF WORDS TO"
'BE DISPLAYED ON THE SCREEN. THEY WILL BE SHOWN FOR A SHORT"
'PERIOD OF TIME WHICH YOU HAVE ALSO CHOSEN. YOU MUST THEN"
'TRY AND REMEMBER AS MANY AS POSSIBLE."

'YOU SHOULD TRY AT LEAST 3 EXERCISES TO OBTAIN AN AVERAGE.

•GOOD LUCK I"

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
REM SET DENSITY
PRINT "DENSITY
INPUT D
D'INT(D)
IF D<1 OR D>5 THEN 320
D'DPS

94
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370 PRINT "SPEEO (1-36) "I
380 INPUT S
398 S«INT(S>
400 IF S<1 OR S>30 THEN 370
410 REM RANDOMIZE PRINTING
420 C-8
430 FOR I«l TO D
440 R«128*RND<883> I REM WANT A NUMBER FROM 188 TO 1023 - 18
4S0 IF R-INT<R/64>«64>5! THEN 440
460 IF !! THEN 500
470 FOR J»l TO C
480 IF R>B<J>-I2 AND R«B<J>+I2 THEN 440
490 NEXT J
500 B(I»R
510 C»C*I
520 NEXT I

530 REM RANDOMIZE DATA UORDS
540 FOR I»N TO 2 STEP -I

550 K«INT(RND(0>*N*l

>

560 T-SU)
570 S<l>»S«K>
580 S(K>»T
590 NEXT I

600 REM DISPLAY TEST
610 CLS
620 PRINT 020. "MEMORY EXERCISER"
630 FOR I-l TO D
640 PRINT •BCI>»ASCS(I>>
650 NEXT I

660 REM DELAY
670 FOR tal TO S

680 FOR J* I TO 600
690 NEXT J
700 NEXT I

710 REM ANSWER SHEET
720 C«0
730 CLS
740 FOR !! TO D
750 IF I/l loINTCI/1 i ) THEN 790
760 FOR J»l TO 600
770 NEXT J
780 CLS
790 PRINT 020, "MEMORY EXERCISER"
800 PRINT 0I28»"HOW MANY OBJECTS CAN YOU RECALL"
810 M-I-INTCI/1 I >*ll
820 PRINT 0256*M*64. "OBJECT "J II" "I

830 INPUT Tf
840 PRINT 0306*M*64.""1
850 REM MAKE SURE NO UPPER CASE CHARACTERS
860 T«LENCTS>
870 FOR J* I TO T
880 K-ASCJMIDSCTS.J.l )

890 IF K>96 THEN TS«LEFTS<TS. J-l >*CHRS<K-32>*R1GHT*<TS.T-J>
900 NEXT J
910 REM DID HE GET IT RIGHT
920 FOR L«l TO D
930 IF AKMLDoli THEN 1010
940 IF L»l THEN 1040
950 FOR K>1 TO C
960 IF BS(KX»T1 THEN 990
970 PRINT "REPEAT"
980 SOTO 1070
990 NEXT K

1000 GOTO 1040
1010 NEXT L
1020 PRINT "SORRY"
1030 GOTO 1070
1040 PRINT "CORRECT"
1050 C>C»1
1060 BS<C>"TS
1070 NEXT I

1080 PRINT "YOU HAD "JCI" OUT OF"JDl" CORRECT."
1090 U-U»C
1100 V«V*D
1110 PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRY AGAIN <YES OR NO> "I

1120 INPUT OS
1130 IF LEFTS<»S»I)""Y" THEN 420
1140 IF LEFTX0S. I ><>"N" THEN 1110
1150 PRINT "YOUR FINAL SCORE WAS"» INT<U/V»100>«"X CORRECT."
1 1 60 ENO
1170 REM STORE DATA WORDS OF YOUR CHOSING
1180 DATA DOG. CAT, ELEPHANT. ZEBKA, COW. PIG. SHEEP. DUCK. CHICKEN, RAT

1190 DATA HOUSE. TKEE.KOSE, DAFFODIL. BIKD. KOBI N» BLUEJAY. CAR, GARAGE

1200 DATA PICTURE. PENCIL.PEN.PAPER. TYPEWRITER. DIPLOMA. WRENCH. TACK

1210 DATA LIGHT. THIMBLE. SPOOL. WIRE.SNAKE.BUSH.FLOWER.CHAIN
1220 REM LAST DATA WORD MUST BE -1

1230 DATA -1
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Are you missing any back issues of Creative Computing or

ROM magazine? The applications, programming techniques,
simulations, problems, commentary, articles and fiction are
practically timeless. Not only that, but the earlier issues are

actually increasing in value.

Prices are $2.00 each, three for $5.00, or ten for $15.00.

Postage $1.00 for up to 3 issues. $2.00 for 4 or more.
Super Special : One of everything we have—28 magazines in

all— for only $40 postpaid.

creative computing
Vol. 3, No. 4 - Jul/Aug 1977
Guide to selecting a microcomputer.
Write your own CAL. Part 2. Computers
in medicine and health care. Dwyer: "8-

Hour Course in Basic-Part 1 " Thinking
Strategies-Part 3 ." Sherlock Holmes and
Charles Babbage. Four new games.

Vol. 3, No. 5—Sep/Oct 1977
A dynamic debugging system lor 8080
assembly language, bibliography of

"limits to growth" models. Dywer: 8-

hour course in Basic-Part 2. Pro-
gramming approaches to solving com-
plex equations. Electronic information
exchange. Symmetric art with your
computer, in-depth reviews of 5 micro-
computer BASICS, software technology
music system. Games: Nomad. Rotate.
Lissajous.

Vol 3, No. 6—Nov/Dec 1977
Programming techniques- Part 1. CAI.
Topics in Logic. Three 8060 8K BASIC
evaluations. Smart electronic game
reviews How computers can write final

exams. Mastermind II and Othello
computer games Profile of the Alpha 1

and Alpha 2 for the TDL Xitan.

Vol. 4, No. 1—Jan/Feb 1978
File structures. 1 6-bit computers. LOGO
Language. Murphy's laws, review of
Radio Shack TRS-80 and Heath H8.
World model, biorythms, how to write a
simulation. Hart sort algorithm. 3
games. 6-Hour Basic Course - Part 4.

Vol. 4, No. 4—Jul/Aug 1978
Reviews of Commodore PET. Apple II.

Atari computer. Video games, inter-

facing to the real world: 5 articles,

business . computing: 4 word process-
ing systems. ROM section: 7 articles,

backgammon game, bar code.

Vol. 4, No. 5—Sep/Oct 1978
Equipment profiles: TRS-80. Exidy
sorcerer. Bally Arcade. PolyMorphic
6813. Merlin Video Display preview of
nine new personal computers. Ac-
counts receivable systems. All about
PASCAL, real world games, a real time
clock to build. PET cassettes, special
education features, new software: Star
Wars. Hex.

Vol. 4, No. 6—Nov/Dec 1978
Subject index and file index in BASIC,
consumer computers buying guide,
electronic game reviews, critical path
analysis, mailing label programs, robot
programming, experiment in teaching
strategic thinking, evaluations of North-
star Horizon. CP/M operating system
end backgammon computers, columns
on Apple II PET and TRS-80. plus game
section including "Corral". "Joust" and
Puzzle'

Vol. 5, No. 1—January 1979
Computers in fiction; Survey of
Educator's Attitudes: K-State: How to

Hide Your Basic Program; World Chess
Championship Computer: Compleat
Computer Catalog. Microchess for the
TRS-80; Exidy Sorcerer; Ohio Scientific

superboard II. Robots in Fiction; Help
for the Weary Taxpayer; A counterfeit

Cursor for your PET; Medical Audit
Time.

Vol. 5, No. 2—February 1979
Evaluations: Electric Pencil. Heathkit H-
8. Computer Music Records. Computer
Games: Gold Mine. Atom-20 Com-
puterized Sports Predictions. Multiple
Regression Analysis Simplified. Value of
Computers in Education. Budget Man-
agement System. Help for the belea-
guered consumer.

Vol. 5, No. 3—March 1979
Six articles on data base management:
Evaluations of TRS-80 and Apple Disk

Systems; Payroll system: the Game of

Go; Small business computing with the

Sourcerer; Judging of sports events;

Social Science survey program.

Vol. 5, No. 4—April 1979
Safeguarding your computer: Inter-

pretive programming; Elements of a
good computer game. Music com-
position; "What will happen if"; Vertical

graphs and bar charts; People Pro-

gramming: Home applications.

Vol. 5, No. 5—May 1979
Word processing systems — buying a
system and 5 evaluations: Writing 2
user-oriented program: Tutorial on
PILOT; 3 new games: Amoritization
schedules, reading and comprehension
tests.

Vol. 5, No. 6—June 1979
8 Articles on computer graphics and
plotting; Evaluations: HiPlot, NAD
System. ALF/Apple Music Synthesizer;
Copyright of Software, Sesame Place;

Probability Study: String Manipulations;
3 New Games.

Vol. 5, No. 7-July 1979
Two Ecology Simulations, Creativity

Test; World Power Systems; Files and
Data Basis — 4 Articles; Evaluations of

Six Peripherals and Software Systems;
Personal finance Model. 2 logic games.

Vol.5, No. 8 August 1979
Adventure, Computers and Dance,
Can Computers Think? The Law and
Your Computer, muMath, Image Pro-
cessing, Manipulating Pencil Files,

Structured Programming Techniques.
Evaluation of TI99/4, TRS-80 Model
II, SWTPC PR-40, IMSAIVIO. Games:
HVOLT and Fort.

Send order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. Or save time and call your credit card
order toll, free to: 800-631-8112 (in NJ, 201-540-0445).
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voi. a, no. luuctooer 1979
Battle of the Word Processors, The
Computer as a Gun, Computer Driven
Real 3-D Display. Applications: RCA
VIP and COSMAC.ELF* Graphics
Digital Clock. Evaluations: Perip-
hicon 511, Compucolor II, Health H14
Printer, Atari Video Computer Cart-
ridges, Mountain Hardware Super-
Talker.

Vol.5, No. 11 November 1979
Comparison Chart of Six Popular
Personal Computers, Comparison of
Single Board Computers, Electronic
Toys and Games, Quick Printer II,

Interact Computer, TRS-80 Level III

Basic, Battle of the Word Processors,
lntrolX-10 Home Control System,
Adventure: Complete Listing in Ba-
sic, Build Your Own Telephone Dialer
and Joysticks.

Vol.5, No. 12 December 1979
More Electronic Games, Language
Translators, APFMP1000 Video Game
System, Buying a Word Processor
printer, Satellite Tracking Software,
Syskit for the 8080, Assemblers:
CP/M vs. TSC, Statistics for the
TRS-80. Part 2: Controlling House-
hold Devices, Computerized Biofeed-
back. Applications: The Microcom-
puter as an Investment Tool, "Turn-
key" CPiM systems, Animation for
the Apple. Digitized Video Images.

Vol. 6, No. 1 January 1980
Interviews with Donald E. Knuth and
William Wulf; Six Features on Artifi-

cial Intelligence; Air Traffic Control-
ler; Computerized Resume; GROW:
A Program that Learns; Evaluations:

Six Basics; NEWDOS and TRSDOS;
Auto Scribe; Micro Music.

Vol. 6. No. 2 February 1980
Six articles on Investment Analysis;
David Levy: Intelligent Computer
Games; Programs: Geneology,
Graphing, Genetics; Evaluations of

Word Star vs Electric Pencil ; Pascal

July 1977
SOL. The Inside Story; Braille and the
Computer Video newspaper; A Chip is

Born; The Care and Feeding of Your
Home Computer; Digital Foam — the
peripheral of the future.

August 1977
The Kit and I, Part I, by someone who's
never soldered before: Introduction to

the fundamentals of Computer Memory:
Tips for the do-it-yourself hardware
beginner; Binary clocks: APLomania.

September 1977
Xeroxes and other hard copy off your
CRT; Payroll Program; How Computers
Work; The Kit and I, Part II: or Power to

the Computer; CCD's How They Work
and How They're Made: A look at

PLATO, an Educational Computer
System; IBM 5100.

October 1977
Binary Arithmetic For the Beginner;
Microprocessor Aid for the Deaf and
Blind; The Kilobyte Card: Scott Joplin

on Your Sci-Fi Hi-Fi; Building a Basic

97

for the TRS-80; Micro Composer;
Data Dubber; Sorcerer Word Proces-
sing Pac; Trivia Contest Results.

Vol. 6, No. 3 March 1980
Evaluations: Tl 99/4; Cobol: Micro-
soft vs Micro Focus; Pencil Sharp-
ener; Mai l room Plus; Ten software
packages; Networks for Personal
Computers; Three Mile Island
Game; Interview with Joel Blm-
baum ; Ho* to Make a Basic Tree.

Vol. 6, No. 7 April 1980

Dr. KlloBYTE's Creative Popular Per-
sonal Recreational Micro Computer
Data Interface World Journal—the
Famous 73 page April Fool parady. 8
Articles on Reading and Language;
Interview with Gordon Bell; Evalua-
tions of Heath WH-89, Atari 800 vs
PET; Chatsworth Mark Sense Card
Reader, Adventure.

Vol. 6, No. 8 May 1980

7 Features on Saving Money with your
Computer: Analysis of Stock Op-
tions, Budgeting Model, Shopping
Lists, Home Inventory, Home Pur-
chase, Retirement Planning. Com-
puter-Aided Model Rocket Design

;

Two Natural Language Systems;
Evaluations of PET 2022 Line Printer,
APF Imagination Machine, Personal
Software's Desktop/Plan, Universal
Data Entry System.

Vol. 6, No. 9 June 1980

14 Graphics Articles: Polar Plots, 3-D
Graphics, Animation, Graphic Mazes,
Motion Simulation, Inside Space
Invaders. 7 Music Articles: Digital

Audio, Computer-Aided Sight Read-
ing, Design of a Synthesizer, Digital

Enhancement of Old Recordings.
Comparison of printers; Evaluations
of The Atari Machine, Neelco's Music
Box for the PET, HeathKit-Thomas
Electronic Organ Kit.

Music Board; Flowcharting; Payroll

Program.

November 1977
Solar Energy Measurement; A Begin-
ners Introduction to BASIC; The Kit and
I, Part III, More Music to Play on Your
Computer; Micro Maintenance; Solo-
mon and Viet: Putting Together a

Personal Computing System: Time
Sharing on the Family MICRO.

December 1977
A Beginners Guide to Peripherals; The
Best Slot Machine Game ever; Artificial

Intelligence?; An Electronic Jungle
Gym for Kids: File Copy Program; Better
Health Through Electronics: the Kit and
I Part IV.

January 1978
Synthetic Skin for Your Robot and How
to Make It: TLC: A Visual Programming
Language: The Code That Can't Be
Cracked: Beginners Guide to Computer
Graphics; The Computer and Natural
Language: First-Timer's Guide to
Circuit Board Etching.
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I had just finished several hours at

my two computers, watching the

Apple and the TRS-80 battle out a
series of Tic-Tac-Toe games, with

pretty much the usual results. The
Apple was far superior in play

because of its high resolution gra-

phics and color, but the TRS-80 won
its games by cheating, using the old

keyboard bounce gimmick.
Then I realized that I had really not

done any creative computing since

my two best-selling programs, "Ad-
venture in the Sin Palace" and
"Universe Reversed."

You may recall my version of

"Adventure," with its series of 101

erotic rooms, how you experienced
the delights of each room, and its

varied occupants, before dying of

exhaustion with a smile on your
face; and "Universe" where the entire

solar system is reversed in its orbit,

and one must determine the resulting

action upon the tides and ocean
currents, The Los Angeles Dodgers
and the Snail Darters.

Then the brilliant idea came to

me—"What to name the Baby?"

The idea evolved into a

simple program to find all

the possible names for a

baby, using four letters,

names which would work
for boys or girls or what-

ever.

The idea evolved into a simple
program to find all the possible
names for a baby, using four letters,

names which would work for boys or

girls or whatever.
Then, after running, testing, de-

bugging and listing the program, a
sudden and frightening realization

came upon me. First, I realized that

the program was actually producing
four-letter words that would not only
not be suitable for a child's name but
hardly suitable for a truck driver,

Marine sergeant or computer pro-

grammer—names not normally used
in mixed company, and, in fact, used
only in current best-selling movies
and books. And second, I realized

that we were not expecting a child in

the near future.

This program, dear reader, is

Paul Rayner. 3464 Townhouse Dr., Las Vegas,

NV 89121

Paul Rayner

therefore dedicated to you for your

use, amusement and modification

and/or destruction. The program
listing is for Applesoft Basic. It can
easily be adapted for other Basics,

TRS-80 Level II or merely discarded.

Explanation Of Listing

Lines 100-250 are preliminary in-

troduction information. Mostly this

"dresses up" the listing, but primari-

ly it makes the writer of the program
feel quite important. Most people
who run programs never see this

stuff at all anyhow. Line 250 is the
most important line in the program.
It contains every element used in the

printout and is instrumental to the

success of the program. The author
fondly refers to this line as a "string"

:list

lee
ne

120
138
148
158
168
178
188
198
288
218
228
238
248
258

268
278
288
298
388
318
328

HOC
UTAB 12: HTAB 12: PRINT
R LETTER HORDS": FOR H =
2888: NEXT H

: GOTO 488
: HOME : CLEAR

FOU
1 TO

HOME
TEXT
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
0* «
XYZ"

H - 1:X
T = T 1

H* - HID* <A*.H.1>
X* = HID* <A*.X.1>
V* - HID* <A*.Y.1>
Z* HID* <fl*,2.1)
PRINT H*iX*iV*iZ*i CHR* <32>

<HHHHHHHHHHmHm-«»»»»«>
* *
* FOUR LETTER HOROS *
* *
* PAUL RPYHER *
* BOX 42831 *
* LAS UE6AS HU 89184 *

"ABCDEF6HIJKLHN0P0RSTUUH

1:V « 1:Z » 1

33* H • H 1

348 IF H > 26 THEN X - X ItH -
1

358 IF X > 26 THEN V * V 1:X -

1

368 IF V > 26 THEN Z = Z + 1:Y -

1

378 IF Z > 26 THEN PRINT : PRINT
"TOTAL WORDS: "iT

388 GOTO 278
398 END
488 FOR P » 1 TO 18: PRINT CHR*

(.T>n NEXT P
418 CALL - 384
428 UTAB 18: HTRB 16: PRINT " HA

RNING! "

438 CALL - 388
448 UTAB 28: PRINT "THIS PROGRAM

TAKES MORE THAN FIVE HOURS"

458 PRINT "TO COMPLETE!"
468 PRINT : PRINT "ARE V0U UP TO

IT? <YES/U0>"
478 GET D*
488 IF LEFT* <D*.1> » "N" THEN

678
498 CALL - 936: CALL - 384
588 PRINT "

518 PRINT " SOKE OF THESE H0RDS
ARE JUST AWFUL

and claims that when properly used
this "string" could print out all of

William Shakespeare's plays. Lines

260-310 do all the manipulation of

the "string" and form the actual

printout. The tough part follows...

Lines 340-370 do the tricky stuff.

Makes each column do its thing,

then starts the next column. Line 370
just prints the total number of words.

Not necessary, but informative if you
quit in the middle of the program you
may want to PRINT T and see how
close you got to the possible total of

456,976 names (words). Lines 410-

680 are gingerbread put into the

program because the author found
out that magazines pay by the word.
Actually they are not required for

running the program, but make it

look more impressive than it really is.

528 PRINT " AND SHOULD NOT BE SE
EN BV KIDS OR

538 PRINT " NICE PEOPLE OR ANVON
E SINCE THEY ARE "

548 PRINT " REALLY X-RATED WORDS

558 PRINT "

560 PRINT " ONE OF THE HOROS IS
ACTUALLY 'XXXX' !

"

578 PRINT "

588 PRINT " IF IT GETS TOO DIRTY
FOR YOU WHILE

598 PRINT " THE PROGRAM IS RUNNI
N6 — JUST PRESS "

688 PRINT " RESET OR 'CONTROLS'— OR PULL THE
618 PRINT " PLUG OUT OF THE WALL

SOCKET TO SHUT "

628 PRINT " OFF THE COMPUTER!
ft

638 PRINT "

648 CALL - 388
658 UTAB 22: PRINT "STILL WISH T

CONTINUE? <VES'N0>": GET D
*

668 IF LEFT* (D*.l) - "V" THEN
GOTO 138

678 HOME i PRINT "I DON'T BLAME
YOU!"

688 FOR H • 1 TO 2888: NEXT H: HOME
: END

3RUH
FOUR LETTER HOROS

WARNING!
THIS PROGRAM TAKES MORE THAN FIUE HOURS
TO COMPLETE!

ARE YOU UP TO IT? <VES'H0)

SOME OF THESE HOROS ARE JUST AWFUL
AND SHOULD NOT BE SEEN BV KIDS OR
NICE PEOPLE OR ANYONE SINCE THEY ARE
REALLY X-RATED WORDS.

ONE OF THE WORDS IS ACTUALLY 'XXXX'!

IF IT GETS TOO DIRTY FOR YOU WHILE
THE PROGRAM IS RUMNIN6 — JUST PRESS
RESET OR 'CONTROL'C — OR PULL THE
PLUG OUT OF THE WALL SOCKET TO SHUT
OFF THE COMPUTER!

STILL WISH TO CONTINUE? <VES'N0>
nrsnn nnnn pnoo nnQQ PQQQ PQQQ fiflfln UQQQ

IAAA JAAA KAAA LAAA MAAA NAAA OAAA PAAA
rmrm qqqq cnnn Tnnft 11000 IIQOO ******* YQOQ
ur?wii nvwn &nrm \%^^m U^l^^^ VIPBI rWWWi r

m

V
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The biggest and best computer show ever to be in the

Washington/Baltimore area is ready to take place.

Make sure you take it in.

Over $50 million worth of software and hardware for

business, government, home and personal use will

be featured at the new Mid-Atlantic Computer
Show in September. Computers from $150 to

$250,000, mini and micro computers, data-

and word-processing equipment, tele-

communications, office machines, periph-

t>^
eral equipment and services will all be on

^m ^*^ display and for sale right on the spot.

All the major names like IBM, Xerox,

Radio Shack and Apple will be there. There
will be conferences on business uses of

small to medium sized computers, and how
to make purchasing evaluations.

Plus, robots, computerized video games,
computer art and computer music will enter-

tain and educate kids, spouses and people
who don't know a program from a memory disk.

It's going to be a great show for everyone.

Admission for adults is only $5. The public is

invited, and no pre-registration is necessary.

Don't miss the coming of the computers. Show up for the show.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

D.C. ARMORY/STARPLEX, THURSDAY-SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 18-21

11 A.M. TO 9 P.M. THURS.-SAT, 11 A.M. TO 5 P.M. SUN.

Produced by National Computer Shows. 824 Boylston Street. Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Telephone (617) 739-2000
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GuessMy
Animal

Mike Orlove

This program plays "Guess My
Animal" similar to the program in Basic
Computer Games. Its internal method
of storing questions and answers is

somewhat different from the original

version. The original stored the ques-
tions and possible answers in a linked

list simulated with a character string

array. This version, by Michael Orlove,

stores the information in a tree or

program-like form in a string array.

The animal-guessing clues are stored

as a set of nested IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE
structures with the appropriate ques-
tions and animal name answers em-
bedded.

At the start of the program run, the
computer asks if you are writing the
program. If you answer YES, the
computer allows you to enter the

animal-guessing tree expressed in its

simple language. If you answer NO,
then it will load a previously saved data
tape. Once the game is running, it will

recognize a set of commands as given
below:

SAVE Save animal-guessing
information on data tape.

READ Loads in previously saved
data tape.

PRINT Prints out the animal-
guessing data tree.

MORE Continues printing tree

after stopping at end of

screen.

FINISH Stops printing tree as an
alternate to MORE.

REPLACE Replaces one string with
another throughout the

tree.

Note that the tape I/O routines are
not implemented in this program but
are indicated by remark statements
and may be filled in by the user. In

entering the program, please enter the
words THEN, ELSE, and IF in lines 730,

770, and 810 as lower case. On the
TRS-80 this must be done by holding
down the shift key. The purpose of this

subterfuge is to prevent the user from
bombing the system by entering an
animal named IF, THEN, or ELSE by
converting the case.

Mike Orlove. 2058 Powell Ave.. Bronx. NY 10473.

ME V0U MUTING THIS PROGRAM? VES

? IF

? DOES IT FLV?
? THEN

? PIGEON

? ELSE
' PIG

? OX
LET US PUW 26 QUESTIONS. I GUESS AN ANIMAL AND

V0U SHV VES OR NO

DOES IT FLV?

? NO
IT MUST BE A PIG

? VES
LET US PLRV 28 QUESTIONS.

AND VOU SAV VES OR NO

RIGHT?

I GUESS AN ANINAL

PIGEON RIGHT?

DOES IT FLV?

? VES
IT MUST BE A
? NO

OK I LOSE THIS TINE. WHAT IS THE NAME OF

VOUR ANINAL? BEE

HHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A PIGEON AND
A «*? THF BEE HAS SIX LEGS

TVPE IN AN APPROPRIATE QUESTION, WHICH

WHEN ANSWERED VES KILL INDICATE VOU ARE

THINKING OF THE BEE

118 1-1

128 1-1*1

138 IFV«CI>--IF-THEN178

148 IFVKI-1)-"THEN"THEN 328

158 IFVKI-D'-ELSE'THEN 328

168 G0TO128

178 L-I+l F0RKTOX7
168 J>I:IFV*(I> •THEN"THEN288
196 PRINTV*(I):NEXTI

268 INPUTA»:IFAM ,VES"THEN12e

261 IF A»- "PR I NT "THEN £98

282 IFA*-"REPLACE"THEN98«

283 REM HAVE IF 8*»SAVE REWIND TAPE THEN RECORD

VECTOR V*
284 REN HAVE IF V** LOAD REWIND TAPE THE READ

VECTOR V*

218 IFA6--SAVE-THEN 858

228 F0RI-JT0X7

238 IFV*<I>«'THEN'THEN 258

248 Q0T0278

256 T3«T3*i

266 G0T0388

278 1FV»<I>--ELSE-THEN298

288 G0T03B8

296 E3-E3*l
386 IFT3-E3THEN128

318 NEXTI

328 PRINT-IT NUST BE A -.V»<I>, • RIGHT?"

338 INPUT A»:IFA»--VES'THEN 88

348 INPUVOK I LOSE THIS TINE. WHAT IS THE NAME OF
VOUR ANINAL'; A*

356 GOSUB 718

368 PRINT'UHHT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A ". PRINT

V*<I>; PRINT' AMD A "i PRINT A*;

378 INPUT D*

388 PRINT-TYPE IN AN APPROPRIATE QUESTION. WHICH

WHEN ANSWERED VES"

398 PRINT-HILL INDICATE VOU ARE THINKING OF THE "l

PRINT A*

488 PRINT-WHEN VOU ARE FINISHED TVPE OK ON A LINE
TO ITSELF •

426 I«--IF-:I9-I

438 G0SUB628
448 S*-ft*

44) L-I

458 L4.1
468 INPUT A*

478 GOSUB718

486 I**A*

498 IFI**'0K'THEN53e

see ism.

518 G0SUB628
6HEN VOU ARE FINISHED TVPE OK ON A LINE TO ITSELF S28 G0T04S8

538 L-L-1I9M.+1? IS IT AN INSECT

? (DOES IT HAVE SIX LEGS)?
? OK

LET US PLRV 28 QUESTIONS. I GUESS AN ANINAL

AND VOU SAV VES OR NO.

OOES IT FLV?
? PRINT.

IF

DOES IT FLV?

THEN

IF

IS IT AN INSECT

(DOES IT HAVE SIX LEGS)?

THEN

SEE

ELSE
PIGEON

ELSE

PIG
OK

5 CLS
9 CLEAR 3888

18 DIM Vt(288)
12 X7>288

26 INPUT -ARE VOU WRITING THIS PROGRAM" .ft*

38 IF At-'NO'THEN 838

48 V*<l>«'THEN-:F0RI'2TOX7

SB INPUT V*(I>

68 IFV*(I>--0K-THENB8
78 NEXTI

88 PRINT-LET US PLRV 28 QUESTIONS.

I GUESS AN ANINAL AND VOU SAV VES OR NO.
'

98 PRINT. PRINT: PRINT
186 T3-8 E3-4J

546 I*="THEN

5S8 O0SUB628

566 A*«St ^
578 I9-L*2:I»W»*
588 G05UB628

598 I94.»3:I8>'ELSE a

688 G0SUB628

<18 GOT088

(26 H-I9-1

621 H4H1
638 IFV«H>>'0K*THEN6S8
(46 Q0T0S21^£56 IF H-X7THEN 688

££8 FOR N-4H1T0I9STEP-1 V»<N)^V»<N-1):NEXTN

(78 Vt<I9>«I* RETURN

(88 REN USE TELETYPE

(98 X8»l

£91 F0RH-X8T0X8H5. PRINT V*<H>:NEXTH

£92 X8-X8+lfi

(93 INPUTX*

694 IFXSO-FINISH-THEN691
(95 G0T0B8
786 REM BACK TO SCREEN

718 IFAM-THEN-THEN738
726 G0T0758

736 AM-THEN-
748 RETURN

758 IFA4--ELSE-THEN 778

766 GOT0798

776 A»--ELSE-
788 RETURN

Lines 730, 770 and 810:
THEN, ELSE and IF should be
entered as lower case In the

?
JZ Jf5*2"

IF "TMEN81e TRS-80 by holding down the
*ee RETURN
816 AM-IF"
826 RETURN

836 REM READ V* FROM TAPE

848 G0T088

656 REN BACKSPACE 1

866 REM SAVE V* ON TAPE

878 GOT068

938 INPUT Af.B*

916 14
926 1-1*1

938 IFV*(I>'OK-THEN 88
948 IFA*OV*<I>THEN928
956 V$(I)-e«

966 00T088

shift key while typing them I
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HEW! TPM* for TRS-80 Model II

NEW! System/6 Package

Computer Design Labs Z80 Disk software
We have acquired the rights to all TDL software (A hardware). TDL software has long had the reputation of being the best in the

industry. Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this superior line of quality software.

— Carl Gaiietti and Roger Amidon. owners.
Software with Manual/Manual Alone \

en any aw "no

• CP/M (Modal I or II)

tar 8" CP/M (aof« eectored alnglo denarly)

tar av." CP/M (soft eootarod alalia density)

tar •v." Morlh Star CP/M (alaxjto dawarty)
tor 6V." North Star CP/M (douMo donaHy)

BASIC I

A powerful and last Z80 Basic interpreter with EDIT,

RENUMBER. TRACE. PRINT USING, asaembty language

subroutine CALL. LOADGO 'Qj "tfHi'<"IV(lafY to

move text EXCHANGE-KILL. UNE INPUT. eTrBrlnter-

cepL sequenli|Mile JJIlMfcr*wh *SC" and binary

'HBff*B**"wV>' rrfewnnore. It runs in a little over 1

2

K.MJs»e»e—t choice lor games since the precision

wetlimited to 7 digits in order to make it one of the

fastest around $49.95/$ 15

BASIC II

I but with 12 digit

I to the buair

in speed, SOU runs fadW/fcih moat other Basics (even

those with mix* less precision) $99 95/$ 15.

BUSINESS BASIC
The moat powerful Basic lor business appUcaNpna. It

adds lo Basic II with random or sequential dfak Saw in

either fixed or variable iscord lengths, eimurfaneous

access to multiple die* Bee, PRIVACY command to

protubtt user access to source code, global editing,

added watti functions, and disK file maintenance capa-

bility without leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete).

$179.95/$25

HOT
A character oriented text editor with 26 commands

and "macro" capability for stringing multiple commands
together. Included are a complete array of character

move. add. delete, and display function. $49.95./$ IS.

im
Z80 Text Editing Language - Not just a text editor.

Actually a language which allows you to adit text and
also write, save, and recall programs which manipulate

text Commands include conditional branching, subrou-

tine calls, iteration, block move, expression evaluation,

and much more. Contains 36 value registers and 1 text

registers Be creative! Manipulate text with commands
you write using ZteL $79 95/$25

TOP
A ZSO Text Output Processor which will do text

formatting for manuals, documents, and other word
processing jobs. Works with any text editor. Does
Justification, page numbering and headings, spacing,

centering, and much morel $79 95/$25

MACRO I

A macro assembler which will generate retocateable

or absolute code for the 8080 or ZSO using standard
Intel mnemonics plus TDL/Z80 extensions Functions

include 14 conditionals. 16 listing controls, 54 pseudo-

ops, 1 1 arithmetic/logical operations, local and global

symbols chaining files, linking capability with optional

linker, and recursive/reiterative macros This assembler

is so powerful you'll think it is doingalltheworkforyou.lt

actually makes assembly language programming much
less of an effort and more creative. $79 95/$20

MACRO II

Expands upon Macro I's linking capability (which is

useful but somewhat limited! thereby being able to take

lull advantage of the optional Linker. Also a time and
date function has been added and the listing capability

improved. $99 95/$25

UNKBR
How many times have you written the same subroutine

in each new program? Top notch professional pro-

grammers compile a library of these subroutines and
use a Linker to tie them together at assembly time.

Development time is thus drastically reduced and
becomes comparable to writing in a high level language

but with all the speed of assembly language So. get the

new CDL Linker and start writing programs in s fraction

of the time It took before. Linker ia compatible with

Macro I & II aa well as TDL/Xitan assemblers version 2.0

or later. $79 95/$20

AUGUST 1980

DEBUG I

Many programmers give up on writing in assembly
language even though they know their programa would
be faster and more powerful To them assembly language

seems difficult to understand and follow, as well as
being a nightmare to debug. Well, not with proper tools

like Debug I. With Debug I you can easily follow the flow

of eny ZSO or 8080 program. Trace the program one
step at a time or 1 atepa or whatever you like. At each
step you will beable to see the instruction executedand
what it did. If desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. It's all under your control You can
even skip displaying a subroutine call and up to seven
breakpoints can be set during execution. Uae of Debug I

can payfor itself manytimesoverby saving you valuable
debugging time. $79 95/$20

DEBUG II

This is an expanded debugger which has all of the

features of Debug I plus many more. You can "trap" (i.e

trace a program until a set of register, flag, and/or
memory conditions occur). Also, instructions may be
entered and executed immediately. This makes ft easy
to learn new instructions by examining regieters/memory
before and after. And a RADIX function allows changing
between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex, octal, signed
decimal, or split octal. All these features and more add
up to give you a very powerful development tool. Both
Debug I and II must run on a ZSO but will debug bothZ80
and 8080 code. $99 95/$20

SYSTCM/S
TPM with utilities, Basic I interpreter, Basic E compiler.

Macro I assembler. "J*UJl.'\fttlu~" and ZEDIT text

Above purchased atpBrMTy costs $339.75
Special Introductory offer Only $1 79.75 with coupon!!

A ZSO executive and debug monitor Capable of

search, ASCII put and display, read and write to I/O

ports, hex math, breakpoint execute, move. Ml, display,

read and write in Intel or binary format tape, and more!

on diak

APPLB
8080 version of Zapple

NEW! TPM
III

nOWnVBRWVaVBBV "»l

ORDERING INFORMATION
Viae, Master Charge and C.O.O. O.K. To order call or

write with the following information.

A NEW ZSO diak operation system! This is not CP/M*.
ITs better! You can still run any program which runa with

CP/M* but unlike CP/M* this operating system waa
written specifically for the ZBO* and takeslull advantage

of Ha extra powerful instruction set In other words its

not warmed over 8060 code! Available for TRS-80*
(Model I or II). Tarbell. Xitan DDDC. SO Sales "VERSA-
FLOPPY". North Star (SD&DD). and Digital (Micro)

Systems $79 95/$25

SYSTEM MONITOR BOARD (SMBII)
A complete I/O board forS-1 00systems 2 serial ports

2 parallel ports. 1 200/2400 baud cassette tape inter-

face, sockets for 2K of RAM. 3-2708/27 1 6 EPROM's or

ROM, jump on reset circuitry. Bare board $49.95/$20.

ROM FOR SMB II

2KX8 masked ROM of Zapple monitor Includes source
listing $34 95/$15

PAYROLL (aource cod* only)
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2.

5" disks $1 24 95 (manual not included)
8" disks $ 99.95 (manual not Included)

Manual $20.00

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/RECEIVABLE
(sourco code only)

By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" $99.95 (manual not included)

Manual $20 00

GENERAL LEDGER (source code only)
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $99.95 (manual not included)

Manual $20.00

C BASIC 2
Required for Osborne softwsre $99.95/$20.

netName of Product (e.g. Macro I)

Media (e.g. 8" CP/M)
Price and method of payment (eg COD.) include
credit card info, if applicable.

Name. Address and Phone number.
ForTPM orders only I ndicate if forTRS 80. Tarbell.

Xitan DDDC. SO Sales (5V." or 8*). fCOM (5%" or
8"). North Star (single or double density) or Digital

(Micro) Systems.
6. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax

Manual cost applicable sgainst price of subsequent
software purchase In any item except for the Osborne
software.

For information and tech queries call

609-599-2146
Per phone orders ONLY call tell free

1-800-327-9191
Ext. 676
(Except Florida)

Many CDL products are available for licensing to

OEMs Write to Cart Qallettl with your requirements

• ZSO Is a trademark of Z.log
• TRS-80 is a trademark for Radio Shack
* TPM is s trademark of Computer Design Labs. It ia not

CP/M*
* CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

Prices and specifications subject to change without

notice.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

COMPUTER
DESIGN
LABS 342 Columbus Avenue

Trenton. N.J. 06629

CIRCLE 127 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Variations on Tic-Tac-Toe

Fifteen and Hot!

Manny Juan

Fifteen and Hot are two games
which appeared in Martin Gardner's
column in Scientific American more
than 10 years ago and were described
again recently in the games section of

Omni Magazine. It is surprising that

they have not appeared in program
form in any of today's personal
computing magazines, especially
since both share a playing strategy
with a very popular pencil and paper
game.

The Game of Fifteen

It is a 2-player game where 9 cards
(Ace through 9, any suit) are laid face
up on the table and the players take
turns picking cards from the table. The
first player who gets any three cards in

his hand that add up to 1 5 is the wi nner.

The game could also result in a draw.
Consider this play:

Move
1

2

Player A
4
5

Player B
3

6
(to block potential 4. 5. 6)

8
(to block potential 2. 5. 8)

(wins with

2. 4. 9)

Note that if player B blocked
player A at the third move with a 9 in

order to prevent the winner 2-4-9

combination, player A would have
countered with 8 at his fourth move to
win the game anyway.

If you write the possible combina-
tions of 3 digits which add to 1 5 you get
this list:

1 =5 = 9= 15
1 +6 + 8= 15

2 + 4 + 9= 15
2 + 5 + 8= 15

2 + 6 + 7 = 15
3 + 4 + 8= 15
3 + 5 + 7= 15
4 + 5 + 6= 15

Manny Juan. 61 Oakmont Dr., Daly City. CA
94015.

These triads are exactly the num-
ber of rows, columns and diagonals in

a 3 by 3 magic square whose magic
sum is 15, as shown below:

8 1 6

357
492

If you replay the game described
above on this board putting an 'X'

where player A picks a number and an
'0' for player B, you will see that it is a
disguised game of Tic-Tac-Toe! In this

sense, the game of Fifteen is said to be
isomorphic (mathematically equiva-

lent) to Tic-Tac-Toe.

The Game of Hot

In this game, the two players

alternately cross out words from a list

and mark the words they cross with

their initials. The winner is the person
who has crossed out any three words
which share a common letter. The

game could also end in a draw. Here is

the list of words:

FORM SHIP TANK TIED
HEAR WOES WASP HOT

BRIM

Again this game is a disguised version

of Tic-Tac-Toe and this is especially

evident if the words are arranged into a
"magic square" as shown below:

HOT FORM WOES
TANK HEAR WASP
TIED BRIM SHIP

You will notice that each row,

column and diagonal forms a winning
combination for this game: which also

makes it isomorphic to Tic-Tac-Toe.

The game can also be played in the

manner of the game of Fifteen by
writing the words on cards and players

pick up cards alternately.

For both games then, the player

who holds a hidden pattern square has

Sample Run
DATE: 79-2U3; TIME 12:55 = 05. 4

RUN PGM SOURCE. NOLIST
WHAT GAME DO YOU WANT TO PLAY?
1'TRADITIONAL TICK-TACK-TOE
2=GET 3 WORDS WITH A COMMON LETTER TO UIN
3'PICK 3 NUMBERS UHICH ADD TO 15 TO UIN
O'SUIT.

00220000

123
456
7»9

X

6

YOUR MOVE?

SAME 2

1

FORM
O

2
SHIP

3
TANK

4
TIED

5
HEAR

6
UOES
O

7
HASP
X

8
HOT

9
BRIM

YOUR HOVE

GAME 3

1 2 3 4
X

5 6 7 8 9

YOUR MOVE

DATE: 79-213; TIME> 12:55:06.1; CPU TIME: 0000.1 SEC
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The Impact of Computers

on Society and

A Bibliography

Where is the computer leading us? Is it a
menace or a messish? What are its benefits?

What are the risks? What is needed to

manage the computer for society's greatest

good? Will we become masters or slaves of

the evolving computer technology?
This bibliography was created to help

answer questions like these. The works cited

can provide the range of facts and opinion

necessaary to your understanding of the role

of the computer.
This is a bibliography of works dealing

with the ways in which computers are being

used in our society, the beneficial changes
that are taking place in our lives as a re-

sult of computer technology, the social and
ethical problems intensified by the improper

use of computers, the dangers of a
computerized society, the safeguards and
defences against those dangers, the at-

tempts to indicate what computerized
direction the future will take, and the

responsibilities of computer professionals. It

contains 1920 alphabetical entries of books,
magazine articles, news items, scholarly

papers and other works dealing with the

impact of computers on society and ethics.

Covers 1 948 through 1 979.

Compiled by Gary M Abshire. Hard-
bound. 128 pages. $17.95. (12E).

The Best of

creative Gompntin^
Volume 3

Partial Listing of Contents -

Artides and Commentary

•Technology—Present end Future

Trends Into the Future—Gray
EFTS Living is Better Electronically, or iSil'-Dragunaa
The World In Your Own Notebook—Lee*
Eeny. Meeny. Micro and More— Sailsbury

The Pocket Computer is Almoat Mere—Ahern
Microprocessors— A Primer—Cohen

• FlettonandFo
The Land Of Halco— Rowiett

Them Hobbyists— Dunion
Computer Control— Vltaie

Yellow Computer— Ragen
Edu-Man Meets Pseudo Hero— Ahl

Edu-M«n Meets the Rumor Mongers—AN
The Lighter Side of Robots
The Lighter Side of Computer Dating

Nords— Sunstone Graphics
Gl orobots—Maxson
The Floating Po«nt Solution—Taylor
Martsport—Sonntag
Out of the Mouths of Babes—Wtrth
Still a Few Bugs in the System

• Applications lor Art. MueJc and Science
Anamorphtc Art—Zucker
Lissajous—Ruane
Art A Mathematical Structures—Chandhok A C/ilchf >eicj

Musical Magic Squares— Hofstetier

Scales— Thos tenson
ENa—North
A for Effort. Zero for Arab—Wiswassee
Inorganic Chemistry Program— Peer

V

336 pages of articles, activities,

fiction, games, programs, reviews, car-

toons, and other information from the

1977 issues of Creative Computing.
Includes features on technology, public

access, educational use, medical appli-

cations, and computers in music. Con-
tains great resource listings and reviews

of calculators, games, equipment, soft-

ware and books. There are 96 pages of

things to do— puzzles, programs, prob-

lems, and games.
A sample of the diverse contents is

listed.

Edited by David Ahl and Burchenal

Green. Large format. 336 pages. $8.95

(12C).

Computing at a Public Library—Shair

Computer Power to the People—AN
A Dream For Irving Snerd— Nelson
Time For a National Computer Club— Kuzmack
The Microcomputer Inflicts "Future Shock"
on Technical Education— Vuillequiz

•Computers In Education
Interactive Computing in Secondary Schools in France -

A Microcomputer Software Course—Williams
Computer Science at Carnegie- Mel ion university— Hast

Final Exams— Elsenberg
Computational Unsolvabtlity—Steen
Stale -of -the- Art vs Compatibility—AN

Othello—Wright
SWARMS— Miller

EUCHRE—Raynaud
Daytone 500—Churchill

Something is Missing— Finseth

File Structures—Lees
PILOT-Yob
A Taste of APL— Finseth
ARTSP€AK— Friedman

• Computers h

A New Generation of Biomedical Instruments—Brus
The Miraculous Medical Microprocessor—Wefntraub
Computerized Robots— Armstrong
Computer Correction of Optical Illusions—Smith

Brown Scientists Peer Into Fourth Dimension—Norm
An Inexpensive Reeding Machilne for the Blind— Brus

Medical Computerized Data Bases—Hastings
The Placebo and the Computer— Hastings

Sophisticated Electronic Pocket Calculators— Tutte

• OfOamee
Smart Electronic Games—AN
Comp IV—Gray

•Ol Equipment
Selecting a Micro—Gray
Heath : Two Computers and Two Peripherals—Gray
Building the SWTPC 0600—LOOfbOurrow
How I Built on Imaat 8080—North
Teletype Model 43 Terminal—AN
The Soi-20- North
Radio Shack s $6000 Home Computer—Thomas

•Of Software
Software Technology Music System—Ahl
A Comparison of Software Systems—Ahl
Review of Five Small Interp'eters— North
Notes on Languages—Chase
A Dynamic Debugging System—North
An Evaluation of Three 8060 8K Basics— North
New Benchmark Program—Chase
Two Space Games with Graphics— North

To order use hand postcard order from inside back cover.
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Fifteen, cont'd...

the advantage and can always lead the

game to a win or a draw by playing Tic-

Tac-Toe on this square intelligently

and transforming the moves ac-
cordingly.

The Program

By utilizing this concept of iso-

morphism, I have written a program
which plays all three games — Tic-

Tac-Toe, Fifteen and Hot — by having
separate paths in the printing of the

playing board and translating the

players' moves for each game but

sharing the same logic in the playing

strategy.

The strategy used by the program
can be expressed in these rules:

1. If the computer plays first, it

selects a random first move. For
succeeding moves, the rules below are

applied.

2. If it finds a winning move, it

makes it.

3. If it finds a blocking move, it

makes it.

4. It picks an empty square with

the most number of paths through it

(hence, the order of selection is center,

corner, then side squares). Where
there is more than one possible move
to make (for example, four empty
corners to choose from), it makes a

random selection.

This strategy is not perfect but it is

smart enough to lead most games to

draw and some to a win. In some
games where the human moves first,

the computer may lose.

Other Games

Tic-Tac-Toe is not the only game
with disguised versions. The popular

game of Nim with the winning binary

notation strategy can also be played in

another form which does not imme-
diately suggest the isomorphism. The
usual game of Nim starts with three

rows of 3, 4 and 5 stones where the two
players alternate to remove one, some
or all stones from one row and the

winner is the one who takes the last

stone. Imagine four 5 by 6 checker-
boards stacked one on top of another.

A counter (or coin, or chip) placed on
the upper right corner of the upper-
most level is the starting position of the
game. The object of the game is to

arrive at the lower left corner of the

lowest level by moving the counter in

one of three directions which brings it

closer to the target corner. In other

words, if you are sitting in front of this

"playing board," the only moves
allowable are to your left, towards you,
or down to a lower level. No diagonal
moves are permissible.

If you designate the target corner
as the origin with coordinates (0,0,0),

oooio
00020
00030
00040
oooso
00060
00070
oooso
00090
00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
001SO
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00360
00390
00100
00110
00420
00430
00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
00500
00510
00520
00530
005*10
00550
00560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610
00620
00630
00640
00650
00660
00670
006*0
00690
00700
00710
00720
00730
00740
00750
00760
00770
00780
00790
00800
00810
00820
00830
00840
00S50
00(60
00870
00*60
00890
00900
009 10
00920
00930
00940
00950
00960
00970
009*0
00990
01000
01010
01020
01030
01040
01050
01060
01070
010*0
01090
01 100
01110
01120
01 130
01 140
01 150
01160
01 170
011*0
01190
01200
01210
01220
01230
01240

Din PCS. 3)
dim sea, 3)
Din set)
Din T(*>
Din X(9,4)
Din YC9.4)
Din 2(9)
Din *(9>
Din u(9)
Din v(9>
REH LOAD P
roR i-i to
roR J=1 TO
READ PCI. J)
NEXT J

I
1

1

2
2

REH P CONTAINS WINNING COMBINATIONS
REM S HAPS INTO P;SH0US OCCUPANCY
REM S SUn OF PIECES IN EACH ROM OF B
REH T TOTAL PIECES IN EACH ROM OF C
REH X COORDINATE IN P WHERE HOVE OCCURS
REH Y COORDINATE IN P WHERE MOVE OCCURS
REH NUMBER OF PATHS THROUGH A NUMBER IN MAGIC SB
REH PLAYING BOARD
REM TRANSLATION TABLE BOARD TO MAGIC SBUARE
REH TRANSLATION TABLE MAGIC SQUARE TO BOARD

WITH WINNING COMBINATIONS
S
3

NEXT
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

AND
9

V ARRAYS

5.9
6.*
4.9
5.*

2.6.7
3.4.6
3.5.7
4.5.6

REM LOAD W
FOR K-1 TO
READ VCK)
LET W(VCK))-K
NEXT K
DATA 8.1.6.3.5.7.4.9.2
REH LOAD X AND Y ARRAYS
FOR 1=1 TO «
FOR J'l TO 3
LET K-PCI.J)
LET L-ZCK>+1
LET XCK.D'I
LET YCK.D'J
LET ZCKI'L
NEXT J
NEXT I
GOTO 1480
REH UPDATEBOARD(n.D) —
LET N°VCM)
IF G«1 THEN 460
LET N-M
FOR L'l TO ZCN>
LET I.XCN.L)
LET J'Y(N.L)
LET BCI.J>=D
LET SCI)-SCI)*D
LET TCIJ.TCD + 1

LET B(n>'D
NEXT L
REM COUNT HOVES
LET C*C+1
RETURN
REH SHOWBOARD
IF G>1 THEN 790
PRINT' 123"
PRINT'456'
PRINT , 7»9'
PRINT
FOR 1-1 TO 3
PRINT" 'I
FOR J'l TO 3
LET E-BC 3«CI-1 >+Jl
IF E>1 THEN 730
IF EO0 THEN 710
PRINT •

. • ;

GOTO 740
PRINT H*s ' * I

GOTO 740
PRINT C»J ' " J

NEXT J
PRINT
NEXT I
PRINT
RETURN
PRINT' 1 2
IF G>2 THEN S20
PRINT'FORH SHIP
FOR K"1 TO 9
IF BCK)«1 THEN S90
IF BCKX>0 THEN 870
PRINT*. ';

GOTO 900
PRINT H»i ' *

)

GOTO 900
PRINT C»; ' •

l

NEXT K
PRINT
PRINT
RETURN
REH ISITWIN(D)
LET r-i
FOR l'l TO S
REM IF SUM IS +3 OR -3 RETURN F> 1 MEANS WIN
IF SCI)-3*D THEN 1010
NEXT I
LET r>o
RETURN
REH FIND NEXT HOVE
LET 19*0
FOR I>1 TO •
REH IGNORE IF THERE ARE 3 PIECES IN THE ROW
IF TCI)>2 THEN 1120
reh if sun or ROW IS 2 OR -2. LOOK AT THAT ROW
IF ABSCSCI))<>2 THEN 1120
REH IF SUM IS POSITIVE. MOVE TO WIN ELSE MOVE TO I
IF S(I)>0 THEN 1160
LET 19=1
NEXT I
HEM A ROW OF 2 OR -2 WAS FOUND
IF I9>0 THEN 1250
LET I-I9
FOR J=1 TO 3
LET n>WCP(I.J>>
REM SELECT EMPTY SBUARE IN THAT ROW
IF B(I.J)=0 THEN 1440
NEXT J
REM SHOULD NEVER HAPPEN
PRINT'ERROR'
STOP
REM AT THIS POINT NO WINNING. BLOCKING HOVE FOUND

TANK TIED
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01250 LET K9-0
01260 LET Z9=0
01270 FOR K'l TO 9
012*0 LET BO-B(UIK))
01290 IF G<2 THEM 1320
01300 LET BO'B(K)
01310 REtl LOOK AT EMPTY SBUARES ONLY
01320 IF B0O0 THEN 1 1 1

1330 REM LOOK AT SQUARES UITH HOST PATHS
01310 IF Z9>Z(K) THEN 1 M 1

01350 IF Z9<Z(K) THEN 1390
01360 REM IT ESUAL PATHS SELECT RANDOM
01370 IF IH-Tl 10«RND(0>+1 )<5 THEN 1110
01380 REM SAVE SELECTED PATH
01390 LET K9 = K
01100 LET Z9=Z(K>
01110 NEXT K
01120 REN TRANSLATE MOVE
01130 LET n*U(K9)
01110 ir G<2 THEN 1160
01150 LET M=V(M)
01160 RETURN
01170 REM START
011B0 PRINT 'UHAT GAME DO YOU WANT TO PLAY?'
01190 PRINT ' 1-TRADITIONAL TICK-TACK-TOE"
01500 PRINT ' 2*GET 3 WORDS UITH A COMMON LETTER TO WIN'
01510 PRINT ' 3°PICK 3 NUMBERS WHICH ADD TO 15 TO WIN'
01520 PRINT ' 0*SUIT.'
01530 INPUT G
01510 IF G<1 THEN 2270
01550 IF G>3 THEN 1180
01S60 PRINT 'WHAT MARKER DO YOU WANT - X OR O?'
01570 INPUT A*
01580 LET H»='X'
01590 LET C»"*0'
01600 ir A»«'X' THEN 1650
01610 IT A»>'0' THEN 1630
01620 GOTO 1180
01630 LET H*='0'
01610 LET C*-'X'
01650 GOSUB 570
01660 PRINT'DO YOU WANT TO MOVE FIRST - Y OR N?'
01670 INPUT A*
01680 IF A»«'Y' THEN 1920
01690 IF A*<>'N' THEN 1650
01700 REM MAKE AMY MOVE FOR FIRST MOVE
01710 LET M=INT(RHD(0)«9-H )

01720 GOTO 1850
1730 REM CHECK IF HUMAN WINS

01710 LET D«-1
01750 GOSUB 950

01760
01770
01780
01790
01800
01810
01820
01830
01810
01850
01860
01870
01880
01890
01900
01910
01920
01930
01910
01950
01960
01970
01980
01990
02000
02010
02020
02030
02010
02050
02060
02070
02080
02090
02100
021 10
02120
02130
02110
02150
02160
02170
02180
02190
02200
02210
02220
02230
02210
02250
02260
02270
02280
02290

IF F»0 THEN 1800
PRINT'YOU WIN'
GOTO 2170
REM IS IT A DRAW?
IF C<9 THEN 1810
PRINT'A DRAW'
GOTO 2170
REM LOOK FOR BEST MOVE
GOSUB 1030
REM UPDATE BOARD UITH COMPUTERS MOVE
LET D»1
GOSUB 130
PRINT'MY MOVE IS' ;H
REM SHOW BOARD
GOSUB 570
REM DID I WIN?
LET D=1
GOSUB 950
IT F=0 THEN 1980
PRINT'I WIN'
GOTO 2 170
REM DID MY HOVE RESULT IN A DRAW?
IF C<9 THEN 2010
PRINT'A DRAW'
GOTO 2170
PRINT' YOUR MOVE (ENTER TO SEE BOARD)'
INPUT M
IT M<1 THEN 2050
ir M<10 THEN 2070
GOSUB 570
GOTO 2010
REM
IF B(M>-0 THEN 2120
PRINT'SORRY, THAT PLACE HAS BEEN TAKEN'
GOTO 2010
REM UPDATE BOARD WITH HUMANS MOVE
LET D»-l
GOSUB 130
REM SHOW BOARD
GOSUB 570
GOTO 1710
PRINT'MORE GAMES - Y OR N?'
INPUT A*
REM CLEAR ALL WORK AREAS
MAT S'(O)
MAT S-(0>
MAT T'(0)
MAT B«(0>
LET C'O
IF A»<>'Y'
GOTO 1650
PRINT'THANKS TOR PLAYING'
STOP
END

THEN 1180

the starting corner has the coordinates

(3,4,5) which corresponds to the

starting position of traditional Nim.

Any move then reduces one of the
coordinates, which is equivalent to

removing stones in Nim.

I leave it to the interested reader to

write a program which takes advan-
tage of this equivalence. D
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TURNABLOCK

Are you a master of Nim? Do you
know its winning strategy by heart?
Do you cancel like powers of 2's by
mind? Then this game is for you!
The game of Turnablock combines

the flavor of Othello and the winning
strategy of Nim. It was described in

Martin Gardner's column in the
February 1979 issue of Scientific

American and its winning strategy
was later revealed in the following
issue. The game described here
differs slightly from the one in the
article in the way moves are made.

Turnablock is played on a board (in

this case, 3x3 board) with Othello
pieces. Initially the board is filled

with the pieces in a checkerboard
pattern (ie., alternating black and
white). Both players sit on the same
side of the board unlike most board
games.

Players take turns flipping the
pieces bounded by a rectangle within
the playing board. The rectangle may
be any size (1 x 1 , 1 x 2, 1 x 3, 2 x 2, 2
x 3, or 3 x 3) but the left upper corner
of the rectangle chosen must contain
a black piece. The last player whose
move makes the board show all white
pieces is the winner.

Refer to the sample game to see
how Turnablock is played.

For convenience and for this

discussion, the cells of the board are
numbered 1 to 9 from left to right and
top to bottom as in Figure 1

.

The first player can always win
with the initial pattern as played in

this version. The winning strategy
involves the use of a strategy chart
that corresponds to the playing
board. The cells are weighted as in

Figure 2.

Manny Juan, 61 Oakmont Dr., Daly City, CA
94015

Manny Juan
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Figure 1

Numbering Scheme
Figure 2

Strategy Chart

Program List

00010
00020
00030
oooxo
00050
00060
00070
00080
00090
00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340

DIM V(3,3).B(3.3)
TOR I«1 10 3

FOR J-1 TO 3

READ V(I.O)
NEXT J
NEXT I
DAT* 1.2.1.2,3.2,1.2,1
PRINT 'WELCOME TO TURNABLOCK!

REM V TOR HEIGHTS, B FOR BOARD

REM INITIALIZE V(3.3)

REM
REM

REM
REM

LET H=0
LET C>0
REM INITIALIZE BOARD
TOR I»1 TO 3

FOR J«1 TO 3

IF V(I,J>>2 THEN 170
LET BCI,J)»1
GOTO 180
LET B(I.J)=0
NEXT J
NEXT I
GOSUB 670 REM
PRINT' DO YOU WANT TO MOVE FI
INPUT A*
IF A«"'Y' THEN 420
IF A»«'N" THEN 290
IF AtO'H 1 THEN 200

HUMAN MINS COUNTER
COMPUTER WINS COUNTER

SKIP EVEN NUMBERED (1-9) CELLS
PUT BLACK PIECE ON ODD CELLS

SHOW BOARD
RST (Y/N). TYPE H FOR HELP'

GOSUB 1600
GOSUB 1740
GOTO 200
GOSUB 800
IF S'O THEN 330
GOSUB 1000
GOTO 340
GOSUB 1330
PRINT 'MY HOVE IS'

;

REM PRINT INSTRUCTIONS
REM MOVE INSTRUCTIONS

REM EVALUATE NIM SUM
REM IF NIMSUH NOT ZERO,
REM FIND WINNING MOVE

REM MAKE RANDOM MOVE IF NIMSUH ZERO
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The first player must move so that

the values under the black pieces

after his move have a "Nim-sum" of
00350 GOSUB mso
00360 GOSUB 1530

REM
REtl

CONVERT MOVE TO COORDINATES
MAKE MOVE zero. To compute the Nim-sum of the

00370 GOSUB 670 REtl SHOU BOARD board convert the values in the
00380 IF POO THEK 120 strategy chart corresponding to the
00390 PRINT'I WIN'
00400 LET C S C+I REM UPDATE COMPUTERS UIK black pieces into binary notation and

00110 GOTO 610 cancel pairs of like powers of 2.

00>I20 PRIHT'YOUR HOVE" For instance if black pieces oc-
00130 INPUT n cupy cells 5, 6, 8 and 9 in the middle
ooiio ir h»o them 370
00150 ir t1>0 THEK MSO of a game, the respective weights
00160 PRINT'YOU LOSE' would be 3, 2, 2 and 1 or 1-2, 2, 2 and
00170 GOTO 390
00180 GOSUB 1150
00490 IT I9<11 THEN 520
00500 IT J9<J1 THEN 520

REM CONVERT MOVE NOTATION 1. Cancelling like powers of 2s
would leave 2 which is the Nim-sum
of the board. The only moves which

00510 GOTO 550 could turn the Nim-sum to zero
00520 PRINT'IHVALID HOVE'
00530 GOSUB 1710
00510 GOTO 120

REM SHOU HOVE INSTRUCTIONS would be by flipping the black piece
in cell 6 or cell 8.

00550 IF B(I1.J1)*0 THEN 520 REM CHECK BLACK LEFT UPPER CORNEI After playing a few rounds of the
00560 GOSUB 1530 REM MAKE MOVE game you will soon find the sym-
00570 GOSUB 670
005S0 IF POO THEN 290

REM SHOU BOARD
metry of the strategy chart helpful In

00590 PRINT'YOU WIN' determining the move which
00600 LET H»H+1 REM UPDATE HUMANS WIN achieves a zero Nim-sum.
00610 PRINT'XNOTHER GAME (Y/N
00620 INPUT A*
00630 IT A»»'Y' THEN 110

•

The program computes the Nim-
sum before it moves and if the value

00610 IF ASO'N' THEN 610 is zero, it makes a random move.
00650 PRINT'YOU HON ')Hi' GAMES. I WON ';C;' GAMES'

Otherwise, it looks for all safe moves
00660 STOP
00670 REtl SHOW BOARD and selects one of them randomly.
00680 LET P'O REM NUMBER OF PIECES The program always wins if it is

00690 FOR I'l TO 3 allowed to move f i rst . D
00700 FOR J«1 TO 3

00710 IF BCI.J1-1 THEN 710
00720 PRINT' O'i -

00730 GOTO 760 C?l/t~~ ^-^ __^.
007M0 LET P-P*1
00750 PRINT' X';
00760 NEXT O

00770 PRINT ///V^^r T«r*si«Tf*lKS^v
00780 NEXT I

t MlMm ^dCyj veS^s.
00790 RETURN \ IIl/Sfr xsS&*>.
00B00 REM EVALUATE HIM SUtl OF BOARD

1 ^2fHU{ ^^AJKl s^*

00810 LET B1=0 REM NUMBER OF BINARY ONES rl/0Ol Et/U ^^^^v*
00820 LET B2«0
00830 FOR I»1 TO 3

00840 FOR J»1 TO 3

REM NUMBER OF BINARY TWOS |T^
Wu]MlF

==m JPT\ KN. V

00850 IF B(I.J)'0 THEN 960 \S~^rfv" •*
00860 LET V1«V(I.J)

^&(&
^Slr-,_

00870 IF V1=1 THEN 900 9 I

00880 IF V1"2 THEN 920
00890 IF V1'3 THEN 910 I W/t^ ^ ^r\ W/
00900 LET B 1 = 1 -B

1

REM EXCLUSIVE OR ON B1
1 \J» f^M \w» FT

00910 GOTO 960 bb^b£^V
00920 LET B2»1-B2 REM EXCLUSIVE OR ON B2

1 C5—^
00930 GOTO 960
00910 LET B1-1-B1 Jl ff""

1

00950 LET B2'1-B2

o © o ©^ o ©
o

00960 NEXT J

00970 NEXT I

00980 LET S-B1+B2
00990 RETURN
01000 REM FIND WINNING HOVE
01010 LET m«o REM INITIALIZE MOVE
01020 FOR I1»1 TO 3 REM (11.0 1) STARTING CORNER or BLOCK
01030 FOR J 1 « 1 TO 3

01010 IF B(I1.J1>"0 THEN 1300 REM LOOK FOR BLACK PIECE
01050 FOR 19-11 TO 3 REM (19.09) ENDING CORNER 0! BLOCK
01060 FOR J9=J1 TO 3

01070 LET W1«B1 REM SAVE B1

01080 LET U2'B2 REM SAVE B2
01090 FOR I'll TO 19
1100 FOR J- J 1 TO J9 01240 IF SOO THEN 1280 REM CHECK FOR WINNING MOVE FOUND

01110 LET V1«V(I. J)
01120 IF Vl'1 THEN 1150

01250 IF M>0 THEN 1270 REM SAVE FIRST MOVE FOUND
01260 IF RND(0><0 5 THEN 1280 REM TAKE RANDOM CHOICE OF WINNING MOVES

01130 IT V1«2 THEN 1 170 01270 LET M-10" (3» (11-1 )*01 )+(3»( 19-1 )*J9)

01110 IF V1>3 THEN 1 190 01280 NEXT J9

01150 LET W1-1-W1 01290 NEXT 19

01160 GOTO 1210 01300 NEXT J1

01170 LET U2*1-W2 01310 NEXT 11

01180 GOTO 1210 01320 RETURN

01 190 .IT W1«1-U1 01330 LET M-0 REM MAKE RANDOM MOVE

01200 LET U2«1-U2 01340 FOR I1»1 TO 3

01210 NEXT J 01350 FOR J1=1 TO 3

01220 NEXT I 01360 IF B( I 1 . J 1 )' THEN 1420

01230 LET S-U1+U2 01370 IF H-0 THEN 1390
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01560 LET B(I.J)" -B(I.J) REM niP PIECES INSIDE BLOCK

Turnabiock, cont'd... 01570
01580

NEXT J

NEXT I

013t0 IT RND(0)<0.5 THEN 1120 01590 RETURN
01390 IET I9«I1+INT(<3-I1+1 )«RND(0>> 01600 REM INSTRUCTIONS
01100 LET J9»J1*INT( (3-J1+1 )»RHD(0> ) 01610 PRINT' TURNABLOCK IS PLAYED ON A 3 BY 3 BOARD'
01"»10 LET H»10*(3«(I1-1)*O1)*3»(I9-1)+J9 01620 PRINT' WITH > "OTHELLO" PIECES (

2

-COLOR CHIPS) .

'

01120 NEXT J1 01630 PRINT' BLACK IS SHOWN AS "X" AND WHITE AS "0".'

01130 NEXT 11 01610 PRINT' WE TAKE TURNS FLIPPING A BLOCK OT PIECE!
01110 RETURN 01650 PRINT' WHERE THE BLOCK MAY BE ANY SIZE RECTANGLE'
01150 REM CONVERT HOVE TO COORDINATE POINTS 01660 PRINT' (1X1 THROUGH 3X3) WITHIN THE BOARD'
01460 LET M1>INT(M/10) 01670 PRINT' BUT THE LEFT UPPER CORNER OF THE BLOCK'
01170 LET I1-INT( ( (1 1 - 1 )/3 ) 1 01680 PRINT' MUST IE A BLACK PIECE.

'

01410 LET J1"H1-3*(I1-1 > 01690 PRINT' THE LAST PERSON WHOSE MOVE MAKES A BOARD'
01190 let n9«n-io«m 01700 PRINT WITH ILL WHITE PIECES IS ' WINNER.

'

01500 LET I9-IHT((H9-1)/3)+1 01710 PRINT' GOOD LUCK!

'

01510 LET J9-M9-3*(I9-1> 01720 PRINT
01520 RETURN 01730 RETURN
01530 REM MAKE MOVE ON BOARD 01710 REM MOVE INSTRUCTIONS
01510 TOR I'll TO 19 01750 PRINT ENTER YOUR MOVE AS A 2- DIGIT NUMBER.

'

01550 FOR J=J1 TO J9 01760 PRINT THE FIRST DIGIT POINTS TO THE LEFT UPPER CORNER OF THE"

01770 PRINT BLOCK YOU WISH TO FLIP (THAT SQUARE MUST HAVE A BLACK PIECE)'
01780 PRINT THE SECOND DIGIT POINTS TO THE OPPOSITE CORNER Or THE BLOCK.'
01790 PRINT THE BOARD IS NUMBEREI THIS WAY: •

01800 PRINT 1 2 3'

t^ii^^h^M*!^ 01810 PRINT 1 5 6'

01820 PRINT 7 8 9'

01830 PRINT FOR EXAMPLE: MOVE 11 WOULD FLIP CELL 1

'

01610 PRINT MOVE 16 WOULD FLIP CELLS 156789'
01850 PRINT MOVE 26 WOULD FLIP CELLS 2356'
01860 PRINT
01870 PRINT ENTER TO SEE BOARD AGAIN.'
01880 PRINT ENTER A NEGATIVE NUMBER TO GIVE UP IN THE MIDDLE OF A GAME.

'

01890 PRINT
01900 RETURN
01910 END

RUN PGM SOURCE. NOLIST *"

WELCOME TO TURNABLOCK1
X X

YOUR MOVE

0X0
X X

89
X

DO YOU WANT TO HOVE riRST (Y/N). TYPE H

H

FOR HELP X

X X •

r

TURNABLOCK IS PLAYED ON A 3 BY 3 BOARD MY MOVE IS 78 • *

WITH 9 "OTHELLO" PIECES (2-COLOR CHIPS). X • i • 1

BLACK IS SHOWN AS "X" AND WHITE AS "0". X * -^™"^^^^- 1 ^T A 1/ 1
UE TAKE TURNS FLIPPING A BLOCK OF PIECES X X \ /* 5X1/ / l it i

WHERE THE BLOCK MAY BE ANY SIZE RECTANGLE YOUR MOVE A / * v/ * »—I //

(1X1 THROUGH 3X3) WITHIN THE BOARD 66 jkf ' "^^ ". ^K.
BUT THE LEFT UPPER CORNER OF THE BLOCK X ^m. ^^*« ^-^_—. • -^^1^^. *

MUST BE A BLACK PIECE.
THE LAST PERSON WHOSE HOVE MAKES A BOARD X X

WITH ALL WHITE PIECES IS THE WINNER. MY HOVE IS 13
GOOD LUCK! X X \ %

ENTER YOUR MOVE AS A 2-DIGIT NUMBER. X X
THE FIRST DIGIT POINTS TO THE LEFT UPPER CORNER OF THE YOUR MOVE
BLOCK YOU WISH TO FLIP (THAT SQUARE MUST HAVE A BLACK PIECE) 99
THE SECOND DIGIT POINTS TO THE OPPOSITE CORNER OF THE BLOCK. X X

THE BOARD IS NUMBERED THIS WAY:
1 2 3 OXO15 6 MY MOVE IS 33
7 » 9 OXO

FOR EXAMPLE: MOVE 11 WOULD FLIP CELL 1 ^l^-r^iM II J#
HOVE 16 WOULD FLIP CELLS 156789 OXO
MOVE 26 WOULD CLIP CELLS 2356 YOUR MOVE

89OXOENTER TO SEE BOARD AGAIN. K 8D mENTER A NEGATIVE NUMBER TO GIVE UP IN THE MIDDLE OF A GAME. t&f\ tfa 1/
X <^ 1 69 BU

X X MY MOVE IS 28OXO
X O X OXO

DO YOU WANT TO MOVE FIRST (Y/N). TYPE H FOR HELP X X
N YOUR MOVE
MY MOVE IS 36 99 y j

*

X
«* n ' r "*

X X OXO
X X OXO ^fa£»-^|» ^/A\ VYOUR MOVE MY MOVE IS 58

66
XOXO
X X I WIN

MY MOVE IS 59 ANOTHER GAME (Y/N)
X N

X YOU WON GAMES I WON 1 GAMES
X X
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PAYROLL WITH ""^ Payable
OSTACCOUNTING «. 5 .

J*"""** «...

•""•on,

Osborne/McGraw-Hill
means documented software
OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill's popular business software

series in CBASIC-2!

Thoroughly tested, reliable programs with complete

source listings, our Payroll with Cost Accounting,

Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable and
General Ledger tell you how to begin,- how to make
changes,- how to turn your computer into a productive

part of your business. Printed in a loose-leaf format,

easily inserted into your own binder, you can add to the

book as you add to the programs.

These books are also

available on disk for

various systems from
independent dealers.

Call or write for a dealer

referral list.

DEALERS: Call for a
dealer information

package.

The books are also

available in Wang BASIC.

r~"

Order Form:

Please send me the following books

Tin* Pric* Ouantlty Amount

Payroll w'Cotl Acctg - CBASIC S2000
Accounts Payable Receivable CBASIC S2000

General Ledger CBASIC S20OO

tax 1 Calil residents only Tax

6%/ 6-1/2% BART Shipping
Shipping: allow A weeks TOTAL
45C pet book USA. S400 foreign

Nam«:_
Addiesi

CHy:

ZIP,

Stat*:

.Phone:

Pleas* send Information package lot: D end ut*r O d*alei

OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill
630 Bancroft Way. Dept. L5
Berkeley. CA 947 IO
For faster shipment or credit card,

phone (415) 548-2805

eft
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N. B. McBurney II

Exploit the high resolution graphics
capability of your Apple to display

easy- to - understand pie charts.

One of several reasons that I

purchased an Apple as a personal
computer, over the others on the
market, was Apple's high-resolution
color graphics capability. An excellent
use for this capability is the generation
of pie charts.

Pie charts, sometimes called circle

or sector charts, are used to illustrate

component parts in relation to their

total by the use of radial sections of

circular areas. Pie charts are a very
effective graphic illustration technique
for:

1. Illustrating percentage data.

2. Displays with a smaller number
of plotted values.

3. Displays of data relationships
that must be quickly and easily
grasped by potentially unsophisti-
cated audiences.

4. Illustrations where relative
amounts are to be emphasized, as
opposed to data trends.

Pie charts also have the distinct

advantage of being much easier to

program than grid -based routines
(while the accompanying listing may
look intimidating at first glance, the
bulk of it is comment statements — for

which I have no apologies). The key to

pie charts is in the use of the trigono-
metric functions SIN and COS coupled
with a little polar and cartesian
geometry. In polar geometry a circle

centered at the polar coordinate
system origin is achieved by holding
the radius (r) constant and varying the
angle through 360 degrees (i.e., r=c).

To convert to the cartesian coordinate
system, that we need to use the Apple's
HIRES screen:

x = r cos 8
y = r sin 9

N. R. McBurney II. 2561 Stockbrldge Rd., Marietta.

GA 30062.

Finally, by adding constants to x

and y we can move the center of the

circle to any valid coordinates on the

HIRES screen. This is exactly what
happens in lines 1700-1780 and 1860.

In fact, once the requisite variables are

initialized the instructions in lines

1700-1780 and 1860 are all that are

required to generate the pie chart. The
rest of the program is concerned with

input, labeling, error detection and
general beautification of the display.

The program allows up to ten input

values to be specified along with two
title lines of up to forty characters

each. The titles are entered in the

DATA statements in lines 2690 and
2700. Titles will be automatically
centered by the program. The title lines

are followed by up to ten more DATA
statements (lines 2720-2760 in the

accompanying listing) contain three

fields each. The first field is the amount
the sector is to represent. The second
field is a short description of the sector

that will be used to label the graph. The
third and final field is the color for the

sector. Colors will vary depending on
your TV display and how it is adjusted.

On my set the following values for the
color field results in the associated
sector color:

1 = Green
2 = Blue
3 = White
4 = Black
5 = Orange

You will want to experiment with the

color field. I've found that some color

combinations give strange results
when drawn next to each other (e.g..

orange next to green). My local

FIGURE 1
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A L F S "APPLE MUSIC ]["

is part of the excitement
of owning a personal computer*

Our 9-voice card is just $195 *.

ALL ON ONE CARD
Our Apple Music I is a complete 9 voice

synthesizer on one card. Just plug it into your
Apple K or Apple X Plus, and connect the audio
cable (supplied) to your stereo system. Com-
plete software is supplied on disk (cassette

version also available).

ITS EASY!
Thousands of ALF synthesizer owners have
found out how easy it is to program music
with our ENTRY software. You start right

away — no complicated "music languages"
to learn or octave numbers to memorize. Our
detailed manual shows you how, step by
step. The hi-res screen shows what you've
entered in standard sheet music format so
you don't need to be a musician. Just com-
pare the screen and the sheet music.

"Apple X" is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

^
\ution in p

NINE SIMULTANEOUS VOICES
How many voices do you need to really get in-

to computer music? With our Apple Music I

you could play two 4-part harmony songs at

the same time — and still have one voice left

over for percusion.

MUSIC — RIGHT AWAY
The Apple Music I is supplied with 7 pro-

grammed songs. Just type RUN DISCO and
these songs will play in glorious stereo. And
our "Album Series" disks (with 12 or more
songs per disk) are available for just $14.95*

each.

YOU'VE QOT TO HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT

See your local Apple dealer for a demonstra-
tion today. Or order our demo record for just

75t* (plus 25$ postage per order). Just ask for

the Apple Music I record.

'Suggested U.S. price.

*o.

J*

'*/,

.eevact reQ \*j^ A DEMONSTRATION OF 0^»

ALPS
* APPLE MUSIC ][ 1
<{J

SIDEONE 33VjRPM Q ALF 13-1 2 SI

OB*•
STEREO O

1. GOING OUT OF MY HEAD (AT THE HOME ORGAN)
RANDAZZO & WEINSTEIN — SILVERIA 3:13

2. CHAMPAGNE TANGO AROZTEGUi - tubb
3. DIXIE BOOGIE emmet zepp - silveria 1 30

4. MARCH OF THE WOMP RATS BLOOM 1 10

^COMPUTER-CONTROLLED MUSIC
/{} COPYRIGHT* 1980 ^M
^^/j-\ ALF PROOUCTS INC ^£\V

ALF Products Inc. 1448 Estes Denver, CO 80215



Pie, cont'd...
highlight it (as below):

1

.

• <3m;
" - i^ 3 \ f:

- ?«i ^r
-:>35 - 4* -

1f
-5 - 5* ^^ ,
zz - €* ^^^«

*4

74 e V
FIGURE 2

computer shop explained it away as

'color flip' but I wasn't about to show
my ignorance and ask what that was.

The DATA statement at line num-
ber 2680 specifies rotation and label-

ing mode. The first field will rotate the

pie chart in a clockwise (or counter-
clockwise if negative) direction. The
second field specifies the labeling

mode. If the second field equals one
then the labels are printed to the left of

the display with a line drawn to each
corresponding sector. The program
attempts to order the display of the

labels such that none of these lines will

cross. This is done in lines 2060-2170.

The program is not always completely

successful at this, but by rotating the

graph (field-1) and adjusting the
length of the sector labels, crossed
lines can be avoided. The display

shown in Figure 1 was generated by
the data statements in the attached
listing and uses this mode of labeling.

If the second field of the first DATA
statement is two, then each sector is

labeled with a character from A to J,

and the same character plus a '='
is

prepended to the label when it is

displayed. This mode of labeling is

illustrated in the display shown in

Figure 2. Figure 2 was generated with

the following DATA statements:

DATA 15.2

DATA PROJECTED US POPULA-
TION AGE DISTRIBUTION

DATA 1990
DATA 52005,< 14 YRS.,1
DATA 12771,14 - 17.2

DATA 25148,18 - 24,3
DATA 41086,25 - 34.4
DATA 36592.35 - 44,5

DATA 25311,45- 54.1

DATA 20776.55 - 64.4

DATA 17804,65 - 74,3
DATA 1 2021,> 74 YRS.,2

The program was written in ROM
Applesoft on a 48K RAM system but
should run on a smaller system.

Labeling is done with the High
Resolution Character Generator and
Table by Christopher Espinosa in the
Apple Software Bank Contributed
Volumes 3-5. This software has the
distinct advantage of price — it's free

from your local Apple dealer! You just

provide the blank disk or cassette (the

manual did cost me $2.00). These soft-

ware routines are read into RAM from
disk by the statements in lines 1870-

1940. If you are using a cassette simply
load the character generator at $6000
and the character table at $6800 or
wherever you have room. There are
limitations on the starting addresses
of this software so be sure to check
Apple's documentation (mentioned
above) before rearranging things.
Once the routines are loaded, delete
lines 1870-1940 and run the program.

Other than the above comments,
the program is fairly simple and the
liberal comments should prove ade-
quate to walk your way through the
program.

Some enhancements the reader
may want to consider are:

1. Displaying the percent in each
sector.

2. Writing logic so that lines from
labels to sectors would only be drawn
for sectors too small to label with a
character key.

3. Detaching a specified sector to

112

&
4. Automatic sector color assign-

ment (i.e., work out what color com-
binations work).

5. Draw the pie as a coin seen from
an oblique angle.

6. Forget the whole color thing

and do it in black and white with lines

instead of shading.

7. Modify the input section to

select graph data from disk, cassette

or enter interactively.

While you're considering all this

I'll go get a piece of pie — Apple pie

at that! D

lOtO

Hit t(fl fit CHAtI GENtRAIM

Iffl UN IT

till rer 1,1. KlutHCr
1*40 MA FEIIMR1 ttfJO

im
11*0 Rlfl | HII FHMIt
1170 RER : LIMI MH H(U,LM(L NK
III MR WHERE > I

ittO Kll MfiLE-AMLE OF R0TAMIH
no* HEN (KMECS CLICIUISEI

Mil RER LAHl ROIE'1, MRU PIUTE* 11 1

It 20 KIR CftCH SECUM 1

lilt 1(1 :, LETtEt COM
T 14)0 REN EftCH SECT10R

113* RED LIRE0 Ml* FUST LIRE OF TITLE

114* RED : LIRE0 MIA SEC0RI LIRE OF TITLE

itn RER : LIHEt Ml* VALUE, LOOEL.tOlOt

MM REN UREftEi

lit* RER VRIVE'F-QITIDR OF 101*1 FOR PIE UCT0R !

IIM HER LAICL'SECTOR LIMI
Itlf
1221

RER CIlOR-SICIM COLOR <1-3>

1230

UN
R • I7IPI 1.1113*1 • 2HI • 27f - RiTI • l« - R

IIM RER : IE4I Ifl MOLE M0 LABIUM ROM 1

Wit RER •

lift REAR lAMO.ROK
tIM IF RODE • 1 I* HIDE i 2 Ti(N 1310

lift PRIRI 'EtROR-LtKLIli "BUI RUST 0E 1 M 2"

1100 STOP
1110 •MM* • PI / 4 • IMM / 344 • PI

1120 IIH Hill,LA»ElSOt>.CUD
1130 IIR 12(101,1211*1
1140 111 *(10l,l!!Lt0(2>

IIM
11*0

1171

RER : 11*1 IN IRE UHC$ :

IIM FBI I • 1 10 2
'1*6 TITLIIII)

1400 TITLEIU) • LEFT* < IITLEtll
1 ,40)

1*10

1420

HJO
1**0

IIM

REIT I

RER ; IRfflT PIE CRM1 MTI 1

IRCRI 4010 1311

M*i RE*I ZIHSEET • 1),LABELft(MCCT • ll.CdMCT * 1>

1471 RSEC1 i HSECI * 1

IIM IF C(NSECT) I Rill CIR8ECTI < 7 THEN 1311
14*0 PtIRT 'ERROR- COLOR! RUST RE IN IRE KRNtE 1-4"

IM0 STOP

1310 T I • I(RSEC1»
1320 MTI 1**1

int
1S40 RER : CHECK FOR (ID OF 1*1* :

1330

1340 IF PEEK (227) • 42 IHEN 14M
1370 L PEER (7111 * PEEK (2I»> • 234
1310 PtIRT 'APPLE EtRM N4NHER *; PIER 1772);- I* LINE R';L
3*0 • IIP

1*00 POKE 211,1
1410

1*20 RIR : H0RHAL12E THE INPUT VALUES :

1410

1*40 FOR 1 1 10 HMCI
IIM AH) • 1(1) / T • PI
1**0 REIT I

T*7I

14M RER : MAO THE PIE CHART ;

I4t0

171* NM2
1710 FM 1 1 Tl HSECI
1720 ALPHA • BETA
1710 BET4 IEIA * A(l)
1740 FM J - ALPHA TO RET* STEP O.tl
1730 NCDtlR- CI I)

1740 1 • II • « C0« (J - CAMRAI
1771 T - Tl . t • SIR (J - MIMA)
1710 MPL0T 11, n TO 1,1
IIM If [(II < > • AMI IfXI < > 4 THCR 1020

too* HCOL0R- 3

1110 P1IT I.T
1120 Mil J

1110 fl • (AlfH« * lit*) / 2 • MM*
1140 12(1) • II • R / 1.3 • COS (SI)
tost T3(I> Tl * R / 1.3 • SIR <S1)
1141 REIT I
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IIM
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STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS PROGRAM
DJI WEEKLY AVERAGE 1897-DATE

ANAV (ANALYSIS 1) is a set ot BASIC Programs which enables the user to

p«Ftorm analyses on the Dow Jones Industrial weekly average data From 6

months to 5 years ot user selected OJI data can be plotted on the entire screen

in one of 5 colors using Apples High Resolution capabilities The DJI data can

be transformed into different colored graphic representations called transforms

They are user specified moving averages, a least squares linear tit (best straight

line) filters for time, magnitude, or percentage changes, and user created rela-

tionships between the DJI data, a transform, or a constant using -.»./ operators

Colored lines can be drawn between graphic points Graphic data values or

their dates ol occurrence can be displayed in text on the screen Any graph or

text can be outputted to a users punter The Grid Scale is automatically set to

the range of the graphs or can be user changed As many colored graphs as

wanted can be plotted on the screen and cleared at any time The user can code

routines to operate on the OJI/transtorm data or create his own disk tile data

base ANA1 commands can be used with his routines or data base An Update

program allows the user to easily update the DJI tile with current DJI weekly

The ANAt two letter user commands are: CA » Calculate, no graph CG « Clear

Graphs leave Grids CK » Checking out program known data CO Color ol next

graph (red. green, violet, white, blue) CS Clear Screen DL Draw line between

points Fl = Filter data tor time, magnitude, or percent change FU = Data, trans-

form or constant Function with r-.x.l operator GO « Graphic mode, display

all Graph Data on screen GR Graph data to screen GS Set Grid Scale HE = Help,

summary of any commands usage LD Load Data from disk file from inputted

date to memory LG » Leave Graphs, automatic Grid reseating LO Look, select

a range ot the LD data and GR: All commands can now be used on this range

LS Least squares linear fit ot the data MA Moving Average of the data. MS

No Scale next graph on screen does not use Grid Scale NT No Trace PH » User

implimented Printer routine TD Text mode, display Text Data on screen Tl >

Time number to date or vice versa TR Trace TS Text Stop tor number ol lines

outputted to screen when in TD U1/U2 User 1/2 implimented routines VO

Values of Data outputted in text VG - Values of Grid, low/high/delta VT Values

ot Transform outputted in text

tfni* II.48K. APTUMFT
ROM CARD. DISK H DOS 3.2

MAI DISK A MANUAL

.

(CA resident* add 8% tales tax)

IALAXT
DEPT. CC2
P.O. MX 22072
Mil 0IE60. M 92122

• Software Review in Call-A.P.P I E (2/80) An example ol an excellent piece ot

software exploiting most ol Apple lis major features " Overall Rating • K.1

• Sottwaie Review in Apple Orchard (3/80): "A remarkably flexible approach to the

analysis and plotting ol any time series data " Overall Rating « 857

The Dakin5 12-in-1

Utility Kit gives

your programming

more punch!

CIRCLE 145 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dakin5 Corporation, a Colorado soft-

ware house, is making available to the

public 12 utility programs on one 16

sector diskette, utilizing the new
Apple DOS 3.3. which provides 23%
more storage.

All of the Dakin5 Programming
Aids 3.3 programs are also compat-

ible with the Corvus Disk Drive

system.

Features
• Remove REM statements and com-
press code to increase program
speed and save memofy ana disk

space.
• Copy any file or program from one
diskette to another. Only the name
is needed.

. Prim or display a line cross refer-

ence and variable name cross refer-

ence.
• Print or display all or selected

records from a text (ile.

• Display any sector of a given lile or

program, and then update any data

within that sector, or specify the

sector you wish to update, such as

directory sectors and sectors oc-

cupied by DOS.
• Create, print and modify your own
text andExec liles.

• Copy a diskette without DOS; ini-

Apple is a registered trademark ol Apple Computet ln<

The Controller is 4 registered trademark ol DakmS Corporation

tiali/e without DOS; verify source

diskette; verify copied data is the

same as the original.

• Use a powerful data entry routine

that handles both string and
numeric data.

Plus Many More Utility Programs

lor Sophisticated Programmers
Many of these utility programs

have been developed and tested for

in-house use while producing The
Controller™ business package for

Apple Computer ln<.

Suggested retail price for DakinS
Programming Aids 3.3 is $70.00

Each programming aids package
includes a program diskette and very

complete documentation, all attrac-

tively packaged in a padded, blue

print vinyl 3-hole notebook with sil-

ver lettering. An identifying tab sep-

arates each program for convenient

reference.
See your Apple dealer or ronlacl

Dakin5 Corporation. P. O. Box 21187.

Denver. Colorado 80221. Telephone:

(303) 426-6090.

DakinS
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A problem that frequently appears
in mathematics courses is the indi-
vidual graphing of a handful of differ-

ent mathematical functions. (y=sin(x),

y = log (4.2*x), y = 2*x+3 etc.). One way
to have the computer do this is to write
a program that has as many DEF
statements as you have functions. You

The computer rewrites
the function definition by
itself; the program liter-

ally rewrites itself.

then have a separate graphing loop for

each graph. The program would look
something like this:

10 DEF FNA(x) = SIN(x)
20 DEF FNB(x) = LOG(4.2*x)
30 DEF FNC(x) =

•

•

500 FOR I = A TO B STEP C
510 Y = FNA(I)
520 GOSUB 1000 ! GRAPHING

SUBROUTINE
530 NEXT I

600 FOR I = A TO B STEP C
610 Y = FNB(I)
620 GOSUB 1000
630 NEXT I

The resulting program is very
large and not at all elegant.especially if

you have a large number of functions.
Of course you can write a program with
only one "DEF" statement and let the
user of the program change the
function after every run. The problem

Doug Schllfer & Sarah Brooks, Ph.D., Math-
ematics Dept., Mohawk Valley Community
College, 1101 Sherman Drive, Utlca, NY 13501.

Individual

Graphing

of

Mathematical
Functions

Doug Schiffer

&
Sarah Brooks, Ph.D.

here is that students with no previous
computing experience have trouble
logging on the system, calling up the
program, and operating the programs
in general. It is also extremely hard for

them to modify the programs. Further-
more, it is very distracting and time
consuming to keep starting and stop-
ping the program.

The solution we found uses a
variation on the second technique.
There is only one DEF statement but
the computer rewrites the function
definition by itself; the program
literally rewrites itself. Two versions
are provided. One is for a compiler
(Digital PDP 1 1/40 Basic). The other is

designed for an interpreter (Mits 12K
Basic).

The two versions go about this

"self-modification" in two different
ways. For the compiler version, control
is transferred to a special editor-like
program (SETUP) via the CHAIN
instruction. SETUP then reads the
source code version of TABFUN into a
string matrix (each line of TABFUN is

one element of the string matrix). The
user is then asked what function
he/she would like to graph. (One types
sin(x*PI)+3 if that is the function
he/she wants). SETUP then combines
the element of a DEF statement
(line#."DEF FNA(x) = " and the user
supplied string) to make a legal Basic
statement. This string replaces the
element of the string matrix that
contained the old function definition.
At this point the old TABFUN on the
disk is erased and the string matrix is

written onto the disk in its place.
Control returns to TABFUN via the
CHAIN command.

The same technique could have
been used in TABFN1, the interpreter

diversion. But since most smaller

computers don't have a disk -based
language with the CHAIN command,
an alternative approach is in order.
Here the program searches the core
memory for a 'D' followed by an 'E'

followed by 'F' . . . When it finds this

spot it stops and asks for a new
function like the compiler version. The
new string is then POKEd into succes-
sive locations following the '=' sign. A
carriage return plus an END statement
are added for proper execution.

Self-modifying programs
can wipe themselves out
(for example, the pro-
gram is the same after the
run, only minus a mere 57
lines).

Control then returns to the main
graphing and tabulating routines.

Of course, aspects of a program
other than mathematics functions
could be modified in the same way.
Definitions, string functions, DIM
statements, setting of constants, or
even program logic could also be
changed with equal ease. The replace
statements could come from the user
or a special data file.

A final comment on self-modifying
programs: BE CAREFUL. Ordinary
programs, when they "bomb," just
produce extraneous outputs. Self-
modifying programs can do that
and/or wipe themselves out (for
example, the program is the same after

the run, only minus a mere 57 lines). It's

a good idea to save the program on
paper tape, cassette, or somewhere
safe on the disk before you run it on
experimental or first time basis. D
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LISTING OF 'TABFUN.BAS' ON 25-0ct-78 AT llt30 Art

10 INPUT'X RANGE AND * OF SUBDIVISIONS* » ArB»N
I 20 IF A-0 AND B-0 THEN 100
30 1*X*»*Y*
40 FOR X-A TO B STEP (B-A)/N
SO IXfFNA(X)
40 NEXT X

70 INPUT'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE X RANGE 1 (A*

80 IF A»-*YES* OR A«-*Y* THEN 10
|
90 INPUT "DO YOU UANT A GRAPH OF FUNCTION* »B«

100 IF B»-*N* OR B«-*NO* THEN 330
110 INPUT'X RANGE AND • OF SUBDIVISIONS* »A1 .Bl »N1

120 INPUT'Y RANGE AND OF SUBDIVISIONS* »Y1 -Y2.N2

130 IF A1O0 OR B1O0 THEN A-Ai:B-Bl
140 IF N1O0 THEN N-Nl
ISO IF Y1O0 OR Y2O0 THEN 220
160 Y1»1E38:Y2— 1E38
170 FOR X«A TO B STEP (B-AJ/N

IF FNA<X)>Y2 THEN Y2»FNA<X)
THEN Y1«FNA<X>

180
190

ISO
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
230
260
300
310
320
32S
330
340
3S0
360
370
380

NEXT X
I'UANT TO CHANGE FUNCTION* IA»
IF A«-*NO* OR A«-*N* THEN 360
REM NOW FOR FUNCTION CHANGE
FOR II-O TO 12287
IF PEEK<II)<>68 THEN 300
FOR KK-1 TO 6
READ JJ
DATA 69,70.32-70.79.63
IF JJOPEEK(II+JJ) THEN RESTORE: GOTO 300
NEXT KK
GOTO 320
NEXT II
I* ERROR'S STOP
INPUT*FNA(X)-*»F«
F««F«+CHR«< 10 > +CHR» ( 13 > + * 999 END * +CHR« < 10 > +CHR« ( 13 >

FOR LL-1 TO LEN(F»)
POKE I I+JJ+LL+10. ASC (MID«(F*.LL» 1 )

)

NEXT LL
INPUT'RUN AGAIN* SB«
IF B»-*YES* OR 8«-*Y* THEN 10

DEF FNA(X>-SIN(X)
IF FNA<XXY1

200 NEXT X
210 IF N2-0 THEN N2-70
220 I'GRAPH OF FUNCTION X-'A'TO'B' • INCREMENT: ' KB-AJ/N
230 ITAB<22) *

' Y-' Yl 'TO' Y2' -INCREMENT: ' t (Y2-YD/N
240 FOR X-A TO B STEP (B-A)/N
2S0 Y-FNA<X)-Y1
260 P-INTCY/(Y2-Y1)»N2+.S3
270 »CHR»(10)i
280 IF POS(0)>P THEN »CHR«<8>» SGOTO 280
290 IF POSCOXP THEN »TAB<P)»
300 »'»'*

310 NEXT X
320 t

INPUT'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE FUNCTION* »C»

340 IF C»»'Y' OR C»-'YES'THEN CHAIN'SETUP'
3S0 INPUT'DO YOU UANT TO RUN AGAIN' ID*

IF D*-'G' OR D»»' GRAPH' THEN 110
IF D«-'F' OR D»-'FC THEN CHAIN'SETUP'
IF D«-'Y' OR D»-'YES' THEN 10

390 DEF FNA<X)»LOG<X>
400 END

360
370
380

R«3d*

LISTING OF 'SETUP. BAS * ON 25-0ct-78 AT li:33 AM

I 10 ! SETUP - PUTS FNA IN *TABFUN* D. SCHIFFER 10/77

'20 OPEN *TABFUN. BAS* AS FILE 1

30 DIM A*(40)
40 INPUT LINE •l-AtKI) FOR 1-1 TO 40

SO INPUT *FNA<X)«*»F« . _
60 KILL*TABFUN.BAS*:OPEN*TABFUN.BAS*AS FILE 1

70 A«(39)-*390 DEF FNA(X)-*+F«+CHR«< 13)+CHR«( 10)

80 «*1»A»(I>» FOR 1-1 TO 40

90 CLOSE 1

100 *•-*' FOR I-1T0 40

110 CHAIN 'TABFUN. BAS'
120 END

Raadw

LISTING OF "TABFN1.MIT* ON 25-0ct-78 AT 11S34 AM

10 REM VARIABLE FUNCTION GRAPHING FOR HITS 12 K BASIC

20 INPUT'X RANGE AND OF SUBDIVISIONS' *A,B,N
30 INPUT'Y RANGE AND • OF SUBDIVISIONS' JCtDrNl

33 IF. Nl-0 THEN Nl-70
40 IF COO OR DOO THEN 100
50 C»1E37:D— 1E37
60 FOR X-A TO B STEP (B-A>/N
70 IF FNA<X)>D THEN D-FNA(X)
80 IF FNACXXC THEN C-FNA<X)
90 NEXT X
100 **GRAPH OF FUNCTION X-* > Al *T0* »B» 'STEP* » <B-A)/N

110 ITAB<19)»*Y-'»C»'T0'»D»'STEP'MD-C)/N1
120 FOR X-A TO B STEP (B-A>/N
130 P-INT<(FNA(X)-C>/(D-C)*Nl+.3)
140 »TAB<P>I*«*

tfV.tf^

5
IU
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Take your daisywheel out for a spin. Go wild in 2-space.

Plot With the Devil

Jay Hansche, Ph.D.

When I accepted delivery on my
Xerox 1720 Communications Terminal
I skimmed through the manual to
determine how to set it up correctly
and to see what its special character-
istics were. I noticed some sections on
plotting but I was very eager to get
along into word processing and
number crunching, so I stored the
information in the back of my head for
future reference. Recently, as I was
evaluating some complicated research
results involving the interrelationships
of ellipsoids in three-dimensional
space, it occurred to me that the results
could be interpreted as ellipses in two-
dimensional space. I decided to have
another look at the manual.

I was pleasantly sur-
prised to find that my
machine follows Diablo
instructions very nicely.

The first thing I discovered from
this closer look was that my manual
had a big Preliminary on the cover and
it described a Diablo machine called
the Hyterm Model 1641. The cover also
reported that Diablo was a Xerox
company, a relationship I was already
aware of through inspection of my
terminal. Though the word 'Xerox' is

prominent on the outside cover, when
the cover is removed all the inner labels
say 'Diablo.' The illustrations in the

Jay Hansche. PhD.. Psychology Department.
Tulane University. New Orleans. LA.

manual are all of Diablo machines, but
they looked very similar to the Xerox,
so I decided to give it a try. I was
pleasantly surprised to find that my
machine follows Diablo instructions
very nicely. (I have seen the Radio
Shack daisywheel printers, but I could
not get access to a technical manual on
them so I have no idea of whether or
not they can perform this type of
operation.)

Plotting, or Graphics, as the
manual calls it, turns out to be
relatively simple. When given a special
instruction (ESC 3) the terminal shifts

into Graphics mode. In this mode
carriage movement is unrelated to
printing: printing a character does not
produce carriage movement. Instead,
the space and backspace instructions
produce y^" of carriage movement
rather than the standard y10

" or y, 2
".

The line feed and negative line feed
instructions produce only %8

" of paper
movement, as compared to the
standard line of y6 ". The manual
provides the proper ASCII codes for
these instructions and that was
enough to get me started.

My program was written on a
DECSYSTEM-2060 in what they call

Basic-PLUS-2. I had written a number
of plot routines, so this job presented
few problems. The one problem that
caused me the greatest difficulty was
an interaction between the operating
system (OS) and the Basic compiler.
The program executes a lot of print
statements that are not ordinary
printing, so I didn't want the OS to
generate carriage returns. The system
command 'terminal width 0' is sup-

posed to provide infinite line width, but
when I tried it 'infinite' turned out to be
60. I fought with this problem for quite
a while before I found some fine print in

the back of the Basic manual which
suggested that DEC Basic also con-
trols line width at the terminal. What
was happening was that Basic checked

The system command
'terminal width 0' is sup-
posed to provide infinite

line width, but when I

tried it 'infinite' turned out
to be 60.

the system terminal parameters. When
Basic saw the terminal width 0,' Basic
set it back to 60. Thank you, Basic. But
the manual also described a MARGIN
(right margin) command and, when I

included 'MARGIN 100000' in my
program, things began dropping in

place. I hope that most computer
systems won't generate this type of
problem.

DECSYSTEM Basic-PLUS-2 is

really a fine programming language,
combining many of the best features of
Fortran and Cobol, as well as some of
the error-trapping features of Pascal.
However, that wouldn't do for publica-
tion. It was with great regret that I went
through my finished program and
replaced all the fancy string functions,
integer mode variables and implicit

loops with their more standardized
Basic equivalents. The original ver-
sion, for example, included no NEXT
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Plot, cont'd...

statements or INT functions. The
program now contains nothing more
esoteric than the CHR$ function to put
an ASCII character into a string
variable and some string concatena-
tion. I hope I have included enough
comments to make the program easy
to follow.

Though I was initially motivated to

write this program to plot my ellipses, I

knew that when the program worked I

would be interested in other plots, so I

decided to write the program to read
any list of X,Y coordinates and plot

them. Next I generated a file of the X,Y
coordinates for the ellipses and let the
program take the values from the file.

The program can plot any points, not
just ellipses, and of course the set of

file reference statements (520-590) can
be replaced by an algorithm to generate
points. The only requirements to run
the program are that you should have a
fairly good idea of the highest and
lowest values of both X and Y so these
ranges can be scaled to fit the printer.

The tractor (mine any-
way) is designed to move
the paper in only one
direction, and negative
line feeds do not work
well at all.

If you routinely run your machine
with a forms tractor that pulls the paper
through the machine, as I do, you
should remove the tractor and insert

the paper in standard typewriter
fashion around the platen. The tractor

(mine anyway) is designed to move the
paper in only one direction, and
negative line feeds do not work well at

all. Also, my machine has a toggle
switch to vary pitch from 10 to 12
characters per inch. I run at 12, and the
program was written on that basis. If

you are running at 10 characters per
inch, go to line numbers 680 and 690
and change the 5's to 6's.

The program plots with asterisks.

If you would rather use some other
character that should be easy to
change. The program also has a
system for preventing plot-points from
being too close together. If you want to
vary the spacing between plot-points,
your algorithm should generate more
points than you plan to use (I have 300
data points for each ellipse). Line
number 660 controls the spacing
between points, and this can be varied
by changing the value of the constant
'20' in that statement. Now all you have
to do is look through your back issues
of Creative Computing for the Lissa-
jous programs and you're in busi-
ness, plotting with the Diablo.

RUNNH
ENTER HIGHEST AMD LOWEST VALUES ON X.

? 3.-5
ENTER HIGHEST AND LOWEST VALUES ON Y.

? 3.-3

,

•.„.••;•••.

...-•.•"•K :.«.

•/••-.. //p. "S. \• ••••• m m

• \ \ •, • • • r. •
• • • •* V •• m ••

"—r— *
: t

"• ""

00100
00110
00120
00130
00110
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00210
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00310
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390
00100
00110
00120
00130
00110
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00500
00510
00520
00530

REM •••THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN TO DEMONSTRATE THE PLOT AND GRAPHIC

REM •••CAPABILITIES OF XEROX AMD DIABLO COMMUNICATIONS TERMINALS.

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

IF YOU ARE RUNNING ON A TIME-SHARING SYSTEM, BEFORE

YOU GET INTO 'BASIC YOU MUST SET SYSTEM TERMINAL

PARAMETERS SO THEY DO NOT INTERFERE WITH PAGE WIDTH AND

LENGTH VALUES AS NEEDED BY THIS PROGRAM.

WRITTEN ON DECSYSTEM-2060 IN BASIC-PLUS-2 BY

JAY HANSCHE,
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT,
TULANE UNIVERSITY.
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.

REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«•««««""'

MARGIN 100000 I OPEN RIGHT MARGIN.
REM«»DEC BASIC WILL SET RIGHT MARGIN IF THE PROGRAM DOESN'T.

PRINT "ENTER HIGHEST AND LOWEST VALUES ON X."

INPUT XHI.XLO
PRINT "ENTER HIGHEST AND LOWEST VALUES ON Y."

INPUT YHI.YLO
XRANGE=XHI-XL0 ISCALE X TO FIT TERMINAL WIDTH.
XSCL=XRANGE/12
XMIDr (XL0*XRANGE/2 ) /XSCL
YRANGErYHI-YLO
YM ID = (YLO+YRANGE/2 ) /XSCL
LF$=CHR$(10)
CTR=(YRANGE/?)»6*3
FOR 1=1 TO CTR
PRINT LF$;
NEXT I

SP*=CHR*(32)
BS$=CHR$(8)
FOR 1=1 TO 75

PRINT SP»;
NEXT I

REM»»»STRING CONCATENATION FOR NEXT THREE VARIABLES.

I SAME TRANSFORM FOR Y.

! ASCII LOAD FOR LINE FEED. (PAPER UP)

I FEED UP TO START PLOT.

! ASCII LOAD FOR SPACE.
(ASCII LOAD FOR BACKSPACE.

! SPACE RIGHT TO CENTER.

IASCII FOR SHIFT TO GRAPHICS MODE.

IASCII TO SHIFT OUT OF GRAPHICS.
IASCII LOAD FOR NEGATIVE LINE FEED.
! SHIFT TO GRAPHICS MODE.
!(X INCR=1/60". Y INCR=1/18".)
! START PLOT FROM X=0,Y=0.

REM»"INSERT YOUR ALGORITHM TO GENERATE X.Y COORDINATES HERE.
OPEN 'ELP2.DAT' AS <M (ALL FILE REFERENCES MAY BE REPLACED

GR$=CHR$(27)*CHR$(5D
NGR$=CHR$(27)*CHR$(52)
NLF$=CHR$(27)*CHR$(10)
PRINT GR$;
XALD=0
YALD=0
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00540
00550
00560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610
00620
00630
006U0

00650
00660
00670
00680
00690
00700
00710
00720
00730
00740
00750
00760
00770
00780
00790
00800
00810
00820
00830
00840
00850
00860
00870
00880
00890
00900
00910
00920
00930
00940
00950
00960
00970
00980
00990
01000
01010
01020
01030
01040
01050
01060
01070
01080
01090
01100
01110
01120
01130
01140
01150
01160
01170
01180
01190
01200
01210
01220
01230
01240
01250
01260
01270
01280

LINPUT #1, A$
X$=SEG$(A$,1.7)
Y$=SEG$(A$, 14,20)
X=VAL(X$)
Y=VAL(Y$)
REM»«END OF FILE REFERENCES HERE.

!T0 LIME NUMBER 590.
!GET A PAIR OF X.Y VALUES FROM FILE.

X=(X/XSCL-XM ID)/. 01667
Y=(Y/XSCL-YM ID)/. 02083
X=INT(X*.5)
Y=INT(Y*.5)
XNU=X-XALD
YNU=Y-YALD
IF XNU*2*YNU*2<=20 THEN
IF ABS(XNU)<29 THEN 830
FSP=INT(XNU/5)
XNU=M0D(XNU.5)
IF FSP<0 THEN 770
PRINT NGR$;

FOR 1=1 TO FSP
PRINT SP$;

NEXT I

PRINT GR$;

(SCALED X DIVIDED BY STEP SIZE.

! SCALED Y DIVIDED BY STEP SIZE.

(ROUND X AND Y.

(COMPUTE STEPS FROM LAST PLOT POSITION.

1210 !IF MOVE IS LESS THAN 20, FORGET IT.

(POINTS TOO CLOSE DON'T PLOT SMOOTHLY.

IIF LONG MOVE ON X, SHIFT OUT OF GRAPHICS.
!FSP=NUMBER OF FULL SPACES TO MOVE.

IXNUsREMAINDER TO MOVE IN GRAPHIC MODE.

(OUT OF GRAPHICS.

(FULL SPACES TO X.

(BACK TO GRAPHICS FOR REMAINDER.

IF XNU=0 THEN 920 ELSE 850
PRINT NGR$;
FOR 1=1 TO ABS(FSP)
PRINT BS$;

NEXT I

PRINT GR$;

IF XNU=0 THEN 920 ELSE
IF XNU<0 THEN 890
IF XNU=0 THEN 920
FOR 1=1 TO XNU
PRINT SP$;

NEXT I

GO TO 920
FOR 1=1 TO ABS(XNU)
PRINT BS$;

NEXT I

IF ABS(YNU)<23 THEN
NLF=INT(YNU/8)
YNU=M0D(YNU,8)
IF NLF<0 THEN 1020

PRINT NGR$;
FOR 1=1 TO NLF
PRINT NLF$;

NEXT I

PRINT GR$;

IF YNU=0 THEN 1180 ELSE
PRINT NGR$;

FOR 1=1 TO ABS(NLF)
PRINT LF$;
NEXT I

PRINT GR$;
IF YNU=0 THEN 1180 ELSE
IF YNU<0 THEN 1150
REM"«POSITIVE VALUE OF
IF YNU=0 THEN 1180
FOR 1=1 TO YNU
PRINT NLF$;
NEXT I

GO TO 1180

FOR 1=1 TO ABS(YNU)
PRINT LF$;
NEXT I

PRINT "•"; (PRINT
XALD=X
YALD=Y
IFMORE #1 THEN 540
PRINT NGR$
FOR 1=1 TO (Y/48-YLO)»6*3
PRINT LF$; (LINE

NEXT I

CLOSE #1

STOP
END

(SAME FOR BACKSPACE.

AUGUST I960

890
IIF NEGATIVE, GO TO BACKSPACE.
(IF ZERO. CHECK Y.

(SPACE TO LOCATION ON X.

(AT X LOCATION, GO CHECK Y.

1080 (FOR LONG MOVE ON Y, SHIFT OUT OF GRAPHICS
(COMPUTE NUMBER OF FULL LINE FEEDS IN NLF.
(YNU = REMAINDER LESS THAN FULL LINE FEED.
IIF NEGATIVE, GO TO () LINE FEED.

(OUT OF GRAPHICS FOR FULL FEED.

(BACK TO GRAPHICS FOR REMAINDER.
1110
(SAME FOR NEGATIVE LINE FEED.

1150
(IF NEGATIVE, GO TO () LINE FEED.
Y TAKES NEGATIVE LINE FEED.
IIF NO CHANGE ON Y. GO TO PRINT STAR.

IGO TO PRINT STAR.

IN GRAPHICS MODE DOES NOT MOVE CARRIAGE.
(STORE PRESENT X AND Y VALUES.

(LOOP BACK FOR NEXT X.Y PAIR.
(TAKE TERMINAL OUT OF GRAPHICS MODE.

FEED OUT OF PLOT.
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ThesubLOGIC
FS1
Flight Simulator*

is just one
application of
our fine
graphic
software.

Other
applications
can be yours!

Choose from a coordinated software

and hardware collection to fit your

graphic needs . .

.

SOFTWARE
A23D1 animation package for the

Apple II (S45 on cassette, $55 for disk).

8080/Z80 3D package for most S 100
systems ($41 on tarbell cassette or

paper tape, $51 on 5" North Star disk,

or $52 on 8" CPM disk).

HARDWARE (S100)
Godbout $399
Matrox ALT-256 $395
Matrox ALT-5 12 $595
Micro Angelo $1095
Panasonic Color Monitors $450 & up

Write or call for an informative catalog

describing these and other graphic

products and their easy use in your
applications.

Most subLOGIC software is at your

dealer's. If he doesn't stock it, order

direct from subLOGIC. Add $1.25 for

UPS or $ 1 .75 for first class rnail Visa

and Mastercharge accepted.

'The FS1 Flight Simulator is available

for Apple II and TRS-80 Level I & II

for $25 on cassette.

(217)359-8482

LOGIC
'VDistributionCorp.

Box V, Savoy, IL 61874

The engineering and graphics experts.
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I don't know why I was thinking
about an hourglass at three in the
morning, but I was lying awake and
thinking that it couldn't be that hard
to write an hourglass simulation.

I couldn't think of any particular

need for such a program either, but it

might be a good way to learn how to
handle matrices, an area of Basic I

had been tiptoeing around for some
time.

The principles of the simulation
were easy to work out, and also
cured my insomnia. The next morn-
ing, though, I figured I'd better sit

down and actually write the program,
just to prove that the structure I'd

worked out in my head was viable.

It almost was. It only took four
days to debug.
And— before I was through, I'd

found at least one use for it. I added
it as a subroutine to a game of
WUMPUS. Now, each time the player
makes a move, the hourglass prints

out and chonks another asterisk into
the bottom half of the glass.

If you have the memory to spare,
any subroutine that adds a visual

element to a game makes it that

much more interesting. (And it

seems to me that it won't be too
much longer before most users will

have memory to spare for these extra
little touches. It certainly makes the
game seem a lot less mechanical.)
The listing here is in North Star

Basic. The backslash allows more
than one statement per line—and
also saves five bytes per usage.
(Whoopee!)

Lines 10 through 60 dimension the
hourglass. However many moves
your game calls for (whether deter-
mined randomly, as WUMPUS does
when it allocates supplies, or not),

the program will generate an hour-
glass with exactly that number of
asterisks in it.

Lines 80 through 220 load the
hourglass. When the top row is level,

David Qerrold, PO Box 1100, Hollywood,
CA 90028

RGLASS
David Gerrold

the number of asterisks is a perfect

square, which explains why line 30
computes D1 as a square root (plus

two) and then squares it. The plus
two is to provide an empty top row in

the hourglass itself. Line 210 sub-
tracts as many asterisks as neces-
sary to bring the number down to the
actual number of moves.

Lines 130 to 150 generate the sides
of the hourglass; 92 and 47 are the
ASCII values for the slash and the
backslash. In line 160, the value of T5
determines whether there is an
asterisk (42) or a space (32) in that

position. T5 and T6 are trash vari-

ables, used for different functions
throughout the program.

LIST

10 INPUT"HOW MANY GRAINS IN THE GLASS? ",T7
20 IF T7<4 THEN 10
30Dl»(INT(SQRT(T7))+2)*2
40OIM TS(Dl+5)
50DIM T(D1,D1+1)
60REM—VARIABLES ARE X,Y,D1,D3 ,T5 ,T6 ,T7 ,Z
7 REM LOAD HOURGLASS
80T5—

1

90FOR X-l TO Dl
100D3-D3+1
110IF D30D1 +2-D3 THEN 130
120T5-0\D3-D3+1
130T(X,D3)-92\T(X,Dl+2-D3)-47
140FOR Y-l TO Dl+1
150IP T(X,Y)<>92 AND T(X,Y)<>47 THEN 170
160T5-T5*-l\GOTO180
170IF T5-1 THEN T(X,Y)-42 ELSE T(X,Y)«32
180NEXT Y
190NEXT X
200D3-0\REM— TOP LEVEL MARKER FOR SIFT CONTROL
210FORZ-1 TO Dl/2*Dl/2-T7\GOSUB300\NEXT Z

220GOSUB490
230REM RUN HOURGLASS
250GOSUB300\GOSUB380\REM SIFT TOP, SIFT BOTTOM
260IF T(Dl/2,Dl/2+l)-42 THEN 250\REM - IP EMPTY, THEN STOP
280 1 "HOURGLASS IS EMPTY"\END
290REM SIFT THE TOP
300X-D3+l\Y-Dl/2+l\T5-0\T6-0
310IP T(X,Y+T5)-42 THEN 340\REM - CHECK SIDE SPACES
320T6-T6+SGN(T5)
330IF NOT T6 THEN T5-ABS(T5)+l\T5-T5*-l\GOTO310
340IF T(X,Y+T5+1)>42 THEN D3-D3 +1\REM— CHECK FOR SIDE WALL
350Y-Y+T5\T(X, Y) -32
360 RETURN
370REM SIFT THE BOTTOM
380X-Dl/2+l\Y-X\T5-0\TU , Y) "42
390IF X-Dl THEN 450\REM— WE ARE FLOORED, WE CAN EXIT
400IP T(X+l,Y)-32 THEN 440\REM— IF THE SPACE BELOW IS EMPTY, FILL IT
410T5—1\GOSUB610\IF R THEN T5-T5*-1\T6-T5
420IF T(X+l,Y+T5)-32 THEN 440 \REM - CHECK SIDE SPACES
430T5-T5*-1\IF T5-T6THEN 450\GOTO420
440T(X,Y)-32\X-X+l\Y-Y+T5\T(X,Y)-42\T5-0\GOTO390\REM-FILL EMPTY SPACE
450GOSUB490
460RETURN
480REM PRINTOUT HOURGLASS
4901\I\GOSUB570
500FOR X-l TO Dl
510TS-"
520FOR Y-1TOD1+1
530T5-T5+CHRS(T(X,Y))
540NEXT Y
550GOSUB590
560NEXT X
570T5-*"\FORX-1 TO Dl+5\TS-T$+'-"\NEXT X\GOSUB 590\RETURN
580REM PRINT SUBROUTINE
590!TAB(40-LEN(T$)/2) ,T$\RETURN
600REM RND SUBROUTINE
610R-INT(2*RND(-1))\RETURN
READY
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RUN

HOW MANY GRAINS IN THE GLASS? 36

\ /
\ /

\:::::::::/
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/ \
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Lines 250 to 280 actually run the
hourglass. If you use this program as
a subroutine (and what else would
you use it for?) then you will

probably delete these lines and put

your control lines in the main
program.

Lines 300 to 360 sift the top of the

hourglass. In WUMPUS, occasional-

ly rats eat half of your supplies. This

subroutine can be used to subtract

the appropriate number of asterisks

from the top. (If you find supplies,
however, adding asterisks is a bit

more difficult, and I have to admit

It is also possible to animate the
actual falling of the asterisk if you
have a CRT terminal, but since I

wrote this for use on a printer, I left

that particular problem for later.

Lines 490 to 570 print out the
hourglass. Line 590 is the actual

printing subroutine and will center

the hourglass on the page. If you
want to move it to the left or right,

change the value of the TAB com-
mand accordingly. Line 610 is a
random number subroutine called up
by line 410. This is how the asterisk

decides whether to look to the right

that it's a problem that I haven't or the left as it topples down the

exactly solved yet. Write me if you stack. It has to be done randomly or

find a solution.) This sifting subrou-
tine works from the top down,
working from the center of the line to

the sides before moving down to the

next line of asterisks.

Lines 380 to 460 drop the asterisks

into the bottom of the glass. If an
asterisk has an empty space below it,

it falls into it. If there is no empty
space, it looks to both sides to see if

it can fall in either of those direc-

tions. If it can't, it stops.

the asterisks won't pile up evenly.

The hourglass certainly adds a lot

of visual suspense to a wumpus
hunt. In my neighborhood, though,
we don't kill our wumpi anymore. We
snap their pictures. (Hmmm...l sup-
pose I should add that to the program
next—a print out of the wumpus'
picture!) D
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HOURGLASS IS EMPTY
READY
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creative
computing

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Learn French in One Easy ADVENTURE

Take your students to an enchanted land filled with
French speaking characters and send them on a
treasure hunt. They direct their computer puppet in
French with two-word commands like "climb tree" or
"go north." They try to find their way from a small brick
well-house to underground caves. They'll meet up with a
giant clam, nasty little dwarves, and other hazards. If

the situation gets too rougn to handle they can switch to
English at the push ofahutton. Even so, it will take your
students months of enjoyable games playing to unravel
the mvsterv. HON VOYAGE! Bilingual Original
Adventure (CS-9004) runs in 48K CP/M, the 8" disk is

available for $24.95.

^ ^~-—— •. ,7 —— —

.

Creative Computing offers a wide variety of un-
complicated user-oriented educational programs. Study
Made Easy for the PET (CS-1202) will create study drill

tapes for any subject automatically. The computer guides
you, step by step, through the entry of questions and
multiple choice answers. The package includes three
prepared drills. From U.S. Presidents to Lacrosse rules, the
versatile programs of Study Made Easy will create study
drills for you automatically. It's well worth the price of
$14.95.

CAI Programs offers a diverse group of study aids. U.S.
Maps uses high resolution graphics to help students learn
the states and their capitals. Spelling increases its pace as
you progress. Math Drill and Add with Carry will help you
with mathematics basics at your skill level. The Know
Yourself package (CS-4301) helps you investigate society's
effects on your behavior, how your life style affects your life

expectancy, and how your attitudes are affected by society's
concept of sex roles. CAI Programs and Know Yourself are
available individually on cassette for $7.95 each or on one
disk (CS-4503) for only $14.95. Cassette versions will run in
16K and the disk requires 32K. These are for the Apple II.

Computer Assisted Instruction Programs

3-1=9
WOW ! !

!

U.S. Map

Math Drill
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EFFECTIVE,
AFFORDABLE

AND FUN!
The Social, Economic, and Ecology Simulations

Unique Educational Tools

The director of a malaria control program works
within a $500,000 budget over 5 years. A war breaks out
and suddenly the supply of curative and preventative
drugs is cut off— ifthere is no treatment 4% ofthosewho
are ill will die...
What happens??? In an ordinary classroom situation

the student speculates haphazardly on the outcome and
turns the page to find out.
The student using the Malaria program of the

Social, Economic, and Ecology Simulations series
actively designs his plan for the deployment of field

hopitais, pesticides, remaining drugs for the ill and
preventative medication. Then in a highly realistic
simulation he carries out his strategy and receives
prompt feedback about the effectiveness of his treat-
ment. Because the student is personally responsible for
economic, political, and scientific decisions he returns to
his textbooks with renewed interest.
The series (/which is based on models developed by The

Huntington Two Computer Project) exposes students to
problem solving in real world situations. Ecology
Simulations- 1 (CS-3201) explores methods of popula-
tion management. Students can cooperate to save the
Wild West bison from extinction in Buffalo. The
comprehensive introduction to modeling concepts is

completed in Pop, Sterl, and Tag.
Ecology Simulations-2 (CS-3202) explores

problems in environmental and health sciences. In
Malaria, Pollute, Rats, and Diet the user can attempt
to end water pollution, rats in a city slum, or to design a
healthy diet. Social and Economic Simulations (CS-
.'1204) allows students to experiment with a micro-
computer version of the well-known "limits to Growth"
project in Limits or compete against each other in the
bicycle industry in Market; U.S. Pop lets students
investigate demographic concepts.
The series is designed for the 16K TRS-80 Level II and

is attractively packaged in a vinyl binder. Included is a
study guide which relates the material to current

"In the classroom, this should be an ideal
learning tool. Not only can students work on the
mathematical effects of population growth but
they can also see the social and ecological effects
of any decisions they make. .

.

"The manual is extremely well done. It provides
necessary background information on each pro-
gram and encourages the student to think about
the social aspects of each program rather than just
the mathematical processes."

80 Software Critique on
Ecology Simulations-

1

Jan-March 1960

Ecology Simulations-2

* *
r\

rVSt l(l| CMM
Rats Malaria

controversies, stimulates classroom discussion, and
provides sample exercises. The series is also available
on disk: Ecology Simulations- 1 (CS-.1501K Ecology
Simulations-2(('S-3502),and Social and Economic
Simulations (CS-3508). At a modest $24.95 each, with
quantity discounts available, the series becomes an
affordable necessity.

Apple Gradebook (CS-4506) brings the speed and
accuracy of the computer to the teacher's traditional
grading and record-keeping procedures. Gradebook
stores and maintains all student records on disk. The
package includes ten interlocking programs which lead
you step by step, through setting up' a class file and
storing it on disk. These invaluable programs sum-
marize the state of the class as a whole and then let you

check on the progress of any individual. Apple
Gradebook runs in J12K on Apple II and costs only
$24 .ft.">.

IQ Test conducts a reliable intelligence test for ages
1 and over. A sophisticated machine language program
does the scoring and makes cheating almost impossible.
The test consists of 60 graphically presented questions.
Only $14.95 on cassette for the 16K TRS-80.

Creative Computing Software offers the educator,
small businessman and home user outstanding
applications programs at modest prices. A FREE
Sensational Software Catalog ofover 400 programs,
on 70 tapes and disks, is available upon request.
Sensational Software has the programs educators
need to make microcomputers in the classroom
worthwhile. ..children can compose poetry, learn the
role of an air traffic controller, or simply make music
with software from Creative Computing.

Sensational Software should be available at
your local computer store. If your favorite
retailer does not stock the software you need,
have him call our retail marketing department at
the number below. Or you can order directly
from Creative Computing Software, Dept. AGII,
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa,
MasterCharge, or American Express are also
welcome. For faster service, call In your bank
order toll free to 800-631-8112. In NJ call

201-540-0445.
CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Translating Into Apple

Integer Basic

Jordan Mechner

One of the biggest problems faced
by Apple owners is how to convert
programs found in books and maga-
zines, written in standard Basic, into

Apple Integer Basic. This Basic, de-
signed for the Apple and the Apple's
color graphics, has many strange
quirks that make things very difficult

for the beginner who wants to type in

his favorite programs from Basic
Computer Games.

This article describes the differ-

ences between Apple Integer Basic
and standard Basic, in the hope that it

will make things easier for these
beginners.

Floating Point

If you ask the Apple for 2/3, it will

give you a 0. If you type in 1.7, you will

get a '"SYNTAX ERR. Apple Integer
Basic has no floating point facility, and
nothing can be done about it. This is

one of the things the designers gave up
in order to increase Integer Basic's

efficiency.

Since I nteger Basic has no floating

point, it also has no SIN(), COS(),
TAN(), ATN(), SQR(), LOG(), and
EXP() functions. These functions are
next to useless without floating point.

It also has no INT() function, of course,
since all numbers are integers anyway.

There are some programs to
whose execution these functions are
crucial. MUGWUMP, for example,
from 707 Basic Computer Games, will

not work without the SQR() function.

So. it's always a good idea to scan the
listing of a program before you start to

type it in. It would be very frustrating to
have typed in half of MUGWUMP
before you saw theSQR() function and
realized that it wouldn't work in Apple
Integer Basic.

One more point: While typing in a
program, keep an eye out for occur-
rences of the INT() function. When you
come to one, delete it.

Jordan Mechner. 85 Haights Cross Rd.,
Chappaqua. NY 10514.

RND

In standard Basic, the RND()
function returns a random decimal

between and 1, for example, .77961.

To get a random integer between, say,

1 and 10, you would use the formula

INT(RND(0)*10+1)

In Apple Integer Basic, however,
the RND() function works differently.

RND(10) returns a random integer

between and 9. So, to get a random
integer between 1 and 10, you would
use

RND(10)+1

In general, INT(RND(0)*N+1),
which returns a random integer from 1

to N, can be translated into Integer

Basic as RND(N)+1.

One of the most subtle

and devilish differences

between Apple Integer

Basic and most other
Basics: If the condition in

an Integer Basic IF state-

ment is false, only the

first statement following

the THEN is ignored and
execution proceeds on
the same line.

IF . . . THEN

One of the most subtle and
devilish differences between Apple
Integer Basic and most other Basics is

its use of the IF . . . THEN statement. If

you type in a program without being
aware of this difference, the logic will

be completely different and the pro-

gram will not run at all.

Let's look at the statement

110 IF H»0 THEN X=X+1 :¥-Y+1

If H=0, most Basics will execute
both statements, X=X+1 and Y=Y+1. If

H#0, the computer will execute neither

statement, but skip directy to the next

numbered line.

Apple Integer Basic thinks dif-

ferently. It will execute the second
statement, Y=Y+1, no matter what.

Only the first statement, X=X+1,
depends on whether H=0 or not.

In general: If the condition in an
Integer Basic IF . . . THEN statement is

false, only the first statement following

the THEN is ignored and execution

proceeds as usual on the same line. In

standard Basic, all statements follow-

ing the THEN are ignored and execu-

tion jumps to the next line.

What does this mean, practically,

to someone typing in a program? It

means that when you come to

110 IF A-B THEN A1-A:B1«B:C»0

120 ...

change it to

110 IF A#B THEN 120:Al=A:Bl>B:C-0

120 ...

This kind of modification requires

thought and understanding. It is

probably the most difficult kind of

change you will have to make. Be on
the lookout for IF . . . THEN statements,

and change the ones with more than

one statement following the THEN.

Strings

The Integer Basic string handling
facility is very different from that of

most Basics. For one thing, strings

must be dimensioned with the DIM
statement. If N$ will be 20 characters

long, you must type

DIM N$(20)

at the beginning of the program to

avoid a "•RANGE ERR.
Also, the method of substring

notation is completely different. There
are no MID$(), LEFT$() and RIGHT$()
functions. Instead, the following
notation is used:
A$(N) All characters of A$ starting

with the Nth character.

A$(N,M) All characters of A$ starting

with the Nth character and
ending with the Mth char-

acter.
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What do you do when you come to

a MID$(), LEFT$() or RIGHT$() in a

standard Basic program? Here are

some simple formulas:

MID$(A$,N,M) - A$(N.N+M-1)

LEFT$(A$.N)

RIGHT$(A$,N)

A$(1,N)

A$(LEN(A$)-N+1,LEN(AJ))

The LEN() and ASC() functions

are supported as usual. The CHR$()
function, however, is not. It can be
simulated, if necessary, by assigning

all the ASCII characters to a string:

A$-" I "#$U '()*.-. /01 23456789 : ;<= >?MBCDE

FGHIJKLMIOPQRSTUmYZ [\]*_"

Now,
CHR$(N)=A$(N-31,N-31).

Double Subscripts for Arrays

Apple Integer Basic allows only

single subscripts, such as A(X). If you
try a double subscript, such as A(X.Y).

you'll get a '"SYNTAX ERR. How can
you get around this seemingly serious

deficiency? Very many programs, in

fact any game played on a two-
dimensional board, use double sub-

scripts.

There's a simple formula. Instead

of starting with

DIM A(R.C)

start with

DIM A(R*C)

And when you come to a double
subscript like A(I,J). type A(C*I+J-C)
instead. It will work. What you are

really doing is representing a two-

dimensional array as an "unraveled"
one-dimensional array. (For further

explanation, see Basic Tricks, Sep-
tember 1979.)

INPUT

Some Basics use the semicolon
for input, as in

210 INPUT "SPEED" ;S

Apple Integer Basic uses the

comma:

210 INPUT "SPEED" ,S

This is a minor difference. Other-
wise, the INPUT statement is standard.

It prints a ? as a prompt character for

numeric input, but prints no prompt for

string input.

TAB

There is no TAB() function in

Apple Integer Basic. Instead, there is a

TAB statement. Where a standard

Basic says

360 PRINT TAB(X/2);"*"

type

360 TAB X/2: PRINT"*"

In general, TAB X is equivalent to

PRINT TAB(X);.

ON . . . GOTO
Integer Basic has no ON . . . GOTO

statement. The best thing to do is to

"do it the long way." That is, replace

600 ON X GOTO 1000.1290.640

with

600 IF X-l THEN 1000: IF X-2 THEN 1290:

IF X=3 THEN 640

When the line numbers are in-

cremented evenly, as in

20 ON X GOTO 100,110.120.130,140

you can take a shortcut:

20 GOTO 10*X+90

READ . . . DATA

This is another feature Apple
Integer Basic is missing. Again, the

only substitute is to do it the long way.
Instead of

70 FOR 1=1 TO 10:READ A(I):NEXT I

3000 DATA -10,7,310.0,0.-1,6.12,-310,-310

use
70 I(1)--10:I(2)-7:I(3)«310:I(4)-0:I(5)-0:

I(6)=-1:I(7)»6:I(8)-12:

I(9)--310:I(10)=-310 D

IS PERSONAL COMPUTER
SHOW AND FLEAMARKET — 80

Saturday, Sept. 27
9:00 AM — 6:00 PM

Sunday, Sept. 28, 1980

10:00 AM — 4:00 PM
!

COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS OUTDOOR FLEAMARKET USER FORUMS

HOLIDAY INN (North) CONVENTION CENTER
at Newark International Airport

(Exit 14 NJ Turnpike— Take Service Road)

ADMISSION $4.00 In advance—$5.00 at Door

FOR REGISTRATION. EXHIBITOR OR FLEAMARKET INFORMATION CONTACT

N.J.P.C.S.

Kengore Corporation

9 James Avenue
Kendall Park, NJ 08824
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Apple II: Reading Data From Tape

You have an Integer Basic pro-

gram which has relatively large arrays
of data. For instance, you have finan-

cial data to read into an analysis
program; or. as I do, a baseball
program which needs repeated up-
dating of player records; or a table of

department names that needs periodic

updating.

Although Integer Basic does not
have a DATA statement, there are three
other ways to get these data into your
program. First, you can assign each
element individually. If you have lots of

memory and the data will not change,
this is not a bad way to do it. Second,
you can enter data using the INPUT
operator in your program. This is fine if

you have a relatively small amount of

data to enter each time you want to run
the program.

Finally, for large amounts of data
or for data that need periodic updating,
you can read data into your program
using the techniques I will describe.

Follow these steps to create, write,

and read the data.

1

.

Create the data with a separate
program.

2. Write the created data to tape
from the data creation program.

3. Read the data into your execu-
tion program.

That sounds easy, so let's see how
to do it using a simple example.

First create the data. Start by
setting the write arrays as your first

statement.

100 DIM A(10),B(10)

This act sets up memory location
starting at $800 (hex address 800,
decimal 2048) to store the data.

Now let's write a simple input
program.

110 FOR J = 1 TO 10

120 INPUT "KEY IN DATA ITEM 1",C

Bruno B. Wolff. Jr . 2004 E. Kensington Blvd
.

Shorewood. Wl 53211

Bruno B. Wolff, Jr.

We'll add a simple edit step to
prevent a 32767 error.

130 IF C < 328 THEN 150
140 PRINT "DATA ITEM TOO LARGE":

GO TO 120
150 INPUT "KEY IN DATA ITEM 2",D

160 A(J)=(C*100+5)/D
170 B(J)»J+100
180 NEXT J

Now you need to determine .two

important locations in memory — the

starting address of the area of memory
you want to write and the ending
address of that area. Since Integer

Basic starts assigning variables to

memory at $800 (unless you change it

by changing LOMEM), you know the

starting address right off. You can find

Now you need to deter-

mine two important loca-

tions in memory — the
starting address of the
area of memory you want
to write and the ending
address of that area.

the ending address two ways. One, you
can calculate it: or, two, you can read it

by looking at the memory location with
the monitor.

First let's calculate it. Integer Basic
needs one byte for each character in

the variable name. (You may want to

refer to page 35 and following in the
red book.) Then it has a byte for the
DISPLAY option. Then two bytes for

the next variable address. Then there

are two bytes for each element in the
array. The number of elements is the

dimension number plus 1 since ele-

ment is the first element. So we have

1 +1 +2+22 (for A) and 1 +1 +2+22 (for B)

or a total of 52 locations, i.e., 34 hex.

Now we add the number of bytes

needed to our starting location minus 1

to get the ending address.

Hexadecimal Decimal

800 2048
+34 +52
- 1 - 1

833 2099
A second way to find the starting

and ending address is to use the

monitor. To do this you have to RUN
the program. The program will run to

line 120. Then hit the reset key. You'll

get the monitor prompt "*."

Input 800.803 to see the first four

bytes of variable memory. The com-
puter will respond:

800 ci 00 1A 08

"C1" is the hex notation for "A."
"00" says the display option is off. "1A
08" says the next variable starts at

$81 A.

Next input 81 A. 81 D to display the

variable "B" and the location of the

next variable. The machine will re-

spond 81A C2 00 34 08. "C2" is the hex
notation for "B." "00" shows the
display option is off, and "34 08" says
the next variable starts at $834. From
that we conclude the last location we
want to write is one less than $834 or

$833.

Now Control C back into Basic.

Now that we know the start and
end addresses, we have to put them
into the computer.

The starting address is loaded in

decimal locations 60 (low order) and
61 (high order). The ending address is

loaded into 62 (low order) and 63 (high

order).

Take the hex starting address of

800 and separate the low order and
high order bytes. Low order = 00, high
order = 8. The decimal equivalent of 00
is 0, and 8 is 8. Simple enough.

126 CREATIVE COMPUTING



Now take the ending location 833.
The decimal equivalent of the low
order byte 33 is 51(3*16+3). The high
order byte 8 converts easily to 8
decimal.

190 POKE 60,0
200 POKE 61,8
210 POKE 62,51
220 POKE 63,8

Another way to compute the poke
address is to take the decimal address
and compute the low-order byte by
using the MOD function with 256 as
modulus and divide the decimal
address by 256 to find the high order
byte. So an alternative way is to POKE
as follows:

170 POKE 60,2048 MOD 256
180 POKE 61, 2048/256
190 POKE 62, 2099 MOD 256
200 POKE 63, 2099/256

There are two ways of looking at

the same thing. One is just as good as

the other. If you look at the monitor, the

first method is easier. If you count, the

second way is easier.

The next thing we have to do is

CALL the program that writes to the

tape. First let's give ourselves a

message to position our tape and put

the program on hold until we're ready.

230 DIM A$(l)
240 PRINT "POSITION TAPE AND SET IN

RECORD MODE"
250 INPUT "HIT RETURN WHEN READY", AS
260 CALL-307
270 PRINT "WRITE COMPLETED"
280 END

Now that wasn't too bad, was it?

The final thing we have to do now
is write the program that will use the

data created in program 1.

These are two ways of

looking at the same thing.

One is just as good as the

other. If you look at the

monitor, the first method
is easier. If you count, the

second way is easier.

We'll do a simple program to read

and print the data we read in. The most
important thing to remember is that the

create-data program and the use-data

program must start out with the same
dimension statement.

100 DIM A(10),B(10)

Now we POKE the read addresses

we already computed when setting up
the write program.

no POKE 60,0
120 POKE 61,8
130 POKE 62,51
140 POKE 63,8

AUGUST 1980

Then we set up to read in the
arrays.

150 DIM AJ(1)
160 PRINT "POSITION TAPE AN

PLAY MODE"
170 INPUT "WHEN READY START TAPE AND

HIT RETURN", At
180 CALL- 2 59
190 PRINT "READ COMPLETED"

Now we'll clear the screen and
print the data, adding a delay so you
can read the message in 190.

200 FOR J=l TO 300; NEXT J

210 CALL-936
220 PRINT "B A"
230 PRINT
240 FOR J - 1 TO 10

250 PRINT B(J);
260 PRINT " "; A(J)
270 NEXT J
280 END

There you have it. A few points to

remember: to compute the variable

length be sure to add one byte for each
letter in your variable name and the

number of bytes includes subscript 0.

For string variables each variable has
one byte for each cell plus a termina-

tion byte (set to 1E) which marks the
end of the string.

To review, then, for numeric
variables the total number of bytes is:

L letters in a name
+1 display byte
+2 address of next variable

+(N+1) * 2 two bytes for each cell

(Dimension N plus 1).

For strings:

L letters in name
+1 display byte
+2 address of next variable

+(N+1) one byte for each cell

(dimension N plus one)
+1 termination byte

Also remember that both pro-

grams must start with the same
dimension statements and have the

same read and write addresses.

I think you'll find these routines

useful. Now you can build your own
Integer Basic programs to read and
write data.

"It all began when I saw an ad for a
programmer course on a matchbook
cover. . . Then Igot lung cancer.

"

Connect four TRS-B0, Apple orANY
other computer to the phone lino*.

USR-330 Originate—
Auto-Answer Modem

0-300 Baud
Stand Alone
RS232
1 Year Warranty
Crystal Controlled

Bell 103/113
• State of the Art LSI circuitry

• 5 stage active filters

FCC certified for direct

connection to phone lines via

standard extension phone jack

USR-310 Originate
Acoustic Coupler

$339

$159

Penril 300/1200 Modem
Originate/Auto-Answer

• 0-300 or 1200 baud
» Bell 212A & 103/113

Call or write for free literature

U.S. ROBOTICS. INC.

CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LOOKING FOR A STOCK-
TRADING PROGRAM THAT CAN
MAKE MONEY?

STOCK
TRACKER,.
ASK FOR THE EVIDENCE!

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

APPLE II* OR APPLE II PLUS* VERSION-.
I OR 2 DISK DRIVES AND 32K RAM AND
APPLESOFT- CARD OR LANGUAGE SYSTEM

TRS 80t MODEL I version:
32K RAM AND 7 DISK DRIVES

PRINTER RECOMMENDED

BROCHURE: SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE

Manual Only: $15.00
COMPLETE: $150.00
»CP/M» VERSION AVAILABLE SOON! «

Available at your local dealer and:

H ft H TRADING COMPANY
POST OFFICE BOX 23546

PLEASANT HILL. CALIFORNIA 94523
Telephone 415/937-1030

VISA A MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
••of Apple Computer. Inc.
t®of Radio Shack /»
• ® of Digital Research
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REM
REM

2 REM

4 REM
3 REM

6 REM

7 REM

8 REM

HOME CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATOR.
THIS PROGRAM MILL GIVE H REALISTIC ESTIMATE OF THE COST
TO BUILD THE MAJORITY OF THE SINQLE-FAMILV HOMES SEEN
IN THE USA TODAV. A USER MHO IS CONSIDERING BUILDING
A HOUSE MAV REPEAT IT HITH DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF
VARIABLES AND VERY QUICKLY DETERMINE IF HIS PLANS WILL
INSURANCE AGENTS MILL FIND IT USEFUL IN HELPING A CLIENT
DECIDE HOW MUCH COVERAGE TO BUY ON A GIVEN HOUSE
REAL ESTATE AGENTS MAV USE IT TO SHOW PROSPECTS WHAT IT
WOULD COST TO DUPLICATE A HOUSE THEY ARE CONSIDERING.
LENDING OFFICERS AND APPRAISERS MAV USE IT TO GET A
REPLACEMENT BASIS FOR USE IN ESTABLISHING VALUE.
AUTHOR: J ESSIG, BOX 366. WEBSTER CITY. IA 30595

9 CLS CLEAR RESTORE
IB PRINT " *** HOME CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATOR
13 PRINT " "

20 PRINT
38 PRINT
40 PRINT
33 PRINT "

68 PRINT"**
63 PRINT " "

78 PRINT " THE PROGRAM ASSUMES THAT THE HOUSE HAS A KITCHEN, A"
88 PRINT 'LIVING ROOM, ONE FULL BATH AND TWO BEDROOMS PLUS THE OTHER
98 PRINT "ROOMS IT WILL ASK YOU ABOUT. IF IT IS SMALLER THAN THIS, "

188 PRINT "THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNABLE TO CALCULATE A COST FOR IT. "

113 PRINT " "

128 INPUT" IF YOU ARE READY TO GO. ENTER 1 ARE VOU READY ". B*
123 IF B* -"8" PRINT "END OF PROGRAM" : END
138 CLS
148 PRINT " 1 - YES 8 - NO
143 PRINT " "

138 INPUT "DOES THE HOUSE HAVE A THIRD BEDROOM "; C
155 IF C - 8 GOTO 288
168 INPUT "A FOURTH BEDROOM ";D
165 IF D » 8 GOTO 288
178 INPUT "A FIFTH BEDROOM ";E

GOTO 208
A SIXTH BEDROOM "iF
8 GOTO 200

***"

THIS PROGRAM HILL ASK VOU QUESTIONS ABOUT THE"
"HOME TO BE ESTIMATED. ENTER VOUR ANSWERS BV TYPING"
"0 FOR NO, OR 1 FOR YES. AND THEN PRESS THE 'ENTER' KEY

REMEMBER *• ZERO FOR NO AND 1 FOR YES

DOES THE HOUSE HAVE A 2ND FULL <3-FIXTURE> BATH
GOTO 220

A THIRD FULL BATH "j H

"DOES IT HAVE A DEN "; J

"A RECREATION OR RUMPUS ROOM "> N

175 IF E '

180 INPUT
185 IF F '

200 CLS
281 INPUT
202 IF Q
210 INPUT
217 PRINT " "

220 INPUT "DOES THE HOUSE HAVE A HALF C2-FIXTURE) BATH "jT
222 IF T - GOTO 226
225 INPUT "DOES IT HAVE A SECOND 2-FIXTURE BATH "iU
226 CLS
227 INPUT" IS THERE SPACE IN THE KITCHEN FOR A DINETTE
228 PRINT * "

229 INPUT"DOES THE HOUSE HAVE A DINING ROOM ")L
238 PRINT " "

232 INPUT "DOES IT HAVE A FAMILV ROOM "id
235 PRINT " "

248 INPUT "A STUDY ";K
258 PRINT " "

255 INPUT
257 PRINT
260 INPUT
262 CLS
265 PRINT " "

268 INPUT" IS THERE AN ATTIC <BIG ENOUGH TO STAND UP IN
269 IF BS - GOTO 275
270 INPUT "IS THE ATTIC FINISHED "> P
275 PRINT " "

276 INPUT "IS THERE A BASEMENT "jCC
277 IF CC - GOTO 288
279 INPUT "IS THE BASEMENT FINISHED "iO
288 PRINT " "

282 INPUT "IS THERE A MAIN-FLOOR UTILITY ROOM "; S
283 PRINT " "

285 INPUT
298 IF AA
295 INPUT
388 CLS
385 INPUT
387 PRINT
345 INPUT
358 INPUT
352 PRINT
355 INPUT "IS THERE A FIREPLACE "; V
368 IF V - 8 GOTO 367
365 INPUT "IS THERE A SECOND FIREPLACE "; 2
367 PRINT " "

369 INPUT "IS THERE ANY BRICK OR STONE-WORK ON THE EXTERIOR
378 DD - <5*A+C*D+E*F*G*H*J+K*L*M+N+R>+. 5*<0*P+Q+S+T+U+V+W*X*Y+Z*AA+BB+CC> ^E—

CLS
372 PRINT "THE AREA OF THE COUNTRY WHERE THE HOUSE IS TO I

ALSO A FACTOR IN COST ESTIMATION ":PRINT" "

373 INPUT "WILL THIS HOUSE BE BUILT IN THE MID-WEST"j 00
374 IF 00 - 8 GOTO 376

•IS THERE AN ATTACHED GARAGE "; AA
• 8 GOTO 388
"IS THE ATTACHED GARAGE A TWO-CAR "> Q

'IS THE HOUSE CENTRALLY AIR-CONDITIONED "jR

'IS THERE A DECK ";W
•IS THERE AN ENCLOSED PORCH "j

X



375 LL - . 96 : GOSUB 485
376 INPUT "WILL IT BE BUILT SOUTH OF THE MASON-DIXON LINE ";EE
377 IF EE - GOTO 382
378 INPUT "IN EITHER LOUISIANA OR KENTUCKY Ml
379 IF EE • 8 GOTO 381
98 LL". 93 : GOSUB 485

381 LL - . 83 . GOSUB 405
382 INPUT "IN THE GREAT SOUTHWEST "; GG
384 IF OQ » 8 GOTO 389
385 INPUT "IN CALIFORNIA "j 00
386 IF 00 - 8 GOTO 388
387 LL - 1 11 : GOSUB 485
38 LL - . 95 : GOSUB 485

389 INPUT "IN THE NORTHWESTERN U S "; II

398 IF II - 8 GOTO 392
391 LL - 91 : GOSUB 485
392 INPUT "IN THE NEW ENOLRND STATES "; JJ
393 IF JJ - 8 GOTO 397
395 LL - . 96 : GOSUB 485
397 LL - . 93
485 MH-DO*LL :CLS
487 PRINT "NEXT, IT IS NECESSARY TO RATE THE DESIGN"
418 PRINT "RND CONSTRUCTION ON A SCALE OF 1 TO 4.

"

412 PRINT " "

415 PRINT "GRADE 1: A SIMPLE HOUSE BUILT FROM STOCK PLANS
422 PRINT " "

425 PRINT "GRADE 2: BUILT FROM STOCK OR DESIGNER PLANS"
430 PRINT "WITH AVERAGE OR BETTER MATERIALS. "

432 PRINT " "

435 PRINT "GRADE 3: CUSTOM BUILT FROM DESIGNER PLANS"
448 PRINT "WITH MANY EXTRA FEATURES. "

442 PRINT " "

445 PRINT "GRADE 4: ONE OF A KIND. BUILT FOR AN"
458 PRINT "INDIVIDUAL UNDER AN ARCHITECT'S SUPERVISION. '

452 PRINT * "

468 INPUT "PLEASE SPECIFY THE GRADE: 1. 2. 3 OR 4 ••: FF

465 IF FF - 1 GOSUB 528
478 IF FF » 2 GOSUB 548
488 IF FF - 3 GOSUB 568
485 IF FF - 4 GOSUB 380
528 CLS
322 NN - MM * 3970
524 PRINT " "

325 PRINT "USING STOCK PLANS AND ECONOMY MATERIALS. WE "

527 PRINT "ESTIMATE THAT CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR THIS HOME
529 PRINT "WOULD TOTAL" USING "8*88,888.88"; NN : GOSUB 600
548 CLS
542 NN - MM * 5824
545 PRINT "USING STOCK OR SIMPLE DESIGNER PLANS AND AVERAGE OR"
547 PRINT "BETTER MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP, WE ESTIMATE THAT"
551 PRINT "THE COST TO CONSTRUCT THE HOUSE YOU HAVE DESCRIBED"
554 PRINT "WOULD TOTAL" USING "8*888, 888.88"; NN : GOSUB 688
555 END
568 CLS : PRINT " "

562 NN « MM * 6164
363 PRINT "WE CALCULATE THAT THE CONSTRUCTION COST OF THIS"
367 PRINT "DESIGNER HOME <LOT * LANDSCAPING NOT INCLUDED)"
369 PRINT "WOULD BE" USING "8**88,888. 88";NN
578 GOSUB 688
580 CLS: PRINT :PRINT"WE ESTIMATE THAT THE CONSTRUCTION COST OF THIS"
382 PRINT "UNIQUE HOME (LOT C LANDSCAPIING NOT INCLUDED)"
384 NN MM * 7336
389 PRINT "WOULD BE" USING "88880. 888. 08"i NN : GOSUB 688
600 PRINT M "

602 PRINT "USING A CONSERVATIVE 6 '/. INFLATION FACTOR. THE
686 PRINT "COST TO BUILD THIS HOUSE IN :"

618 PRINT " 1981 WOULD BE"
USING "8*888, 888 88"; 1 86*NN

613 PRINT " 1982 WOULD BE"
USING "8*888, 888. 88"; 1. 12*NN

620 PRINT " 1983 WOULD BE"
USING "«»888, 888 88"; 1 19*NN

623 PRINT " 1984 WOULD BE"
USING "««888, 888 88"; 1. 26*NN

630 PRINT " 1983 WOULD BE"
USING "88888, 888. 88"; 1. 34*NN

633 PRINT " "

CTION COST ESTIMATOR **
THIS PROGRAM HILL ASK YOU QUESTIONS ABOUT THE

HOME TO BE ESTIMATED ENTER YOUR ANSWERS BY TYPING
FOR NO. OR 1 FOR YES. AND THEN PRESS THE 'ENTER' KEY.

** REMEMBER ** ZERO FOR NO AND 1 FOR YES **

THE PROGRAM ASSUMES THAT THE HOUSE HAS A KITCHEN, A
LIVING ROOM, ONE FULL BATH AND TWO BEDROOMS PLUS THE OTHER
ROOMS IT WILL ASK YOU ABOUT. IF IT IS SMALLER THAN THIS,
THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNABLE TO CALCULATE A COST FOR IT.

IF YOU ARE READY TO GO, ENTER 1. ARE YOU READY ? 1_

1 - YES 8 - NO

DOES THE HOUSE HAVE A THIRD BEDROOM ? 1
A FOURTH BEDROOM ? 1
A FIFTH BEDROOM 7 1
A SIXTH BEDROOM 7 8_

DOES THE HOUSE HAVE A 2ND FULL <3-FIXTURE> BATH 7 1
A THIRD FULL BATH ? 8

DOES THE HOUSE HAVE A HALF <2-FIXTURE> BATH ? 1
DOES IT WAVE A SECOND 2-FIXTURE BATH 7 8_

IS THERE SPACE IN THE KITCHEN FOR A DINETTE 7 8

DOES THE HOUSE HAVE A DINING ROOM 7 1

DOES IT HAVE A FAMILY ROOM 7 8

A STUDY 7 1

DOES IT HAVE A DEN ?

A RECREATION OR RUMPUS ROOM 7 8_

IS THERE AN ATTIC (BIG ENOUGH TO STAND UP IN > ? 8

IS THERE H BASEMENT ? 1
IS THE BASEMENT FINISHED ? 1

IS THERE H MAIN-FLOOR UTILITY ROOM 7 1

IS THERE AN ATTACHED OARAGE 7 1
IS THE ATTACHED GARAGE A TWO-CAR ? 1_

IS THE HOUSE CENTRALLY AIR-CONDITIONED 7 8

IS THERE A DECK ? 1
IS THERE AN ENCLOSED PORCH ? 8

IS THERE A FIREPLACE 7 1
IS THERE A SECOND FIREPLACE ? 1

IS THERE ANY BRICK OR STONE-WORK ON THE EXTERIOR 7 8.

THE AREA OF THE COUNTRY WHERE THE HOUSE IS TO BE

CONSTRUCTED IS ALSO A FACTOR IN COST ESTIMATION.

640 PRINT " "

650 REM AUTHOR:
999 END

J ESSIG, BOX 366, WEBSTER CITY, IA 58595
WILL THIS HOUSE BE BUILT IN THE MID-WEST?
WILL IT BE BUILT SOUTH OF THE MASON-DIXON LINE 7
IN THE GREAT SOUTHWEST ? 8
IN THE NORTHWESTERN U S 7 8
IN THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 7 8_ /

V-
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COMPUTERWARE
means

BUSINESS

Our 6800/6809 software is doing the job for:

•o UrWeeratty CndH Untott -o Compurtr Mamrfacmrrr
•o OofMomio BOQAKttpIno St r'nvi'f *o Soufncm Cnvrch MMMHOWWH

irr Btfruat rh< notion

Computerware software is in the business community
providing visibility, efficiency, and control to man-
agers for small businesses and commercial users.

Applications Include:

• Payroll

• Invtntofy L-onfrof

• Trxl Procrtmlrtf

» Accounts Paumbk
' Mrdlcol Ogicc

I have lh» hardware tool Ym, K voa're looking tor total support for your
buitntu' data procmlai appUcanons. you've found M at

COMPUTERWARE
1512 Encinitas Blvd., Box 668

Encinitas, CA 92024

(714) 436-3512
Write, call, or come see us at work!

CIRCLE 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Estimate, cont'd...

NEXT, IT IS NECESSARY TO RATE THE DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION ON A SCALE OF 1 TO 4.

GRADE 1: A SIMPLE HOUSE BUILT FROM STOCK PLANS.

GRADE 2: BUILT FROM STOCK OR DESIGNER PLANS
WITH AVERAGE OR BETTER MATERIALS.

GRADE 3: CUSTOM BUILT FROM DESIGNER PLANS
WITH MANY EXTRA FEATURES.

GRADE 4: ONE OF A KIND. BUILT FOR AN
INDIVIDUAL UNDER AN ARCHITECT'S SUPERVISION.

PLEASE SPECIFV THE GRADE: 1,2,3 « 4 ? 3.

WE CALCULATE THAT THE CONSTRUCTION COST OF THIS
DESIGNER HOME CLOT * LANDSCAPING NOT INCLUDED)
MOULD BE S88, 854 18

USING A CONSERVATIVE 6 V.

COST TO BUILD THIS HOUSE
INFLATION FACTOR, THE
IN :

1981 MOULD BE S94, 185 38
1982 MOULD BE #99, 516 68
1983 MOULD BE S105, 736 86
1984 MOULD BE Sill, 956 88
1985 MOULD BE *119. 864 88

TELEPHONE PROGRAM FOR TRS-80*
1

.

Indexed and alphabetized directory . 3. Display timer
2. Auto, manual and delay dialer. 6. Record call til*.

4 Running, display call coat calculator 7 Reed call file

5. Dalay. repeat and onekey radial 8 And more

Laval II 1oK..J.10. 95 postpaid

Other programs of Interest to photographers
available for TRS-80. Tl 59. Call or writ* for

D-SOFT
31 9 Clarendon Ay*. , Soul hport , NC 28461

(919)457-5981

'TRS-SOIa A Tradernark Of Tandy Corp.

CIRCLE 133 Or* READER SERVICE CARD

est-
COMPUTER SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

539 DURtE AVENUE, CLOSTER, NEW JERSEY 07624

BERGEN COUNTY'S ONLY COMPLETE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HOUSE
CS. WORDPROCESSORS

More Powerful Than The
VYDEC® LANIER® AND XEROXo

CSk Automated Office systems
* CSI 800 WP/A.O. FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS $5,000 - $1 2,500
* CSI 800-1 600 HARD DISK MULTI-TASKING SYSTEMS $1 2,000 - $30,000

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: From $100 - $5,000
* PAYROLL, G.L. A/R, A/P, INVENTORY CONTROL $2,500 * INCOME TAX PACKAGE $950
* MEDICAL ACCOUNTING PACKAGE $1,000 * REALTOR'S PACKAGE $2,500
* GAS STATION PACKAGE $1,900 • ATTORNEY'S PACKAGE CLOSINGS $1,900
* AUTO PARTS INVENTORY $2,000 • ACCOUNTANT'S PACKAGE $2,900

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE: ON APPLE® TRS-80® PET® & CP/M BASED SYSTEMS
•CHEMISTRY * MATHS * PHYSICS * VOCABULARY $10-$20each

Call: (201) 767-7510 wu 767-7299
CIRCLE 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD 130 CREATIVE COMPUTING



Computer Store

of the Month

ComputerLand of Cleveland

Almost every human endeavor imaginable has some application for

computers. So it's not surprising that the people who find careers in

computers enter the field with incredibly diverse backgrounds; the staff

of ComputerLand of Cleveland is no exception. The enthusiastic crew of

seven is comprised of a psychologist, an industrial engineer, two

electrical engineers, a market analyst, a physicist and, last but not least,

a computer engineer.

All staff members are knowledgable about the store's products, but

their different backgrounds bring new pespectives to the tasks at hand.

One employee used the resources of ComputerLand of Cleveland to help

two high school students build a robot. Another designed and wrote a

program central to a local television station's election coverage. When
Cleveland's educational television station held a telethon recently, the

staff joined together and donated an Apple Computer to the cause.

Although ComputerLand of Cleveland stocks a solid selection of

personal and small business systems, the staff has never lost sight of the

fact that they're not just "selling hardware". They offer advice and

expertise to anyone attempting to size up the capabilities of different

systems or assess their need for computer power. Each system sold

includes an in-house training session for the computer's operator, as well

as a three evening BASIC course. These BASIC courses are open to the

public at a nominal charge.

If you're interested in taking a course or just stopping in to discuss

building robots, locating Quarks or writing election analysis programs,

you'll find ComputerLand of Cleveland at 1288 SOM Center Road,
Mayfield Heights, Ohio 44124. The staff rotates between this location on
Cleveland's east side and a second location on the west side. The store is

open on Saturdays and has evening hours on Tuesdays and Thursdays. If

you'd like, call ahead. Their telephone number is 216-441-1200.

GPeafeive computing
the #1 magazine of computer applications and software

GAIN F,NANC,AL
FREEDOM

WITH YOUR PERSONAL
COMPUTER

Dr. Alfred Adler builds on his

current stock market articles

through intensive microcomputer

workshops being held nationwide.

SHARPEN your investment decision-

making skills.

Prepare for the upcoming option

market expansion.

CALL NOW FOR DETAILS

Natl (800) 854- 2003 x869
Calif. (800) 522-1500 x869

MICROSEMINARS
202 1 Business Center Dr.

Irvine. CA 92715

Send for FREE guide to

Investment Software
-CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD'
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Real Estate Programs
For Apple II or TRS-80

Property Management System
(32K, I Da* System)

• VTO a MonMy Ineoim

• f I

• Vandor Eipanaa Itoport

• MOONM TM Raport
• Aa* Reports Can Ba Prtmad

• Ea»y Data En*y a EON
• 200 Unto par f—

Price $225.00

Real Estate Analysis Modules:
(Cuariteor Dtak)

i) Ho*rt# PurcftBM Arvwyaea

I) Tm M«nd Eicnanoa

3) Conamicaon CoafPioat

4) InoomaProi

5) APR Loan Anatyaa)

>) Property Sal

7) Loan Amort

$35.00 Per Module

OttWf >OM>rOOOM
ttmm A* t% SrtB Tail

Din m-wit
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Here is a huge sourcebook of ideas for using

computers in mathematics instruction. There are

sections on

:

•Thinking Strategies and How to Solve Problems

•How to Buy a Microcomputer System
'Art, Graphics, and Mathematics
'Computer Assisted Instruction

'Computer Simulations
'Programming Style

'Probability

'Magic Squares and much more.

Computers in mathematics:

ft Sourcebook of Ideas

One section presents over 250 problems, puzzles

and programming ideas, more than are found in most
"problem collection" books.

Pragmatic, ready to use, classroom tested ideas

are presented for everything from the most basic

introduction to binary numbers to advanced tech-

niques like multiple regression analysis and differen-

tial equations. Every item discussed has a complete
explanation including flowcharts, programs, and
sample runs.

The book includes many activities that don't

require a computer. And if you're considering
expanding your computer facilities you'll find a
section on how to select a computer complete with

an invaluable microcomputer comparison chart.

Although much of the material has appeared in

Creative Computing, many of those back Issues are

no longer available. Consequently this book meets
the demand of making available that popular informa-

tion.

Edited by David Ahl. Large format paperbound,
224 pages, $15.95. (12D)

To order use handy postcard order from inside back cover.

FINANCIAL PROGRAMS
• APPLE II (TM Apple Computers! • TRS-80 (TM Tandy Corp.)

• CPM (TM Digital Research) • NORTH STAR (TM North Star Computers)

TO HELP ANALYZE YOUR INVESTMENT PROPOSALS

Cash Flow Analysis — Rate of Return — Investment Decisions

"OCF" (TM) — Discounted Cash Flow Analysis Technique to Calcu-

late Interest Rates. Rate of Return Analysis. Yields, Purchase versus

Lease Decision Making.

A MOST DETAILED INSTRUCTION MANUAL WITH GLOSSARY & Plain

English Discussion ot Financial Terminology is included. Gives clear,

unambiguous answers to investment proposal desirability. $36 in-

cluding your choice of source code (most Basics) and media disk (5"

or 8") or tape. With manual!

DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE - COMPARISONS

Does Comparative Analysis of Common IRS Acceptable Techniques

and shows which technique offers what deductions every year.

$30 including source/media ($25 if ordered with DCF).

Also Available (In NorthStar Basic or CPM-XBasic-2):

BOWLING LEAGUE SECRETARY:
• Weekly and cumulative statistics/standings calculations for all varieties ol

bowling leagues

• For use by non-computer trained league secretary, multi-league service

bureau, or bowling establishment

• $50 customized lor a single league, or $295 multi-league version with source

code

Other Software in NorthStar Basic: $25 each on disk

• Cross Reference ol Variable and Goto/Gosubs sorted list— excellent for docu-

mentation and testing.

• Home Accounting System to help control over income and expenditures 70

user defined categories with monthly and month-by-month totals Reconciles

multiple checking & charge accounts

Dieter Kaetel 7201 - 87 S.E. . Mercer Island, WA 98040

(206) 232-1513 Dealer Inquiries Invited

CASSETTE
DUPLICATION

TRS-80 (I & II), PET, APPLE, KIM, ATARI

Quality software duplication is more
than copying cassettes. Microsette du-
plication uses a proprietary high speed
duplicator designed specifically for

computer program duplication. The fin-

ished products are of consistent quality,

guaranteed to load. Minimum order is

.

100 with discounts for higher quanti-

ties. Call (415) 968-1604 for details.

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MICROSETTE CO.
475 Ellis Street

Mt. View, CA 94043
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Dyson
•/corporation

Solve your disc problems,
buy 100% surface tested
Dysan diskettes. All or-

ders shipped from stock,

within 24 hours. Call toll

FREE (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information.

Visa and Master Card ac-

cepted. All orders sent

postage paid

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 (In Cal call

(805) 543-1037

)

WE WILL TRY TO SELL THE
following product

at the lowest

ADVERTISIED PRICES
IN THIS MAGAZINE

PET APPLE
ATARI

CROMEMCO
MISSISSIPPI MICROS, INC.
Mart 51, Jackson. MS. 39204

(601) 948-7846

CIRCLE 21 1 ON HEADER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80 Specialist Needed
Hayden Book Company's Software Group has
an opening for you If you have an opening for
you If you have heavy Z80 machine language
programming experience for the TRS-80 and an
Intimate Knowledge of TRS-80 hardware, firm-
ware, and DOS. Full-time, In-house, program
review and development. An excellent oppor-
tunity to Join the fastest-growing micro-
software house In the U.S.
Send resume with salary history and require-
m,n,8,0:

Bill Cook
Hayden Book Company

SO Essex Street Rochelle Park, NJ 07862
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

MAY PROBLEMS
SOLVED

David H. Ah I

P.S -HEARD THIS ONE?
Of the several solutions received, the

one from Joe Martin Free (Howard Indus-
tries, Inc.. P O. Box 1588, Laurel, MS 39440)
was the most interesting in that he program-
med it in the EDX language for an IBM
Series/1. Space does not permit us to

reproduce the program, however, here is

Joe's logical approach.
From P's first statement, it is obvious
that both of the integers cannot be
prime.

From S's first statement, we know that

of all the pairs of integers that can be
added together to get this sum, no pair

is such that both integers are prime
numbers.

From P's last statement, we know that

of all of the pairs of integers that are
factors of the product, one and only one
pair of integers exist such that the
above conditions are true.

FOR EXAMPLE
Assume that P knew that the product
was 92 and that S knew that the sum
was 17.

P's 1st statement would be true be-
cause the factors could be 2 x 26 - 52 or
4X13 = 52.

Possible integers for the sum could be
2 + 15 = 17 3 + 14 = 17 4 +13 = 17
5+ 12 = 17 6 + 11 = 17 7+ 10= 17
8+ 9 = 17

Note that of all possible choices above,
no pair is such that both integers are
prime, so S could state that he knew
that P did not know the answer.

From this P knows that if the integers

were 2 and 26, S could not have made
this statement because the sum would
have been 28 which could be the sum of

5 and 23. Both 5 and 23 are prime
numbers and S could not have known
that P did not know the answer.

So P knows that the integers are 4 and
13.

After checking all of his possible
choices that can sum to 17, S knows
that only 4 and 1 3 are the integers such
that P can make the deduction that he
made.

His program to "prove" this solution follows

these steps:

1. Create an array of numbers from 1 to

100 and eliminate the primes.

2. Fill a sum array with numbers (1 to

200) and eliminate any sum that can be the
sum of any two primes.

3. For remaining sums, determine all

possible sets of two integers that can
produce it. For each set of integers, find the

product. Then find all sets of two integers

that can be a factor of this product. Find the

sum of each set of factors. Each sum that is

also in the sum array is an answer to the

problem.
Moving the limit up to 200. Joe finds

that the answers of 4 and 13 are still unique.
He suspects it may be unique no matter
what the upper limit, but declines the

opportunity to prove it.

THE REMAINDERS
Several readers pointed out that there is

more than one possible answer to this

problem — 5,802,397 answers to be exact.

Marathon "REXON" of Fairfield, N.J. wrote
that all the answers are of the form:

(N * 2520) - 1

Where N is any integer from 1 to 5.802,397.
Ian MacOonald of Stellarton, Nova Scotia
came to the same conclusion and computed
2519 as the smallest answer with

14,622.042.959 as the largest.

HOT DESERT SANDS
It may be easier to solve this problem by

visualizing the desert as 800 miles across
and our truck as being able to carry 40
gallons of gas which will take it 400 miles. If

you draw little pictures, you can see that the

truck can go 100 miles, drop 20 gallons and
return. The next trip is 200 miles Con-
tinuing this process until 40 gallons are

dropped at the halfway point for the final

trip across yields a solution of 680 gallons or

1 7 tankfuls and total mileage of 6800 or the
equivalent of 8'

:
, trips across. Perhaps a

trailer would be a better solution.

CIRCLE 137 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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GOTA PR06RAM
FOR YOU!

The new computers are showing off.

Over $50 million worth of equipment in over 100,000

square feet of space, including the latest software and hard-

ware for business, government, home and personal use. Every-

thing the NCC show has and more will be on display, and you can

buy it all right on the spot.

Computers costing $150 to $250,000, mini and micro com-
puters, data- and word-processing equipment, telecommunica-
tions, office machines, peripheral equipment and services from

leading names in the industry like IBM, Xerox, Radio Shack
and Apple will all be there.

There'll be conferences on business uses of small to

medium sized computers, and how to make purchasing
evaluations.

There'll be robots, computerized video games,
computer art and computer music.

Everyone from kids to people who earn their liv-

ing with computers will have a great time at the larg-

est computer show ever organized in each region.

Admission for adults is $5. The public is

invited, and no pre-registration is necessary.

tup Don't miss the computer show that

__._r ^L__ mixes business with pleasure. Show
MID*¥ve.±> i up for the show.

i::r.. LRNTiC
COMPUTER-
SHOW

WASHINGTON, D.C.

DC. ARMORY/STARPLEX
THURSDAY-SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 18-21

1 1 A.M. TO 9 P.M. THURS -SAT
11 AM. TO 5 P.M. SUN.

COMPUTER
SHOW
CHICAGO

Mccormick place
thursday-sunday
OCTOBER 16-19

1 1 AM. TO 9 P.M THURS -SAT
11 AM TO 5 PM SUN.

Produced by National Computer Shows,

824 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

Telephone (617) 739-2000

Please send me:

THE
NORTHEAST
COMPUTER— SHOW

BOSTON
HYNES auditorium
PRUDENTIAL CENTER
THURSDAY-SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 20-23

11 AM. TO 9 RM THURS.-SAT
11 AM. TO 5 P.M SUN

adult tickets at $5 each I have enclosed the proper amount ol $

D Information on the show's conference program.

D Hotel registration information Q Exhibitor rental information

Please print Name -

Address

.

City . State _ -Zip-
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puzzles & problems
U • MIL Mil . M> ItM MV ' W MM -H« «W 3IIC

A Remarkable Coincidence

Stalin Hitler Mussolini

1879 1889 1883

65 55 61

1922 1933 1922

22 II 22

3888 3888 3888

crlin has reached back to the time of World War II for this month's kickoff puzzle. Around 1944 a

remarkable statistical coincidence was noted by some obscure cataloger of trivia. According to the table he

compiled, five of the world leaders at that time had a great deal in common. Look at the following table and
decide whether it was coincidence, or. a trick with numbers.

Roosevelt Churchill

Born 1882 1874

Age (in 1944) 62 70

Took Office 1933 1940

Years in office II 4

Total 3888 3888

The Correct Combination
ere's an interesting problem from Mr. L. E. Schander of Yorktown. Virginia. Mr. Schander will receive a
copy of "Merlin's Puzzler II" for his contribution. The problem is stated thusly:

"My boss was working late one evening and found he had to get a very important file out of my safe

which was sealed by a three-number combination lock. He called me up at home, and since it is against
company policy to reveal combination lock numbers over the phone. I gave him only the following hints:"

"If you add I to the first number. 2 to the second number, and subtract 1 7 from the third, the product of
the new numbers is one larger than the product of the original set. (That'is: AxBxC+l=(A+l)x(B + 2)x
(C 17)). Ifyouadd I more to the first number, and add 2 more to the second, and subtract 7 more from the
third, the new product will again increase by I and you will know the correct combination."

"Now. what are the combination lock numbers?"

A Problem In Division

ccording to Merlin the next easy (?) puzzle should take you no
more than three minutes to solve. You are to divide the irregular

' shape depicted here into three equal parts by drawing just two
v straight lines across it. On your mark, get set. go!

A Betting Proposition

allyho. old sport, here's I puzzle you should get a kick out of.

Orville Wheelwright, the blacksmith out at the Merlin Downs
racecourse, fooled everyone for wars with this puzzle. He would
hand you a horseshoe which contained six nail holes and ask you
to divide it into six pieces, each piece having one of the nail holes

in it. You were allowed to make only two straight-line cuts across
the horseshoe With a hacksaw to accomplish this feat. Does
anyone here care to wager on this one?

(From "Merlin's Puzzler III")

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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A Touching Problem

rom "The Sometimes Baffled Computer Services Dept." at the

Homcwood RoMmoof High School in Flossmoor. Illinois, we havea nice

little puzzle. All you have to do is arrange the numbers I through X in the

boxes at the right so that no two consecutive numbers are next to each other

(up-down, left-right, or diagonally). A copy of"Merlin's Puzzler I" is on the

way to Gail. Ruth. F.arnistine. Gary, and Pete.

I

The Puzzle Of The Ten Tigers

her lock Holmes. Dr. Watson and Inspector l.estrade were returning to

London by train. To pass the time they had been swapping puzzles.

"Now gentlemen." said Holmes, "as we have time for one more puzzle I

think I will acquaint you with a problem I call "The Puzzle of The Ten
Tigers." The puzzle states that the London Zoo. after having been given ten

tigers, had then placed all together in a circular cage. Next, they wished to

erect three circular fences within this cage in such a way that each tiger

would be isolated from every other tiger. The fences could cross each other

at any point. I'll give you both until we arrive at Paddington Station to solve

this puzzle."

(From "Merlin's Puzzler I").

The Bicycle Puzzle

enry and Harriet decided to bicycle up to Morristown

and visit the headquarters of Creative Computing.

The distance they had to travel was 20 miles. After

they had covered four miles Henry's bike broke down
and he had to chain it to a tree. Being in a hurry they

decided to push on as quickly as they could. They had

the choice of both walking, or. of one walking and one

riding the remaining bike. They both can walk at the

rate of four miles an hour and ride at eight miles an

hour. They decided on a plan of action that would

keep their walking to a minimum and yet would get

them to Morristown in the shortest amount of time.

What combination of walking and riding did they

use?

xilXS'^ACr-if^

Dropped-Letter Proverbs

Supply the missing letters, and each of the series following

will be found to represent a popular proverb. Each dash

represents either a dropped letter or the space between

two words. In some of the examples one dash stands for

two dropped letters.

I . F-i-t-h-a-l-e-e-w-n-a-r-a-y.

2 B-r-s-f-f-t-r-f-c-t-g-t-r.

3. H-w-o-g-s-b-r-w-g-g-s-s-r-w-g.

4. T-k-c-r-f-h-p-n-n-t-c-p-n-s-w-l-t-k-c-r-f-t-e-s-l-s.

(From "Merlin's Puzzler 2").

V

f
1

A Puzzle With Coins

equired. to arrange twelve coins in such manner

that they shall count four in a straight line in

seven different directions.

^-^<^^X Jp
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1
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I

If you have a favorite puzzle that you would like to share with the readers of Creative

Computing send it in. and. if Merlin uses it he will send you a copy of one of his

"Merlin's Puzzler" books. Until next time, your editor. Charles Barry Townsend.

^^•IBIBlHiBIBiatBia'aiaiB ailia lliaiBia>aia>a .;B'B-.BIBiBIB(BI»l»iai»l«IBIBi«lBIBIB[BIBt«lBIB-B!«lBI»l«IBI«'BI«'B(«l«'BiB-B Bil ! 'ia<B!B-aiB (IBI«IBIB1»I«I«IBI»II»^?
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Effective Writing Edmond H. Weiss, Fh.Dl (A3

Write With Verbs
Edmond H. Weiss, a communica-
tions consultant, teaches effective

writing seminars for business,
industry, and government. To con-
tact him, call 609-795-5580.

Effective writers use the right

verbs. (Notice: I didn't say utilize.) With

good verbs you can lighten your text,

brighten your reports, focus your
ideas, engage your readers, push your
proposals, command your technicians
. . . you get the idea.

But most technical people in

general, and computer people in

particular, write with extra nouns
instead of verbs. (Further, the few
verbs they do use are often stiff and
dull — like utilize.)

Editors have many names for this

tendency to write in nouns. Some, as

you would expect, call it nominaliza-
tion (a horrible word!). Others call it

smothering the verb (a name more to

my taste).

Smothered verbs are good, strong,

lively verbs that, unfortunately, are
suffocating inside dull, dense nouns.
They are harmless enough in your first

drafts, when you're still composing
your thoughts. But they should not
survive the first draft. Look out for them
and get rid of them.

Smothered Verbs: Garden Variety

The most typical smothered verbs
are in phrases beginning with the
words have, make, give, reach and do.

Here are a few examples:

Smothered Breathing

have an objection object
have knowledge know
have reservations doubt
have a suspicion suspect
make a distinction distinguish

make a suggestion suggest
give an answer answer
give a justification justify

reach a conclusion conclude
reach an end finish, end
do an inspection inspect
do a draft draft

In most — not all — cases, the
phrase on the left should be replaced

Edmond H. Weiss. Ph.D., 1612 Crown Point Lane,
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.

with the word on the right. Instead of:

We did not have sufficient knowl-
edge of the problem to make a

suggestion for improvements.
Write:

We did not know enough about the

problem to suggest improve-
ments.

Instead of:

They cannot do a verification of

the data until you make a decision

about the new password.
Write:

They cannot verify the data until

you decide about the new pass-

word.

Smothered Verbs: More
Exotic Varieties

Technical people, it seems, are
endlessly resourceful in inventing new
smothered verbs. Among the more
curious I've had to edit recently are:

Smothered Breathing

furnished an explanation explained
effectuate a system start up the

startup system
achieve linkage link

accomplish a separation separate
realize an improvement improve
generate a solution solve
effect a replacement replace

So, instead of:

The calculations of costs are ac-
complished by the TREND model.

Write:

The TREND model calculates the

costs.

Instead of:

Separation of the personnel and
payroll files was achieved.

Write:

The personnel and payroll files

were separated.

Instead of:

Rectangle formation can be re-

alized in three ways.
Write:

You can form rectangles three
ways.

Verbs Disguised as Nouns

Always be alert to any verbs,

smothered or not, disguised as nouns.

Usually, the suspect noun will end with
the letters ion, or ing, or ment.

Instead of:

Their decision was to expand,
rather than replace.

Write:

They decided to expand rather

than replace.

Instead of:

Printing user directories is a capa-
bility of the system.

Write:

The system can print user direc-

tories.

Instead of:

This plan is an enlargement of our
earlier objectives.

Write:

This plan enlarges on our earlier

objectives.

Why Do Verbs Matter So Much?

As you can see, finding and using

the right verb makes a sentence
shorter and "cleaner," without sacrific-

ing information. With fewer and
shorter words, the sentences read

more easily and invite fewer errors.

The only objection I sometimes
hear to writing with verbs is that it

makes the sentences too readable.

They sound too much like ordinary

English and not enough like "docu-

mentation." If you find yourself liking

the "before" sentences better than the

"after" sentences, because they sound
more "formal," you may be confusing

formality with pompousness.
Writers who are embarrassed or

unsure will sometimes hide behind

these stuffy nouns. They will write, "We
have insufficient knowledge . .

."

instead of "We don't know." Or they

will write, "No decision has been
reached as of yet . .

." instead of "We
still have not decided."

For the most part, though, writing

with too many nouns is just a bad habit

of style: something we pick up from the

gang at work. To rid yourself of the

habit, inspect your first drafts for

offending phrases like the examples
above. If you correct enough of them,

you may one day reach a point where
your writing is not only free of errors,

but also — dare I say it — fun to read.

Next time: Showing Off D
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10%
DISCOUNT

Off

List
26-4002

64K 1 Drive
$3499.00

AUTHORIZED

TRS-80o®,., Ai.,

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

26 1056 16K Level II System with Keypod.$700.00

26-1 145 RS-232 Board $4.00

26-1 140 "O" K Interface 254.00

26-1 141 "16" K Interface 381 .00 *| ^ ®/q
261 142 "32" K Interface 508.00

26 1160 Mini Disk - Drive 424.00 [) |SCOU N 1
26-1 161 Mini Disk - Additional 424.00

26-1 154 lineprinter II 720.00 ^)ff
26-1 156 Lineprinfer III 1799.00

26 1 157 WP50 Daisy Printer 2670.00 jc4
26-1180 Voice Synthesiser 339.00 26-1054
26-ii8i voxbox 145.00 4K Level II

26-1104 Factory Upper/lower $527 00
Case Modifaction Installed 90.00

26-1605 Scripsif - Tape 60.00

26-1563 Scripsit - Disk .85.00

CERTROniCS
Fast 100 CPS Centronics

730 Printer - $675.00
Text Quality Centronics

737 Printer - $850.00

ALL OTHER R.S. SOFTWARE
FURNITURE, STANDS. CABLES
AND ACCESSORIES DEDUCT
10% FROM CATALOG PRICE

Novation Cat Modem. .$159.00

CCA Data Management
System 72.00
Adventure Games
Games 1-9 14.00

INTIPNAtlONAL

Plug Compatible Lobo 5 V.

Drives - $375.00

Versatile Lobo Interface,
8" Drives and Hard Drive.

Call For Prices

Model I Basic Compiler $195.00

Model II Basic Compiler 395.00

BASF
10-5". Diskettes $45.00

10-8' Diskettes 47.00

I

Acorn
I

Software
Products, Inc.

GAMES:
Alien Invasion $9.00

UTILITIES:

System Savers 14.00

EDUCATION:
Language Teacher 18.00

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry

M.CRD MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, .NC.

No Taxes on Out Of

State Shipments

Immediate Shipment

From Stock.

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
115 C SECOND AVE. S.W.
CAIRO, GEORGIA31728

(912) 377-7120 Go. Phone No.

"TRS-M It a r«glit«r»d trademark of th» Tandy Cora.

Full Factory Warranty
on All Items Sold.

Largest Inventory

In the S.E. U.S.A.
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The Wonderful World of Copyright Confusion

The comments and opinions of the

author an given for educational
purposes onlyand are not meant to

be legal advice. Specific legal

questions should be referred to

yourpersonal attorney.

"When I use a word." Humpty Dumpty said, "... it means
just what I choose it to mean — neither more nor less."

Lewis Carroll

Through The Looking Glass

Martha R. Gore

What do the words "copyright"
and "copyright infringement" mean to

you?
If you have ever written or thought

about modifying or developing soft-

ware using your own or your em-
ployer's computer, these could be two
of the most important words in your
vocabulary. Although the words have
been defined in legalese (Software
Legal Forum, Jan '80), even lawyers
do not always agree as to the applica-
tion of the legal definitions. Recently,
at a software legal seminar sponsored
by a university computer center, an
attorney opened the discussion by tell-

ing his audience, "Please don't quote
me or think you can use what I am
going to say in your own situation."

His point was that every particular

problem has its own elements that
must be considered when applying
the new Copyright Law. The legal

treatment must be tailored to the
specific circumstance. And the name
of the game is prevention of legal

problems before they arise. Once into

an after-the-fact controversy, there is

going to be a lot of mental anguish and
expense.

As the use of small computers
becomes more common, the pressure
for increased production of software
multiplies. The result is that the tech-
nology is greatly exceeding the legal

system's ability to handle its com-
plexities. Eventually, the courts make
the necessary decisions, but until that
time, the creators of software have to

depend upon lawyers who are still de-
bating what constitutes reproduction
limitations and copyright infringemets.

The present copyright law equates
software with literary work. A person
can take a whole group of words and
combine them, creating an original
work. Where the rub comes in is that in

software, many of the programs have a
good number of similarities.

According to some legal opinions,

if the work has a spark of originality, it

is copyrightable. The combination
may be all old stuff, but it has been
combined in a new way. Although other

elements have plugged into it, it is still

something unique. The assumption is

that the basic material is out there in the

universe, and since the creator pack-
aged it and made the machine do
something different, it is a new crea-
tion.

On the other hand, some lawyers
may consider such a new combina-
tion, even though copyrightable, to be
a derivation of a prior work and, thus, a
copyright infringement. Their argu-
ment is that the law defines a deriva-

tive work as something which is based
upon pre-existing work and includes
such things as revisions, annotations,
elaborations, modifications, etc.

Is there a way to determine at

what point someone else's work has
been copied and at what point the pro-
gram becomes original? It is a very dif-

ficult threshold to define. Distinguish-
ing the new from the old is where copy-
right infringement lawsuits come from.

For this reason, anyone involved
with software writing or modification
needs a good copyright attorney to
lead him or her through the maze.
Right from the beginning, it is im-
portant to level with your attorney. The
attorney's job is to determine whether
the work has enough originality to be
copyrightable and he or she must
know what elements were knowingly
taken from the work of others. There
must be enough knowledge about the
differences and enough expertise
using it to show that the work is

original. The first line of defense in a
lawsuit is documentation availability to

help the lawyer prove his case.

If the lawyer decides that it is

copyrightable, there should be no
delay registering the copyright claim.

The Library of Congress Copyright
Office can supply information and the

proper forms.

Copyright applications should be
keyed to the first time the program ran
and worked. The registration is a
record of the claim, notice to the world
that the claimant created the work and
controls the rights to it. The whole pur-

pose of the copyright law is to protect

and support the originator's right to

earn something from his creative

activity.

Under the new law, as soon as the

new program is put in some permanent
medium, it is automatically copy-
righted. The copyright then provides
the originator with some legally pro-
tectable right which can then be of-

fered to the marketplace.
A lawyer should be the one to

either draw up a contract or provide in-

sight if the contract is submitted by the

buyer. One attorney should never
represent both parties to a contract.

The deal can include the sale of all

rights, and the seller can take his

money and run. That gives the buyer
complete control of the product and its

use. Or the creator can market copies
of the work himself, either selling or
leasing the package.

Actually, in the real world, the fact

that the work has been copyrighted is

just the beginning of the battle. An
original work can quickly become
common usage if there is no effort

made to protect it. There is a lot of stuff

floating around now that was once
exclusively owed, but the originator

lost control of it. If the creator looks the
other way for a long enough time,

allowing the material to be used with-
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out permission, the rights to it can be
lost.

Another pitfall is that on-lookers

or minor participants in a project will

copyright the work. It is a good idea to

have some kind of an agreement with

anyone involved at any stage of de-

velopment.
The plain fact of the matter is that

software is very difficult to protect, just

because it is in machines and acces-
sible to anyone who sees the output.

There are many folks who can look at

the output, figure out how to make a
few changes and call it something new.
It is not unusual for someone to modify
a program which has been developed
for one machine so that it will run on
another. New companies have been
started by someone working on a uni-

versity computer on a weekend, figur-

ing out what was in the computer,
modifying it and then going into bus-

iness for himself.

The course of events can really be-

come complicated when an employee
works up a project on his employer's
computer or time, or writes a program
at home, but gives it a trial run at work.

This can be especially sticky if an em-
ployee has been hired as a program-
mer or to make the company's com-
puter do things better. If one is paid to

do any kind of creative work, there may
be an obligation to share income from
outside activity with employers.

The attitude of many employers is

that employees are paid to be creative

and that outside creativity is a result of

their employment. Their thinking is

that machines paid for with company
money are being used to educate em-
ployees, and anything being pro-

duced because of that knowledge
should be shared with them.

It would appear that unless there is

a specific agreement which spells out

ownership rights, even if the material is

produced elsewhere, employees
should get some good advice before

tinkering around.

Right now, university computer
centers are taking a lot of interest in

work that is being created at their ex-

pense. Now that there is growing pres-

sure for professors to computerize
classroom work, such as problem
solving, etc., someone is going to make
a lot of money putting this information

into machines.
When lessons are composed by

the teacher or professor, become a

program through the expertise of

someone who knows how to make the

computer work, and the program is

developed in the universities' com-
puter centers, there are going to be
some interesting legal questions to re-

solve regarding legal ownership of the

finished product and the relative rights

of those who played a part.

Both business .and academia are

beginning to assert their rights, in-

sisting that their hard cash is involved

in any work which comes out of their

shops. If something is invented or

created within their facilities, they are

demanding part of the action.

An employee or student needs to

know exactly what his or her respon-
sibilities and obligations are to the

party who furnishes the machines and
materials.

If an employee-employer contract
has already been signed, an attorney
should read the fine print. There may
be some surprises in store for the em-
ployee.

When considering employment,
discuss any restrictions in order to

avoid misunderstandings at a later

date. Employers have been known to

claim that knowledge gained on the

job provided the impetus for personal
software creativity or that new pro-

grams were created from elements of

software that had been paid for by the
company.

Often, the employing business in-

stitution or university has an attorney
who can spell out restrictions on out-

side activity that are contained in the

employment contract. However, an in-

dependent lawyer should be consulted
if the employee or student has any
questions about past or future work in

order to avoid a conflict of interests.

The final determination as to the
limitations of the copyright law will

eventually emerge through court
tests. Until that time, anyone involved
with small computers and software, in

any capacity, will have to depend upon
individual attorney's interpretations

and hope that he is right. D

ESCAPE ROUTES
FROM THE CITy

.M ~ U I. I.I.I

JjM*.

"I didn't think my program was that

bad.

"

Buy By Mail

and Save!

TrTWWRU^?!B?ait^32^^2496
64K RAM, List $3345 $2696
64K Quad, List $3995 $3395
NORTH STAR Horizon I

s

16KD.D. Kit $1259
32K D.D. Kit $1579
32K Assembled, List $2695 .... $2149
Horizon 2 32K DD, Assm., $3095 $2439
32K QD, Assm., List $3595 .... $2869

AUGUST 1980 141

CROMEMCO Z-2, List $995 $ 829
System 2, 64K, List $3990 $3179
System 3. 64K, List $6990 $5479
ATARI* 400, List $630 $ 489
800, List $1080 $ 839

TI-99/4, List $1 150 $ 985

DISK SYSTEMS

THINKER TOYS" Discus 2D . $ 939
Dual Discus 2D $1559
Discus 2 + 2, List $1549 $1288

PRINTERS & TERMINALS
PAPER TIGER IDS 440 $ 849
with Graphics Option $ 949
CENTRONICS 730-1, List $995 . $ 639
737, List $995 $ 849

T.I. 810 $1575

INTERTUBE II, List $995 $ 729
PERKIN ELMER Bantam 550 . . $ 789
TELEVIDEO 912C $779
920C $ 839

HAZELTINE 1420 $ 839
1500 $ 879
SOROC 120 $ 746

FLOPPY DISKS SPECIAL
5'/«" Box of 10 ONLY $29.95

(specify TRS 80, North Star, SupefBrain, etc.

I

Most items in stock (or immediate delnery factory sealed cartons.

•7MI factory warranty NTS resrdents ado appropriate safes tai

Prices do not inckme sti.po.nt VIS* and Master Chafe add 3%
COO orders require K\ deposit Prices sebtect to chertfe without

notice

Computers

Wholesale
P.O. Box 144 Camillus, NY 13031

(315) 472-2582 Q£
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WMMti'i
Correspondence is welcome.
Letters with interesting quest-
ions and ideas will be used in the
column along with a response.
No personal replies can be
made. Send to: David Levy, 104
Hamilton Terrace, London NW8
9UP, England

Bluffing And Psychology

It may sound strange to suggest that a
deterministic animal such as a computer is

capable of performing in a psychologically

motivated manner, but those of us who
believe that Artificial Intelligence is here to

stay will argue that ifyou can do it, so can a

computer (or small computer) program.
This month's article is devoted to a
discussion of the ways in which the

'thought' processes of a game playing
program may be modified to perform in a

manner that takes advantage of its

opponent's psychological makeup.

Michie's Work

I have referred, in an earlier article, to

Donald Michie's paper A Theory of
Evaluative Comments in Chess. In this

paper, Michie makes use of the fact that in

a two-person game tree, it is not absolutely

accurate to assume that the opponent will

always make the best move at his disposal.

Players are liable to make mistakes, and
Michie's paper is centered around this

fallability. A strong player, in chess or any
other game, will often encounter a
situation in which the best move, based
purely on deterministic considerations, is

not the move most likely to maximize a
player's chance of success. Let us consider
a concrete example which I witnessed in an
international chess tournament.

The position was something like this.

Both players had been very short of time
and had been making their moves at great

speed. White is clearly losing, and had his

opponent not been in time trouble he

expected result from making move M, is

0.5.

If he makes move M 2 the player sees

that his opponent can defeat him, but only

by finding a 15-ply deep continuation that

is very difficult to spot. Otherwise, our
player will win. He assesses the probability

of his opponent finding this 15-ply win as

being 0.1. The expected result from
making move M 2 is therefore

(0.1 • 0) (0.9 » l) = 0.9

So even though, with correct play. Mi is

theoretically better than M 2, our player

will be better off making move M 2 .

Michie analyzes his tree in the

following manner (I am using a simpler

example):

would probably have resigned. But White
tried one last chance. He played I Qa2-h2,
giving check. The first thing that I should

mention is that these two players were
using a very large chess board and set. This
had a bearing on White's plan, because he
hoped that his opponent's gaze would be
attracted to the black king, and that he
would not notice the fact that the queen,
way over on the other side of the board,
was attacked by and attacking the white

queen. Had black not noticed this fact, he
would have moved his king and allowed
White to capture his queen on the next

move, whereupon White would have won.
In fact Black did notice, and knowing his

opponent rather well he had been half

expecting this surprising queen check on
h2, so, without a moment's pause. Black
captured the White queen and our hero
resigned. He had not lost anything by
trying the ludicrous queen check, because
his position was totally lost. He was merely
hoping for a one in ten thousand chance.

Moving into the realm of tree

searching, we shall now consider a similar

example expressed in terms more familiar

to the reader.

A player has two moves at his

disposal, M, and M 2 . He is good enough to

see that if he makes move M, the result of
the game will inevitably be a draw. So the

p„<s M ) p,, is,,) p„(S„)

Let us assume that we are growing a 2-ply

tree, with terminal positions PM , P )2 and
P13 . . .etc., and terminal scores Si 1, S| 2 and

Su . . . etc., respectively. The program
considers its possible move from the root

position P„ to P,, and notes that its

opponent will then have the choice of

making the moves M n , M, 2 and M M . Let

us say that the program estimates the

chance (or probability) of its opponent
making move Mn to be Cn, the chance of

its opponent choosing M| 2 to be C| 2 , and
the chance of move M| 3 to be C13. Then
instead of assigning to position P' a score

of S, which is the minimum of Su, S l2 and
S,j, the program assigns a value of

s, = (c M «s„)*(C,,« s,j)*(c„« s„>

and it is this score which is backed-i
(remember that the program.

>S„)

1-uptoP"
1, which J
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DYNACOM1
Quality software for: PET

Apple II Plus

TRS-80 (Level II)

North Star

All software is supplied with complete documentation which includes clear

explanations and examples. Each program will run with standard terminals (32

characters or wider) and within 16K program memory space. Except where

noted, all software is available on PET cassette. North Star diskette (North

Star BASIC). TRS-80 cassette (Level II) and Apple cassette {Applesoft

BASIC). These programs are also available on PAPER TAPE (Microsoft

BASIC)

FLIGHT SIMULATOR Prt«: tn.n
(as described in SIMULATION. Volume II)

A realistic and extensive mathematical simulation of take-off. flight and landing. The
program utilizes aerodynamic equations and the characteristics of a real airfoil. You
can practice instrument approaches and navigation using radials and compass
headings. The more advanced flyer can also perform loops, half-rolls and similar

acrobatic maneuvers.

SIMULATION. Volume II (BYTE Publications): $6.00

VALDEZ Price: SM.tSp
A simulation of supertanker navigation in the Prince William Sound and Valdc/

Narrows. The program uses an extensive 256X256 element radar map and employs

physical models of ship response and tidal patterns. Chart your own course through

ship and iceberg traffic. Any standard terminal may be used for display.

BRIDGE 2.0 Price: $I7.«3 p

An all-inclusive version of this mosi popular of card games. This program both BIDS
and PLAYS either contract or duplicate bridge. Depending on the contract, your com-
puter opponents will either play the offense OR defense. If you bid too high the com-
puter will double your contract! BRIDGE 2.0 provides challenging entertainment for

advanced players and is an excellent learning tool for the bridge novice.

HEARTS 1.5 Price: SM.fSp
An exciting and entertaining computer version of this popular card game Hearts is a

irks -oriented game in which the purpose is not to take any hearts or the queen of

spades. Play against two computer opponents who are armed with hard-to-beat play-

ing strategies.

DATA SMOOTHER Price: $14.95 postpaid

This special data smoothing program may be used to rapidly derive useful information

from noisy business and engineering data which are equally spaced. The software

features choke in degree and range of fit. as well as smoothed first and second

derivative calculation. Also included is automatic plotting of the input data and

smoothed results.

FOURIER ANALYZER Mc:MM »o«mM
Use this program to examine the frequency spectra of limited duration signals. The

program features automatic scaling and plotting of the input data and results. Prac-

tical applications include the analysis of complicated patterns in such fields as elec-

tronics, communicaiions and business.

CHESS MASTER Price: SH.W postpaid lavaMaMe for North Mar and TRS-M only I

This complete and very powerful program provides five levels of play. It includes castl-

ing, en passant captures, and the promotion of pawns. Additionally, the board may be

preset before the start of play, permuting the examination of "book" plays. To max-

imize execution speed, the program is written in assembly language (by SOFTWARE
SPECIALISTS of California). Full graphics are employed in the TRS-80 version, and

two widths of alphanumeric display are provided to accommodate North Star users.

STARTREK 3.2 Price: S9.9S postpaid

This is the classic Startrek simulation, but with several new features. For example, the

Klingons now shoot at the Enterprise without warning while also attacking starbases in

other quadrants. The Klingons also attack with both light and heavy cruisers and move
when shot at! The situation is hectic when the Enterprise is besieged by three heavy

cruisers and a slarbase SOS. is received! The Klingons get even!

TEXT EDITOR I (Letter Writer) Price: su.MpottpaM
An easy to use, line-oriented text editor which provides variable line widths and simple

paragraph indexing. This text editor is ideally suited for composing letters and is quite

capable of handling much larger jobs.

Price: W.*5 each postpaid

LUNAR LANDER. CRAPS.
GAMES PACK I and GAMES PACK II

GAMES PACK I contains BLACKJACK.
HORSERACE. SWITCH and more.

GAMES PACK II contains CRAZY EIGHTS. JOTTO. ACEYDUCEY. LIFE.

WUMPUS and more.

Why pay $5.95 or more per program when you can buy a DYNACOMP collection for

just $9 95

All orders are processed within 4S hours. Please enclose payment with order. If paying by

MASTER CHARGE or VISA, include all numbers on card Foreign orders add 10% for

shipping and handling.

Write for detailed descriptions of these and other programs available from DYNACOMP.

DYNACOMP
P.O. Box 162-Dept. C.

Webster, New York, 14580
(716) 586-7579

Nc» York Sl.tc rntd.au ate*M add 7*. NVS ukn In

DISCOUNT PRICES

APPLE II COMPUTERS
16K APPLE II

OR APPLE II PLUS
$995.00

APPLE DISK II

W/CONTROLLER
$520.00

APPLESOFT OR
INTEGER CARDS

$159.00

NORTH STAR COMPUTERS
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HORIZON I — 32K
KIT $1,54500
ASSEM. $2,045.00

HORIZON II — 32K
KIT $1,890.00

ASSEM. $2,360.00

FREDERICK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
FREDERICK, MD. 21701

(301) 694-8884

CIRCLE 140 ON READER SERVICE CARD

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL & BUSINESS SOFTWARE
FOR THE APPLE II AND APPLE PLUS COMPUTERS

LETTER MASTER - This is a lightning fast Word
Processor which is simple to use and operates like a character
oriented system It features a menu driven operating system
which allows entry storage editing draft printing and final

justified printing Editing includes line corrections (add up to

200 characters if you want) global search string

replacement delete, add and merge Text floats as needed to

make up lines of text Print justified unjustified, or a mixture

System prepares and prints form letters with its own 500
name diskette full feature mailing list program Applesoft II

Disc Item M-34. $139 95 Processor without mailing list and
form letter Item M-33 S69 95

PROGRAMMER PLUS - A 16 lesson course in Applesoft
II on two lull disks or super-load tape which will teach you all

you need to know to program in BASIC Lessons cover all

string math and logical operations necessary for personal,

scientific or business applications Special units teach
graphics and sound to add a little Apple Class to your
programs Applesoft II. Item 35 Tape $24 95 Disc. $34 95

SCIENTIST - A powerful scientific data base and statistics

program which will turn your Apple into a mathematical and
graphics tool It will do simple statistics or such complicated
functions as Chi- Square. Normal. Student-t and Poisson
With the Data Base element you can build your own analytical

programs Applesoft II Disc. $89 95

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 24 HOURS
800 854-0561 Ext 802
In CA 800-432 7257

OR WRITE FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO
MONUMENT COMPUTER SERVICE

Village Data Center P O Box 603
Joshua Tree California 92252
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Games, cont'd...

"thinks" at even depths, will always make
the move with the highest expected score).

This part of Michie's method will

work perfectly well for a normal minimax
search, but in an alpha-beta search there is

the problem that a large number of

branches are pruned from the tree so an
accurate, backed-up expected score is

impossible to achieve. Possibly one could

attempt an approximation for alpha-beta

searching, but this could lead to extremely

unreliable results if the pruning was
effective and only a small number of

branches examined before a cutoff move
found at each (or many) nodes.

Discemability

Consider the plight of an imperfect

player trying to decide which move to

make in a game. There are three aspects of

his situation that may affect his decision:

1. How strong a player is he? If he is

very strong then he will nearly always

make the best move. If he is very weak then

he will often make the wrong one.

2. How obvious is the right move? If

you and I are playing chess, and you
capture my queen, it is fairly obvious, even

to a weak player, that I must recapture

your queen unless there is something

special about the position. In a "quiet"

position, in which neither side has any
direct threats or simple captures, the

correct move is far more difficult to

perceive, because there may be a number of

moves of roughly equal merit.

3. What extraneous (psychological!?)

factors affect the decision? If the correct

move is a queen move and our player

suffers from some peculiar sexual fantasy

that precludes certain types ofqueen move,
it is likely that he will fail to play the correct

move.

These three factors combine to affect

discemability — the ease of finding the

right move. Michie has devised the

following model for discemability in chess:

3(r*3)

(r»e)
d = (M I)

where M is the player's rating in kilopoints

on the international rating scale. (Bobby
Fischer's M is roughly 2.8, David Levy's is

2.3, the average of all those who can play

chess is 0.8.)

r is the number of ply that a terminal

evaluation has been backed up.

e is a small number chosen to avoid the

expression becoming infinite for r=0.

Michie's formula is derived from the

fact that discemability is directly related to

playing strength and inversely related to

the number of plausible or possible moves
("plausible" being a function of playing

strength). He further argues that the

probability of a player whose discem-
ability is d, making a move leading to an

expected score of u, will be given by
pad"

Using these expressions, it would be

possible for a strong chess program to plan

its play according to the rating of its

opponent; taking greater risks against

weaker opponents and being cautious

against strong ones. At the start of a game
it would need to be told its opponent's

rating, or if it were extremely sophisticated

it could estimate its opponent's strength by

performing regression analysis on the

moves he made as the game progressed,

thereby enabling it to update its estimate of

his rating on a move-by-move basis.

How to Psych Your Opponent

A good player will sometimes use

psychology to help him win games. He will

make moves that are probably not the very

best, but which will be difficult or

unpleasant for his particular opponent to

meet. In chess, for example, a player who is

equally at home in quiet, clear positions or

in sharp, tactical skirmishes, will himself

choose quiet play against a tactical genius

but sharp moves against a quiet player.

How can this be achieved by a computer
program, particularly when employing an

alpha-beta search?

Let us assume that the program
examines every I -ply position with a

search that analyzes only captures and

checks. If the program counts the number
of moves examined in each of these capture

searches, it can compute a measure for the

complexity or "turbulence" of the I -ply

position. This measure might be some
fraction of the logarithm of the number of

positions in the capture search. The
program can then add this turbulence

score to the I -ply position so that when
conducting the full tree-search the pro-

gram assigns greater scores to the moves
that lead to more complex positions, which

in turn will encourage the program to head

for this type of position. If the program's

opponent dislikes "quiet" positions, the

program should subtract the turbulence

measure, thereby encouraging it to play

into quiet positions. It would even be

possible for the program to psycho-

analyze its opponent during a game, by

measuring his tendency to head for quiet or

complex situations. It could then act

accordingly, avoiding positions that suited

its opponent's style of play, and aiming for

positions that would be less pleasant for

the opponent to face.

Bluffing

Anyone who has played cards a lot

will know that it is sometimes necessary to

bluff. In certain games bluffing is quite

rare, in others it is fairly common, in some
it is frequently essential. Here we shall

discuss two different types of bluffing

situation, to show how they might be

handled in a computer program.

Most people have played some

version or other of rummy. This is a card

game in which the object is to make melds,

groups of three or more cards of the same

denomination (3 sixes; 4 queens; etc.) or

three or more cards in succession of the

same suit (ace, king, queen of hearts; 5 6 7 8

of spades; etc.). The players take it in turns

to pick up a card from the deck (an unseen

card) or the discard pile (a visible card)

and then discard onto the visible pile.

When one of them collects enough melds

he wins the hand.

Here is an example of one player's

hand in a game of PCW Rummy, in which

each player has twelve cards and tries to

make three or more melds, or two melds

including nine or more cards.

SPADES: 5679

HEARTS: 8K
DIAMONDS: 8K
CLUBS: 2345Q

Our player has already picked up a card

and must now decide how to discard. How
will he make his decision?

Clearly some sort of evaluation

function is needed. The player can then

consider each of the 1 3 possible discards in

turn, evaluate his remaining cards and

choose the discard that leaves him with the

best hand. But is this enough? The discard

itself may help the opponent, either by

enabling the opponent to make a meld of

his own, or by giving him information

about the cards in the hand. It is this

second point that is the key to a bluff.

Any good evaluation function will

quickly determine that the queen of clubs is

the least useful card to keep in the hand.

Any other club discard will break up a

meld of four, while a spade discard ruins

the chance for a meld of five and the

discard of an 8 or a king would split up a

pair. So the obvious discard is the queen,

but is it always the best card to play? It runs

the risk that the opponent may have a pair

of queens and need this queen for a meld,

and it indicates to the opponent, quite

truthfully, that a queen is of no use to this

hand, so if the opponent is holding a lone

queen he may well discard it in the near

future, which will not help our player.

Now let us consider the discard of an

8. This has a lesser chance of allowing the

opponent to make a meld of eights, and it

makes it more likely that the opponent will

himself discard the eight of spades, which

will give our player a five card run in

spades for a winning hand. Thus, the

discard of an eight, while perhaps not

being the very best play, will sometimes be

worthwhile. It is always a good idea to vary

one's style of play, and the value of

"advertising" is often seen in an "obvious"

but incorrect discard from the opponent.

Thus, our evaluation function should not

only include features to count the melds

and part melds, and the safety of the

discard, but also a feature to estimate the

value of a particular advertisement.
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Personal

|C Computing
®

Presents:

ft>

Personal Computing
and Small Business
Computer Show80

The Largest Personal Computing Show in 1980

August 21 , 22,23, 24th at the Philadelphia Civic Center
• Major exhibits by the industries leading companies
• Thursday, Aug. 21st, Dealer Day 12 Noon to 6 P.M.

• Friday and Saturday, Aug. 22, 23rd 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

• Sunday, Aug. 24th 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

• Free Seminars • Robotics Contest • Antique Computer Display

• Special Seminars and Tutorials about Computer Music, Saturday, Aug. 23rd

• 3rd Annual Computer Music Festival, Saturday Evening, Aug. 23rd
(Computer Music Festival is sponsored by the Philadelphia Area Computer Society-Tickets on sale at show)

• Computer Visual Arts Festival, Sunday, Aug. 24th

Advanced Registration

Saves Time & Money

D Send. .Dealer-Retailer (4 days)

Registrations at $10. each. $12. at door

tor Thursday-Sunday. Aug. 21. 22. 23.

24

Send. .Regular Registrations (3

days) at $8. each. $10. at door tor

Friday-Sunday. Aug. 22. 23. 24 only.

Advanced Registrations will be mailed late

July - early August. No Advanced Registra-

tions accepted alter Aug. 8th.

D Send Exhibitor information or Phone

609-653-1188

COMPANY NAME

NAME

STREET

CITY .STATE. _ZIP_

PHONE

Send To:

PERSONAL COMPUTING 80

Rt. 1, Box 242, Wart Rd., • Mays Landing, NJ 08330
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PERSONAL
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

ATARI 800™
List $1080

ONLY $849

^
H 80O

Hi "i

ATARI* 400™, List $630

OUR PRICE ONLY $499
820 PRINTER. List $599.95 $499
810 DISK DRIVE. List $699.95

HP-85
Call for Price• Extended BASIC Language

• Advance Graphics

• CRT Built-in Display

• Magnetic Tape Cartridge for Storage

CALCULATORS BY

HEWLETTMr£>
HP-41C Calculator, "A System" . . $289.95

HP-32E Scientific w/Statistics ... $ 53.96
HP-33C Scientific Programmable . . . 99.96
HP-34C Advanced Scientific

Programmable 123.96
HP-37E Business Calculator 58.96
HP-67 Handheld Fully Advanced
Programmable Scientific for

Business & Engineering 298.95
HP-97 Desktop w/Built-in Printer . . 579.95

APPLE II. 16K, List $1 195 $ 989
32K, List $1395 $1169
48K 1259

COMMODORE PET Call for Prices

Prices do not include shipping by UPS. All

prices and offers are subject to change without
notice.

Rersonal

omputer

ys ternscs
609 Butternut Street

Syracuse, N.Y. 13208

(315) 478-6800
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Games, Cont'd...

The game which is perhaps best

known for bluffing is poker. I have played

poker for many years and 1 consider it to be

one of the most skillful, if not the most
skillful, card game. Without bluff, poker
would have no interest of merit, so a good
poker playing program must know at least

some of the elements of bluffing play. Two
of these elements are relatively easy to

measure, if you happen to be an expert

player or a computer program. We can
understand them best by looking at an
actual example of a poker hand (do not

worry if you do not understand how to

play the game — my example can be

followed by anyone).

JOE: ? 6 6 J (the suits are unimportant)

FRED: ? 5 A J 9 (all diamonds)

This is the final stage of a hand of five

card stud poker. In this game each player is

dealt one card face down and one face up
(left to right in the diagram), and then

another card, and another, and another.

After each of the four up cards there is a

round of betting. We shall assume that the

pot currently stands at 100 dollars and that

a player may bet anything up to the current

size of the pot. It is Fred's turn to bet and
his hidden card (the ?) is the king of clubs.

Let us First consider the situation from
each side.

If Joe's hidden card is a 6, J or Q, then

he will win the hand for certain, unless Fred

has a hidden diamond, giving him five

diamonds (known as a flush). If fred has a

flush then he has the winning hand, ir-

respective of what Joe has as his hidden
card. Joe does not know what has been

keeping Fred in the game. If Fred's hidden

card is an ace, then he would have had a

pair of aces (quite good, but notasgoodas
three sixes) since the second round of

betting, so it would have been perfectly

reasonable for him to stay in the hand. If it

was a diamond then he would also have

had some reason for playing the hand
rather than dropping out at an early stage.

What should Fred do? He has two options,

he may "check," putting in no money and
waiting to see what Joe will do, or he can
bet up to SI 00.

If Fred checks then he is almost sure

to lose the pot. Joe would be unlikely to bet

against a possible flush, and so Joe would
also check and the highest hand would take

the money — the highest hand being Joe's

pair of sixes (his third six would not even
be needed). If Fred bets a lot of money,
perhaps the maximum of S 100, he may lose

this money but on the other hand he places

Joe in a difficult situation. What will Joe
think? "Has he got another diamond?" Joe
does a quick count of the cards he has seen,

realizes that the odds are only 34 to 9
against Fred having a flush, and then he
must make up his mind — "Is he bluffing

or isn't he?"

How can a computer Fred decide

when to bluff? It must first determine
whether a situation lends itself to a bluff

under any circumstances, and then, if it

does so, whether these circumstances are

realistically reflected in the particular

instance. Here it is clear that the notion of a

bluff does have some merit, because there

is a finite possibility that Fred may hold the

winning hand (unless you know that he has

the king of clubs) irrespective of what Joe
is holding. So the first thing to determine is

the probability that Fred's hidden card will

be enough to win him the pot. If this

probability is over a certain threshold,

Fred may consider a bluff. Whether or not

he makes the bluff will depend largely on
his estimate of Joe's discernability, which

in this case means how often is Joe likely to

call a bet of S 100 in a situation of this type.

The program would need to monitor Joe's

play, and depending on how often he called

a bet coming from a hand with four cards

showing of the same suit, the program
would decide what to do. It would base

part of its decision on Joe's discernability,

as estimated from his previous play, and
part on the knowledge that against a player

of very high or very low discernability it is

inadvisable to bluff more than rarely (a

really good player will not be fooled so

easily, a bad one will often not notice what
you are trying to pretend!). If the program
decides that in this type of situation it

should try a bluff against Joe in roughly

20% of hands, it will generate a random
number on the range 0-1, and if it lies

below 0.2 then it will try a bluff.

To summarize, a bluff should only be
made when there is more than a slender

chance of it being delivered (odds of 34 to

9 against are quite acceptable — I would
suggest 5 to I as being a suitable

threshold); but it should not be made
against a player with very low or very high

discernability, and not more often than

once in n hands, where n is a function of

discernability.

Task for the Month

Those of you who completed the

earlier tasks involving noughts and crosses

programs, will find this month's exercise

somewhat trivial, but nonetheless instruc-

tive.

Write a noughts and crosses program
to play a perfect game by means of

exhaustive tree search. Test this version of
the program against a program that moves
at random, playing a number ofgames and
noting the percentage score.

Modify the program to use Michie's

method of backing up expected values,

based on the assumption that the opponent
will be moving at random, and play this

version of the program against the random
version. The results should indicate that

slightly imperfect play can result in a better

score than perfect play! O
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APPLE — JACK
__ , the graphics & games people

New!
Super Starbase Gunner

$19.95

DISK

Most shoot-em up target games are 2D shoot across the screen type,

and quite frankly there is a glut of inferior ones. A need tor a new
approach exists, such as fast 3-D HIRES simulations with clever and
complex challenges How about shooting into the screen, into 3-D
space, where the target is mathematically many feet behind the screen
surface? How about computer intelligent targets that shoot back and
use strategy and learn'' How about all this and the best attributes of

the more popular games? Let's include high score, 10 levels of play,

snappy sound effects, colorful explosions and real time graphics
Why not go all the way and have a three dimensional gunsight? A real

space battle simulation Nah no one would believe it or could
even write it. Right?
WRONG" WE HAVE IT . and it is SUPER STARBASE GUNNER We
are very excited about this product because it is all the things we wish
we had and didn't. And you can have it now with this introductory
otter

SUPPER STAR8ASE GUNNER DISK $19 96 48K with APPLESOFT ROM

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT FROM
APPLE — JACK. BOX 51. CHERRY VALLEY, MA 01611

(INQUIRIES INVITED)
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CONFUSEE££V^

e Orchard)

Difficult to know which software to feed

your APPLE?
THE HARVEST IS IN!!

APPLE llHtllXHIi |.s no» harvesting another choice crop
es to feenutritious softwares feed v our APPLE

SOFTWARE VOU'MEs I. II. III. I\ Jre now available Each contains
j varietv of softwares including UTILITIES. EDUCATION. (JAMES
BUSINESS PROGRAMS. GRAPHICS and SOUND At least 17 docu
mented programs per disk volume .20 00 per volume
Foreign orders add S3 per disk t'N Cur >

THE INFORMER 11 IS a versatile program capable of taking care of

your indexing and cataloging needs It gives vou the ability to design
your own MAILING LISTS. INVENTORY SYSTEM and solve your
CROSS INDEXING problems We don't think you'll find a better data
base management system at twice the price < New applications will

be printed periodically in the APPLE COOKBOOK > Detailed manual
included with THE INFORMER II .90.00
Foreign orders add S3 per disk IS Cur i

THE U'PI.F COOKBOOK IS a newsletter that explains how to get the
most from vour computer Learn the basics of PASCAL. BASIC and
MACHINE Languages Plus tutorials of GHAPHH'S BOUND and
THE ART OF PROGRAMMING are included in this bi monthK pub
lu-ation Subscription .15.00 per year
Foreign orders add SS ' US Cur i Back issues available

WHEN ORDERING please specifv which languages your APPLE
speaks i i.e APPLESOFT INTEGER PASCAL'

Calif residents please add t,'c, sales tax (or INFORMER II

• Sorry, no credit cards

APPLE ORCHARD
131 HIGHLAND AVE.. VACAVILLE. CA s.vwh

• 707) MB-MSS
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The machine
playschess?
Alex Bell

Alex Bell, a professional in the computer world and an
amateur at chess, traces the development of the

attempts to play the game mechanically from the late

18th century when Von Kempelen built the Turk, an
automaton in which a man was hidden, until the present

time and shows that machines hardly deserve the scorn

heaped upon them by most chess players.

. . . The author tells his story with humour and relish

and, by keeping technicaljargon to the minimum,
makes the book the most readable one I have so far

seen on the subject. It should be of interest both to

computer men who like chess and to players with a
taste for mathematics.

'

British Book News

08 021221 2 Hard
08 021222 OFIexi

$ 13.50
$ 7.50

Pergamon Press

Fairview Park, Elmsford, New York 10523
Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 0BW, England
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New 248-page book Includes all the former TIS workbooks
except "PET Graphics." Provides Information tor both ROMs and
a comprehensive Index. Only $14.95.

Also from TIS

WB-3 PET Graphics $4 95

Software products on cassette or floppy disk with complete Instruction

manual Each $24 95 (cassette). $29 95 (diskette)

SW-i MAIL B mailing list system
SW-2 CHECKBOOK record

SW-3 ACCOUNTS keep track of who owes you how much
SW-4 MEDIT create and maintain date files

SW-5 CALENDAR appointments, meetings at-a-glance

TIS
P.O. Box 921, DspL CC
Los Alamos, NM 87S44

Add $2 (SS foreign orders)

•hipping and handling

PET and CBM are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines
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Apple-Car
Chuck Carpenter

Correspondence I* always welcome and a
response will be made to those accompanied
by a SASE. Send your letters to: Chuck
Carpenter, 2228 Monte lair PI., Carrol Hon, TX
75006.

Disk Drives

Problems of I/O Errors occurring

during read/ write operations have become
more frequent. Experiences of others and
my own involvement indicates cost-

reduced production may be the problem.

With the cost-reduced drives, you have to

be very careful to get the diskette centered

over the clamp. If the problem seems
unduly severe, you may need to have the

speed calibrated and the drive mechanism
re-aligned. The drive used by Apple is a

stripped-down Shugart SA-400. The
repair manual for the SA-400 will provide
the necessary data for the required adjust-

ments. Realignment is not easy to do.

Special diskettes and an oscilloscope are

required to make the adjustments.

Head alignment can be part of the

problem so make sure it's done by someone
who understands the nature of these

critical adjustments. Motor speed is easier

to do. There is a tach disk attached to the

spindle pulley. One bar-track is for 60Hz
and one is for SOHz. By shining a lamp on
the tach disc, you can adjust the speed
control pot (mounted on the small PCB at

the back of the drive) for zero movement of
the bars. Make sure this is done with a

diskette in the drive. The torque load of the

diskette will make a significant difference

in motor speed. There is a procedure for

making this adjustment with a frequency

counter too. And, be sure to check the head
load arm and the head load pad for proper
operation and wear.

The overall quality of current disk

drives is the more likely problem. I have
had to insert a diskette several times, on the

newer units, to get a proper read. This
condition will cause a problem with a write

to the diskette too. If the diskette was not

centered, the system would not be able to

read/write the catalog track correctly. It

would be possible to clobber things if you
tried to write to an off-center track. One
way to check centering is to always read

from the disk first; do a CATALOG, for

instance. Also, if you are having problems

with reads/writes and getting lots of I/O
errors, write to the Manager of Quality

Control at Apple. The address is on
various manuals you have. Describe the

specifics of the problem. Especially

describe the details of the conditions when
it happens, frequency and so on. Don't try

to vent your frustrations,though. You'll get

a lot more help if you're rational.

Apple HI

Apple's newest entry into integrated

personal computer systems has arrived.

The systems will be available to dealers by

the time you read this, and to customers

during the following couple of months.

Most all the things Apple II owners pay

extra for, are now included as standard.

Here's a summary of the functions and

features:

e 80 character lines, upper and lower case,

e Numeric keypad, RESET removed
from the keyboard,

e Four cursor keys for easier editing,

e Improved audio and an external jack,

e Language system, e.g., Pascal,

e Calendar/ clock
e Memory management for up to

128K RAM.
e Built-in serial interface for printer or

modem.
• Interface for Silentype printer.

• 4 channel A/D input,

e Video interfaces.

e A new Sophisticated Operating

System (SOS).
• Emulation mode which runs Apple II

software.

And, all this will be available to you for a

cost of about $4300.00 for the minimum
system.

Hardware

Apple HI will use a 6S02A running at

2 MHz. Included with the 6502 instruc-

tion superset, are a relocatable base

register page, a relocatable stack and a

I28K byte address range (96K of memory
is standard). Peripherals will function with

full interrupt capability. A timer derived

from the system clock can be programmed
for durations up to 18 minutes. The power

supply has been beefed-up and will allow 2

disk drives to be operated at the same time.

A calendar/clock, integrated into the main

circuit board, can be operated over 3 years

on its battery. The new audio circuits use a

6 bit D-to-A converter to generate high

quality sound to either the built-in speaker

or through an external jack.

One drive is built into the Apple HI
with provisions to support up to 3

additional drives. The new drives will use a

16 sector system providing about I43K

bytes of storage — about a 40% increase

over DOS 3.2 (the new system is called

DOS 3.3). An RS-232 communications

interface port is built-in, too. Reference is

made to its use with letter -quality printers.

There is also a port for the Silentype

thermal printer and provisions for an

optional parallel printer card are provided

too. Another connector on the back panel

provides access to the 4 A/D inputs. The
traditional joystick will be connected here.

Since all connectors are now mounted on

the rear panel, there is no longer any need

to "lift the cover" to get inside.

The keyboard is detached and greatly

expanded. There are 74 keys including a

13-key numeric pad. An alpha-lock key

and a shift key are provided. RESET is

behind the keyboard. Four cursor control

keys are provided for easy cursor move-
ment. And, the keyboard offers sculptured

keys with textured surfaces. The keyboard

has features obviously intended for such

applications as word processing. A variety

of video outputs are provided from black

and white to high resolution in many
colors. All video signals and voltages are

available through a DBIS connector.

Video display modes include 560 x 192 doty
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For your Apple II....

MUSIC & GRAPHICS
ALF Music Synthesizer

The ALF music synthesizer has three voices on each

board which are easily programmed using the Entry

program provided. The envelope shape of each voice

(or even each note) may be controlled individually thus

allowing the synthesis of practically any instrument

such as a violin, trumpet, piano, harp or bells.

Instrumentation and dynamics may be varied while a

song is playing by changing the attack, sustain, release,

decay, gap and volume of the notes.

Playback of music is accompanied by a spectacular

color display showing a stylized "piano keyboard" for

each part with the colors of the notes varying in

proportion to their loudness and waveform.

Ease of Music Entry

Music is entered directly using the high-resolution

graphics entry program. One paddle is used to select

menu items such as note duration, accidentals, dotted

notes, triplets, tied notes, etc. while the other paddle

moves a note cursor up and down the staff over a

4-octave range. The transpose command extends the

range to eight octaves. This form of music entry is

considerably faster and more accurate than cryptic note

code schemes (like QFS3) found with other synthe-

sizers.

BEgSURE
f 3* SUB »474 FREE

SAUEM

MUSIC ENTRY SCREEN

The board plugs into any Apple II or Apple II Plus.

Two or three boards are required for stereo. Requires a

16K Apple system and external amplifier and speakers.

*ALF Apple Music II (AM-II) Synthesizer

The AM-II is a new, low cost digital music

synthesizer for the Apple II computer. It features 9

voices on a single music card.

The software ENTRY and PLAY systems are the same

as on the ALF Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS). The two
principle differences between the new AM-II and the

original Apple Music Synthesizer are in pitch range,

volume range, and parts per board.

The new AM-II has a range of six octaves. The

dynamic range is 28 db. (The original AMS has a range

of 8 octaves a dynamic range of 78 db and 3 parts per

board.)

VersaWriter
VersaWriter is a drawing tablet for the creation of

full-color, high resolution graphic images on the Apple.

Images may be drawn freehand or traced from existing

images (cartoons, photos, drawings, etc.) using the

simple pivoted two-arm pantograph with magnifying

crosshairs.

After an image is drawn, it may be rotated, shrunk,

or enlarged. It may be moved across the screen and
alternated with other images thus providing high-resolu-

tion animation. The image may be colored with varied

colors.

VersaWriter
SELF-
PORTRAIT

Animate other Programs

Craphical images made with VersaWriter and stored

on tape or disk may be called from other programs or

even imbedded in them. With VersaWriter, you don't

have to worry about assembly code, counting pixels or

other cumbersome hi-res graphics entry and retrieval

techniques.

VersaWriter graphics can be used in all types of

programs—games, statistics, engineering, artistic, and
educational. Your only limit is your own imagination.

Two Disks of Software

Disk 1 contains the basic plotting, scaling,

movement, rotation, color, transfer and recall software.

This disk also includes routines which create "shape

tables" from your figures to be used in other programs.

Disk 2 contains applications software. One program

adds five sizes of upper and lower case text to drawings,

another adds standard electronic and digital symbols,

while a third calculates distances and areas.

VersaWriter requires a 32 or 48K disk system,

Applesoft in ROM or an Apple II Plus.

VersaWriter $252.00

ALF Music Synthesizer $268.00

AM-II Synthesizer $198.00

Prices postpaid in USA. NJ residents add 5% sales tax.

To order VersaWriter or the ALF Synthesizer, send

your name and address along with a check or

chargecard number and expiration date. Visa, Master-

Card and American Express are welcome. Units are in

stock and orders will be shipped as soon as your check

clears or your credit is verified.

Peripherals Plus
119 Maple Ave., Morristown, NJ 07960 (201)538-3385

Dealer inquiries invited.
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Apple, cont'd...
black and white, 280 x 192 dot hi-res color,

140 x 192 dot hi-res color, 80 column black
and white text, 40 column color on color
and all Apple II modes. Monitors will be
the 12 inch Sanyo, 12 inch Hitachi and
eventually Apple's custom 12 inch B&W
monitor. An KF modulator can be used for

connection to a television set.

Software

Apple's new Sophisticated Operating
System is abbreviated SOS and pro-

nounced SAUCE (1 know!). The SOS is

said to effectively manage these user and
system functions:

• Running applications

• Accessing peripherals

• Accessing data

• Developing applications

• Developing languages
• Memory management
• Device management
• CPU scheduling

• File management
• Interrupt control

Features and Benefits of SOS

Apple's new Operating System maxi-

mizes system efficiency by controlling

resource use and allocation. Software

development is easier and program size

and complexity is reduced through a

powerful system interface for languages

and applications. The flexible file system

provides efficient system data storage and
access, allowing applications to share data

and faster access to information. Powerful

new utilities provide complete application

access to all of the advanced capabilities.

To meet your system needs, SOS can be

custom configured, even by the inex-

perienced operator, with the easy-to-use

system configuration program. And, the

system is designed to be easily expanded
allowing you to further enhance the power
and flexibility.

Visicalc III

An enhanced version of Visicalc, as

sold for the Apple II. will be available

exclusively from Apple for the Apple III.

The package will take advantage of the 80

column screen, cursor controls and SOS
file system. Incidentally. I saw a demon-
stration of Visicalc II recently. The
capabilities of this system are super. If

you're doing any financial planning or

modeling, you can benefit from Visicalc.

I'm getting a copy for my own use so III

review it in a future column.

Additional Software

There will be a new Business Basic. It

is intended to be the Apple standard and
will feature formatting capabilities with

PRINT USING, longer names for vari-

ables, fast disk access, nineteen -digit

integer arithmetic and will support the

IF-THEN-ELSE statements for enhanced
program structure. (Sounds a lot like

Microsoft Basic version S.0.)

Pascal will be available too. The
software will be upgraded for use with

SOS. Pascal will feature improved per-

formance and will be compatible with the

Pascal file system on Apple II. Fortran,

compatible with the Pascal file system,

run-time package and program develop-

ment tools will also be available. This will

be an ANSI standard Fortran for com-
patibility with vast subroutine libraries for

math, science, engineering and statistics. A
Mail List Manager package will be avail-

able too. The program features:

• High speed entry of names, addresses

and phone numbers.
• 970 names per diskette.

• Sorting a diskette in 75 seconds by
either name or zip code.

• Merge capabilities allowing files to

span diskettes.

• Flexible formatting and printing

capability.

• Complete menu -driven user interface.

Apple III Packages

The Apple III will be sold as various

application packages. These are intended

to provide the nucleus of various user

solution packages. With a variety of

application software and hardware, the

package becomes customized for indi-

vidual customers. The three package

groups identified at this time are: Informa-

tion analyst. Word processor and Software

development.

The information analyst includes:

• 96K Apple III

• SOS
• Apple Business Basic

• Visicalc HI
• Mail List Manager
• 12 inch B&W monitor

The word processing system includes:

• 96K Apple HI
• SOS
• Apple Business Basic

• Word Painter

• Training course to use Word Painter

• 12 inch B&W monitor
• Either a Silentype or letter quality

printer

And, the software development
system includes:

• 96K Apple III

• SOS
• Apple Business Basic

• Fortran
• Apple Pascal

• 12 inch B&W monitor
• Expansion drive

One final note. The system is pack-

aged in a metal cabinet. There will be no
more problems with radiation interference

from the high-speed microprocessor
circuits.

Super-Text Word Processor

This column was developed and
written with my new word processor. The
package is great. I have been looking for a

word processor that would work well with

Apple's limited screen capacity. The
processor allows free-form entry of text.

This means that you don't have to concern

yourself with the 40 column limit. Output
formatting takes care of putting the text

wherever you want it to go. Upper and
lower case are easily controlled, and if you
have the Paymar Lower Case Adapter, you
can see the text on the screen the same as it

will be printed. Here's a summary of some
of the features:

• Full screen cursor editing.

• Scanning forward or reverse.

• Line scrolling both directions.

• Paragraph scrolling both directions.

• Add text (also begins text)

• Change text for deleting or correcting.

• Math mode
• Print mode
• Auto link — one program to another.

• Options program.
• Diablo type printer controls.

• Formatting, tabbing, centering,

justifying, etc., etc.

And much more. I've just starting using the

processor so I'm not aware of all the

features. I know I like what I have been

able to do so far. The ease of use is really

impressive. I'll provide the details later.

The package is about $100.00 and it's

called Super-Text, The Professional Word
Processor. It's distributed by Muse
Software and should be available at your
local computer store.

Readers Input

Here's a neat little program from
Randi Rost. The program is called

"Puffer" and it moves the characters across

the screen in billboard fashion. Randi says

this Integer Basic program appears to

"puff a message across the screen. You
must put as many characters or spaces in

A$ as it is dimensioned for. In this

example, 40. The program is an endless

loop as written. Line 80 could be an escape

by testing for a processed key. You can

change the delay time by changing line 40.

See the listing and sample run of the

program.

Rosa Pascal Sez

For those of you who are using

Pascal, included are a couple of short

utility routines sent in by Ron DeGroat.
These routines will let you do a couple of

things in Pascal that are in Basic but not in

Pascal. Following is the text of Ron's letter

essentially as it was written:
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Apple, cont'd...

The assembly language procedures
shown in Listing #1 allow the user to

display text in FLASHing, INVERSE and
NORMAL modes with Apple Pascal in

much the same way that Applesoft Basic

does.

These procedures may be directly

linked to the Pascal host (see example
program in Listing #2) or stored in a UNIT
in the SYSTEM.LIBRARY along with

other useful utilities (such as PEEK and
POKE routines, q.v., "The Multi-Lingual

Apple" column in the Feb. and Mar./
Apr. 1980 issues of Call APPLE). For
more information about the control codes
(SC083 and SC088) see Appendix D of the

Apple Language System Installation and
Operating Manual.

It should also be noted that since the

Apple uses the top two bits of the ASCII
characer code to select INVERSE and
FLASHing modes, lower-case letters

cannot be displayed in these modes.

INVERSE, NORMAL & FLASH
PROCEDURES

listing and sample RUN of "PufT program.

LISTING #1:

•PROC INVERSE
LDA 0C083
LDA 0C083
LDA *W
STA BD8ED
LDA 0C088
RTS

;SELECT 2ND 4K BANK
;AND WRITE-ENABLE

;CLEAR BITS 6 & 7
;SELECT 1ST BANK & WRITE-
;PROTECT, THEN RETURN

>LIST
10 DIM A*<40>: DIM B*<40>
20 A*="ANY 40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE.."
30 CALL -938: OTAB 10: PRINT A*
40 FOR U=l TO 200 ! NEXT U
SO B*=A*(2,40)
60 B*(40)=A»(1,1)
70 A*°B*
80 GOTO 30
90 END

>RUN
ANY 40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE..
NY 40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE..

A

Y 40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE. .AN
40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE.. ANY

40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE.. ANY
CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE.. ANY 4
CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE.. ANY 40

CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE.. ANY 40
STOPPED AT 40
>

.PROC NORMAL
LDA 0CW3
LDA 0C0B3
LDA #80
STA PD8ED ;SET BIT 7 FOR NORMAL MODE
LDA 0C088
RTS

.'PROC FLASH
LDA 0C063
LDA 0C063
LDA #40
STA BD8ED ;SET BIT 6 FOR FLASH MODE
LDA 0C088
RTS

LISTING #2: EXAMPLE PASCAL PROGRAM

PROGRAM TESTSTUFFj

PROCEDURE INVERSE; EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE NORMAL; EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE FLASH; EXTERNAL;

BEGIN
GOTOXY(MB);
WRITE (THIS SHOULD BE ');

FLASH;
WRITELN ('FLASHING');
NORMAL;
WRITELN;
WRITE ('AND THIS SHOULD BE ');

INVERSE;
WRITE ('INVERSE');
NORMAL;

END.

Note: For Pascal newcomers, constants in Apple
Pascal assembly language must start with an integer.

to 9. If the first digit is greater than 9. i.e.. A. B. C. D. E
or F. the number must be prefaced with aO. as shown in

Listing «l.)

How the Modification Works:
Listing #3 shows a section of code

stored on disc in Block No. 4 of

SYSTEM.APPLE file. When loaded into

memory, this code resides in the second 4K
bank of RAM, which must be selected and
write-enabled with the control codes

described above before any change can be

made.

r~

LISTING #3: CODE EXCERPTS FROM
SYSTEM.APPLE

D8E8: E9 20 SBC #20
D8EA: 29 3F AND #3F
D8EC: 9 80 ORA #80

jCONVERT TO U.C
;CHAR. MASK
;MODE SELECT:
; 40 = FLASH
; 00= INVERSE

The character mask clears the top 2

bits of the character, and the next
instruction sets the bit necessary for the

mode selected. Thus, by changing the

contents of memory location D8ED, as

indicated, we can select either FLASHing,
INVERSE or NORMAL modes.

NtM)

"Going Up?" ©Creative Computing

Sottwor.

Huntington
Computing
Compu-Hath I: Fractions $39.95 now $33.95
>Compu-R.ead (ver 2.0) $2*. 95 now 521.20
Hetri-vert $9-95 now S8.li5

Windfall SH.95 now $12.70
•Terrorist S29-9S now $25.45
•Network $19.95 now Sl*.*5
•Space $29.95 now $25. 45
•Space II $2<i.95 now $21.20
ESP $9.95 now $8.»S

•Asteroids In Space $19.95 now $16.1.5
•Fracas $2*. 95 now $21.20
Fracas $19.95 now $16.1.5

•Battleship Commander $19.95 now $16.95
Battleship Commander $16.95 now $12.70
•FASTGAHMN $2<i.95 now $21.20
FASTCAHMON $19.95 now $16.95

•Odyssey: The compleat Apventure $30 now $25.50
•Dungeon Campaign $15 now $12.75
Dungeon Campaign $12.50 now $10.62
Wilderness Campaign $15 now $12.75
•Wilderness Campaign $17.50 now $14.87
•Dungeon I Wilderness (one disk) $30 now $25.50
•Higher graphics $25 now 21.25
•Higher Text $35 now $29.75
•Horrlbtcscope/Chinese Horoscope $15
sil** •Acanthopteryglan Fortune Tetling $15
Apple '21' $9.95 now $8.1.5

Coney Island $12.95 now $11
Crazy 8's $12.95 now $11
Fighter Pilot $12.95 now $11
C0H0KU $16.95 now $12.70
Journey $19-95 now $16.95
Racer $12.95 now $11

•DISK

SPECIAL

15%
oif lilt

VisiCalc SI 1

9

E
We take MasterCharge or VISA (include
card § and expiration data), checks,
money orders. No cash or C.O.D. Calif,
residents at 6) tax. Include SI. 50 for
postage and handling. Mail to:
HUNTINGTON COMPUTING, Dept- CC8,
2020 Charles, Corcoran, CA 93212
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PROGRAMS FOR
THEAPPLE II

FROM THE LEADER
IN QUALITY SOFTMARE
DISK SOFTWARE

'Apple II is o registered trodemork of Apple Computer mc

APP1LOTII'
M

NEWH Designed tor educators and courseware developers this high level

programming language takes odvantoge ot all the Apple features Easy to

use hi and low-res graphics. Light (ten input, sound and color let you create
high- interest interoctrve lessons

(48K.$9995)I

ELEMENTARY MATH EDU-DISK
NEWII Interactive lessons m elementarv odditcn. subtraction multiplication

and division on 9 skill levels Extensive color graphics ond computet voice

maintain student interest Student scores stored on disk con be accessed only

by the teacher
(48K.S3995)!

THE VOICE"
NEW!) Easily record edit ond pkjybock words or phrases through me Apple

speaker Record your own vocabulary, then add speech to your

BASIC programs using Print statements Guaranteed the best, easiest to

use speech software

(48K.S399S)

THREE MILE ISLAND"
You are in complete control ofa pressurized nuclear reactor

' Avoid a
melt-down ond make a profit m this most realistic simulation A challenging

educationoi game
(48K.S3995)I

GLOBALWAR"
A challenging strategy game for 2 to 9 players Features a detailed hi res

mopoftheeorth Players ore assigned armies ond territories, and then the

battle begins Invade ond occupy on territories and you are the winner 1 Save
the current game on disk at any time and restart it later at the some point

(48K $24 95)A

SUPER-TEXT"
The professional word processor An unmatched combination of

features moke this the most advanced word processor available Create.
edit, merge or print files of any kind-letters, manuscripts, books Built-in Math

functions for preparing finonciol and summary reports The most useful

program you can own'
(48K.S9995)

ADDRESS BOOK "

The BEST moiling list program for the Apple' Store 700 addresses per disk

Select dv record contents for viewing, label printing or automatic phone
doling Quickly sort the file m any order

(48K.t49.96)A

MICRO INFORMATION SYSTEM"
versatile data base system to handle Accounts Payable. Inventory, selective

mailings, checking • savings ond much more Easily modify data format to

suit your needs
(48K.S9995)

U-DRAWII"
It's easy to create hi-res shapes, then rotate, expond or move them with

U Draw II Layout floor plans arrange furniture or draw any shapes Save them
on disk and use them in your Basic programs

(32K.S3995)

BEST OF MUSE
Five of our most popular cassette gomes on one disk Includes Escape. Music

Bon MazeGame lank War ond Side Shows Hours of entertainment of

a bargain price 1

(32K. $3995)1

SUPER-LOAD CASSETTES
ESCAPE"

Find your way out of this 30 maze of hallways

Get clues from people you meet inside

'

(16K. $1295)1

MUSIC BOX"
Type m a song and your Apple will pay it

back with a brilliant color display

(BK.S1295)

APPEN-I™ TEXT EDITOR
1001 uses—menus, phone lists appointments

—easily odd change or delete lines

(8K.$1795)I

TANK WAR "

Exciting two player shoot-out in

hi-*es graphics

(16K.S1295)

MAZE GAME
Colorful 30 odventure-o new maze

every time

(16K.$1295)I

SIDESHOWS'"
Srx exciting 2 player gomes

(8K. $1295)1

BASEBALL"
The excitement of major league baseball for

your Apple 1

(16K.$14 95)A

ELECTRIC CRAYON"
Turn your Apple into a radiant color display

with this low-res graphics editor

(8K.S1795)

UNCLE SAM'S JIGSAW"
Educational geography gome fun for

all ages
(32K.$1295)A

GLOBAL WAR'
Take over the world m this adult strategy

game tor 2 to 9 plovers

(32K.$1795)A

U-DRAW"
Easily draw any hires shapes and transfer

them to your programs
(16K.S1795)

I Requires Integer Baste
A Requires Applesoft ROM

For a tree catalog or the name of your nearest MUSE Dealer, contact:

MUSESOFTWARE 1

330 N.CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
.(301)659-7212 CIRCLE 162 ON REA0ER SERVICE CARD
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Apples, Oranges, TRS-80s and the Atari

The Atari, unlike the Pet, TRS-80,
Apple, and Heathkit computers, does not

have a Basic by Microsoft. This is a mixed
blessing, or mixed curse, as you choose to

look at it. The graphics and music handling

abilities of Atari Basic are a true joy, while

the string handling is difficult. Since most
programs published in computer maga-
zines like this one are not in Atari Basic, an
understanding of the differences is helpful

if you wish to convert the programs for

your own use. Here are some of the

differences between the Atari and the

TRS-80, the most common Microsoft

Basic computer.

String Handling

In Atari Basic DIM AS(SO) means
reserve 50 bytes of memory for a single

variable named AS. You cannot store a

single letter in a string variable unless you
dimension it first. One advantage of this is

that you can control the length of a string

just by the DIM statement, something you
cannot do in Microsoft Basic. For
example, if you put:

10 DIM ANSWERSd)
Then the computer will store only the first

letter in the string even if it receives a whole
sentence as a reply. This makes it easy to

test an answer:

20 PRINT"ANSWER";:INPUT
ANSWER$:IF ANSWER$="N"
THEN50

In the TRS-80, memory for all string

variables is reserved by a single CLEAR
statement, with a default value of 50 bytes

reserved automatically even without a

CLEAR statement. In the TRS-80, DIM
AS(50) means create an array of 51 string

variables from A$(0) through A$(50).

In the TRS-80. the maximum length

of a string ranges from 241 to 256 bytes.

George Blank, Foster Road, Mllford, NH 03065

if-'- »

*s

George Blank

depending on circumstances. The Atari is

limited only by memory available. This

means that the Atari can make up for the

lack of string arrays through a process of

storing substrings in a very long string.

One advantage of the Atari is that string

sorting is potentially faster, as the TRS-80
has to pause and reorganize its string

space.

Related to the string length is the

restriction ofa TRS-80 program line to 24

1

to 255 characters, while the Atari observes

a different approach and limits you to 1 20

characters. Since some TRS-80 program-

mers like to put a whole subroutine in a

single line, you would have to do a bit of

reshuffling to translate their programs to

an Atari. The lack of an ELSE command
(see below) further restricts this approach

in the Atari.

Sound

Neither the Atari nor the TRS-80
have a built-in speaker, as does the Apple

II. The Atari sends sound effects through a

television set speaker. If you are using a

monitor that does not have a speaker, you
do not have sound. Common practice with

the TRS-80 is to connect an amplifier to

the cassette output port.

The real difference in sound is that the

Atari has a built-in sound capability

allowing four completely separate voices at

the same time with over 20,000 sound
options, including a wide range of musical

notes for each voice, while TRS-80 Basic

can only alternate voltages at the cassette

output port with OUT statements or

machine language subroutines. Harmony
is very difficult with the TRS-80, but easy

in the Atari.

^V' ' ' •'

% ym

Graphics

It is not really fair to compare TRS-80
graphics to the Atari, as the TRS-80 is

strictly medium resolution black and white

while the Atari has high resolution color.

To fairly represent Microsoft Basic, the

Apple should be included in the discussion.

One advantage the TRS-80 does enjoy is

easy mixing of text and graphics on the

screen, which is more difficult with the

Apple and the Atari. Also, the TRS-80 has

a built-in video memory that does not

require user memory, while the Apple and
Atari require user memory and, in high

resolution, lots of it.

The Atari has 16 different graphics

modes, and some of the graphics in the

Atari ROM cartridges, including the

motion through space in Star Raiders and

the ability of the basketball players to

overlay each other in Basketball, promise

more graphics power than any other

popular home computer. Right now, a side-

by-side comparison of Apple and Atari

graphics seems a standoff because the

Atari graphics are not yet documented and

explained, but if this kind of graphics

ability becomes accessible to the end user,

the Atari will be the obvious choice.

A common problem in high resolu-

tion graphics is that it requires a lot of

memory to store a detailed image. The
normal sacrifice limits the number of

colors available in hi-res so you need less

memory to store color information. The
Atari limits you to two colors in high

resolution, while the Apple gives you four.

However, the Atari allows you to choose

your color and tint and even allows you to

change the color of an image on the screen

instantly by changing a color register that

tells the computer what color to make the

image. The Apple cannot match this

ability.

My personal favorite among the

graphics commands of the Atari is the

DRAWTO statement, which draws a line
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am APPLE ANALOG INPUT B
Analog to Digital Convorslon Systom for tho APPLE Computor

Give your APPLE computer the
Jollity to measure and control the
world around It with uMAC SYSTEMS
modules. Just plug the APSETl Into
your APPLE to get 16 channels of
analog Input. Screw terminals are
provided for each channel so vou can
hook up pots. Joysticks, thermometers,
light probes, or whatever appropriate
sensors you have.

Each of the 16 analog Inputs, In
the range of <) to 5.12 volts. Is
converted to a number between () and
255 (20 millivolts per count).

Software Is Included.

APSCTi
1-AIM1* • U ANALOG INPUTS I BIT* 100 MICRO*!

C

1 -AMMO - APPLI TO jlMLAC INTIRFACf

1 -CABLE A24 - 24 1NCHINTINCONNECTCAaLI

- FOWtR MODULE

APSETle for HO VAC 1 2«
APSCTIt for 2SO VAC t SOS

3 Hi
M*il atlMKI

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
750 POCONO ROAD

BROOK FIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804
TEL: (203) 775-9659 TWX: 710-4560052

VISA AND M/C ACCEPTED-SEN0 ACCOUNT NUMBER, EXPIRATION DATE AND SIGN ORDER
A00 S3 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING . HANDLING -FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 10% FOR AIR POSTAGE.

{.Cbct PSuTuV/

Robot Rabbit T-Shirt

Roll down the block with this little black monster (on a
bright orange T-shirt) on your chest and you can intimidate

every carrot, radish or cuke In your way. Watch your enemies
scurry for cover when they see this cute Ml' bionic bunny
aiming to nip their toes. Specify size: adult S.M.L.XL. Only $5
postpaid ($6 foreign) to

:

Creative Computing T-Shlrts,

P.O. Box 789-M , Morr istown, NJ 07960.
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The ATARI® Tutorial

n»
The IRIDIS *1 tutorial for the ATARI is available now! You get a

C-30 cassette or a high-quality diskette with four excellent

programs for your ATARI, ready to "Load" and "Run" You also
receive the 32 page IRIDIS GUIDE which provides clear instruc-
tions for the programs. The GUIDE includes Novice Notes for

the beginner, and Hacker's Delight for experienced program-
mers.

Our programs are written to be studied as well as used. The
GUIDE will have complete source listings of selected IRIDIS
programs. Not just listings, but an explanation of what's going
on If you are new to programming, IRIDIS is one of the easiest
ways you can learn advanced techniques. If you're an old hand,
you'll still find IRIDIS to be a rich source of ideas and ATARI
techniques.

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI, Inc.

Please send me IRIDIS »1 lor my ATARI immediately '

D 59 95 Cassette (needs 16K) $12 95 Disk (needs 24K)

Address

City/State/Zip

O VISA Card Number

Q MasterCharge Expires

Published By:

Dealer
Inquiries

Invited

Box 550
Goleta. CA 93017
805-967-0905
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Atari, cont'd...

from the last plotted point on the screen to

any other point. More or less the same
ability is present in the HLIN and VLIN
commands in the Apple, though not as

easily, nor as fast. In the TRS-80, it is

necessary to write a subroutine to plot each

point individually.

Text Handling

Text handling in the Atari is not as

convenient as the Microsoft Basics. The
TRS-80 is particularly good at text

formatting and printing. Microsoft Basic

allows you to include text in an INPUT
statement, like this:

10 INPUTWhat is your answer";A$

Atari Basic requires a separate print

statement:

10 PRINT"What is your answer";:

INPUT A$
The TRS-80 allows you to print directly at

any point on the screen with PRINT @:
10 PRINT @ 572,"X MARKS THE
SPOT"

The Atari requires you to position the

cursor first, then print your message:

10 POSITION 8, I2:PRINT
"X MARKS THE SPOT"
Still another difference in text

handling is the power of Microsoft Basic's

PRINT USING command, allowing you

to specify automatic print formatting with

a fixed number of decimal points, floating

dollar signs, fixed spacing, and other con-

veniences. These things have to be done by

manipulating a string in Atari Basic.

I have begun to experiment with a

whole new approach to text in the Atari

that may be even more convenient. The
Atari allows you to treat the keyboard, the

video memory, and any other 1/O device as

a file. I suspect that once I get used to this. I

will not really mind giving up PRINT
USING.

There is a more definite limitation to

the Atari in one of the key text handling

areas, and that is in word processing. Forty

columns per line is simply not as con-

venient as the longer lines on some other

computers. The problems here are color

and expense. It is much easier and cheaper
to give text processing ability and sharp

resolution to a computer which does not

use a video modulator and does not use

color. The Heathkit H-89 with 24 lines of

80 characters has much sharper letters than

the Atari, yet the Atari limits you to a mere
38 to 40 characters. A lot of this problem
could be overcome by designing the Atari

to be used only with a high quality color

monitor, but that would price it right out

of the consumer market. My own solution

is to use a different computer for word
processing, including the writing of these

columns.

^.

Jumps and Subroutines

One of the areas in which Atari Basic

enjoys an advantage over Microsoft Basic

is in the ability to transfer control to

another line through a variable. This has a

lot of potential. Look at these compari-

sons:

Atari 1RS-H0

10 GOSUB TIMEOUT I0GOSUB500
20 GOSUB BASKET
10 RAT1NG=

880 4 • BASKET
20 GOTO RATING

20 GOSUB 600

10 RA=INT(BA/5)

20 ON RA GOTO 900.

920. 940

The above example illustrates another

difference. In Atari Basic, a variable name
may be up to 1 20 characters long, while the

TRS-80 allows only 6 and tests only the

first two. In the Atari, VALU El and

VALUE2 are different variables. In the

TRS-80, they are the same.

However, the advantage here is not

altogether to the Atari. Radio Shack's

Level II Basic allows an ELSE statement,

while the Atari does not.

Atari

10 IF A=5 THEN 50

20 GOTO 100

Input/Output

TRS-80

10 IF A=5 THEN $0

ELSE 100

A major strength of Atari Basic over

Microsoft Basic is in its generalized output

routines. This is due to a feature known to f
mainframe programmers as device orien-

tation. In Atari Basic, PRINT is a

generalized output command. While the

default device is the video screen, the

computer doesn't really care whether it is

printing to a line printer, a modem, a

cassette tape, a disk file, or the screen. You
can even use a variable to shift from one to

another in your program, virtually at will.

The general format of an OPEN statement

hints at the power here:

10 OPEN (Reference number), (in-

put/output/both), extra printer code),

device type), device number): (file name),

(extension)

Disk file opening might look like this:

IOOPEN#2,8,0,"D3:LESSON.BAS"
Chapter S in the Atari reference

manual gives a more detailed explanation.

What do all these differences mean?
My answer is: "Not a whole lot!" Nearly

anything that can be done in one Basic can
be done in any other Basic, even a limited

one like IBM Basic. It just takes extra

effort, a little understanding of what the

other program is trying to accomplish, and
a little creative ingenuity.

Basketball

One of the first Atari games is still one
of the best. In Atari Basketball, you use the

joystock controller to move around the

court, dribble, shoot, pass, block shots.

and steal the ball. The exceptional graphics

and animation of this game make it a

favorite demonstrator at computer stores,

so many of you have already seen it.

How well does it play? The answer is

that it is relatively easy to beat, but not easy

to trounce. The computer is set up to play

better when it is behind than it does when it

is ahead, so it offers a good challenge until

you get really good. However, once you

can consistently trounce the computer,

you've only begun the real fun!

The best feature of Basketball is that it

allows one to four people to play at the

same time. There are five options:

1. One player against the computer
2. Two players against the computer

3. Two players against one player and

the computer
4. Two players against two players

(no computer player)

5. One player against one player (no

computer player).

After all, if you let your best friend

play Star Raiders, it may be weeks before

you get a chance at the computer again!

With Basketball, you can both play at the

same time. Teams of two are even more
fun. This is one of the best computer games
available for more than one player.

Basketball requires one joystick

controller for each person playing and is

available for $39.95. D

051
Video Games 1 $15
Head -On, Tank Battle,

Trap I

Video Games 2 15
Gremlin Hunt, Indy
5000, G untight

Board Games 1 15
Cubic , Mini -Gomoku

Dungeon Chase 10
A real-time, DAD, video
gam*

C1 Shorthand 12
Two key command entry

(C2/4/8 ready toon)

One tape supports all

ROM models. Color &
sound on video games-
Some programs on disk.
Send for free catalog

Orion Software

Associates, Inc.

147 Main Street
Ossining, N.Y. 10562
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A NEWWORLD OF SMALL COMPUTERS
IS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS THIS FALL

4|W 4th Annual

NATIONAL SMALL COMPUTER SHOW
New York Coliseum, October 30 to Nov. 1 , 1 980

When we say "fingertips" we mean just that: a hands-on-inspection

opportunity for you to try the small computers and systems that will

write the history of microprocessing in the 1980's.

Manufacturers will fill over 30,000 square feet with computers, soft-

ware and peripherals. Amazing strides in technology are reflected In

exhibits and lecture series.

New hardware and software for business, education, the sciences

and professions, graphics and personal use are being gathered for

the largest and most beautifully presented National Small Computer

Show ever produced.

As always, the show contains attractions for the seasoned compu-

ter professional, as well as those who wish an introduction to the

exciting world of small computers for business, professional or

personal use. In just a short time, you can discuss your interest with

many industry leaders, vendors, technologists, and our expert

lecturers.

Registration fee is only $10 per day, and all registrants have free

access to the hourly lectures.

FREE LECTURES FOR VISITORS

transduction to Small Systems lor Buttons. Stan V*. Associated Computer Ind. . noon. Oct. 30 1 31.

MaWng lists: Several Directions. Or. Norman Aom. Mathlsch. Inc .rww.Oct 30»2pm.0ct.31.

Selecting A Small Computer tor Busmen. David Bonevy. Compytar«Ur1olMJ.1om.Oct.30»31.

Evaluating and Improving Vour Computar't PartortMflCt. PhWpGroasman. Raytheon Co.. 1 pm, Oct. 30.

Lew Offlca Systems Aapactt of Word Processing, Barnard Stornin. 2 pm, Oct. 30.

Future Smart MacMnas: 2000 AD and Beyond. Or EartJaoaph. Sparry Umvac. 2pm. Oct 30.

Computer Contracts - Facing the Issues. Alan C. Verbtt. VorM * Co. . 3 pm.Oct. 30.

Accts Becehrabkj/Acc'ts PayaMa/Gan'1 Ladgar. 3pm. Oct. 30.

Advantages ol Dtstrtbutsd Precossmg I Mum-Processing. John Stoat*. 0J Corp .4 pm.Oct. 31

investment Analysis ot Stocks 4 Commodltlos on a Microcomputer, Fred Cohen, Shesrson Loot) Rhodes,

Inc.. 4 pm, Oct. 30, 3 pm, Oct. 31

.

BASIC Programming. Michael Mufcahoy. Worcester State College, noon. Oct 31

VMooprlnts: Full-Color, Low-Cost. Hard-Copy Computer Graphics. Warren Sullivan, Image Resource

Corp.. 1pm. Oct 31

i Applications Software Development via Data Base Management. Dr. Andrew Whlnston. Micro

.2 pm.Oct. 31.

Application ol PASCAL to Small Systems tor Business. Panel. Stan Volt, Associated Computer Ind.,

Moderator. 3 pm.Oct 31

Educational Software the Good, tna Bad. the Ugly. Jo Ann Comrio. S.U.N V. at Stony Brook, noon.

Nov. 1.

Introduction to Personal Computing, noon. Nov. 1

.

Computer-Assisted Mathematics Course*. Or. Frank Scalio. Oueeniborough Community College.

1pm. Nov. 1.

Artificial Intelligence Update. Prof. Peter Kugel. Boston College. 1 pm. Nov. 1

g and Retrieving Personal Medical Data with a Microcomputer
, Derek Enlander. MD. St. Luke's

. 2 pm. Nov 1

The Presenl State olCP/MCompatltX* Software. Tony Gold. Uteboat Associates. 2pm. Nov. 1.

High Volume Data Handling: Intro, to File Processing. Prat Peter Kugel. Boston College. 3 pm, Nov. 1.

Connecting the Computer to the Outside frortd. Prof. James Olpe. BoMonCoeaga. 3 pm. Nov. 1.

Educational Applications In the Home. OavldAhl. Creative Computing Magazine. 4 pm. Nov 1.

Household Applications - Some of Them New. Or . Dsnnts J . McGutra. 4 pm. Nov. 1

.

(Additional lectures to be announced)

SPECIAL: EXECUTIVE EDUCATION SESSION FOR BUSY PEOPLE

NSCS offers an Intensive five-hour IMroductlon to computers tor the exeoitrve who* tlrne Is llrrrted. Iiul wants to learn r^ to Covers basics

jyourneeds. how to buy. now to upgrade, how to get the most out ol systems Given tour times. Oct 29 to Nov 1 Fee 3200. including run-of-

snow rtgisii iron . ban Ofmm kx mionniDon . witoaeinctiinwito.

r REGISTRATION FOR AMERICA'S BIQQEST SMALL COMPUTER SHOW 1

PInm register me lor the 4th Annual National Small Computer Show, Oct. 30 • Nov. 1 , 1980 Now York Coliseum.

NAME

COMPANY (If Any).

ADDRESS

BUSINESS TITLE (If AnyL.

TELEPHONE

_ZIP_

(Cheek meln tot) function)

1 O Accountent/CPA

2 Advertising

3 O Admimstretor (Business)

4 a Architect/Builder

5 O Art Director

B OBenker
7 D Chemist

8 D Commodities Broker

B O Communications

10 D Computer Dealer

1

1

D Computer Distributor

12 D Computer Hardware Consult

13 D Computer OEM
14 D Computer Software Consult

1 5 D Computer Systems Consult

IS O Computer Technician

1 7 Data Processing Mgr

IB O Electronic Engineer

19 D Engineer

20 O Financial Manager

21 a Industrial Dee

22 D Lawyer/Law Office Mgr.

23 D Menufecturer

24 D Marketing

25 D Medicel Doctor

26 O Medicel Technician

27 D Military

28 D Office Manege'

29 D Public Servant

30 D Reel Estate

31 D Religious

32 D nssierch/Oevetopmenl

33 Scientist

34 D Stock Broker

35 D Teacher

36 D Transportation

37 O Utility

38 D WP Manager

39 DWP Operator

40 D Student

41 D Other (Please specify)

D ONE DAY $10 D TWO DAYS $20

THREE DAYS $30

Mail with payment of $10 for each day you

wish to attend. Use one form per person.

Registration badge will be sent by mail in

early October. Check or money order

only. Mall prior to October 10, 1980.

Foreign orders: October 1, 1 M0.
National Small Computer Show
110 Charlotte Place

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

201-569-8542
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Stephen B. Gray

For TRS-80 column number 21, we
unravel another CLOAD cover-art pro-

gram to see what makes it work, take a

brief look at Radio Shack's new "TRS-80
Videotex" information retrieval system,

look at three machine-language games
from The Software Association, take note

of a three-day course on TRS-80 inter-

facing, check out three of Leo Chris-

topherson's games that stress graphics, and
end with a short program that displays

your keyboard input backwards.

CLOAD Cover Graphics #2

The cover of CLOAD magazine for

April 1980 is based on rectangles. The
program draws random four-way-sym-

metrical rectangles, starting near the center

of the screen, then (in the top-left

quadrant) running up, left, down and
right.

After 15 sets of four rectangles are

drawn, starting at random locations and
with random widths and length, the

program shifts to RESET mode, and
creates 15 sets of "black" rectangles that

blank out parts of the 15 white ones, to

create fascinating designs.

The 74 program lines can be reduced

to a hard core of 40 lines containing 43

statements:

10 CLS
no 8-o:n*o:f«is
ZOO A»RN0<37>+2
210 B-RND(11>+17
Z20 L«INT<RND<59-A>>+4
230 N«INT<RND(28-B>>+2
290 FORY-B+WTOBSTEP-1
300 X-A+L
310 GOSUBA70
320 X-X+l
330 GOSU8670
3*0 NEXTY
370 F0RX-A+L-1T0A+18TEP-1
380 CO8UB670
390 NEXTX
430 FORY-BTOB+M
440 X-A
450 COSUB670
460 X«X-1
470 GO6UB670
480 NEXTY
510 F0RX'A+1T0A+L-1
520 GO8UB670
530 NEXTX
570 N=N+1
580 IFN«FTHENS=1
590 IFN = F«2THF.NN=0:S=0
600 GOTO200
670 REM
700 IFS=0THEN770
710 RESET(XtY)
720 RE8ETU27-X.Y)
730 RESET(Xf61-Y)
740 RESET(127-X.61-Y)
750 RETURN
770 SET(XiY)
780 8ETC127-X.Y)
790 SET(Xt61-Y>
800 SET(127-Xi41-Y)
B10 RETURN

In the uncut version of this program,
there is a third statement at the end of line

590. GOSUB870, which jumps to u

subroutine that erases the rectangles

display by PRINTinga long line of blanks.

This is a selective "erase" that clears onlv

the bottom two-thirds of the screen.

If you leave out GOSUB870. the

bottom two-thirds of the screen will not be

cleared at the end of the 30-rectangle cycle,

and the new rectangle display will overlay

the old one, so that eventually it begins to

look like the architectural floorplan of

some huge, ancient castle.

If you do add :GOSUB870 to the end

of line 590, the program runs one full cycle,

and then you get error message

?UL ERROR IN 590

because "an attempt was made to branch

to a non-existent line," as the Level-II

Basic Reference Manual puts it.

Lines 200-230 provide random values

(A and B) as the basis for the starting

points and for the horizontal length and

vertical width of the rectangles, with L

ranging from 4 to 60, and W from 2 to 1 2.

Lines 290-340 draw the up (right) side

(in the top-left quadrant) from B+W to B:

i

- !

••
1

i

lines 370-390 draw the top side, A+L I to

A+ 1 ; lines 430-480 draw the left side, from
B to B+W; and lines 510-530 draw the

bottom side, from A* I to A+L I.

The top and bottom sides of each
rectangle are one graphics block high,

whereas the left and right sides are two
blocks wide, created by lines 320 (right

side) and 460 (left side).
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LYTNTX.©^
makes your TRS-80
a whole new
animal.
LYNX isn't just a telephone coupler.

LYNX is a one-piece total telephone linkage

system for TRS-80 Level I and II computers. It

contains all the functions you need to tap The
Source. Engage your business computer. Play

games with a computer friend. Or do nearly

anything you wish.

Best of all . . . LYNX costs only $239.95*. A mere
fraction of what you used to have to pay for

equipment to do the same job.

LYNX. To get your paws on one, call or write:

EMTROL
SYSTEMS, INC.

1262 LOOP ROAD LANCASTER. PENNSYLVANIA 17601

Phone 717/291-1116

VISA or Master Card Welcome
•«MK50W
w rsHdrtmM 6*.

tumj (wonni on c TRS4) n i woman 01 It* Kioto 9i*» Omot at bjnd> Corpot*
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For the TRS-80* Microcomputer MOD I

Time To Co
Back To Work ! ! !

The "BOSS" Is Here
written by V.B. Hester

BOSS 1980

A Machine Language Debugger for your Basic programs. No other program even romes
rloso to the power of this program.

The features are:

1. Modified Trace Function to display only 4 locations at a time in the upper right hand
corner of the screen, this permits using the trace function and not destroying the
screen display while the program is running, (you can also trace to the printer)

2. Single step option permits the execution of a program one line at a time and permits
the checking variables to find where the problem is in your program, or to find where
the program goes for those of you that are trying to modify a program to meet your
needs but don't understand the program lodgic enough yet.

3. Setting break points. Permits running a program at normal speed until you reach the
part in the program that you want to single step through. You can set up to 5 break
points.

4. Display variables: keeps track of a select group of variables that you select (and can
change at any time) and permits the examining of these. Acommand swaps the screen
memory out to high memory and replaces it with your variable chart. Another
command brings your screen memory back from high memory and it is complete (like

graphics programs that are hard to continue without the graphics, can now be
continued like you never stopped).

5. Stacking programs: permitsyou to stack one or more basic programs in high memory
while you work on or run another program. You can call these programs down at any
time to merge to the program that you are working, (limited only by the memory size of
your machine).

This program sold on cassette for $29.95 and works in level II or DOS (works under
TRSDOS2 1.2.2.2 3. NEWDOS 2.1 we do not have NEWDOS-80 yet to test) and comes with
1 3 page manual. Automatically relocates itself to not interfere with other machine language
programs that you have in high memory.

From Level IV Products Inc
32238 Schoolcraft Suite F4 • Livonia Michigan 48154

1-800-521-3305 outside Mich • 1-313-525-6200 inside Mich
We Accept Master Charge and Visa

10% discount on prepaid orders. Please add $2.00 for shipping and
handling. For C.O.D. please add another $1.25
* A Product of Radio Shack a division of Tandy Corporation.
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TRS-80, cont'd...
Lines 570-600 keep track ofhow many

times the rectangles have been drawn. In

line 580, ifN equals the value of 1 5 at which

F was initialized in line 1 10, the mode shifts

to RESET, and the "black" rectangles will

be drawn.

In line 590, if N is 30, then it's time to

erase the rectangle display, and start over

with a jump back to line 200.

Lines 670-750 include the RESET
lines that create the four black rectangles.

The four side-drawing routines jump to

these lines constantly.

In line 700, if S is 0, that means the

display is blank, and the program jumps to

lines 770-810. which draw the four white

rectangles. But if S has been set to I in line

580, the 15 white rectangles have already

been drawn and it's time to shift to RESET
by skipping over the jump in line 700 and
going to line 710.

Note how the four SET and four

RESET lines create symmetrical rec-

tangles by subtracting the X value from
127 and the Y value from 61, in four

different combinations, for the four
quadrants. You might want to check this

out by running a short program made up of

lines 770-800 and various values of X and
Y.

This program, called Boxes, was
written by Mark Schwenk of Pekin. IL. If

you have any trouble figuring out exactly

how it works, use TRON and follow the

program flow.

Videotex

Jumping the gun on the competition.

Radio Shack has started marketing
"TRS-80 Videotex," which will turn any
home telephone and TV set into an
information retrieval system for accessing

databanks.

For just under $400, you get a decoder
that connects your TV set and telephone,

plus some memory and a keyboard. If

you've got a TRS-80. all you need is the

decoder, which is about $200.

The Videotex network will first offer

access to newspapers, wire services and
stock-and-bond prices, from Compu-
Serve, at $5 an hour. Plans are to later offer

information to subscribers on weather,

sports, airline schedules, etc.

Incidentally, the French PTT people

are working on a similar system, which
they hope to market for much less,

designed to eliminate telephone books.

Creative Computing Software

Z-Chess

Z-Chess, at $19.95, can be played at

seven levels of difficulty, from I with three

levels of look-ahead and an average of 10

seconds per computer move, to 7 with six

l levels of look-ahead and about 30 minutes

per computer move.

Z-Chess plays all moves including

castling and en passant, in an aggressive

game that wastes no time getting the pieces

out there for a fight.

The display takes only a short time to

get used to. The king and queen do look a

little odd at first, but they're identified with

a K or Q. Each square is numbered, from I

to 64. and moves are indicated quite simply

by

FROM: 06

"mi xl
Bung ?*TT:a »iii3l Minis

mm n ii

S 94111139 * :J\ 38. :* *!!!

r.:iti*J 13 i44 451TT:* 4?u:i4i ";

nil

J4 iJ 5i i

II II 1 1

rather than by conventional chess-move

notation, which takes longer unless you're

familiar with it.

A set-up mode "allows the player to

preset the board to any position prior to

starting the game, or to change the board

at any time during the game. This feature

also allows the solving of mate-in-two

problems."

Z-Chess is available for the I6K Level II

TRS-80 on disk (CS-3513) and cassette

(CS-3017) for $19.95 from Creative Com-
puting Software. P.O. Box 789-M, Morris-

town. NJ 07960. Or call 800-631-8112.

The Software Association

Two machine-language I6K Level-II

games are available from The Software

Association (Box 58365. Houston, TX
77058): Back-M) and Dr. Chips.

Back-40

The display for this $14.95 back-

gammon game is very clear, the game is

easy to play, and the dice are rolled

graphically. A pair of dice at screen right

show several faces before settling down.
The computer plays a very good

game, and if you need any instruction in

the fine points, just watch its moves.

However, no basic instructions are

provided for how to play backgammon, so

you'll have to get them elsewhere if you

don't know how to get off the bar, etc.

Every feature of standard back-

gammon is included, such as the doubling

cube, and the computer even keeps score.

Dr. Chips

This $14.95 program is not really a

game, as the booklet notes, but is rather a

'conversationalist,' based on the famous
Doctor and Eliza programs, in which the

computer plays the part of a pseudo-

psychiatrist.

The booklet notes that the "Dr. Chips

responses are intended only for fun, and
they should not be taken seriously," and

says it's a "natural introduction to

computers for the family and friends, and a

super 'conversationalist' and 'ice breaker'

at parties, where everyone will want to

have a turn at talking to Dr. Chips."

After loading, the first display is

HELLO. I'M IXXTOR CHIPS
THE BRILLIANT PSYCHOANALYST.
PLEASE STATE YOUR PROBLEM
AND I WILL TRY TO HELP YOU.

So if you type in

I KEEL DEPRESSED

the computer comes back with

TELL ME MORE ABOUT SUCH FEELINGS

to which you might respond

MY DOG RAN AWAY
and so you get back

YOUR DOG RAN AWAY?

The program is a combination of

picking up on your words and turning

them back at you, plus a set of responses

based on certain key words you might use.

So if you reply

YES

to the previous question, you get back

another question

WHY
and if you answer

I DOVT KNOW
you get yet another question

WHY DONT YOU KNOW?

And so it goes, very much like a

psychiatrist (but remember, this is "only

for fun"), asking questions, some of which

may not make much sense, because the

program obviously can't respond intelli-

gently to everything you might 'say.' So if

you continue the previous 'dialog* with

I WISH I KNEW

you get

DOES THAT RELATE TO THE FACT
THAT YOUR DOG RAN AWAY?

Try using vulgarity, and you get

PI EASE THERE IS A COMPUTER
I'RISI \l

and if you insist. Dr. Chips asks

WHY DO VOU TRY TO ATTRACT
AMI \IION HV USING IOUL
I INOUAOI "
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TRS-80
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685.System

The world's most popular microcomputer, with 16K of

memory and Level 1 1 basic for only $720, complete with
full 90 day Radio Shack warranty. We accept check,
money order orphoneorderswithVisaor Master-Charge
(Shipping costs added to charge orders).

Disk drives, printers,

peripherals, software
and games . . . you
name it, we've got it

(Both Radio Shack &
other brands). Write
or call for our
complete price list.

c&s
ELECTRONICS MART

AUTHORIZED
DEALERSHIP Radio /haek

32 E.MainStreete) Milan Michigan48160e(313)439-1400
CIRCLE 119 ON READER SERVICE CARO

CP/JVT2 +
Magic Wand M +

TRS-80 " Model II =
a great word processing team!

The Magic Wand, CP/M 2 and your TRS-80

Model II team up to give you professional

word processing at a micro price. The Magic

Wand includes a full screen editor and a

print processor with these functions

Boldface Super & subscripting

Pagination Page headers & footers

True proportional spacing

Line centering

few. You can even read

names from a mailing list to generate form

letters or produce camera ready copy (like

this). At $350 (plus $175 for PAT CP/M 2,

if you don't already have CP/M), Magic Wand

gives you more word processing power per

dollar than any other system available.

For more information

contact:

Underlining

Justification

just to name a

S-_^x PICKLES & TROUT
rROUl P.O.BOX 12 >67-9563

Wand is a trademark of Small Business Applica' M is a

•••markot Digital Research Inc TRS-80isatraoemar*otTandyCorp
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INVADERS
FROM
SPACE

by Carl Miller
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MSBUTT I

A NEW ATTACK IS LAUNCHED
Just when it seemed to be all over, Acorn
introduces a new and faster machine language
version of this classic space game. In the

game, the aliens are dropping bombs, moving
from side to side, and trying to overrun your
bases. You try to hold them off by shooting at

them and scoring with each hit.

In INVADERS FROM SPACE you choose the

game speed, the enemy bomb frequency and
accuracy, the number of shots on the screen,

and the number of your bases. These choices

produce a weight scoring factor, and make it

fun for all ages.

Move your base and fire at the invaders—both

at the same time—which you can not do in most
similar games. Full sound effects add
excitement to the incredible speed and action

of INVADERS FROM SPACE.
Acorn produces many game programs (or the TRS-80'.

These include PIGSKIN, the one-or-two player football

strategy game; PINBALL a graphic arcade game; and
GAMMON CHALLENGER, the popular backgammon
program. Each is available at only $14.95 on tape and
$20 95 on disk for a 1 6K Level II TRS-80*. Ask for these and
other quality programs at your local computer store.

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

Software Products, Inc

634 North Carolina Avenue. S.E., Washington, DC 20003
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TRS-80, cont'd...

and if you still insist, you get

OK THAT'S ENOUGH OF THAT.

The program recognizes at least four
obscene words.

When stuck, the program takes a new
tack such as

I DON I BELIEVE THAT I

Fill I Y UNDERSTAND YOU
or perhaps

MOW DOES I MAI QUESTION
Rl I All It) YOl'R PROBI EM?

This is a fascinating program,
especially to people who've been in

analysis, and to analysts. I've heard that

psychotic people usually don't believe it's a
computer program, but think thedisplay is

being generated by a psychiatrist in

another room . . .

The Software Association is off to a
very good start with these three programs,
and we hope to see more from them.

TRS-80 Interfacing

A five-day course on "TRS-80
Interfacing, Programming and Scientific

Instrument Automation" was given by the
Dept. of Chemistry and the Extension Div.
of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
Univ., at Blacksburg. VA, on June 23-27.

A three-day workshop on "TRS-80
Interfacing, Applications and Program-
ming" was given by the same organization
on July 14-16, at the school's Northern
Virginia facility next to Dulles Inter-

national Airport in Washington, DC.
The three-day workshop will be

repeated later this year, on Dec. 8-10. in

Blacksburg. The instructors will be Drs.
Jonathan and Christopher Titus, president
and vice president, respectively, of the
Blacksburg Group, and who publish the
famous Bugbooks. Course materials will

include the two books on TRS-80 inter-

facing by Jonathan Titus.

The $.150 workshop "will concentrate
on the design and development of TRS-80
interfaces, for use in data acquisition,

control, monitoring and other applica-
tions." and is recommended for TRS-80
users "who have some experience with
Basic programming and digital elec-
tronics." You can bring your own TRS-80.

For further information, contact
David G. Larsen. Virginia Tech. Blacks-
burg. VA 24061.

Three By l.eo C

One of the brightest TRS-80 pro-
grammers in the country is Leo C'hris-

tophcrson. whose Android Nim (Creative.
June 1979. P 1 25) from 80-USisa model of
how animated graphics can enliven a

game, and should he examined closely by
anyone interested in creating such
graphics.

However, there's just so much
graphics can do lor a game. Two of Leo's

recent games. Cubes and Snake Eggs, are

games in point. Both are beautifully

programmed, with very clever graphics,

yet even the most devoted ofgames players

would probably be interested in no more
than a few games. After all. marzipan is

used to create some beautiful candies, but

how much marzipan can you eat?

Cubes

Cubes is a computer version of the
Instant Insanity game, by the Parker
Brothers division of General Mills Fun
Group.

Perhaps you've seen those four
colored plastic cubes, which you're
supposed to arrange so that "when placed

side by side, each consecutive top (or

bottom, or front, or back) is of a different

color."

The Cubes program asks you to select

four different colors or numerals (it works
easier with numbers), and then assign one
of the four to each of the 24 cube-sides

involved. Then the program "begins
rearrangement of the blocks, stopping to

display a solution ... if there is one."

After you've played this $9.95 game a
short while, you may well find yourself
wanting to get your hands on the four
plastic cubes.

All I can get out of this game is that it

teaches you that conformity to a pattern
will win, and that totally random activity

(in assigning colors to cube-sides) prob-
ably won't. Hmmm.

Snake Eggs

There's no animated graphics in

Cubes, but some beautiful examples of it

are in Snake Eggs. S 14.95 a! your neigh-

borhood store or from 80-U S (3838 South
Warner St.. Tacoma. WA 98409).

Snake Fggs is a version of Twenty-
One and might be called Forty-One. except
that, instead of dice, the game uses snakes.
The snakes lay eggs, which are rolled

across a striped field. The stripes carry
number values, from one on up. and where
the egg stops, that's your point. You and
the computer continue to roll in compe-
tition, and whoever gets closest to 41.

without exceeding it. wins. A roll of 'snake
eggs' automatical!) wins, and a roll of
'scrambled eggs' loses

The graphics are a work of genius.

The snakes, which move even when you're

making up your mind how much to bet

next, constantly move their heads and
tails. And if you plug an amplifier into the

AUX of your machine, you hear the snakes
'talking.' and "snake-language comments
will be translated for you."

If you win. the program plays a
snappy Sousa motif, and if you lose," you
get the theme from Chopin's "March for

the Dead."

But somehow Snake Eggs just isn't all

that interesting, despite the fantastic

graphics and marvelous sound effects. I he

Controller Snake has to coax the two egg-

laying snakes just a little too much to lay

eggs, and after a few games of this, you
may want to play some cards just for a real

'hands-on' game.

I.ifetwo

Here's a third program by Leo. which

you may find yourself playing again and
again. Lifetwo consists of two versions of

the famous Life game, and is $14.95.

The first version. Game of Lite.

"allows you to set up a pattern and watch
the resulting life patterns unfold according

to Conwav's standard Life rules." which

unfortunately aren't included. This game"
has been programmed before, but Leo has
managed to make the generations zip

along at about 100 per minute!
I ven il you know the rules ol Life, you

may find yourself trying and trying to

come up with patterns that will stay

dynamic forever.

The second version. Battle of Life,

uses sound, mostly ol the zap. sploing. and
rat-tat-tat type, plus some 'talking' by the

four life forms (biped, triped. uniped and
quadruped) that allow up to four players to
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participate. The four life forms are

beautifully done, and move every now and
then.

Each player chooses a life form and
places up to six of them at various

positions on a 1 0-by-5 grid . The game then

proceeds according to Life rules, stopping

after every five generations to allow each
player to add two more lifeforms to the

grid.

The instructions say you can hear the

sound by plugging the AUX cord into an

audio amplifier but. as with Snake Eggs,

you can listen in by putting an AM radio

near the keyboard.

Short Program #12

Thomas L. Ward, of Pasadena. CA.

sent this:

"Here's another version of Short

Program #2 to display name backwards:

100 X-15379
no CLS
120 PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME"
130 POKE X,?5
140 A«-INKEY«
150 IF A»»" THEN HO
160 R»-A* + f:t

170 PRINT 9 ?0fB«
180 GOTO 140

Short Program #2 was in Creative. June
1979. p 126."

This program spins the name out of a

location two spaces after the question

mark, and moves it to the right. If you then

press ENTER, the name appears again,

flush left, and if you press ENTER
repeatedly, moves down the screen.

One problem: the name (or message)
is limited to 25 characters. After that, you
get

70S ERRCR IN 160

and the rest of the name appears in normal
fashion. In Short Program #2, the name
(or message) begins at the right of the

screen, halfway down, doesn't move, and
keeps on printing the message backwards
until it fills all top ten lines completely, a

total of 640 characters.

Can you modify this new program so

it will print a message longer than 25

characters backwards? P,

*jS
<Sj>'

l&

-9\* &rj?

&*'
MPS

c<F
£

' (A

^
<?

j? AW-MS'*> .<?.

$>
*»
v<v

* Competitive prices

* Minimum orders of 500

* 9 day RUSH delivery available

* Conscientious, reliable service

* Quantity discounts

Factory direct

QChecks
To-Go

8384 Hercules St., La Mesa, CA 92041, (714) 460-4975
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TRS-80" SOFTWARE
PACKER Automatically edits all or part of your Basic
program to ease editing, run faster, or save memory
Has 5 sections UNPACK- unpacks multiple statement
lines into single statements maintaining program
logic, inserts spaces and renumbers lines lor easier
editing SHORT— shortens your program by editing out
all REM statements, unnecessary words and spaces
PACK-enecutes UNPACK and SHORT, then packs lines
into multiple statement lines: maintains program logic
RENUM— renumbers program lines including all

GOTO s etc You specify increment MOVE— moves any
line or block of lines to any new location in the program
and renumbers lines Written in machine language,
supplied on tape in 3 versions for 16K 32K. and 48K
For Level II or Disk Basic $29 95

DISASSEMBLER Read, write, and copy system tapes
Display and modify memory contents Disassemble
ROM DOS. and system tapes into Z-80 mnemonics
Search lor strings in memory Much more" Includes
32 pages of documentation and information
For I6K Level II $19 95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR Copy your system format
tapes Includes verity routine

For any Level II $14 95

CHESDISK Transfers your copy ol Microchess to disk
for quick and easy access
For any Level II Disk system $8 95

CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini-word processor to
print cassette labels on a line printer Includes manual
and 50 peal-and-stick labels on tractor feed paper
For 16K Level II and printer $1595

INSTRUCTION MANUALS for any Cottage Software
original programs available for 20% ol program list

price Refundable when program purchased

TRS-80'" repairs and modifications Call or write for

info MANY MORE items available Call or write for

catalog DEALER inquires invited

Kansas residents add 3% sales tax
Foreign orders in US Currency only
Call our 24 hour phone (316) 683-481 1 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N. Harding

Wichita. KS 67208

TRS-80 is a trademark ol Radio Shack. A Tandy Corporation

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TRS-80
SAVE
10%, 15% and More on ALL Computers,

Peripherals, Software, and ALL other fine

Radio Shack® products.

Offered Exclusively By

PAN AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC.

Radio /hack
Authorized Sales Center

1117 CONWAY MISSION, TX. 78572

TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER
4fc—> 800 531 7466 mIST
SERItexas AND MAIN NUMBER Ii 1 I

512/581 2765

NO TAXES collected on out-of-state ship-

ments. FREE delivery available on minimum

orders. WARRANTIES honored by Radio

Shack®.
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Comoleat
Computer
Catalog

COMPUTERS

NOBUS-Z COMPUTER SYSTEM

Exo Electronics introduces the

NoBUS-Z microcomputer system which

features a 4 MHz Z80A CPU, CP/M
operating system, 64K dynamic RAM,
dual density 8 inch disk drives with 600K
bytes/side, and 6K color text/graphics.

It is designed to support both personal

and business applications.

Console configurations range from a

keyboard and TV set to separate

word-processing display terminals. A
full line of printers and hard disks is

available. A typical complete 70K
system with 600K bytes of disk storage

costs under $3000.

Exo Electronics Company, P.O. Box
3571 Culver City. CA 90230. (213)

390-6527.

CIRCLE 2S1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VECTOR SYSTEM 2800

Vector Graphic Inc., announces the

Vector System 2800, which consists of a

Vector 3 terminal with the ZCB single

board computer together with 64K of

RAM (56K useable) and a disk cont-

roller, a Flashwriter II video board

featuring an 80 x 24 display.

The second major component in the

system is the Dualstor 8" drive unit with

a total capacity of 2 megabyte-
formatted. The formatting is IBM com-

patible. The standard software on the

System 2800 is CP/M. Microsoft Basic-

80, Raid debugger. Scope editor, the five

Peachtree accounting packages and Me-

morite Word Management are available

options.

Options include the Vector Matrix

printer, and the Vector letter quality

Qume Sprint 3 printer. $7,295.

Vector Graphic, Inc., 31364 Via

Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91361.

(213)991-2303.

CIRCLE 2S2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

10MB COMPUTER

TRS-80 EQUIVALENT

Systems Engineering Enterpises has

developed a computer system which

features a one year transferable war-

ranty. System 6789 includes an intelli-

gent terminal with 48K memory, 80 x 24

high resolution video display, 10 MB 8

inch Winchester Disk and a .5 MB
double-sided, IBM 3740 compatible
floppy.

A multi-user Basic and operating
system are standard. Available software

includes a data base management sys-

tem, word processor, integrated general

business and medical accounts receiv-

able. $8,500.

Systems Engineering Enterprises, 625
Lofstrand Lane, Rockville, MD 20850.

(301) 424-6220.
CIRCLE 253 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Personal Micro Computers, Inc.,

through an exclusive marketing agree-

ment with a Hong Kong manufacturer,

offers a software and hardware com-

patible equivalent of the Radio Shack

Model I, Level n TRS-80. The PMC-80

has a cassette tape recorder, 16K RAM
memory. Level II Microsoft Basic inter-

preter in ROM, power supply, computer

and keyboard all in on cabinet.

The PMC-80 will display on either a

TV monitor or a standard TV set using a

built-in VHF Channel 3 modulator. All

software available for the TRS-80 will

operate in the PMC-80.
Level II Basic or System cassettes will

load in the PMC-80 without volume
adjustments. All peripherals designed

for the Radio Shack parallel port

interface to the PMC-80 50 pin bus
through a 40 pin interface adapter.

Disc based programs can be run on the

PMC-80 using the Radio Shack Expan-
sion Interface or other commercially
available equivalents. With the Expan-
sion Interface, all peripherals designed
for the TRS-80 are also compatible with
the PMC-80. This includes Winchester
disks, speech recognition, printers and
RS-232 adapters.

Personal Micro Computer, Inc., 475
Ellis St, Mountain View, CA 94043. (415)

968-1604.
CIRCLE 254 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Find the best price you con In this magazine on a box of 10,

Verbatim SV4 inch Floppies and subtract $.50; THAT'S OUR
PRICE— We include the shipping (pleate figure the com-
petitor'* shipping and handling charges in your

computation).* Compare our prices on other equipment; if

we're not the least expensive, give us a call.

THIS MOMTMS IMCIALl

SPfCIAL #1
It you purchose the IBS BO DISK

AND OTHER MYSTERIES Book tor

the regular price of 122.50

you con buy 10 VERBATIM DISKET

TES AND a plo«l.c library COM
lor *M00

TOTAL $44.90

SPECIAL #2
If you purchase APPARAT
N6WDOS + for the regular price

of *°» 95

you can buy 10 VERBATIM OISKET

TES AND a plastic library cat*

for 5.00
TOTAl SI04.95

ftfRrlk Olefco.ltSM)
Verbatim 5% ' $36.90
Verbatim •" 30.00

Vorbatim S" Doubla Denelly 44.00

LIST

Flippy Kit

16K Rom Kit (200ni)

Whistle Switch
•SR System X 10

BSR Modules
Floppy Savor

refills (IS)

Hard Hoto Tool
r.lilli (90)

Photo Point Light Pan
Plastic Storage Box 8"

Plastic Storogo Box 9 V.
"

Web Itttp
Diskette Fromos
Plastic Diskatta Shoals (10)

totswere
Apporat Newoos +

39tr

40tr
WEB TSHORT
Elactnc Pencil

Dungonajuost
•OFFER good os supply tests.

11.99

69.00
23.99
74.95
13.99
11 95
6.95
4.00
9.95
19.99
3.00
3.50

19.95

4.00
8.95

Bt.00
98.00
9.45
CALL

Fast Gammon
Securities Graphics
Job Costing Package
Complete accounting
package for MODEL I i

MODEL II

TI-99/4
SOROC IOI20
SOROC IQ140
CENTRONIX 730
ANADEX DP 8000
PAPER TIGER
QUME 5/45. 5/55
LEEDEX VIDEO 100 13"

SHUGART SA 400 (35

track some os Tandy)
•hi
TRS80 Disk and Other
Mysteries.

CALL
39.95
74.95

CALL

880.00
775.00
1135.00
790.00
855.00
CALL
CALL

134.99

349.00

33.90Wysto
lltee

9'A' > It" Paper. It" > 14"

Paper, lobels. Forms; Print

wheels, print thimbles ond
ribbons for DIABLO. QUME,
NEC. Tl and others

Send tor FRII cataloe.ua

free snipping lor orders over 834)40.

CALL

fUDfrs

SlDissa

•1636 Park Granada
Calabatai. California
91302(213) 883-8594

SAVE $g APPLE® and TRS-80®

NEWDOS/80
Powerful Disk Operating System for the TRS-60* designed for the sophisr<oted

user ond professional programmer
NEWDOS/80 is not meont to reploce the present version of NEWDOS 2 1 which
soTrsfies most users but is o corefulty planned upward enhancement

• New BASIC Commonds wtrh vonobte record lengrhs up to 4095
• Mix or motch drives 35 40 77 80TK
• Secunry boot-up for BASIC or mochine code appliconon programs
• Improved editing commonds
• Enhanced RENUMBER thot oltows relocation

• DevKe handling for routing to display and prinrer simultaneously
• CDE function striking of C 6 ond E keys allows user to enrer a mini-DOS
• Compatible wirh NEVdOS ond TRSDOS 2 3
• Superzop 3 ond 2 1 utilities

NEW DOS FOR APPLE® "APEX"
The complete APEX package with operating system,

assembler editorond user manuals The package olso includes ^^^^^
a complete set of utilities to maintain files on single or multiple jbT ifj
drive systems (Specify 5 inch Apple disk or fl inch disk ) ^r ^r

RELATED SOFTWARE
XPLO »79

FOCAL" »59

SAVE ON APPLE II 16K
FME MTI MEMORY UPGRADE KIT TO 4AK
WITH PURCHASE Of APPLE II 16K

(MTI ONLY) M195

TRS-80® SOFTWARE
NEW DOS' 35 track W
AJA Ward Processor '89

AJA Business Program "389

Disk DVive Alignment Program '109

Radix Dato Base Program "39.95

MOD I
"8 DISK SYSTEM

e One SAMOA DOS and Coble
e 3 Dnve Chasso and Power Supply

M095
TRS-80® DISK DRIVES

16KRAM
MEMORY KIT

DISK DRIVE SALE!
S70 worth of FREE merchandise with pur-

chase of Shugjort SA400 with power supply

ond chows The disk that Rodo Shock sells

to {4)99

SAVE J200 »069

TF-1 Pertec FD200 40 track S389
TF-5MPID51. 40 track $389

TF-70 rVsaopolis. 77 track S609
TDH-1 Dual sided 35 track $499

MAX Disk 2 10 Megabyte ..#4995

DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
e 2 Shuoorr SA400
vwtrh power/chassis
e Cable

SPECIAL PRICE ONLY

e 1 35 1'och DO'

M199
• DARE DRIVES FOR ANY MICROCOMPUTER*

PetrecFD200 $282 FD250 $059
Shuqort SA400 $279 SA800 $479
MPID52 $349 D51 $279

•Registered trade mark of Radio Shock ond Apple

OKIDATA PRINTER

^699LIST $1009
OUR PRICE

PRINTERS
Centronics 779 11069 ANADEX . . 19J5
Onrronia 737 S9S9 700 1 tl 195
Cenrrono 701 1 t179S 702 2 J1995
Sprnwrner-NEC HS49
Dose 2 Pnnrer 40 132 col graphrcs/racotors 1399

ASK FOR FREE
CATALOGUE

£A/VICIcOCCVWPOTER
TECf**XOGY
NCORPORATED

3304 W MacArthur
Santa Ana, CA 92704

(714) 979-9923

pparot. Inc.

7310 E. Princeton Ave.
Denver. CO 80237
(303)741-1778

Telex '678401TABIRIN

ALL PRICES CASH DISCOUNTED • FREIGHT EOT) FACTORY
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WP/DP OFFICE COMPUTER

Alpha Professional Systems, Inc. has

announced Alphasprint, a desktop
microcomputer incorporating word and

data processing capabilities. The system
includes 64K of main memory, a 45K
display buffer, high resolution 12" video

display, and two double density 5'A"

diskette drives storing over 200 pages of

text or 330K of data.

A specially-designed Selectric II

type keyboard incorporates 72 char-

acter and function keys, and a full

numeric keypad. The optional 660 word-
per-minute letter quality printer can be
shared by up to three Alphasprints.

The Alphasprint's Pegasus Operat-
ing System allows optional communi-
cations, WP file merge, and data
processing capability. Applications
software packages are available as are
CP/M, Basic, Fortran, Cobol and Pascal.

$4990.

Alpha Professional Systems, Inc., 9465
Wilshire Blvd., Suite 518, Beverly Hills,

CA 90212. (213)272-3032.

CIRCLE 2SS ON READER SERVICE CARO

SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTER

Information Technology Inc. has de-

signed Superstar a word processor and
small business computer. Superstar
consists of ITI's Superbrain by Intertec,

the NEC Spinwriter, and MicroPro's
WordStar word processing software.

Features include: word wrapping,
dynamic pagination, two double density
5'A" floppy disk drives, 64K bytes of

user-programmable RAM, and printing
at 55cps. $7500.

Information Technology Inc., 56 Kear-
ney Rd, Needham, MA 02194. (617)
444-5702.

CIRCLE 256 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MULTI-USER SYSTEM

OSM Computer Corporation has in-

troduced a multi-user, multi-tasking
microcomputer system, the OSM Model
6300 computer. Each user has its own
CPU, memory and I/O, and shares a
common database of disk storage of up to
128 Mbytes, using the industry standard
CP/M 2.2 and DPOS/2.
A service processor, consisting of a

complete system (Z80A CPU, RAM, I/O)
routes all communications from the user
processors to the disk database and
system printer. The system, which
allows up to 128 user terminals is

particularly attractive in a word process-

ing environment and for other applica-

tions where console speed is critical.

The Model 6300 comes with two 8 inch

double density floppy disk drives. Dou-
ble side is optional. There are several
hard disk options available: (1) 32
Mbyte, 64 Mbyte, 96 Mbyte and 128
Mbyte hard disk drive with 16 Mbyte
removable on all four sizes and (2) 27
Mbyte fixed drive. The single user
mainframe is priced at $5,195.

OSM Computer Corporation 2364
Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051.
(408) 496-6910.
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MEMORY

64K BYTE MEMORY FOR S-100

COMPUTERS

Designed specifically for the Sol,

Cromemco, North Star, and other S-100
bus microcomputers is Chrislin Indus-
tries' CI-S100 memory module. The
dynamic RAM memory module requires
no wait states at 2 or 4 MHZ. The new
memory is compatible with most S-100
bus microcomputers including the Z80 at

4 MHZ and is designed to plug directly

into the memory slots. Features include
expandability to a half megabyte with a
bank select feature which allows user to
select up to eight 64K byte memory
cards. $750.

Chrislin Industries, Inc., 31352 Via
Colinas #102, Westlake Village, CA
91361. (213) 991-2254.

CIRCLE 258 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISK & TAPE
SYSTEMS

HIGH SPEED TAPE SYSTEM FOR
TRS-80

JPC Products Company has de-
veloped a High Speed Cassette System
for the TRS-80 Level II computer. The
system allows the TRS-80 user to load

programs five times faster and provides

better reliability than the TRS-80
system.

The TC-8 supports the saving, loading,

and verifying of Basic programs, system
programs, and data files. Features
include eight-character named files, the

ability to list the directory of all files on a
tape, verification of saved files, and a
data file storage technique which re-

sembles that of a disk system. The TC-80
is available in kit form for $90 and fully

assembled for $120.

JPC Products Company, 12021 Pai-

sano Ct., Albuquerque, NM 87112. (505)

294-4623.

CIRCLE 2S9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FIXED/FLOPPY DISK MEMORY
SYSTEM FOR TRS-80, APPLE

Lobo Drives, International, announces
the Model 1850 Dual Fixed/Floppy Disk
Memory System for Apple and TRS-80
Model I computers.

The floppy disk drive is the Model 850
and is available in a choice of single or

double density configurations. Maximum
capacity is 1.6 megabytes. The 8-inch

Winchester technology fixed disk drive
is a Lobo Drives Model 1000 and is

available in a choice of 5 or 10 megabyte
capacity.

The two drives also share the same
highly-regulated power supply and
unique disk controller. Prices range from

$3495 to $4695.

Lobo Drives, International, 935 Ca-

mino Del Stir, Goleta, CA 93017. (805)

685-4546.
CIRCLE 260 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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INTRODUCING
DATEBOOK™

THE NEW OFFICE
APPOINTMENT CALENDAR

PROGRAM
DATEBOOK helps manage time just like a com-

mon office appointment book, but with the speed

and accuracy of a computet. DATEBOOK elim-

inates the scribbles, erasures, and frustration of

searching through the book for a specific opening.

DATEBOOK™ is ideal for Doctors, Dentists, Law-

yers, Salesmen, Repairmen, or in any situation where

time management is critical to office efficiency. Its

menu display and one-key options make DATE-
BOOK™ one of the easiest programs to leam and

use.

DATEBOOK™ features include:

• Appointment scheduling, cancelling, modify-

ing and rescheduling.

• Automatically searches for openings according

to time of day, day of week, and week of year.

• Displays all scheduled appointments for a

specified person.

• Lists day's schedule (Screen or hard copy).

• Can be customized to accommodate any

workday/hours schedule.

DATEBOOK™ is written in PASCAL and is avail-

able to run on CP/M as well as UCSD PASCAL
systems.

(415) 455-4034
only apdhSJO

Dealer discounts available

0*M naturally H
>, M< Vwr bug free

1492 Windsor Way, Livermore, CA 94550
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DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION?

DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE!

ISOI >
%J ISO-2

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit!

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!

Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction

AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

•ISOLATOR (ISO 1AI 3 filter isolated 3 prong sockets,

integral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load,

1 KW load any socket $56.95
•ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3 prong socket banks

(6 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression;

1875 W Max load. 1 KW either bank $56.95

•SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3). similar to ISO 1

A

except double filtering & Suppression .... $85.95
•ISOLATOR (ISO 4). similar to ISO 1 A except

unit has 6 individually filtered sockets .... $96.95
•ISOLATOR (ISO-5). similar to ISO-2 except

unit has 3 socket banks, 9 sockets total . . . $79.95
•CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CB) Add $ 7.00
•CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT any model

(-CBS) Add $14.00M PHONE ORDERS 1-617-656-1532

ISS'Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street. Nat.ck. Mass. 01760

Oept.CC
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IS THERE AGAP IN YOUR LIFE

GAP General Accounting Package. Fantastic double
entry accounting system with user definable
accounts. The account numbers are made up of 7
4-digit fields allowing 7 levels of account
classifications. With the use of the Operator
Report Selector Generator (OSRG), you can
generate any type of report you desire, or use
report programs in GAP-GL, GAP-AP, and
GAP-AR.

GAP-GL Includes all basic GAP functions, plus entry of
General Ledger transactions, prints General
Journal, General Ledger summary and detail,

Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss.
Price $124.95

GAP-AR Requires GAP-GL to run, allows adding A/R
invoices, printing Sales Journal, detail A/R
report, Account Aging, add/update Cash Re-
ceipts with register, Cash Receipts Journal, and
A/R Billing.

Price $99.95

GAP-AP Requires GAP-GL to run, allows adding of A/P
invoices, printing Purchase Journal, detail A/P
report, Aging of Accounts, Check Writing, Check
Printing, Cash Disbursements Journal.

Price $99.95

System requirements are 32K CP/M
CP/M is registered trademark of Digital Research

PROFESSIONAL DATA SYSTEMS
318 E 18 St.

Bakersfield CA 93305
(805) 323-0891
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BACKUP SYSTEM FOR
Z80A/S-100

The CSSN Backup subsystem is a

hardware/software package for the pro-

tection of disk-stored data. The off-line

storage medium is a 13.4 Mbyte capacity

magnetic tape cartridge, making Backup
ideal for use with high-capacity Win-

chester disks. Backup also offers the

advantages of file-by-file backup.

The system includes a Z80A/S-100

compatible interface board, a DEI car-

tridge tape drive, and a CP/M-com-
patible software utility, featuring file-by-

file Save and Restore commands.
CSSN, 120 Boylston St., 4th Floor,

Boston, MA 02116.
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TERMINALS & I/O

PRECISION MATRIX PRINTER

TWO SPEED/TWO DOT DENSITY
GRAPHICS PRINTER

The Model 460, a desktop matrix

printer for commercial applications that

combines high-quality printing capa-

bilities at throughput speeds of 160

characters per second has been an-

nounced by Integral Data Systems, Inc.

It employs a dot matrix character

formation technique in which the place-

ment of dots overlaps both horizontally

and vertically to achieve correspondence

quality printing.

Printing control functions include

proportional spacing, enhanced text

printing and standard print densities of

10- 12- or 16.7 characters per inch. Other
selectable print features include auto-

matic text justification, programmable
horizontal and vertical tabbing, reverse

paper feed, and "fine positioning" of

characters to 1/ 120th of an inch.

The Model 460 has a standard RS-232C
serial interface as well as a Centronics-

compatible parallel interface. $1295.

Integral Data Systems, 14 Tech Circle,

Natick, MA 01760.
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Okidata Corporation has announced a

graphics printer, the Slimline SLG.
The unit provides a choice of two
speed/two dot density printing for

alphanumerics in addition to its graphics

capability.

High density characters, printed at

120 1pm, are formed using 7x9 and 7 x

12 matrices, and low density characters,

printed at 400 1pm, with 7x5 and 7x6
matrices. In graphics mode, it provides a

dot density of 100 x 100 dots per inch at a

plotting speed of 12 inches per minute. It

will reproduce anything that can be

displayed on a CRT screen.

The printer is available with Prin-

tronix, Centronics and Dataproducts-

compatible parallel interfaces and with a

microprocessor-controlled RS232 serial

interface.

Okidata Corporation, 111 Gaither Dr.,

Mount Laurel, NJ 08054. (609) 235-2600.
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MATRIX PRINTER FOR SMALL
BUSINESS

A full feature matrix printer, de-

signed for the small business computer

and advanced computer hobbyist mar-

kets, has been announced by MQI
Computer Products.

The MQI 150 has a speed of 150 cps,

bi-directional logic seeking. The unit is a

100 percent duty cycle printer with

minimum head life of 200 million char-

acters. The user may select 80, 132 or

136 columns; 6 or 8 lines per inch, and
the matrix is 9 x 9, upper and lower case

with descenders.

The MQI 150 will accommodate multi-

part forms up to original plus-five copies,

from 2" to 15" in width. $1295.

MQI Computer Products, 18381 Bandi-
lier Circle, Fountain Valley, CA 92708.
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COLOR GRAPHICS TERMINALS

Intelligent Systems Corp. has announ-

ced the availability of its Intecolor 8300

and 8900 series product lines which

include cost effective, color graphic

terminals, desk-top computers and small

business systems.

The desk-top computers are available

with 5 inch, 8 inch and hard disk units

that offer a storage range from 80K
bytes to 26 megabytes. Both products

feature standard resolution color gra-

phics (160 x 192) with high resolution

color graphics (480 x 384) as an available

option.

CP/M is available on the desk-top

computers along with color word pro-

cessing capability.

Intelligent Systems Corp., 5965
Peachtree Corners East, Norcross, GA
30071 (404) 449-5961.
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KEYBOARD ACTUATOR

J*

Kogyosha announces the KGS-80
Keyboard Actuator, designed to turn an

IBM Selectric typewriter, or its

equivalent, into a printer for the TRS-80.

The KGS-80 is positioned on the

keyboard, and plugged into the ex-

pansion interface, or directly into the

CPU using the interface cable. It does

not require any software to operate. All

memory space is available, making it

compatible with Electric Pencil, Scripsit

and other word processing programs.

$599.

Kogyosha USA Office, 179 Riveredge

Rd.. Tenafly, NJ 07670. (201) 569-8769.
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HEAVY-DUTY DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

The Model 3431 is a heavy-duty, 150

cps dot matrix printer from TEI, Inc. It

offers up to 136-column printing using a

9 x 7 dot format to form 94 ASCII
characters, including lowercase letters

with descenders, symbols, double-wide

characters, and bidirectional printing

under microprocessing control.

The pin-feed tractor accepts con-

tinuous forms from 1.5" to 14". The
model 3431 is available with standard

parallel interface or optional RS-232C
serial interface. $1,695

TEI, Inc., 5075 S. LoopE., Houston TX
77033. (713) 738-2300.
CIRCLE 267 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL GAME

SOFTWARE FOR APPLE AND TRS 80

HOME FINANCE PAK I: CompUtt pock** $49.95 Apple, TRS 80
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BLITZ BUG LIGHTNING 4 TRANSIENT VOLTAGE SUPPRESSOR

LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION :

TRS-80.

,^
V

a*V*

^AZELTINt^^^ yPy^f^-*

$24.95

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
ADD$1. 50 SHIPPING & HANDLING

N.J. RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

OMNI COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, Inc.

200 WEST COUNTY LINE ROAD
R.D. 3, BOX 200

JACKSON, NEW JERSEY 08527

(201)928-1477 (609)259-2617
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P* COLOR
ANIMATED
GRAPHICS

The Program made
famous on
National TV!

FOM 4M AFTiM II

COWeuTEMS WITH (MM

WM, TV Vw» ^1 .. ..

• M| |M r. j. a,h>.

'on tsMn t VhAkm •atitw you

Introductory Price S59.95

LOO* tor Iff HID WHITE-BLUE
United Software Display at your local

computer dealer, or send check Of
moneyofder. plus $300 shipping to

m maWmw, m UNITED
= =r=Zj^ SOFTWARE

AMERICA
New York NY 10O17
(212) M2-AM2 Ttoaa M0O55

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

UM i* .wtiykaia t- won »-w- botn **<•« Otm li o> Ctmv
S,Mb»fiw to ttrnf+fH WwclMWlNt Of* una C4»mi»oi»0rM MMOMUMDMwMi HUNIla
tojell ,>1 *t, « * (.Okjlto. 1«X | I

Introductory Special S99.95
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IMPACT PRINTER WITH
GRAPHICS

MULTI-FUNCTION
BOARD

S-100 I/O

The 80 column DE-800SG dot matrix
printer features full dot graphics and
complete microprocessor control. The
standard version also includes tractor

feed, a 2K character buffer, hardware
UART, aluminium case, and the ability

to store a complete screen display from a
standard video terminal.

The unit accepts paper widths from
1.5" to 10" and will print up to 5-part

forms. Switch and software selectable

option bits control the baud rate and
forms length. The interface is RS-232C
and 20 MA. Baud rate is programmable
from 110 to 9600. $995.

Data Electronic Devices, Inc.. 18
Bridge St., Salem, NH 03079. (603)

893-2047.
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New from I/O Technology is a
multi-function S-100 I/O board. It has
two serial ports Asyn/Sync (RS-232,
current loop or TTL) with individual

crystal controlled programmable baud
rate generators. Four8-bit parallel ports
are available; one is an 8-bit latched
input port while the other three 8-bit

ports can be programmed in combina-
tions of input, output or bidirectional.

The board is said to be ideal for

controller applications and has an 8-level

programmable interrupt controller with
auto restart (8080/Z80). An inter-
connection is available. $375.

I/O Technology, 29119 Flowerpark
Dr.. Canyon Country, CA. 91351 (805)

252-7666.
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APPLE-SALE I 40OwnM tar $85.00

That's right, 40 games and programs for your
appls computer lor only $86.00. You will
receive 3 disks-loads of family fun that will
entertain you for yours. Send $86.00 to:

Bill Matt
P.O. Box 6626, Oakland, CA 04614
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rnrr I "P '" $"" m merchandise

iHtt ! win purchase ol PET-CBM item'

KT IM lap KiHart $995 111$
rET 3?« Imp KitMari si 295 1171 LB
KTKu»baMPea)$ 795$IH Mk aWV
FtT M4I Ul ta fMJB $1295 $17! /!m Mil Me* kmM s 695 $ 71 /afawsn
PCT mi Pits* |tnc M| * 795 tIM '

mil 1151 iMtun.ta.hN* trs-l t tOlMam EX-MI riwar-KT S 47714
1114 I 4Mu US 14/415 ISS/44S
271S ErNS (a M* ZIJ4
S5M MM net IK rtg II 70
PET 4 Ms Ink tnka |tl-4«| MM
U l*akt M4 Minn 15% Iff

'
1 1$$ ir — ||SJ$

HI TasJaa Bict
I 7«*« KT MM MNra 44M

ftT was hawasr - Sadeat ueaj 24 00

O
'•"mm guaranteed) Wrarrwjm auaaty. r*grTovtpur

noMn^icrMhOuUngwilMaMli A&FA ** •' 1

C-10 10/5 95 50/25 00 100/40 00
C-30 10/700 50/3000 100/5700
MO 1 1 per orOtr tor UPS VHpoma

Aefc to. S5Q2. TRS-80. and S-100 Product Lwt

STARFIGHT. . .a two-player dogfight.
(machine level, req.

16K) $9.95
TV TYPER.. .turns your Apple into a

TVT. (Applesoft ROM,
req. 48K) $19.95

S4mdto: Bill Hindorff

P.O. Box 404
Glen Riddle, PA 19037
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INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

Ktrdlim

Oish Storage pJQr^

A B Computers

SCIENCE MATH STATISTICS

ASTRONOMY MUSIC FINANCE

Professionally written TRS-80* Software

Star Finder $9 00
Linear System Sorrer $14 00

Many Others

Budget Prices

Curve finer SI 2 00
Graphics Package $10 00

Free Catalog
Futty Guaranteed

BENCHMARK COMPUTING SERVICES

P.O. Box 385. Providence Ul 8433?

In Europe:

Micro Gems 32 Buckingham Ave.

Hucknall Nottingham NG15 8ET England

Master Charge Visa

"TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation
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PERIPHERALS

SPEECH RECOGNITION UNIT

The first low-cost, industry-
compatible speech recognition unit,

making available speech input capability

with virtually every computer terminal,

has been introduced by Heuristics, Inc.

The Heuristics 7000 will interface with
all RS-232-C terminals to provide the
advantages of hands-off operation.

The unit can be trained to recognize
up to 64 words or phrases, each up to
three seconds in length, and is com-
patible with all common programming
languages, such as Fortran, Cobol,
Pascal, and Basic. It can be trained or
re-trained as often as necessary to
accept the voices of the users, and will

automatically reject utterances signi-

ficantly different from the vocabulary

set. Rejection levels can be adjusted by
the users. $3000.

Heuristics, Inc. 1285 Hammerwood
Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 734-

8532.
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VIDEO DIGITIZER FOR APPLE

The Micro Works DS-65 Digisector,

a random access video digitizer for the
Apple II, converts a TV camera's output
into digital information the Apple can
process.

This intelligent Apple peripheral has
onboard software in 2708 EPROM,
featuring: full screen scans directly to

Apple Hi-Res screen; random-access
digitizing by Basic programs; line-scan

digitizing for reading charts or tracking
objects; utility functions for clearing and
copying the Hi-Res screen. $349.95
The Micro Works, P.O. Box 1110, Del

Mar, CA 92014. (714) 942-2400.
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2708s
(450 NS)

8/ s58 00

SHUGART

2114's
STATIC
RAM

LO-POWER/200 NS.

8 for s38 00

SA801R
Bare Drives

Single Sided/

Sgl/Dbl Density

CALL FOR PRICE

AND
DELIVERY

2732
(E-PROM)

450NS./L0-PWR

$75.00
INTEL'S

ATARI
MODEL 400 & 800

(IN STOCK)
Call for Price

Also Available

8K&16K RAM MODULES

computer I

products, inc.

542-1 KNOTT ST.
GARDEN GROVE,

CA 92641
(800)854-6411
(714)891-2663

IMSAI CONN.
100 PIN GOLD
SOLDERTAIL
s2.60 ..

4116's- 200ns
Add-On Memory for:

Apple, TRS-80, Heath, Exidy,

SD Expandoram, etc.

or

10 for $2.45 ea.

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM
SHU6ARD 8" SGL-SIDE/

DBL. DENSITY DRIVES,

CABINET, & PWR SUPPLY
(1) DRIVE INSTALLED ... $ 775.00

(2) DRIVES INSTALLED . . $1250.00

SPECIAL CHIPS
Z-80A 10.50

Z-80CTC 7.95

8255A 6.00

UPD765 49.95

Z-80/DART 16.95

MICR0BYTE
64K DYNAMIC
RAM BOARD

» S-100 COMPATIBLE
> MEMORY MAPPED
VIA JUMPERS

> HIDDEN REFRESH
» BUILT-IN PARITY
> WORD OR BYTE
MEMORY ACCESS

> ASSEMBLED & TESTED

s590.00

55°
; 105<

QUME
DATATRAK-8

• DBL. SIDED/

DBL. DENSITY
• 154 TRACKS
• 1.2 MBYTES/DISK

IBM FORMAT
• 3MS ACCESS TIME
TRACK TO TRACK

$525.00 ea.

74LS244's
s1.50ea

QTY PRICES AVAIL.

8080A
(CERAMIC)
s2.50 ea.

CATALOG
AVAILABLE

CALL
OR

WRITE

ORDERING INFO

NAME. ADDRESS. PHONE
SHIP BY: UPS OR MAIL
SHIPPING CHRG. ADD
$2.00 UP TO (5) LBS.

2716's
E-PROMS

450NS-L0-PWR

$25.00
HITACHI, FUJITSU

for

INTEL'S

s30.00

TERMS

WE ACCEPT CASH,
CHECK MONEY ORDERS,
VISA & MASTER CHRG.
(U.S. FUNDS ONLY)
TAX: 6% CALIF. RES
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MOD II UTILITY PACKAGE
Replacement Debug (DEBUG)
35 basic functions + 8 edit commands! Single step or Multiple

step. Automatic trace of logic flow with printing of trace, trace of

instructions greater than stack pointer values, and rapid trace.

Subroutine calling. Automatic program looping. Dynamic
disassembly of instructions! !

!

Directory Catalog System (XDIR)

Build directory of directories!! Sorts by disk or by program.

Abbreviated or full form — full form includes dates of creation

and last update, and other directory data.

Wild card select options with masks. Build consolidated

directory of all GL#?/BAS files. Select on filename and extension.

Save or load XDI R catalog fi les.

Concatenate new data with loaded file.

Extended Copy (XCOPY)
Copies multiple files with a single command using masked select

options! Source disk may be non-operating system disk. Single

drive capability. Recover bad files — invalid sectors itemized but

copy continues.
Merge files with or without replacement.

Superzap (SZAP)
Display or print and modify standard TRSDOS diskette track and
sector data. Full screen edit mode. Automatic repeat scan and
print. Copy disk sectors — any number of sectors to same or

other drive.

Directory Fix (DFIX)

Automatic repair of HIT tables! List and flag directory errors.

Disk Identification (DISKID) Change diskette names!

Extended Create (XCREATE) Creates and initializes file to end.

DOCUMENTATION
Complete documentation of above utilities including a full dis-

cussion on recovery of lost data on diskettes! !!

Mod II Utility Package $150 Manual only $20 refundable

MOD II BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY
SEEK and FIND functions for:

Variables, Line Numbers, Strings, Keywords
'AH' options available for line numbers and variables.

Load from BASIC - Call with <CTRL> R
Output to screen or printer.

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY $50

INFINITE BASIC for MOD I TRS-80' MTape and Disk System
Extensions to Level II and Disk BASIC $49.95

Full MATRIX functions — 30 BASIC commands!
50 more STRING functions as BASIC commands!
Includes RACET in-memory sorts. Load only functions you want —
where you want in memory! More than you expect!

oo BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95
Automatic printer pagination. Packed decimal arithmetic - 127 digit

accuracy. Binary array searches. Hash code.

COMPROC Command Processor for Disk Systems $19.95
Auto your disk to perform any sequence of commands.
GSF (Specify 16, 32 or 48K Memory) $24.95
18 machine language routines including RACET sorts.

DISK SORT MERGE (DSM) for MOD I and MOD II

Random file disk sort merge — multi-diskette files. All machine
language stand alone package. Sort on up to 15 fields — ascending
or descending. Provides optional output field deletion, rearrange-

ment, and padding. Sort an 85K diskette in less than 3 minutes!

DSM for Mod I (Minimum 32K, 2-drives) $75 on Disk

DSM for Mod li (Minimum 64K, 1 drive) $150 on Disk

Mod II Development Package $100
Machine language Superzap — Editor Assembler, Disassembler
Patches.

Mod II Generalized Subroutine Facility $50
Sort 1000 elements in 6 seconds!

gr RACET computes -^
CHECK, VISA, M/C. COO.

Cilif. Residents add 67.

WHEN ordering please Telephone Orders Accepted (714)637-5016
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

advise publication source trsso is a registered trademark of tandy corporation 702 Palmdale, Orange, CA 92665
RACET SORTS — RACET UTILITIES — RACET computu - RACET SORTS — RACET UTILITIES — RACET computet — RACET SORTS — RACET UTILITIES - RACET computM —
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SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE

LANGUAGES
OmniForth, a high-level language

modeled on fig-Forth, is available for

North Star computers. It contains the

interactive Forth compiler, assembler

for the 8080 plus Z80, file system and
text editor, and requires 24K memory
and North Star DOS. $49.95. Interactive

Computer Systems, Inc., 6403 DiMarco
Rd.. Tampa, FL 33614.
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Tiny Pascal for the PET and Apple LI

includes the Line Editor, which allows

the user to create, modify and save

source language statements; the Com-
piler, which translates the source state-

ments into an intermediate P-code that

is ready for execution; and the Inter-

preter, which executes the P-code by
turning the PET or Apple II into a
pseudo 16-bit stack computer. $35.

Abacus Software, P.O. Box 7211, Grand
Rapids. MI 49510.
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Business Basic from Optimized
Systems Software includes all the

features of OSS Basic plus several

extensions, including Print Using, a

statement which provides the ability to

format a number, left or right justify a
string and print any format character

using an escape feature. $84.95. Optimi-

zed Systems Software, Shepardson
Microsystems, Inc., 20395 Pacifica Dr.,

Suite 108, Cupertino, CA 95014. (404)

257-9900.
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Folio is a file-oriented language de-

signed for applications which require

extensive data manipulation. It features

a pseudo code interpreter written in

6502 machine language. $25. Michael

Allen, 6025 Kimbark, Chicago, IL 60637.
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Microsoft announces version 4.0 of its

Cobol-80 compiler for 8080. 8085 and Z80

based computers. Features new to this

version are full screen interactive

Accept/Display and Screen Section com-
patible with Data General interactive

Cobol, Chain with argument passing and
segmentation to ANSI standard Level I.

$750. Microsoft, 10800 NE 8th, Suite 819,

Bellevue. WA 98004. (206) 455-8080.
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SYSTEMS
Apple Computer, Inc. has announced

DOS 3.3, an improved disk operating

system for its Disk II floppy disk

subsystem. Owners of Disk II drives

with a prior version of DOS can convert

with a DOS 3.3 Kit. $60. Also announced
was DOS Toolkit, a software develop-

ment tool that allows users to write

source code in 6502 assembly language

and facilitates Applesoft and graphic

program development. $75. Apple Com-
puter Inc., 10260 Bandley Dr.. Cuper-

tino. CA 95014.
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The Small C Compiler is now available

to CP/M users on single density 8"

diskette. The compiler supports a signifi-

cant subset of the C programming
language and provides an interface to

assembly language with its "#asm...

ttendasm" feature. $15. The Code Works,
Box 550, Goleta. CA 93017. (805) 967-

0905.
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Trace is a 6502 machine language
debugging tool for Ohio Scientific com-

puters. Availabe on 8" diskette, it can be

used to debug software under develop-

ment or to analyze the operation of

programs in ROM or RAM. $99. Pegasus
Software, P.O. Box 10014, Honolulu, HI
96816. (808) 732-6897.
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InfoSoft Systems, Inc. introduces

I/OS, a basic operating system for 8080,

8085 and Z80 disk-based CPUs. It is

designed for use with up to 15 hard or

floppy disk units and has a file capacity

exceeding 268 million bytes. $150. Info-

Soft Systems, Inc., 25 Sylvan Rd. S.,

Westport. CT 06880. (203) 226-8937.
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CP/M2 for the TRS-80 Model II

features 12 million bytes of mass
storage. A menu driven configuration

program allows total control of the

parallel printer port and both serial

ports. An ADM-3A emulation program is

included which allows the TRS-80 to be

used as a terminal through the serial

ports. $170. Lifeboat Associates, 1651

Third Ave.. New York, NY 10028.
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APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE

BUSINESS
The Investment Data System, de-

signed to develop a data base for

computer analysis of investments, will

create, update and display data digitized

from charts of stocks and commodities.
It is written for the Apple H with disk

drive and uses either the Talos or Apple
graphics tablet. $120. Urban Aggregates
Inc., 6431 Brass Knob, Columbia, MD
21044.
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J49 9S
S49.95
,99 95
S99.9S

1J9 95

factory Direct

ftlEUII
Pr0duC,i f0r rour

»,-„,,NEW. Computer & Your Home NEWI

the MUTES'"
Meovy duty solid-stote AC switch** control your water

hooter or other heavy loach Opto-tsotated - 1 S00VAC
isolation All units pretested t baked in oven TTl logk
level compatible - 5V ft 20- 50 ma

IA 4020 120/240VAC©40A
TA 8020 480 VAC 40A
IA-2030 130 VAC MA
IA-4030 240 VAC 60A

the WATCHDOG"
Power failure plugs into stonttar d outlet Audible buzzer
lets you know immediately when power fotH Alerts you
to check your freezer, compressors, olorm clock, and
other critical devices you depend on

the SPIKE-SPIKE*"- (44 95
Power console w solid-state transient absorber plus con-

ducted RF "hash" filters Compact desktop unit comes
complete with integral on off switch, fuse, pilot light.

ond 8 120 VAC protected I individually switched conven-
ience outlets Helps protect valuable equipment from
lightning, power line transients and other interference

Mokes it easy to turn off oil your equipment ot one time

No more unplugging 1 replugging o zillion power cords

Kolglo Electronics Co. Inc.

Colony Drive I P Bo. 2062 Bethlehem PA 1 8001

215-865-0006
Out of state coll toll free 1 -800-523-9685

Moster Charge VISA, Check »/ order or COO
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uvt more thin 20%
NORTH STAR-INTERTUBE-MICROTEK

ZENITH-HEATH-ITHACA

THINKER TOYS-GODBOUT-SOFTWARE

HORI20I 1 nSKOOUBtE DEI KIT SPfOAl Jl?ffl

H6W0R I 3?K OOUotf DEI ml LIS! S19B9 1575

? miH STAR SOFTWARE DISKS wIMWn F«f [

WITH STAR BUSKKSS KWAAMS t lORTHWORO PH0K

MZ-?-3K-0 HT J1«79 IK I 3ft ASM CIS
m 2 32K ASH 7435 HK 2 32MI ASM 339
HRi-HARO HSU 7229 RAM 16K 38S 32K 579

IS HARD DISK m .3949 IS PASCAL Ot DISK 190

WJRTN STAR IASK FREE COLOR" PhWE
ITHACA COMPUTER ?449 ITHACA RAM 8: 16 PHME
MB CPU It* SEATTLE MEAS SSM M CPU V10 RAM IAWS

MR Ml 650 MfMORV PHOK
GCOoOUT STATIC MEMORY GEO MORROW SlfPERflAMS

DELTA COMPUTER. DISKS TAR TMKER DISCUS/20 936

IELL COMPUTER DISK IITER TOYS DISCUS/?.? IX
IKK IK HARD «SK ?6 Mb 4149

2EM1H M9 All 795 HEATH H 11 ION OIF

HEATHZ-MAIT ?1% MCROIEK PMTER P5
AXIOM PMTER 695 AIAKI PMTER 865K PMTER 2799 SECRETARY MOW PRO . ... 77

rartWAITEA II 112 60FAST SPEEOUSC
P0S 7 80 ASSEMBLER » (S IASC COMPILER •

E2-80 2-10 TUTOR 25 FitOOE II ERCIISH

ECOSOfT ACCOWTMC 31S THE SOURCE 90

BOX OF DISKETTES 29 CAT MODEM 169

muck Contents m IESP - BROCHURE FREE

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
KIVETT OR ' JAMESTOWN. DC 27Z82 " 19191 889 4577
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HE-41C
A SYSTEM.

1 White Ptewt HeM. 200 MeatMen Ave.

Wh.tr PUme. N.V. I ooot

(•14WMV-OATA.
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Fan and Power Supply.

II Floppy Disk Interface, assembled & tested.

M* Disk Operating System.

• 1 Tarbell BASIC.
• All Cables and Connectors.

• Complete User Documentation.

• Fully Factory Assembled and Tested.

VDS-II Single Density

VDS-IID Double Density

»SO OOVLCN PLACE SUITE B
CARSON CA 9074*
12111 418 4251 •(211) 5 38 2254
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What youC
is what
you get!

C Compiler for CP/M
New, and available now! An easily affordable compiler

incorporating most of the features of the full C language.

BD SOFTWARE
System requirements: CP/M and at least 24K of RAM
Variable Types: char, int, unsigned

Composite Types: arrays, structures, unions

Pointers: to variables, structures, unions and functions

Features: is a structured language, all functions (Programs)
recursive; more powerful expression operators than any
other von Neumann type language; allows free-formatted
source; close enough to UNIX" C to make conversions
feasible.

Speed: On 2 MHz 8080, the statement
for(i = 1; i<30000;i++)x = 5;

takes about 4 seconds to execute.

Package contains: compiler, linker, library manager; standard
function library; sample source files include games, a
terminal emulator with disk I/O plus the source for

many standard library functions; BDS C User's Guide;
Book— The C Programming Language by Dennis Ritchie

and Brian Kernighan of Bell Labs. "
Price: S125

Recipient of the Computer Lib Seal of Approval ~— «~ $20
'CP/M is a trademark ol Digital Research Corp

"UNIX is a trademark of Ben Laboratories

Lifeboat Associates
2248 Broadway New York N Y 10024 (2'2i 580 0082 Telex 220501

INFORMATION EXPLOSION?

GET INFORMATION MASTER!

Are you overwhelmed by your
collection of reprints, technical
literature, spec, sheets, magazine
articles, correspondence, etc.?

Get back in control with the
INFORMATION MASTER pro-
gram.
Use combinations of keywords

to quickly find exactly what you
want. Search a 500 entry data base
in 12 to 15 seconds and retrieve

essentially unlimited text.

INFORMATION MASTER runs
on 8080 or Z-80 microcomputers
using a CP/M compatible opera-
ting system and having at least

two disk drives and 32K of

memory. Disk formats available:
8" single density, Vector Graphic
5", Heath H-89 5" (modified

CP/M).
INFORMATION MASTER pro-

gram is shipped ready to run, on
disk with demonstration data base
and 22 page users manual.

-$ 37.50, postage paid-

Island Cybernetics

P.O. Box 208, Port Aransas,
TX 78373

(512)749-5843
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CATCH THE
S-100INC.
BUS!

/I U k V k l\

LIST

PRICE

OUR
SPECIAL

CASH
PRICE

North Star Horizon II — 64K

Double density A&T

Intertec's "Super Brain" W/32K,

2 drives, CP'M etc.

Godbout Econoram XIII — 24K

Static RAM "Unkit"

SO. Systems VDB 80X24 kit

S.D. Systems SBC-100 Single

board computer kit

3830.00 2999.00

2995.00 2495.00

479.00

37000

399.00

•309.00

295.00 -25200
' Included Iree with every SO Systems board is an additional $25 00

manufacturer's rebate coupon

Subiect to Available Quantities • Prices Quoted Include Cash Discounts

Shipping & Insurance Extra

We cany all major lines such as

S.0. Systems, Cromemco, Ithaca Intersystems. North Star,

Sanyo. ECT, TEl, Godbout, Thinker Toys, Hardline. IMC
For a special cash price, telephone us.

Hours.

Mon.-Fri.

10 AM -6 P.M.

bus SHOD, inc.
Address 7 White Place

Clark, N.J. 07066
Interface ...201-382-1318
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Xcel Computer Systems announces
custom made Mailing List programs for

the PET, CBM, Apple and TRS-80
computers. The user specifies the type of

data to be stored, the format of the
record and the information to be printed

on the label. The programs use a true
random access system and require a
printer and floppy disk. Prices start at

$80. Xcel Computer Systems, Box 28,

Williamsbridge Station, Bronx, NY
10467.
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Apple Plot is a software package
which enables users of Apple computers
to create, revise and print detailed

charts and graphs. When used with a
color television monitor, information
being plotted may be displayed in color.

It gives the user a choice of six graphic
formats: line, multiline, bar, multibar,
bar with line overlay and scattergraph.
Information can be entered manually
through the computer keyboard or from
an external program. $70. Apple Com-
puter Inc., 10260 Bandley Dr., Cuper-
tino, CA 95014.
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Intelligent Systems Corp. has an-

nounced two color business programs for

the Intecolor desk-top computer running
under CP/M. Execugraph is a series of

color graphic management information
system programs. Also included are
statistical tools for forecasting and data
analysis. Color Graphic Accounting uses
color and graphics in the interpretation

and display of accounting records gen-
erated through the standard accounting
functions of general ledger, accounts
receivable, accounts payable, payroll,

sales analysis and inventory control.

Intelligent Systems Corp., 5965 Peach-
tree Corners East, Norcross, GA 30071.

(404)449-5961.
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Order Entry from Compumax has the
ability to generate and print purchase
orders and sales orders in mailable
format, compute tax on taxable orders,

register deliveries against outstanding
purchase orders and shipments against

outstanding sales orders, and complete
purchase and sales order history
reports. It is available for Micropolis

1053/H (48K), Apple U, PET (DOS 2.0)

and Microsoft under CP/M. Compumax,
P.O. Box 1139, Palo Alto. CA 94301.
(415) 321-2881.
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Labelmaker for the TRS-80 is de-
signed to allow the user to start a small
home business maintaining mailing lists

and supplying gummed mailing labels to
customers. All names in memory can be
sorted alphanumerically or by zip code in

less than ten seconds. Names can be
coded and printed selectively. The

program requires at least one disk drive
and a minimum memory of 32K. $99.50.

The Peripheral People, P.O. Box 524,
Mercer Island, WA 98040. (206) 232-

4505.
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A-T Enterprises has announced an
Income Property Management software
package for the TRS-80 Model LI. The
interactive system is a full general
ledger system that keeps track of all

income and expenses providing fully

formatted financial statements, manage-
ment reports and exception reports.

Written in CBasic and running under
CP/M, it requires 48K of RAM, two 8"

disk drives and a printer. $650. A-T
Enterprises, 221 North Lois, La Habra,
CA 90631. (213) 947-2762.
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The Bayers/Sellers Analysis Program
for TRS-80 Model I and LI allows brokers
and agents to compute loan payments,
closing costs, maximum loans, down
payments, amortization schedules,
second trust deeds and seller's net
proceeds. A terminal feature allows the
computer to be used in place of a rented
terminal. The Real Estate Systems
Group, 484 Lovers Lane, Vacaville, CA
95688. (707) 422-4751.
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EDUCATIONAL
Apple Pilot is a high-level pro-

gramming language system that facili-

tates computer-aided instruction for

educators and corporate and industrial

trainers. In Author mode the instructor

creates a lesson using one or more of

four editors. In Lesson mode the student
runs the lesson diskette, material is

presented and student responses are
accepted exactly as specified by the
teacher/trainer. It will run on Apple II

or Apple II Plus with a minimum of 48K
bytes of user memory. $150. Apple
Computer Inc., 10260 Bandley Dr.,

Cupertino, CA 95014.
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Grading System Programs for the
Apple II is designed to help school

administrators and teaching pro-
fessionals keep track of grades, cumula-
tive averages and school credits. It

allows the orderly input of reporting

period grades and the automatic pre-
paration of report cards and honor roll

lists for up to 600 students per diskette.

The system is written in Applesoft and
requires a single disk drive and an
80-column printer. $199.95. Charles
Mann & Associates, Micro Software
Division, 7594 San Remo Trail, Yucca
Valley. CA 92284. (714) 365-9718.
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T.H.E.S.I.S. has introduced five edu-
cational programs on cassette for the

Atari 800. These include Gnessword for

grades 6 and above, Fishing for Hom-
onyms for grades 3 to 6, Wanted for

grades 4 to 8, Word-mate, for grades 3 to

6, and Word Scramble for grades 1 to 4.

T.H.E.S.I.S.. P.O. Box 147, Garden City,

MI 48141. (313) 5954722.
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Chemistry Lab Simulation HI and *2

for the Apple II provide dynamic and
colorful simulations of high school and
college level chemistry lab experiments.

Lab Ml uses high-resolution graphics to

simulate introductory level chemistry
experiments. Lab #2 visually illustrates

the dynamic behavior of gas particles as

the user varies the gas environment.
High Technology, Inc., Software Depart-

ment. P.O. Box 14665, Oklahoma City,

OK 73113. (405) 840-9900.
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Micro-Ed has announced a series of

educational programs for the PET
designed to raise student scores on the

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. Micro-Ed,

Inc., Box 24156, Minneapolis, MN 55424.
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A K-8 Math Program designed for use
in a classroom environment to supple-

ment regular instruction is now available

for use with the TRS-80. It is supplied on
five cassettes and three disks in a binder
with a teacher's manual containing
instructions and sample record keeping
forms. It requires a 16K Level II TRS-80
system (disk drive optional). $199.

Available from participating Radio
Shack stores and dealers and Radio

Shack Computer Centers.
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UTILITIES & MISC.

The Voice gives the Apple H or Apple
II Plus the power of speech. Each data
disk can store up to 80 words or phrases
which can be sorted for quick reference.

It allows the user to speak from any
Basic program by using Print
commands. $39.95. Muse Software, 330
N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201.

(301) 659-7212.
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Quality Software announces the QS
Smart Terminal program, a Z80 machine
language program that permits the user
to communicate with other computers
and timesharing networks. Incoming
data may be stored in any one of nine
files in RAM. Files, including programs,
may be saved to or loaded from cassette,

listed on the video, printed, transmitted
out through a modem and created or
edited with an onboard text editor.

$49.95. Quality Software, 6660 Reseda
Blvd., Suite 105, Reseda, CA 91335. (213)

344-6599.
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MenuBldr, written in North Star Basic

I permits a user to generate screen menus
in 2 to 3 minutes. The program stores
the menu control values, menu title and
menu text on a disk. $48. American
Planning, 4600 Duke St., Suite 425,

|
Alexandria. VA 22304.
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Datacope Text Ffle Copy augments
Apple's DOS 3.2 by providing a way to

copy a Basic text file from one disk to

another. The program automatically

repairs defective records while copying

random-access files and notes the record

locations for further action by the

operator. $34.95. Datacope, P.O. Drawer
[
AA. Little Rock, AR 72205.
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Programmer by Rational Software is

said to provide professional-quality pro-

gramming tools to users of TRS-80 Level

II Basic. After the machine language

routine is read once, all five functions-

I

renumber, append, pack, delete and
move-are available continuously. $25.

Rational Software, 963 East California

Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91106.
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Structured Basic Translator is a disk-

based programming utility for the

TRS-80 Level II. The programmer
writes a structured program using a text

editor. The program then converts the

file into an executable Basic program.
$29.95. Acorn Software, Inc., 634 North
Carolina Ave., SE, Washington, DC
20003. (202) 544-4259.
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Dakin5 offers a twelve-program utility

package which contains Apple's DOS 3.3.

The package requires an Apple II or

Apple II Plus with 48K, two disk drives

and a printer. $70. Dakin5 Corporation,

P.O. Box 21187, Denver, CO 80221.
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Reloc is a Z80 relocation routine that

allows users to position utilities at an

address of their choosing by selecting

either ending or beginning addresses in

either hex or decimal. $29.95. The
Alternate Source, 1806 Ada St., Lansing,

MI 48910.
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Chat is an intelligent terminal pro-

gram for the OSI Cl-P/Superboard,
which allows cassette storage of re-

ceived data and direct transmissions of

data from cassette. $24.95. Charles A.

Shartsis, 9308 Cherry Hill Rd. #812,

College Park, MD 20740.
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Hanson House announces Swiss-

Cheese, a utility for formatting program
listings which will automatically produce

a page listing, both in the number of

lines and the width of line, via user

entry. $9.95. Hanson House, Dept. 34, 55
Hanson PL, Stratford, CT 06497.
CIRCLE 304 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A Machine Language Debug Package
for the Compucolor II allows the execu-

tion of a program to be halted at any
point so that the state of the registers

and memory can be noted or altered. It

can manipulate machine registers,
obtain a hex dump of memory, alter

memory to a numeric or character value,

disassemble memory to mnemonics,
enter mnemonics which are immediately
assembled and stored in memory and
move a memory range. Compucolor
Corporation, 225 Technology Park,
Atlanta, Norcross, GA 30092.

CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mstrie, an array handling package for

PET/CBM computers is a 5K assembler
language program that expands Com-
modore Basic with fourteen new state-

ments, all of which can be used in Basic

programs and entered interactively as

direct commands from the keyboard.
Versions are available on tape or disk for

8, 16 and 32K machines. $125. Cognitive

Products. P.O. Box 2592, Chapel Hill. NC
27514.

CIRCLE 306 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GE Enterprises announces three Sort

Routines for PET. TRS-80 and other

small computers. SCN is used for nu-

Games
Wanted

Hayden Book Company, Inc.,

the publisher of SARGON II, is

once again accepting sophisti-

cated and interesting new game
submissions for ALL home com-
puters.

If you have a game which you
would like us to consider for

national and international pub-
lication, please contact:

Stephen Radosh
Games Editor

Hayden Book Company, Inc.

50 Essex St.

Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

We are also looking for people

to add hi-res graphics to existing

game programs, on a freelance

basis. Please contact Mr.
Radosh at the above address.

CIRCLE 141 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUGUST 1980

INTRODUCTION TO PL/I AND STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
Want to learn PL/I —Structured PL/I ? Know some PL/I and want to leam more ? Error-

handling ? Debugging techniques ? Then INTRODUCTION TO PL/I AND
STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING is for you Covers an easy to leam subset of ANSI PL/I

that will enable you to tackle a wide range of computer problems requiring numeric and string

processing, plus a selection of the more advanced facilities The entire syntax of the versatile

subset is defined in only 3 pages of syntax diagrams. The book is suitable for self study, and

may also be used in a first course in PL/I. Contains ten chapters and six appendices: 311

value-packed pages including 200 exercises and problems, comprehensive index, and

bibliographies. An excellent reference document for only $5.00. (Add $1.20postage.)

The Interesting problem* lndud« mathmetlcel. simulation (m*». Gip bugs) .graph plotting, art. garnet (scrab I word, snakes and
ladders, loo, etc).pakndromes, cyphers, text analysis and more

Outlne of the PL/1 features covered Used point, floating point. Iterative DO statements including WHILE, conditionals, free

formal (LIST) and EDtT-dlracted I/O. declarations, arrays (fixed and variable bounds), procedures and functions, bulk In

functions, computational error detection and correction, ONunti

NEW SHAPES
by Julius Guest

is a collection of 1 10 original and fascinating

computer-generated designs created by the

author over an eight-year period. The
designs are satisfying art creations in

"themselves and may evoke the responses

that their titles suggest.

As each art piece is accompanied by a

mathematical formulation and program, the

reader may thus create his own "New
Shapes" and derive as much enjoyment

from them as the author obviously did.

The designs are reproduced in color (some in exciting solid reverse) on high quality

art paper. Details: 174 pages. 28cm x 27 cm (11" x IOV2") (At $11.99 U.S.

that's only 11 cents per diagram !) Add $2.40 postage.

Order direct from publisher RA. Vowels, 93 Park Drive. Parkville 3052, Australia.

Personal checks accepted (m your currency] or bank Draft Check in Aust currency Discounts 5% lor 2 or more books
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CS-4002
includes the Following:

Baseball

Torpedo Alley

Darts

Slalom

$7.95

J BATTER UP
Take the Held. Mix up your

pitches to keep the better otl

balance. It he hits It, move your
fielders to sneg the ball before he
gets to first. Bells and strikes

double plays, force outs and
errors. It's the great American
computer game.

To order, send payment plus $1 .00 shipping or bankcard number to Creative

Computing Software. P.O. Box 789-M . Morrlstown, NJ 07960. Or call toll

freeeO0/»31-s112(lnNJ 201/540-0445).
^- -

creative
coiKpnfsiiftg

software

cuibGiri/ierics
kiHirfi. m rut ll?3b

CIRCLE 198 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Acoustic Coupler Sale
• 1 Yr Warranty (RTN to Factory)

• Latest Technology (Phase Lock Loop)

• Up to 300 Baud
•EIA and/or 20 MIL

Technology Design 300

l***) 60. Texas Residents Add b% Soles Tax

Please Rush TD300 Coupler
Oty

To:

D Check Enclosed

Master Charge No

Visa No

Signature

zip code

Exp Date_

Exp Dale-

Mail to TBI 11332MathisAve /Suite 109/Dallas, Texas 75229/214-247-1053

meric classes, dates, etc.; SCA fori

alphanumeric initials and groups; and

SCMC for multiple character sorts. $4.95

each or three for $7.95. GE Enterprises,

1417 11th St., Manhattan Beach, CA|
90266.

CIRCLE 307 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Control of the running and listing ofI

Apple II programs is now available!

through the Video/Print/List Con-

troller by Howardsoft. The controls arel

activated by keyboard commands, pro-

1

viding control of running and listing I

speed, listing format, line printer action I

and cursor movement. The machine I

language software is compatible with]

both Apple II and Apple II Plus I

computers and will work with Integer I

Basic, Applesoft and Assembly lan-j

guages as well as the Apple Monitor. $39

1

for disk or tape. Howardsoft Software I

Services, 7722 Hosford Ave., Dept. C,|

Los Angeles, CA 90045.
CIRCLE 308 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WORD PROCESSING
Quill Driver is a text processor fori

the TRS-80 Model I or Model II with at I

least one disk drive. Features include I

commands for accessing alternate input I

files, right justification, tabulation and|
hanging indents, various forms of pagi-

nation and a program to allow the
J

transposition of Pencil, Basic and I

Edtasm test files to any one of the three I

file types. $39.95. The Alternate Source,
|

1806 Ada St., Lansing, MI 48910.
CIRCLE 309 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Hanson House has announced the!

release of Easy-Word, a word processor!

for the TRS-80 Level II. The program,!

written in Basic, is able by line or word!
to change, delete, insert and append.

$21.95. Hanson House, Dept. 34, 55|
Hanson PI., Stratford, CT 06497.

CIRCLE 310 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stylus is a word processing program I

for use on 6809 computer systems]
operating under the Flex operating

system. It features cursor based editing!

with on-screen formatting. Versions arel

available for most terminals and print-

1

ers. $150. Sonex Systems, Box 238, |

Williamsville, NY 14221.
CIRCLE 311 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Magic Window for the Apple is a word
processing program that provides for

80-column, upper- and lower-case display

and printout without computer modifica-l

tion. It allows the user to do computer!
assisted text editing and correction,!

rearrange copy with simple commands]
and exercise global search operations.!

Artsci Inc., 10432 Burbank Blvd., North|
Hollywood, CA 91601. (213) 985-2922.

CIRCLE 312 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 191 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CALIFORNIA

The Computer Store—820 Broadway,
Santa Monica 90401; (213)451-0713. 10
am-8 pm Tue-Fri, 10-6 Sat. The Original

One! Apple/Vector Graphic.

D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply—8315
Firestone Blvd, Downey 90241; (213)
923-9361. 8AM-9PM 7 days. Complete
computer facility—Commodore Pet

dealer— "Solid Cold Software" spe-

cialists.

PC COMPUTERS- 10166 San Pablo
Ave, El Cerrito 94530; (415) 527-6657.

9-5:30 Mon-Sat. Commodore Pet,

Compucolor and Atari.

CONNECTICUT

The Computer Store—63 S. Main St,

Windsor Locks 06096; (203) 627-0188.

10-6 MTWF, 10-8 Thu, 10-4 Sat.

Computerwords— 1439 Post Rd. East,

Westport 06880; (203) 255-90%. 12-6

Mon-Sat, 12-9 Thurs.

FLORIDA

AMF Electronic*- 11158 N. 30th St,

Tampa 33612; (813)971-4072. 10* Mon-
Sat. Apple Computer Sales & Service;

TRS-flO, Apple Software & Peripherals;

S-100 boards, computer parts & books.

GEORGIA

Atlanta Computer Mart— 5091 Buford

Hwy, Atlanta 30340; (404)455-0647.

10-6 Mon-Sat.

To Include your store In Creative Computing's
Retail Roster, call tha Advertising Department at

I201)b40-9188.

ILLINOIS

ComputerLand/Downers Grove— 136
Ogden Ave, Downers Plaza 60515;
(312) 964-7762. 106 Mon-Sat, 10-8

Tue, Thu.

The Computer Room— 106 E. Oak St,

Chicago 60611; (312) 337-6744. 11-7

Mon-Fri, 11-6 Sat.

Data Domain of Schaumburg— 1612 E.

Algonquin Rd, Schaumburg 60195;
(312) 397-8700. 12-9 Tue-Fri, 11-5 Sat.

Largest book & magazine selection.

Famsworth Computer Center— 1891
N. Famsworth Ave, Aurora 60505;
(312)851-3888. 10-8 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat.

Apple, Hewlett-Packard,. Cromemco,
HP calculators, IDS-440C printers.

KENTUCKY

ComputerLand of Louisville— 10414
Shelbyville Rd, Louisville 40223; (502)

245-8288. 10-5:30.

MASSACHUSETTS

Computer Mart, Inc.— 1395 Main st,

Waltham 02154; (617) 899-4540. 11-6

Tue-Sat. Atari, Heath, NEC, SWTP +
S-100 bus systems; Word Processing

Specialists.

Neeco—679 Highland Ave, Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon-Fri.
Commodore, Apple, Superbrain,
T199/4.

Science Fantasy Bookstore— 18 Eliot

St, Harvard Sq, Cambridge 02138
(617)547-5917. 11-5 Mon-Sat, 11-8

Thu. Apple Games: Shuttle-Adventure
Invader.

MICHIGAN

Computer Mart— 560 west 14 Mile,

Clawson 48017; (313)288-0040. The
Midwest's largest computer store! (We
will not be undersold!!)

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Computer Mart of New Hampshire
170 Main St, Nashua 03060; (603)883-^
2386. 10-5. Dental-medical computer ^
specialists. Data General & Apple
Systems.

^-^ NEW JERSEY

Computemook— Rt. 46, Pine Brook
Plaza, Pine Brook 07058; (201)575-
9466. 10-6:30 MTWS, 10* Thurs., Fri.

Apple/Commodore Authorized
dealer.

Stonehenge Computer Shop-89 Sum-
mit Avenue, Summit 07901; (201)
277-1020. 10 am-630 pm Mon-Sat.
Apple/Bell 8 Howell/Commodore
Authorized Dealer, Sales and Service.

NEW YORK

The Computer Corner Inc— 200 Hamil-
ton Ave, White Plains 10601; (914)-

WHY DATA. 106 Mon-Sat, 10-9 Thu.

OHIO

The Basic Computer Shop— 2671 W.
Market St, Akron 44313; (216)867-
0808. 10-6 Mon-Sat.

Micro Mini Computer World, Inc.—
74 Robinwood Ave., Columbus 43213;
(614)235-6058, 5813. 11-7 Tue-Sat.
Authorized commodore dealer-Sales/

Software/Service/Support

.

PENNSYLVANIA

Personal Computer Corp.— 24-26 W.
Lancaster Ave, Paoli 19301; (215)647-
8463. 10-6 Mon-Fri, 10-8 Wed, 10-5

Sat

VIRGINIA

ComputerLand/Tysons Comer— 8411
Old Courthouse Rd, Vienna 22180;
(703)893-0424. 106 MTWF, 10-9 Thu,
10-5 Sat.

Computers Plus, Inc—6120 Franconia
Rd, Alexandria 22301; (703) 971-1996.
10-9 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat. Micro special-

ists, books, classes, software, main-
tenance. "The PLUS makes the dif-

ference."
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THERE'S MORETHAN ONEWAY TO DECREMENT THE COUNT

Count = Count -

1

David Lubar

st and only
New

loaded
himself/'!

Lenny Potter was half-owner of

computer shop in the small town of
Jersey, which meant he spent a lot of timefif

of Klingons, and little time in the presetttJMBMJtoWers.
Linchbrook just didn't boast a large techillfj3j»rnniunity

"Mistake, this was a mistake," his partner Abraham
Roth moaned, peering out the door as if he^cjwWHRnn
customers through telepathy. "We shoulwjtve
should relocate. We should close down anr/flflfc af
and grain store."

"Take it easy, Abe." Lenny glanced up frorrT

terminal. Having just starved half the populate
Sumeria, he didn't want anything more to do wj
"Things will pick up. Give it a chance."

"An optimist. I've got an optimist for a pa
I could handle. But an optimist, no."

"It'll pick up. It has to." Lenny reall

shop. It's a matter of time, he thoi

another game. Little time, he added
that the rent was due.

"And this," Abe said, holding up the newspaper.
"Crime in the streets. It's not safe anywhere."

Lenny glanced at the headlines. There had been a
rash of muggings recently, and none of the victims had
been able to identify the criminal. "We can't worry about
that."

The terminology is interesting," the
man said after Lenny was done. "Bits,

bytes, nibbles — quite interesting."

"You never worry about anything. As long as you can
play those games, you're happy."

"Guilty," Lenny said. He was crazy, obsessed, and
fanatic when it came to computers. He'd left a decent
career in advertising to open the shop. Abe, who had been
in the field for years, until he had been forced to retire,

showed a bit more restraint. The shop, named "The Quick
Byte," drew a fair number of customers, but most left

when they discovered the place wasn't a diner.

Looking toward the dark street, Lenny asked, "Shall
we call it a night?"

"And disappoint the flood of customers?" Abe
shrugged. "Maybe you're right. Maybe business will pick

up. But I'm not holding my breath."

As if on cue, a man walked in. "Are you open?" he
asked.

"Is uranium heavy?" Lenny crossed the room, taking

a good look at the man. He was well dressed in a dark suit

of European cut, and appeared to be in his mid-sixties,

David Lubar. 249 Loring Ave.. Apt. 3, Edison. NJ 08817.
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atina^nfmsefr for his honesty, Lenny agreed. "A

,

iputerwould do the job, but you would be paying for
|

riore than you needed, unless you have other uses for it.'

"That I do," the man said. "I want to keep track of .

.

inventory."

"Then you've come to the right place. Let me show I

you some of the brands we carry." Lenny demonstrated a

number of computers, focusing on the ones which were
|

best suited for home control.

"The terminology is interesting," the man said after
|

Lenny was done. "Bits, bytes, nibbles — quite inter-

esting." He selected a rather sophisticated system I

consisting of a 48K da Vinci computer with dual disks. "I

will return tomorrow to pay for my purchase and pick it up.

Are you open late?"

"Well . .
." Lenny hesitated. Except for Wednesdays,

they closed at five. But he didn't want to lose this sale.

"How late?"

The man seemed to be thinking about something.
Finally, he said, "After eight."

"We're open till nine."

"Fine."

"We'll see you tomorrow, then, Mr " Lenny realized
|

he didn't know the man's name.

"Vladimir," the man said, smiling slightly.

He should see a dentist, Lenny thought, noticing the
|

long sharp canines that protruded from the man's blood-
red gums. "Thanks for doing business with us."

"My pleasure." He turned toward the door, hesitated,

then glanced over his shoulder and said, "This should be a
great help to me. I am getting old. At times, I forget

important things, crucial things. But this should help.

Good evening, gentlemen."
Lenny waited until the man was out of sight, then I

screamed, "YAHOO!" while jumping up and down. After

reentry from orbit, he noticed that Abe wasn't particularly
[

excited. "Come on, Abe, rejoice. We made a sale.'

"I don't like it," Abe said.
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"What do you mean?"
"A man named Vladimir, a man who wants to do

(business after dark — what does that suggest to you?"
Lenny shrugged. It didn't mean anything to him.
"And those teeth. Add it up."

"It's late. Let's call it a day."

The next morning, Lenny kept his distance from Abe.
["What have you been eating?" he asked.

"Garlic."

"For breakfast?''

"It's good for the heart, and the blood."

"Maybe you should let me deal with the customers
[today," Lenny suggested. With a radius of five feet, Abe
Iwas unapproachable.

Vladimir, who came that evening, seemed to share
Lenny's opinion. He stayed away from Abe, dealing only

I with Lenny. After he had paid, in cash, for his purchase, he
tasked, "Will you be able to help me set up the controls?"

"Sure. When?"
Tomorrow night?"

"My pleasure. Can I help you carry that?" Lenny
Ididn't want to see the man struggle with the boxes.

"I can manage." Vladimir put one carton under each
[arm and left the store.

"Strong guy," Lenny said.

"Don't go there," Abe told him. "Stay away from his

Ihouse.''

"What?" Lenny wondered if an overdose of garlic

[could cause brain damage.
"Don't you know who he is? Haven't you ever heard of

Iviad the Impaler?"

"Sure, that's the guy who the Dracula legend was
[based on." The thought settled uncomfortably some-
Iwhere in the region of Lenny's stomach. Letting out a
[hollow laugh, he said, "Come on, that's ridiculous."

Abe didn't agree. "If you must go, take a cross."

Lenny knew he would feel silly taking a cross with
[him. But when he left the shop the next evening, he did
[bring one extra item, one piece of powerful protection

[that, according to some people, might even be magic.
"Welcome." Vladimir greeted him at the door. "Come

[into my home."
Gothic, Lenny thought as he entered the ancient

Ihouse. He felt as if he had stepped onto the set for some
|grade-B movie.

"As I said, I forget things at time. The shutters must be
[closed before sunrise, and the basement must be locked
[during the day. I have mechanisms attached to them. Can
[the computer manage the control?"

"No problem." Lenny made the connections, then

[tested them out. Then he asked, "You also said you
[needed a data-management system?"

"Yes, I have to keep track of . . donations. It would not

[do to call on any individual too often."

"Here, this should do the trick." He handed Vladimira
[disk. "Just load it and it will tell you what to do. It's very

[user-oriented. You can set up any fields you want." He
[paused. Vladimir was staring at him. Lenny felt strange,

[suddenly weak. His will was gone and he was falling into a
[vortex created by those bloodshot eyes.

Vladimir stepped closer. His mouth gaped open,
[becoming a cave rimmed with razor-sharp stalactites. His

[breath carried the dried must of a grave.

Drawing on what little strength remained, Lenny
[managed to say, These things can have problems at

|first."

"What do you mean?"
"It takes a while to set up any new system and get out

all the bugs. Remember, you can call on me if you neec
any help. We like to be valuable to our customers, very
valuable. If I may boast, I think our support can be
crucial."

"Yes, I see." Vladimir lowered his eyes.
Lenny staggered, almost as if he had been released

from a powerful grip. "One more thing," he said, reaching
into the small briefcase he carried. He put his fingers on
the item, pulling it out slowly, almost reverently. He held it

up, trying to control the quivering in his hands. "A little

gift."

"Thank you." Vladimir took it from him.
"Call if you have a problem," Lenny said, backing

away. The doorknob finally met his hand. Calmly, he
stepped to the porch, closing the door behind himself.

Then he ran.

"You're still alive," Abe said the next day. He moved
closer to Lenny, staring at his neck.

"No wounds," Lenny said, "but it was close."

"Then you believe me?"
"I'm not sure."

"We have to do something about him."
"I already did."

"You mean — " Abe held out an imaginary stake and
made a hammering motion with the other hand.

"No, nothing like that." Lenny knew he couldn't do
something like that. "I took a safer route. If we're wrong,
there's been no harm."

"And if we're right?"

Til show you. Let's pay Vladimir a visit."

They went to the edge of town, where the house was.
He'll be home, Lenny thought. He's an old, eccentric

person, and nothing more. There was no answer to his

"It takes a while to set up any new
system and get out all the bugs. If I

may boast, I think our support can be
crucial."

knock. Lenny tried the knob. It turned under his hand.
"Come on."

"I don't know if we should."

"It's daytime," Lenny said. "We're safe." He opened
the door the rest of the way, feeling slightly disappointed
that it didn't emit a rusty creaking sound.

They stepped inside. Sunlight filtered through the
shutters, lighting dancing particles of dust. A small red
light, like an animals eye, glowed from the next room.

"He left one of his disks on," Abe said.

It worked, Lenny thought. He walked into the room.
The terminal was also on, displaying a page of text.

Abe glanced at the screen, then said, "Adventure?"
"Yup, I gave him a disk. Thought it might interest him.

You know how hard it is to stop once you get started. And
it used the whole system, overriding the controls on the
shutters. So if he really was — "

Abe grabbed Lenny's arm and pointed to the chair.

Lenny looked down, and felt a shock that was tinged with
just a bit of sadness and regret. The chair was covered
with ashes. Lying in the ashes was a ring, a ring set with a
large, red ruby.

/ am getting old. At times I forget important things,

crucial things. The man's words came back to Lenny.
"Let's get out of here." As they left the room, he glanced
back at the computer.

"Leave it be," Abe said.

"All right. But he was so close to the end." Drawing
again on his will power, Lenny forced himself to walk
away from the unfinished game. D
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6502 Assembly Language Programming, by Lance A.

Levcnthal. Osborne McGraw-Hill. Berkeley, CA. 632 pages,

paperback $12.50. 1979.

After writing books on assembly-language programming
with the 8080A 8085. 6800 and Z80. Leventhal has generated

another thick book, packed with all you'll ever want to know
about the 6502 microprocessor.

This book is. of course, of interest almost entirely to people

writing assembler programs for 6502-based computers such as

the Apple-ll, or for 6502-based developmental systems, and
thus may not have as wide an audience as Dr. Leventhal's three

previous books on assembly-language programming.
As usual, the emphasis is on "presenting'a large number of

fully debugged, practical programming examples," as the back
cover puts it.

Features of the book include over 80 programming
examples, input/ output devices and interfacing methods, and
how to program the 6502 interrupt system.

Some of the 1 5 chapters are on the 6502 instruction set (1 12

pages), simple programs, simple loops, character-coded data,

code conversion, arithmetic problems, tables and lists,

subroutines, input/output (129 pages), interrupts, problems
definition and program design, debugging and testing,

documentation and redesign, and two sample projects.

As usual with Leventhal books, this one is crammed with

facts and data, well-written, and meant for the hard-core

assemblernik.

FORTRAN 77 For Humans, by Rex Page & Rich Didday.
West Publishing Co., 50 West Kellogg Blvd., St. Paul, MN
55165. 486 pages, paperback SI 3.95. 1980.

The authors felt there was a need "for a book that provides

coordinated introduction to both the rules of Fortran and the

creative process of designing algorithm

The book is patterned after their "Fortran for Humans,"
and reportedly "provides an alternative for those who have
access to a Fortran 77 compiler or any Fortran compiler which
supports the CHARACTER data type and list-directed I/O
(the WATFIV compiler, for example)."

Each feature of the language is presented with a flowchart
and a "plan" that is a words-only version of the flowchart. A
great deal of time has been taken to make the text as easy-going

as possible, and most of this textbook can be understood by a
bright high school student.

Review exercises are included with each section of each
chapter, with answers at the back of the book. In an effort to

enliven the text, the authors have included some humorous
problems, such as writing a program for helping select the

winner in the 324th Annual Pumpkin Growing Contest of the

Future Farmers of Grand Fenwich; the weight of the pumpkins
is measured in tsernotecs.

Cartoons are also used to illustrate features such as
compile-time errors, and to enliven some of the problems. Very
few are funny, and all are wretchedly drawn.

But this is one of the few drawbacks in an otherwise fairly

well written textbook that some teachers may find amusing
enough to recommend.

PET and the IEEE 4*8 Bus(GPIB), by Eugene Fisher and C.W.

Jensen. Osborne/ McGraw-Hill. Berkeley. CA. 250 pages,

paperback $15.00. 1980.

A book with a title as cryptic as this is obviously not going

to be a best seller, but among instrument designers,

programmers and computer hobbyists who want to use the PET
computer as an intelligent controller of instruments, this should

be a real winner. For one thing, it's the only book available, at

this writing, that presents a "how-to-do-it" description of the

PET-IEEE interface.

The IEEE Std 488-1978 is said, on page 5, to be generally

referred to as the GPIB, which stands for General Purpose

Interface Bus.

Features of the book include the bus structure (with all

control lines and data-bus lines described), the handshake

procedure, sample bus transactions, timing diagrams for PET
Basic statements that communicate with the bus. how to

interface with non-standard bus devices, how to use a logic

analyzer for troubleshooting, test programs for use as

diagnostic aids, and a nine-page list of IEEE 488-bus-

compatible products (including calculators, computers,
instruments, and peripherals).

A great many timing diagrams, photographs, drawings

and humorous explanatory cartoons go a long way toward

making this fairly complex subject as understandable as

possible.

Ten Easy Pieces: Creative Programming for Fun and Profit, by
Hans Sagan & Carl Meyer, Jr. Hayden Book Co., Rochelle

Park, NJ. 190 pages, paperback $7.95. 1980.

"Here's an introduction to Basic language simulations

through computer games," says the back cover of this

interesting and worthwhile book.

After'a couple of introductory chapters, the authors get

into graphics (the hard way, with many DATA lines), RND
(random walk), INT (gambling game), LEN (Hangman), math
functions (spacecraft landing), and end with a card game and
approximating pi. (Many other statements are covered in

addition to those cited.)

A dozen or so excellent programming projects are included

with each chapter; no answers are given.

The authors, both professors of mathematics at North
Carolina State University, provide a fascinating and easily

understood introduction to writing games. Some fairly

technical information is given very clearly, such as on some
complicated nested loops, probability, landing a spacecraft, etc.

Two appendices provide details on Archimedes' formula for

approximating pi, and on a pseudo-random number generator.

All in all, a nicely written book, of interest to anybody who
wants to write games, or who wants to know more about the

subtleties of advanced programming in Basic.

The title refers to the authors' belief that "when you run a

program, which you have just written, for the first time on the

computer, and it actually works, the feeling of exhilaration is

the same as it must be when a composer hears his composition
performed for the first time and the audience does not belt him
with eggs, tomatoes, and other objects with a high rotting

potential. . . In this musical vein, we have divided our book into

sections called 'Movements' and have even provided a Prelude
and Postlude." (The Prelude is the introduction, the Postlude is

the number generator.)

Computers and Social Controversy, by Tom Logsdon.
Computer Science Press. 9125 Fall River Lane, Potomac. MD
20854. 410 pages, hardcover $15.95. 1980.

The author has assembled a baker's do/en of chapters from
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a wide variety of sources, added a few obvious comments and

produced a book that looks mighty impressive.

The 13 chapters are An Introduction to Computer
Technology. The Von Neumann Legacy (binary arithmetic,

languages, computer functions). The Care and Feeding of a

Digital Computer (cards, tapes, printers, CRTs). The
Computer's Memory, Software Engineering, Electronic

Privacy Intrusion, Computer Fraud. Machines That Teach.

The Era of Intelligent Machines, Computers and Automation.

The Scanner Revolution, Computers and Our Monetary

System, and The Future.

The book's advantage is that it puts together a great deal of

interesting reference material that would take a long time for

the average reader to locate in individual bits and piec

The book covers such things as "Shaky," the goal-directed

robot at Stanford Research Institute. UPC bar-code scanners,

the relationship of computers to military power, and on, and

on.

However, what Logsdon has written to knit together these

many bits and pieces is painfully platitudinous, with many
sentences such as "Today . . our military establishment is

almost completely dependent upon the high-speed digital

computer" and "the American educational system is big

business."

If you're interested in the social implications of computers,

you might buy this book for its large quantity of reference

material. If you're interested in finding something to help you

go to sleep, you might buy this book for the soporific effect of its

writing.

TRS-80 Disk And Other Mysteries, by Harvard C. Pennington,

1JG Inc., 569 North Mountain Ave., Upland, CA 91786. 133

pages, paperback $22.50. 1979.

For TRS-80 disk users who've been trying to figure out

what's going on inside the software, $22.50 is a small price to

pay to keep from going crazy.

In his introduction. Pennington says. "No doubt you have

been told that you cannot do certain things with the TRS-80—
like BOOT a Basic program because you need Basic to load a

program — or that you cannot lock out the break key without

messing up the I/O routines or that you cannot defeat the

LIST and LI. 1ST commands. You have been told wrong. All of

these things can be done!"

In the next paragraph he says, "This couldn't have been

done without an incredible program called SUPERZAP," a

product of Apparat Inc.. of Denver.

After saluting the Tandy Corp. "for the development,

production and distribution of this magic machine,"

Pennington gives them a blast because "The general quality of

follow-on support, development and software was abysmal.

Information about the workings of the system was (and is) a

carefully and jealously guarded secret."

The book discusses how disks arc organized, how space is

allocated, how files are located on disk, and "the tools that one

may use to look at disk files and directories ... it also gives clear

information how to FIX disk problems such as lost files.

Electric Pencil bugs and other snafus."

After a chapter on Reading & Using SUPERZAP 2.0. the

book gets into Other Utilities, Operating Systems. Disk

Organization. The Directory, Passwords & Other Trivia. Data

Recovery, Files. Recovering Electric Pencil Errors, Correcting

the GAT and HIT Sectors, and Some Things You Can Do
(making Electric Pencil files in Basic, adding commands to

SUPERZAP, converting data in ASCII files, etc.).

Appendix A provides a glossary. Level II Basic tokens, and

hex dumps of TRSDOS 2.2. NEW DOS 2.1 and VTOS 3.0

directories. Appendix B covers disk-drive maintenance,

suggested reading, "Murphy's Law and Other Corollaries."

how to order NEW DOS and SUPERZAP. and ends with

SEARCH, a Basic program that will search a disk file for any

byte combination up to 255 bytes.

All in all. a most welcome book, despite the price. The

author has dug deep and gives information you probably won't

find anywhere else.

If Pennington gets tired of writing, he might make a living

at cartooning. All the illustrations in this book are his. and he is

one of the very few fine cartoonists who really understand

computers, a rare type.

The book's subtitle is TRS-80 Information Series Volume

I. Although this book is a hard act to follow, let's all hope for

another winner like this one.

doc 3<tC DOC 3ttC

Learn Micro-Computers, by Nat Wadsworth. Scelbi

Publications. Box 133 PP STN, Milford, CT 06460. 328 pages,

paperback (plus cassette tape). $14.95. 1978.

This is a fairly successful attempt to explain computers to

the uninitiated, along with a tape that includes a chapter-by-

chapter synopsis of the book, review questions, and references

to page numbers for further review, in case you didn't know the

answers.

The book's six chapters cover basic operation of a small

computer, instructions for small computers, machine-language

programming, higher-level-language programming, input/

output devices, and system considerations. The appendix is a

unique combination of glossary and index.

Although "the purpose of this book is to take the mystery

out of the operation and practical application of small

computers," as the introduction puts it, the programming

portions get much more heavily into machine language than

some readers may care for. However, they can skip over those

parts, which may well be of interest to those who really want to

know what it's all about.

Although the writing is sometimes rather stilted, the

author more than makes up for it with an earnest desire to

explain exactly how everything works, in as simple language as

he can. in this book whose title is "Understanding
Microcomputers and Small Computer Systems."

AArWWWVWWWWWWVWAArWWVWWVWY
Philosophy for Investors by Jason Alexander. Sitnalta Press.

1881 Sutter St., San Francisco, CA 941 15. 75 pages, paperback

$9.95. 1979.

Many individuals are using their personal computers for

investment analysis. However, before leaping into this

application it is important for an individual to have consistent

investment philosophy and goals. This book is a collection of 1

2

essays which originally appeared in 1979 in an institutional

investment advisory service newsletter.

The content is weighted much more heavily toward

philosophy than investment. Indeed, stocks, bonds, price/

earnings ratios and other common investment terms are never

mentioned. Instead, Mr. Alexander focuses on "Metaphy-

What is; Epistemology How do we know it; Ethics

what; Politics - What then; Aesthetics And?" The layman

might sensibly ask, what has all that got to do with me? It is the

purpose of trie book to answer just that question. Does it?

Yes and no. If you've read Ayn Rand this is a refreshing

little review. If you haven't, then this is an insightful start on a

consistent philosophy of life. Why the book is called

Philosophy for Investors escapes me. It's much broader than

that. Perhaps it's because investors are used to paying $10 lor a

75-page typewritten book. But that's cynical, which I should not

be toward this little volume. On the other hand. I'd feel better

recommending this book if it cost $2 or $3 since you can get

fundamentally the same philosophy in a more comprehensive

way from any of Any Rand's novels. But as a condensation, this

is the best I've seen. OHA
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NOW YOU ARE A PART OF THE
GREATEST STORIES EVER CREATEDI

INTERACTIVE FICTION™
What Is It7 Interactive Fiction is story-telling using a computer, so that
you. the reader can actualry take part in the story instead of merely
reading it.

How does It work? The computer sets the scene with a fictional situa-

tion, which you read from the CRT. Then, you become a character in

the story; when it's your turn to speak you type in your response.

The dialogue of the other characters and even the pkx will depend on
what you say.

Is It a game? No. in a game the situation is rigidly defined and you can
select from only a limited number of responses. But in Interactive Fiction
you can say anything you like to the other characters. |Of course if your
response is too bizarre they may not understand you.)

What Is available now? Robert Lafore. writer, columnist, and pro-
grammer, has created a series of works in Interactive Fiction. Each is

available on a 5V4 • diskette for use on a TRS«)* LeveHI with at least

32K memory and one disk drive. Requires user to have a copy of
TRSDOS 2.2 or 2.3.

Six Micro Stories offers a good introduction to Interactive Fiction. Six

very short stories involve you. the reader, in a variety of situations, you
are an American spy in Hitler's Third Reich, the pilot of a doomed 747.
and more. $14.95
Local Call for Death is a detective story in the style of Lord Peter
Wimsey. Considerably more challenging than the above program, this
one will put your analytic skills (and social savoir-faire) to the test. $ 1 9.95
Two Heads of the Coin is a psychological mystery set in the London of
Sherlock Holmes. Most challenging of all. this program will tax your
observational skills and above all your imagination. SI 9.95
TO ORDER: Send your payment to: Adventure International, P.O.
Box 3435, Longwood. FL 32750. Florida residents add 4% sales tax
D MasterCharge Visa D Check COD. &
M.C. or Visa Number

Signature __
L*T»eo n a trademark of the Tandy Corporation
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NEWDAPPLE

REALIZE THE POWER OF YOUR APPLE
Enhance graphics and games with the MICROSTIK,
control video and other hardware with the micro-
box, using CJM's Modular Microsystem.

Prices start at $44.95

Call or write for more information
* Ask us about CAI applications
VISA & MC accepted

CJM P.O. Box 2367

Reston, VA. 22090 (703) 620-2444

Personal Computing: Home, Professional, and Small Business

Applications, by Daniel R. McGlynn. John Wiley& Sons. New
York. 273 pages, paperback $9.95. I979.

This handsome and well produced book is only a trifle

better than the mass-market paperbacks that have been cobbled

together by people who know little or nothing about computers.

These 273 pages contain a great dealof material of little or

no interest to the reader interested in the basics of personal

computers. Dozens of space-filling tables and illustrations are

included, such as photos of the "Tektronix 8000" development

system, two pages of Sol Basic commands, three pages of

API Z80 character set and functions, a page on the EBCDIC
character set. two pages on the 5x7 dot-matrix character set,

and 7 1 pages of appendices such as a list of "S- 1 00 bus board

manufacturers." a list of turnkey systems, and badly out-of-date

lists of computer stores and clubs.

The chapter on basic application programs is only three

pages long, yet the chapter on interfacing takes up 1 2 pages with

the S-100 bus. complete with six pages of pin definitions and
timing diagrams.

The first chapter is liable to turn off a prospective reader,

around page 10, the start of a four-page "technical comparison
of computers," or page 16. with a section on "benchmarking the

6800. 8080 and Z-80." Both are marvelous examples of too

much, too soon.

A determined reader who can wade through all the

superfluous material, may find several do/en pages of interest,

but they are few and far between in this jumble.

Machines Who Think, by Pamela McCorduck, W. H. Freeman
& Company. 375 pages. $14.95. 1979.

With one humanist foot planted firmly on scientific soil

and one scientifically curious foot planted firmly in the soil of
the humanities, Pamela McCorduck has written a book that

stands astride the wildly diverse histories of the ultimate in

computering and the ultimate in human understanding of
understanding: artificial intelligence.

Here is a thorough intellectual grasp of what's going on in

Al. not for the solder-gunners or the bug hunters, but for the

humans to whom it will mean the greatest wrench: the ones who
haven't yet heard of it. To deliver the message. McCorduck has

called upon the timing and insight of the dramatist. We have

here an exciting plot, no less. "To know intelligence well enough
to be able to build a working model of it," she writes, "is surely

one of the most intellectually exciting and spiritually

challenging problems of the human ran
McCorduck delivers on that promise of adventure with a

tale elegantly crafted, the more exciting because it is fact, the

more suspenseful because there is not yet a neatly tied ending.

Put quite simply, this "Personal Inquiry into the History and
Prospects of Artificial Intelligence" is a captivation that makes
it for us, as readers, our own adventuresome inquiry.

So we stand beside Herbert Simon at a moment of
revelation in RAND'S Santa Monica air-defense lab. "when I

first began to sense that one could look at u computer as a device
for processing information, not just numbers." With Allen
Newell, we are struck to see Oliver Selfridge and G. P.

Dinneen's pattern recognizer exhibiting learning behavior. and
there isasenscoffi<.m:"I had such a sense of clarity that this was
a new path," recalls Newell, ".

. . that we'd entered a new world
as far as our ability to conceptualize."

And we are there at Carnegie Tech in 1956 with Edward
Feigenbaum and other students when Simon walks into a

classroom saying "Over Christmas Allen Newell and I invented

a thinking machine." And then on the Dartmouth campus when
a diverse bunch of scholars assemble, some not yet sure that
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what they're up to is in fact "scholarly," but drawn together by
mutual conviction that machine thought ought to be possible.

The players in this drama range from Karel Kapek's robot and
Mary Shelley's Dr. Frankenstein through Ada Lovelace and
Charles Babbage to Norbert Weiner and John von Neumann,
to John McCarthy and Marvin Minsky and Raj Reddy and
Terry Winograd, and a cast of hundreds still growing. We even

pause in the rush of exploration to hear of the discomforts of a

Hubert Dreyfus and the moral misgivings of a Joe
Weizenbaum.

But it's more than an adventure. McCorduck's book is a

catalog of what we all know must be going on out there

somewhere, not just assembled between covers but inter-

connected like a nervous system trying to command a sense of a

coordinated activity. With the only notable lapse a slighting of

the adaptive -systems realmof AI (though it is there, somewhat
disguised). McCorduck has produced a work that will long

serve as the text for those who would inquire into the whybother

of AI. and as a lodestone drawing young minds into the

inquiries that will constitute the future of the field.

The book's magnetism is McCorduck's facility with

language and structure: a storytelling tradition that seduces us

into a love affair with a most important story. Though fact, it is

as commanding as all fiction: the quest for knowledge, and the

quest for self. Dick Lutz

Dr. Dobb's Journal of Computer Calisthenics and Ortho-

dontia, People's Computer Company Series. Hayden Book
Company. 50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. Vol. I

(1976). 368 pages. Vol. 2 (1977). 480 pages. Vol. 3 (1978). 480

pages. $18.95 each.

Dr. Dobb's Journal was originally published in 1976, when

People's Computer Company was organizing the backing of the

development of Tiny Basic. Their original plan was todo only a

few quick issues to document and distribute Tiny Basic, but

PCC soon discovered they had a ready-made readership of bit-

hackers in search of a forum, a niche which Dr. Dobb's Journal

easily filled. These three books contain absolutely everything

that appeared in DDJ 1976-78, even the covers.

There's more creativity, wild ideas, and raw enthusiasm

here per page than you are likely to find anywhere else in the

personal computing press. And how it takes you back to the

"old days" of personal computing: tiny languages of

unconventional design, computer music onAM radios, debates

on software piracy and copyrighting, diddly little machine

language video games for the VDM-1. bug fixes for front

panels, disassemblers and macroprocessors, TV Dazzler

routines, and more. We witness the rise and fall of computer

manufacturers like M1TS. IMSAI. TDL. Processor Tech.

Polymorphic, and see the increasing influence of products like

the Apple II and CP/ M. Curiously enough, DDJ editors and

readers tended to support manufacturers who went out of

business (mainly because of catering only to hobbyists) and to

ignore developments like the Apple II and TRS-80 as long as

possible.

Purely as a nostalgic trip, computer hackers from way back

will enjoy browsing through one of these books for an hour or

two. But as a helpful reference, most of this stuff is obsolete. No
one much needs a Tiny Basic interpreter or a machine language

game to toggle in from the front panel. Although some of the

articles might prove useful as sources of theory for writing your

own programs, this kind of material is better found elsewhere.

It's a little sad to see how personal computing is growing

up, with so much exploitation, promising so much and

delivering so little sometimes, but it was probably inevitable,

and a lot has happened in the last few years which can't be

ignored. These books are fun to read as historical references,

but their value outside of that is limited.

SPECTACULAR
Introductory Offers

BASF tLEXYDISK"

Superior quality

data storage medium,

certified and

guaranteed 100%

error free.

5V4" Diskettes 10 (3 $24.00

r Disks 10 @ $2400
Vinyl storage paces

r or 5V." 10 <a> $ $.00

Write tor quantity discounts

SFD CASSETTES

"Super Ferro Dynamic*

Using the finest

Agfa PE 611 tape

in a professional

quality housing.

C10 Sonic

weld housing 10 @ $7.00

C10 5 Screw

housing 10 (S> $8 00

Cassette album pate $1.(9

Write for quantity discounts

LIBRARY CASE

3 ring storage album

Protects your valuable

programs on disks

or cassettes

library 3 ring binder

5'." Kas-ette

S" Kas-ette

Write for quantity discounts

$650
$2.49

$2.99

PMC Po»er Consoles

Ul listed IS Amp
circuit breaker.

3pn

IRFI

filtration

* 1 Main indicator lamp and AC
switch. S outlets. $ 43.50
#10 as above, but with individual

indicator lamps and switches,

and Surge Suppression $ 69.50

#23 Same as #10. 3 outlets

withRFI filtration, and shielded

AC cord. $145.00
Other models starting @ $28 SO

ABM
PRODUCTS
631 "B" ST

S.D . CA 92101

VISA MASTERCHARGE MONEY ORDER
CERTIFIED CHECKS FOR PERSONAl CHECKS
ALLOW 2 WEEKS COD REQUIRES A 10%
DEPOSIT CAL RES ADO 6% SALES TAX

$2 00 SHIPPING AND HANDLING PER ORDER
MIN ORDER $10 00 SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED OR FULL REFUND
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PET Word Processor

This program permits composing and printing let-

ters, flyers, advertisements, manuscripts, etc., using

the COMMODORE PET and a printer.

Printing directives include line length, line

spacing, left margin, centering and skip. Edit com-
mands allow you to insert lines, delete lines, move
lines and paragraphs, change strings, save files onto

and load files from cassette (can be modified for

disk), move up, move down, print and type.

Added features for the 16/32K version include disk

and cassette support written in, string search for

editing, keyboard entry during printing for letter

salutations, justification, multiple printing,

pagination, tabbing, paragraphing, and more.

A thirty page instruction manual is included.

The CmC Word Processor Program for the 8K PET
is $29.50. The 16/32K version is $39.50.

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

vim no m/c Accirrto - mho accourr Hansen, cwiiution bate and sion onccn.

uoiinu omen re* HimM e hanoum - rootie* onocm ado io% fo» ai* postaoc

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
ISO POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECT/CUT 0M04
TEL (203) 775-0659 TWX: 710-4S000S2
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THE MIGRATION OF DARKNESS
Each evening, shortly after sunset,

darkness covers the land.

Having mystified thinkers for millenia,

the mechanism for this occurrence

has now been identified: migration.

Darkness, it has been found, is composed
of an almost infinite number of particles,

which roost and reproduce up north

where they have fewer natural enemies:
Forest fires, lampposts, lasers, blazing sunlight,

torches, candles, lighthouses, limelight, and electricity

are relatively rare in the polar regions, ^^j
These lightweight bits of darkness ^^fl
flock together and fly south each evening

to more fertile land in a never ending search

for an abundant food supply.

With the coming of the rising sun,

they return to their northern nesting grounds.
However, not all specks of darkness migrate.

Some that are less adventurous
or downright lazy

choose to stay behind.

These covey together, in varying numbers,
seeking shelter from the strong sunlight

by gathering under leafy trees, behind
large rocks, and underneath umbrellas;

Hiding in alleys, between parked cars,

in caves, and inside empty pockets.

These clusters are perceived by us as shadows
They have a somewhat shorter lifespan

than those which migrate.

RAINBOW BRIDGES
An environmentally enlightened engineer decides
that all riverways, canyons, crevices and valleys

are to be bridged by rainbows.

A rainbow bridge

is a more natural and esthetic way
to connect two separate land masses.

This evanescent design was chosen
because of its imperviousness
to wind, storm, and flying creatures.

The lightweight and immaterial bridges

will be planned to hold seven lanes of traffic

:

Red, orange, and yellow will be restricted

to high speed commercial vehicles.

Green, blue, and violet will be designated
for passenger cars. A
While Indigo will be reserved for pedestrians,

bicyclists, and runners.

Handrails and flashing lights will be added
to assure the saffl
of those on foot

.

it«y

It is hoped the faint glow of the roadway itself

will ease drivers' eyestrain.

Until engineers can perfect a practical

nighttime model,^^
the rainbow bridges will be operational

only on sunny days.

Speculative Poetics by Peter Payack

WIDE OPEN
SPACES
There are

13 billion

light years

between me
and the edge
of the universe.

And that's

the way I like

it, pardner.

for John Wayne

THE ORIGINS OF THE
MATERIAL WORLD

Long before the Earth was formed
it was postulated that the nothingness

which existed everywhere

in the universe

could be condensed and compacted
into a state of fluid equilibrium.

In this way it would form the sub-stratum
of the material world.

With the help of a primitive compression chamber,
small bits of nothingness
were first compacted into ideas

however fleeting.

A person would get an idea

then immediately forget it.

Much head scratching was in evidence.

Sometime later

though technically

in an eternal world of nothingness
time doesn't exist

the first idea was captured and stabilized.

The mechanical device to accomplish this feat

resembled a think tank

with a vacuum cleaner attached

to the end of its hose.

One by one these captured ideas

were transferred into a larger chamber.

Then the unanticipated happened.
The trapped ideas began mating with one another,

and freak of nature that it was
their offspring were genetically mutated.

These biologically altered ideas
were born into the world as material objects

:

planets, trees, books, animals,
clouds, gothic cathedrals, rocks,

rainbows, etc.

Things rained down from the sky A
in a torrential downpour.
The world of nothingness melted away
like snow in a warm spring rain.
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SPACE
wm
You re in command in SPACE WAR' Destroy your

lopponent s ship by lorcing him to collide with the sun or to

lexplode upon re-entry from hyperspace or challenge him
face to face with missile fire You're in command of the speed
land direction of your ship You control the timing of your
• missiles You select the game mode from live options
Imcluding Reverse Gravity, and the battle begins A

10 place your shots-and • lo hyperspace t

lyour opponent comes within range But be wary he (or

[may circle out of sight and reappear on the opposite side of

[the galaxy' (This is the classic Mi'

ally for the Apple )

/
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SUPER inURSIDIi
• Super Invasion is the original invasion game, with the original

noon creatures and faster action than any other invasion game.

' Features superb high resolution graphics, nail-biting tension and

iilanous antics by the moon creatures!

Self-running "attract mode" of operation for easy learning and

lemonstrating of the game

• As good in every way as the famous Invaders arcade game.

High speed action ! • Sound effects!

Runs on the Apple II and the Apple II Plus

:
' rc ec

Fifty-five aliens advance and shower you with lethal writhing

electric worms As you pick off the aliens, one-by-one. they
quicken their descent They whiz across the screen wearing away
your parapets, your only defense, coming closer and closer to

your level Super Invasion is the original invasion game with the
original moon creatures and faster action than any other invasion
game on the market

Super Invasion is available for only $19.95 on cassette
(CS-4006) for a 32K Apple II Space War is $14.95 on cassette
(CS-4009I for a 16K Apple II Space War and Super Invasion are on
one disk (CS-4508) for a 48K Apple II for only $29 95

Send payment plus $1 00 shipping and handling to Creative

Computing Software, P.O Box 789-M. Mornstown, NJ 07960 NJ
residents add $1 00 sales tax Bankcard orders may be called in

toll free to 800/631 -81 12 In NJ call 201 /540-0445

sensational
software

creative
computing
software
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Basic Computer Games
Edited by David Ahl, this book con-

tains 101 imaginative and challenging
games for one, two, or more players —
Basketball, Craps, Qomoko, Blackjack,

Even Wins, Super Star Trek, Bombs
Away, Horserace. Simulate lunar land-
ings. Play the stock market. Write poetry.
Draw pictures.

All programs are complete with listing

in Microsoft Basic, sample run and
description. Basic conversion table in-

cluded. 125,000 copies in print. 192 pages
softbound.[6C]$7.50.

More Basic
Computer Games

Contains 84 fascinating and enter-

taining games for solo and group play —
evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a safe,

tame a wild horse, become a millionaire,

race your Ferrari, joust with a knight, trek

across the desert on your camel, navigate
in deep space.

All games come complete with pro-

gram listing in Microsoft Basic, sample
run and description. 192 pages soft-

bound. [6C2] $7.95.

J creative
I computing I

^ 1

creative,
compatlitg

The Best of

Creative Computing
The first two years of Creative Com-

puting magazine have been edited into

two big blockbuster books. American
Vocational Journal said of Volume 1,

"This book is the 'Whole Earth Catalog' of

computers." [6A] Volume 2 continues in

the same tradition. "Non-technical in

approach, its pages are filled with infor-

mation, articles, games and activities.

Fun layout." —American Libraries. [6B]
Each volume $8.95.

create
corepatip

Problems for

Computer Solution

Here are 90 problems with a thorough

discussion and references for each.

Eleven types of problems are included,

for example, arithmetic, algebra, geo-

metry, number theory, probability and
science. Even includes three classic

unsolved problems and seven appen-
dices. 104 pages softbound, $4.95 [9Z].

The teacher's edition contains solu-

tions with complete listing in Basic,

sample run and in-depth analysis ex-

plaining the algorithms and theory

involved. 280 pp softbound, $9.95 [9Y].

Katie and the
Computer

Fred D'lgnazio and Stan Gilliam. This

is a delightful story told in words and full

color drawings of Katie's adventures

when she "falls" into a computer. In

Katie's journey through the land of

Cybernla she meets the Software Colo-

nel, the Bytes, the Table Manager and

even a ferocious Program Bug. Her

journey parallels the path of a simple

command through he stages of pro-

cessing in a computer, thus explaining

the fundamentals of computer operation

to 4-10 year olds. Supplemental explan-

atory information is contained in the

front and back end papers. 42 pp.

hardbound $6.95. (12A)

Computer Music
Record

A recording was made of the First

Philadelphia Music Festival which is now
available on a 12" LP record. It features

eight different computer music synthe-

sizers programmed to play the music of

J.S. Bach, J. Pachelbel, Rimsky-Kor-
sakov, Scott Joplin, Neil Diamond,
Lennon & McCartney and seven others.

The music ranges from baroque to rock,

traditional to rag and even includes an

historic 1963 computerized singing dem-
onstration by Bell Labs. $6.00 [CP.101].

The Best of Byte
This is a blockbuster of a book

containing the majority of material from
the first 12 issues of Byte magazine. The
146 pages devoted to hardware are

crammed full of how-to articles on
everything from TV displays to joysticks

to cassette interfaces and computer kits.

But hardware without software might as
well be a boat anchor, so there are 125

pages of software and applications

ranging from on-line debuggers to games
to a complete small business accounting
system. A section on theory examines
the how and why behind the circuits and
programs, and "opinion" looks at where
this explosive new hobby is heading. 386

pp softbound. $1 1 .95 [6F|
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Two Free Catalogs
Send for our big 20-page Book

talog featuring a full line of Creative

Dm pu ting Press and Book Service

ties, back Issues of Creative Computing
agazlne, t-shirts, posters and games. A
national Software Catalog of over 400

jtstanding microcomputer programs Is

so available. Each package is outlined

detail with accompanying screen

lotos and illustrations. Make the most

[

your computer resources with Creative

nputlog!

GRADES 7

AND UP

Computer Coin Games
Computer Coin Games by Joe Weis-

ecker aids newcomers to the field of

smputers by simplifying the concepts of

Dmputer circuitry through games which
an be played with a few pennies and full

Ized playing boards in the book.

Inhanced by outrageous cartoons,

pachers, students and self-learners of all

ges will enjoy this 96 page softbound
30k. [10R1$3.95.

ARTIST
AMD
COMPUTER

Artist and
Computer

This unique book by Ruth Leavitt

lovers the latest techniques in computer
Irt. animation and sculpture. In its pages

^5 artists explain how they use compil-

ers as a new means of self-expression.

hhe San Francisco Review of Books said

|Get yourself a copy of this book if you
Injoy feeding your mind a diet of

antalizing high-impact information." O-
160 illustrations, some in full color,

pages hardbound (6E) $10.00. Soft-

)und[6D]$4.95.

AUGUST 1980

Computers
in Mathematics:

A Sourcebook of Ideas
Here is a huge sourcebook of ideas

for using computers in mathematics
instruction. This large format book
contains sections on computer literacy,

problem solving techniques, art and
graphing, simulations, computer assist-

ed instruction, probability, functions,

magic squares and programming styles.

One section presents over 250 prob-
lems, puzzles and programming ideas-
more than is found in most "collection of
problems" books.

Pragmatic, ready-to-use, classroom
tested ideas are presented for everything
from the most basic introduction to
binary numbers to advanced techniques
like multiple regression analysis and
differential equations. Every item dis-

cussed has a complete explanation
including flowcharts, programs and
sample runs.

The book includes many activities

that don't require a computer. And if

you're considering expanding your com-
puter facilities you'll find the section on
how to select a computer complete with a
microcomputer comparison chart inval-

uable.

Much of the material has appeared in

Creative Computing but the back issues
are no longer available. Hence this is

your only source to this practical and
valuable material. Edited by David H.
Ahl.this mammoth 224-page softbound
book costs only $15.95. (The individual

issues, if they were available, would cost

over $60.00). [1 2D]

The Impact of Com-
puters on Society and
Ethics: A Bibliography

OaryH.Atanlr..
REFERENCE

Where is the computer leading us? Is

It a menace or a messiah? What are its

benefits? What are the risks? What is

needed to manage the computer for

society's greatest good? Will we become
masters or slaves of the evolving com-
puter technology? This bibliography was
created to help answer questions like

these. It contains 1920 alphabetical
entries of books, magazine articles, news
items, scholarly papers and other works
dealing with the Impact of computers on
society and ethics. Covers 1948 through
1979. 128 pp hardbound. $17.95. (12E).

Be A
Computer
Literate

Marion J. Ball i Sylvia Charp

This Informative, full color book is an
ideal first introduction to the world of

computers. Covers kinds of computers,

how they work, their applications In

society, flowcharts and writing a simple

program. Full color drawings, diagrams
and photos on every page coupled with

large type make this book easy to read

and understand. Used as a text in many
schools. 66 pp softbound, $3.95 (6H).

To Order
Send your check for books plus $2.00

shipping and handling per order to

Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M.
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents aad
5% sales tax. Visa, Master Charge or

American Express are also acceptable.
For faster service, call in your bank card
order toll free to

800-631-8112
(in NJ, call 201-540-0445)

creative <;ou*p<fir.ii*fj

P O Bok 789-M Morristown NJ 07980
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Programming in BASIC
BASIC and the Personal
Computer
Dwyer and Cntchtteld This book will

gel you involved with personal com-
puting, writing programs and ex-
panding the use of your computer by
showing the great diversity of ap-
plications possible on any micro-
computer. One of the most compre-
hensive presentations of BASIC ever.

As a text or addition to your personal
library, this book will tell you all you
ever wanted to know about BASIC
350 pp. $12.95 [9F]

R

%
\

m
s%^

# %
A Guided Tour of

Computer Programming
In BASIC
Dwyer and Kaulman This book tops

all introductory texts on BASIC
Filled with detail and examples, it

includes sample programs for many
simulations, several games, reserva-

tions systems and payroll Aimed at

the novice, but of value to everyone
156 pp $5 20 |8L]

"You can
ask me for

anything you
like, except

time."

*•» as

BASIC Programming, 2nd
Edition

Kemeny & Kurtz. An introduction to

computer programming through the

language of BASIC. The authors

include in-depth discussions of many
applications including files and text

processing. 150 pp. $10.95 |7E]

Basic For Home
Computers
Albrocht, Finkel, S Brown. This book
shows you how to read, write, and
understand the BASIC programming
language used in the new personal-

size microcomputers. Includes

detailed descriptions of everything

you need to know to make your
computer work for you—Includes
how to get started, numerous
applications and games, lists of

resources, much more. 332 pp $6.95

[7G]

To Order
Use the bound-in order form or send

your check for books plus $2.00

shipping and handling per order

(Foreign: $1 .25 per book) to Creative

Computing. P.O. Box 789-M,

Morristown. NJ 07960. NJ residents

add 5% sales tax. Visa or

MasterCharge are acceptable also.

For faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112
(in NJ call 201 540-0445)

Programming in

Other Languages
Programming in PASCAL
Peter Grogono. This book is an
excellent introduction to one of the
fastest growing programming
languages today. The text is arrang-

ed as a tutorial containing both
examples and exercises to increase

reader proficiency in PASCAL. Con-
tains sections on procedures, files,

and dynamic data structures such as
trees and linked lists. 359 pp. $10.95
(10A|

PASCAL User Manual and
Report (2nd Edition)

Jensen & Wirth. This book consists of

two parts: the User Manual and the
Revised Report. The Manual is

directed to those who have some
familiarity with computer program-
ming and who wish toget acquainted
with the PASCAL language. The
Report is a concise reference for both
programmers and implementors It

defines Standard PASCAL, which
constitutes a common base between
various implementations of the
language. $7.90 P0B]

A Fortran Coloring Book
Dr. Roger Kaufman. This book is one
of the most entertaining computer
programming books around. Learn
computer programming the "painful-
ly funny way." Filled with examples
and illustrations plus a light sprink-
ling of jokes. Guaranteed to teach
you FORTRAN. 273 pp. $6.95 |4D)

A Simplified Guide to

Fortran Programming
Daniel McCracken. A thorough first

text in Fortran Covers all basic
statements and quickly gets into case
studies ranging from simple (printing

columns) to challenging (craps
games simulation) 278 pp $12.96
|7F)

Problem Analysis and
Programming Style

How to Solve Problems
Wayne Wickelgren. This helpful book
analyzes and systematizes some of

the basic methods of solving
mathematical problems Illustrative

examples include chess problems,
logical puzzles, railroad switching
problems and ones from science and
engineering For each, the author
provides hints for the reader to tackle

the problem and then a complete
solution is given Want to solve a
complex problem with a computer?
Begin here 262 pp $7.50 [7V|

The Thinking Computer
Mind Inside Matter
Bertram Raphael. Artificial in-

telligence, or Al, is the branch of

computer science concerned with

making computers "smarter." With a

minimum of technical jargon, this

book discusses the capabilities of

modern digital computers and how
they are being used in contemporary
Al research. Discusses the progress

of Al. the goals, and the variety of

current approaches to making the

computer more intelligent. $6.95

(7X)

The Little Book of BASIC
Style: How To Write a
Program You Can Read
John M Nevison. Learn how to write

better, easy-to-follow programs with

Nevison's rules of style and turn out]

legible, correct programs. Two hours

of BASIC programming is all that is

necessary to profit by this book Con-]

cepts of problem-solving and struc-|

tured programming are included. 16

pp $5.95 |9V]

The Art of Computer
Programming
Donald Knuth. The purpose of thisl

series is to provide a unified, read-'
able, and theoretically sound sum-l
mary of the present knowledge con-
cerning computer programming!
techniques, along with their histori-

cal development. For the sake oil

clarity, many carefully checked com-l
puter procedures are expressed bothl
in formal and informal language Al
classic series Vol I: Fundamental!
Algorithms. 634 pp $22.50 (7R) Vol

[
2: Seminumencal Algorithms. 624 pp I

$2250 (7S) Vol 3 Sorting and|
Searching 722 pp $22.50 (7T)
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Business Applications

Accounts Payable and
Accounts Receivable
Poole & Borchers Includes program
listings with remarks, descriptions,

discussion of the principles behind
each program, tile layouts, and
complete step-by-step instructions.

Covers accounts payable and
receivable in regard to invoice aging,
general ledger, progress billing,

partial invoice payments, and more.
375 pp. $15.00 (10V)

Payroll with Cost
Accounting in BASIC
Lon Pool*. Includes program listings

with remarks, descriptions, discus-

sion of the principles of each
program, file layouts, and a complete
user's manual with step-by-step

instructions, flow charts and sample
reports with CRT displays. 356 pp.
$15.00 I10W]

How to Profit From Your
Personal Computer
Professional, Business
and Home Applications

T.G. Lewis. Put your computer to

work for you. This new guide
describes the use of personal com-
puters in common business
applications, including terms,
notations, and techniques used by
programmers. 256 pp. $8.95 [10X]

Small Computer Systems
For Business
Gerald A. Silver. Useful for operators,

programmers, teachers, students,

etc., this book explores the world of

small computers: what they are, how
they are used, their internal structure,

and our means of communicating
with them. Describes assemblers,
interpreters, and compilers, as well

as operating systems and small

computer applications. 254 pp $11.96

[10Y1

Some Common BASIC
Programs
Poole t Borchers. This book com-
bines a diversity of practical

algorithms in one book : matrix
multiplication, regression analysis,

principal on a loan, integration by
Simpson's rule, roots of equations,

chi-square test, and many more. All

the programs are written in a
restricted BASIC suitable for most
microcomputer BASIC packages,
and have been tested and debugged
by the authors. $9.50 [7M]

BASIC With Business
Applications

Richard W. Lott. This book focuses
on the BASIC language and its

application to specific business
problems. Part one introduces the

BASIC language and the concept of

logical flowcharting. Part two
presents problems and possible

solutions. Topics include: interest

rate calculations, break-even
analysis, loan rates, and deprecia-

tion. This book is a great aid to the

beginner wanting to leam BASIC
without having a technical or scien-

tific background. 284 pp. $11.95 1 10Z)

f
"The real
purpose of

books is to
trap the mind
into doing
its own
thinking."^/

ffi-k£m#i

Computing Milieu

COMPUTER

Computer Lib/Dream
Machine
Ted Nelson. This book is devoted to
the premise that everybody should
understand computers In a blithe

manner the author covers interactive

systems, terminals, computer
languages, data structures, binary

patterns, computer architecture,
mini-computers, big computers,
microprocessors, simulation,
military uses of computers, computer
companies, and much, much more
Whole earth catalog style and size. A
doozyt 127 pp. $7 00 |8P]

PCC's Reference Book of

Personal and Home
Computing
Ever try to find the address of a man-
ufacturer of a cassette interface that a
friend told you about 2- weeks ago''
Frustrating isn't it? This book will go
a long way toward ending that
frustration with its comprehensive
list of manufacturers, stores and
products Also contains survey arti-

cles on software, hardware, kits and
applications as well as an index of ar-

ticles from various hobbyist maga-
zines Several bibliographies, too
$5 95 |7P|

The Home Computer
Revolution

Ted Nelson. Here is one of the most
controversial books on home com-
puters Nelson takes a look at how the
"dinky" computers got here, where
they are where they're going and
what will become of the big boys like

IBM This thought-provoking and
highly opinionated book picks up
where Computer Lib/Dream Machine
left off 224 pp $2 00 [9U|

Space and Science Fiction

Star Wars Album
The incredible behind-the-scenes

story of the most extraordinary

motion picture of our time including

over a hundred exclusive photos,

special effects secrets, interviews

with George Lucas, CarrieFisher and
Mark Hamill, the Anatomy of an
Android and a technical glossary.

Lots of color. 76 pp. $5.95. [11A]

Masterpieces of Science
Fiction

This lavishly illustrated large format

book has nine classic stories by Isaac

Asimov, Gregory Benford. Ray Brad-

bury, Arthur C. Clarke. Harlan

Ellison. Robert Heinlein. Frank

Herbert. A.E. Van Vogt. and Kurt

Vonnegut, Jr. Fabulous full color

illustrations throughout. 108 pp.

$7.95.[11B]

The Star Trek Star Fleet

Technical Manual
Franz Joseph. This important

resource book is packed with the

data you need to create or modify
STAR TREK computer games It

includes all Starship operating
characteristics, defense and weapon
systems, standard orbits,
velocity/time relationship, space/war
technology. Milky Way galaxy charts.

Federation codes, etc.. etc. A
national best seller Large format,

vinyl binder 180 pp $7 95 [8C]

Star Wars Portfolio

Complete technical specifications

and engineering drawings of ships,

space stations, and 'droids of both
The Imperial Empire and the rebels. A
vital resource book. 180 pp. $7.95

[11C]

To Order
Use the bound-in order form or send
your check for books plus $2.00
shipping and handling per order
(Foreign: $1 .25 per book) to Creative

Computing, P.O. Box 789-M.
Morristown, NJ 07980. NJ residents

add 5% sales tax. Visa or

MaslerCharge are acceptable also.

For faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112
(in NJ call 201 540-0445)
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Education & Self Teaching

Using BASIC in the
Classroom
Donald D. Spencer. A teacher's guide
that makes every phase of teaching
computer programming more
productive and enjoyable. It gives
you fresh but proven ideas for

presenting computer and program-
ming topics, scheduling terminal
time, purchasing a microcomputer or
minicomputer, running the second-
ary school instructional computer
facility, and giving assignments that

arouse enthusiasm in your students.
224 pp. $11.98 [10E]

Problems For
Computer
Solution

Gruenberg & Jallray A collection of

92 problems in engineering, busi-

ness, social science and mathe-
matics The problems are presented
in depth and cover a wide range of

difficulty Oriented to Fortran but
good for any language A classic. 401

PP $12.80 (7A)

Problems For

Computer Solution

Steve Rogowski. The Student Edition

is designed to encourage research
and preliminary investigation on the
part of the student. The problems are
ordered by subject and can be
expanded or shortened.
Mathematical problems that have
never been solved are also posed to

challenge and sharpen the student's

awareness. 98 pp. $4.98 [9Z] Also
available is the Teacher's Edition
which contains solutions, programs
and analysis of the problems 271 pp.
$9.95 [9y|. Both books are highly
recommended for any high school or
college computer-oriented course.

Be A Computer Literate
Marion Ball $ Sylvia Charp. This
introductory book is extensively
illustrated with full-color drawings,
diagrams, and photos. Takes the
reader through kinds of computers,
how they work, input/output, and
writing a simple program in BASIC.
Aimed at ages 10-14 but beginners of
all ages will find it informative. 62 pp.
$3 95 [6Hj

Problem Solving With The
Computer
Ted Sage. Used in conjunction with
the traditional high school math
curriculum, this book stresses
problem analysis in algebra and
geometry This is the most widely
adopted text in computer
mathematics 244 pp $8.98 [8J].

Sixty Challenging
Problems with BASIC
Solution

Donald Spencer. This book is a ve-
hicle for computer programmers to
measure their skills against some in-

teresting problems that lend them-
selves to computer solution. It in-

cludes games, puzzles, mathematical
recreations and science and
business problems—some hard,
some easy. The book will compli-
ment any computer-oriented course
in secondary school or college
BASIC program solutions included.
80 pp. $6 95 [9W]

Getting Started

An Introduction to

Microcomputers, Vol -

The Beginners Book
Adam Osborne. Parts of a com-

puter and a complete system; binary,

octal and hexadecimal number
systems; computer logic; addressing
and other terminology are discussed
in a language the absolute beginner
can understand. Hundreds of il-

lustrations and photographs. 220 pp.
$7.95 [9T]

An Introduction to

Microcomputers, Vol 1 -

Basic Concepts
Adam Osborne. Thoroughly explains
hardware and programming con-
cepts common to all micro-
processors: memory organization,

instruction execution, interrupts, I/O,

instruction sets and assembly pro-
gramming. One of the best selling

computer texts worldwide. 350 pp.
$9.90 |9K]

Vol 2 - Some Real
Microprocessors. Vol 3 -

Real Support Devices
Adam Osborne. These volumes com-
plement Volume 1. Vol. 2 discusses
the operation of each of the following
MPUS in detail: F8. SC/MP, 8080A,
ZS0. 6800. PPS-8, 2650. COS MAC.
9002, 6100 and seven others. Also
information on selecting a micro. Vol.

3 discusses various support and I/O
chips. 895 pp.

Vol.2-(9L) $25.00
Vol. 3-(10Q) $20.00

Beginner's Guide To
Microprocessors
Charles M. Gilmore. No background
in electronics is necessary to under-
stand this book. It was written for
those with no prior knowledge what-
soever of microprocessors or per-
sonal computing. Gilmore takes you
from what a microprocessor is. how it

works and what it's used for to how
they're programmed to perform de-
sired functions in microwave ovens,
TV games, calculators, etc 175 pp.
$5.95 [7U].

Microprocessors: From
Chips to Systems
Rodney Zaks. A complete and
detailed introduction tc

microprocessors and microcomJ
puter systems. Some of the topics

presented are: a comparative evalua-|

lion of all major microprocessors,
journey inside a microprocessor!
chip, how to assemble a system I

applications, interfacing (including
the S-100 bus) and programming and
system development 416 pp. $9.95 I

The First Book of

Microcomputers
Robert Moody. Tells what personal
computers are and what you can dd*
with them in a light entertaining style!

Starts with the basics and then coversf
the technical aspects such as how t

personal computer is constructe
and how it works. Includes such
things as home protection, keeping
track of budgets and bills, game
playing, inventory management and
tax calculations. 139 pp. $4.95 [10T|

Consumers Guide to
Personal Computing anc
Microcomputers
Freiberger and Chew. Here are two|
valuable books in one: an introduc-
tion to the principles of microcom-
puters that assumes no previous)
knowledge on the reader's part, and a I

review of 64 microcomputer products I

from over 50 manufacturers. Also,
[

extensive illustrations and best-buy I

tips for each type of microcomputer I

product. 176 pp. $7.95 (10U)

Getting Involved

With Your Own
Computer
A Guide for

Beqinners

Getting Involved With
Your Own Computer
Solomon and Viet. One of the firstl

books on microcomputers that re-l

quires no previous knowledge oil
electronics or computer program-l
ming. Tells you where to find infor-[

mation, explains basic concepts andl
summarizes existing systems. Good I

place for the neophyte to begin.

f

216 pp. $5.95 [9NJ

Microcomputer Design
Donald P. Martin. This book is well-|
suited for the engineer who's design-
ing microcomprocessors into his

I

company's products Not just block I

diagrams or vague theory, but]
dozens of practical circuits with I

schematics for CPUs based on 8008

1

chips. Includes interfacing to A/O
f

D/A. LED digits. UARTs. teletype-
writers. Over 400 pp $14.95 [9P]
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Learn with Computer Games
Basic Computer Games
David Ahl. Here are 101 classic
games all in Microsoft Basic for your
TRS-80. PET, Apple, Sorcerer, etc.

Every one is complete with large
legible listing, sample run, and
descriptive notes. Has all the best
games: Super Star Trek, Football.
Blackjack. Lunar Lander, Tic Tac
Toe, Nim, Life. Basketball, Boxing,
Golf. Hockey. Craps, Roulette, Awari,
Bagels. Mastermind, Hammurabi.
Fur Trader. Splat and many, many
more. Now in its 5th printing. 200 pp.
$7.50. [6C]

Game Playing with BASIC
Donald D. Spencer. Enjoy the
challenge of competition with your
personal computer. Amuse yourself
with such computer games and
puzzles as 3-0 Tic-Tac-Toe. Rou-
lette. Baccarat, and more. Includes
rules of each game, how each game
works, illustrations and the output
produced by each program. The last

chapter contains 26 games for reader
solution. 176 pp. $7 95 [10O]

Chess and Computers
David Levy. This book is loaded with

chess games—computer versus
computer and computer versus
human. Settle down with this book,
set up your chess board, and play the
games. As with any good chess book

,

half the enjoyment is found in playing
along, duplicating the moves and
reading the authors comments. 145
pp. $9.95 [10C]

What to Do After You Hit
Return
Another collection of games and sim-
ulations— all in BASIC—including

number guessing games, word
games, hide-and-seek games, pat-

tern games, board games, business
and social science simulations and
science fiction games Large format

158 pp $10.95 [8A],

Fun With Computers and
Basic
Donald D. Spencer. Mathematical
recreations and games are an ex-
cellent medium for teaching com-
puter programming. The reader
learns the BASIC programming
language during the process of
learning to program fun type
problems. The book introduces the
reader to flowcharting, and the
BASIC programming language. In-

cludes many BASIC programs, car-
toons, and drawings. Written
specifically for use by junior high
school students. 96 pp. $7.95i 10FJ-

Fun & Games With the
Computer
TedSage. "This book is designed as a
text for a one-semester course in

computer programming using the
BASIC language The programs used
as illustrations and exercises are
games rather than mathematical
algorithms, in order to make the book
appealing and accessible to more
students The text is well written, with
many excellent sample programs
Highly recommended "— The
Mathematics Teacher 351 pp $8.95
|8B|

Game Playing With
Computers (Revised 2nd
Edition)

Donald D. Spencer. Now you can
sharpen programming skills through
a relaxed and radically different

approach. Including 70 games,
puzzles, and mathematical
recreations for a digital computer. It's

fully illustrated and includes more
than 25 game-playing programs in

FORTRAN or BASIC, complete with

descriptions, flowcharts, and output.

Brand-new "how to" information for

applying mathematical concepts to

game playing with a computer. 320
pp. $16.95 [10G]

Other Games & Activities

The Way To Play
The newest, most comprehensive
encyclopedia of games in the world.
Complete rules for over 2000 games
and indoor pastimes including race
board games, strategic board games,
tile games, card games, solitaire

games, dice games, table games,
casino and gambling games, games
of chance and many more. Over 5000
drawings and diagrams in color. The
perfect sourcebook for the computer
game author. 320 pp. $7.95. [10H]

The I Hate Mathematics
Book
Marilyn Burns. This book is for

nonbelievers of all ages, but especial-
ly for kids who are convinced that

mathematics is (1) impossible, (2)
only for smart kids, and (3) no fun
anyhow. This book shows that
mathematics is nothing more (nor
less) than a way of looking at the
world and is not to be confused with
arithmetic. In this book you'll find
several hundred mathematical
events, gags, magic tricks, and ex-
periments to prove it. 128 pp. $3.95
(11F)

TOYBOOK

Toybook
Steven Caney. "More than 50 toys
and projects have been chosen with
imagination and care to provide a
high ratio of satisfaction and fun in

return for effort invested." —Parents'
Magazine. It is". .

. a must for kids and
anybody else interested in conjuring
up delightful playthings out of odds
and ends and scraps of stuff around
the house" —Whole Earth Epilog.
Packed with illustrations, photos,
and step-by-step instructions. 176
pp $3 95 [10J]

Star Games
Razzi. Brightlield and Looney. For
Star Trek and Star Wars tarn, here's a
book that invites you to "join the
Space Force for the greatest galactic
battle of your life!" A game book, not
a puzzle book, it challenges you to
crack space-age binary codes and
help your friends escape from the
krakon's clutches. $6.95. (10K]

CROSS
SUMS

Cross-Sums
Maltby & Fulbrook. The answers are
numbers! Vertical columns must total
the same as horizontal rows. It's a
new puzzle game — constructed by
Richard Maltby, Jr., master puzzle-
maker for Harper's and New York
Magazines. 30 puzzles including
Nursery Rhymes. Children's Hour,
Golf. Movies, Famous Dates, and
more. 108 pp. $1.95 |10LJ

Geometric Cross-Sums
Maltby & Fulbrook. Another puzzle
game. This one has 30 puzzles
ranging in difficulty from easy to
fiendish. Each diagram takes a
special shape — Triangles Fun, The
Magic Hexagon, Shapes Within
Shapes, Literature in 3-0., and more!
108 pp. $195 |10MJ

Merlin's Puzzlers

Charles Barry Townsend. "Puzzle
books are nothing new. and neither
are the puzzles in them. But what sets
Merlin's Puzzlers apart from the
crowd is the style and imagination
with which the material is presented.
In Volume 1 he calls upon Sherlock
Holmes to pose the problems to
Watson, and the Mad Hatter and
Humpty Dumpty (among others) to
confuse and confound "Alice in

Puzzleland." Richly illustrated with
old woodcuts, lithos, prints, and
playbills — Games Magazine. Each
volume 128 pp. large format. Two-
volume set $7.50. [10P]

To Order
s&\

Use the bound-in order form or send
your check for books plus $2.00
shipping and handling per order
(Foreign: $1 25 per book) to Creative
Computing. P.O. Box 789-M.
Morristown. NJ 07980. NJ residents
add 5% sales tax. Visa or
MasterCharge are acceptable also.

For faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112
(in NJ call 201 540-0445)
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Puzzle Answers

A Remarkable Coincidence: The answer will

always be twice the year in question. (In the case

of this problem twice 1944 comes to 3888). The
year of birth plus the age of each individual in

1944 will equal . . . 1944. The same is true with

the year that they took office plus the number of

years each served. Once again the answer in each

case is 1944.

The Correct Combination: The correct combi-

nation is: 9 3 37.9x3x37 = 999.10x5x20 =

1000. II x 7 x 13= 1001.

A Problem in Division

A Touching Problem

2

6 8 5

4 1 3

7

The Puzzle of

the Ten Tigers

A Betting Proposition: Make your first cut

along line I -I. Then take the top piece of the

shoe (A) and place it on top of piece (C). Now
make cut 2-2. You will then have 6 pieces each
with a nail hole.

The Bicycle Puzzle: Henry rode the bike for one

hour and covered eight miles. He then left the

bike by the side of the road and walked the

remaining eight miles, in two hours, to

Morristown. After walking for two hours

Harriet arrived at the bicycle, and, an hour later

she pedaled up to the front of Creative

Computing at the same moment as Henry

arrived. The total time needed to cover the last

16 miles was three hours.

Droppcd-I.cttcr Proverbs:

1. Faint heart never won fair lady.

2. Birds of a feather flock together.

3. He who goes a borrowing goes a sorrowing.

4. Take care of the pence, and the pounds will

take care of themselves.

A Puzzle With Coins: Lay out nine counters in

three rows of three each, so as to form a square.

This done, distribute the remaining three as

follows: place one counter on the first of the first

row, another on the second of the second row,

and the third on the last of the third row.

Sarvlca Advertiser Paga

160 N.J. Personal Computer Show 125
138 Northstar Computers r

172 Ohio Scientific C4
174 Omni Communications 169
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350 Back Issues 96,97
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"/ doubt this computer matched me
with any superperson. " ©creative computil
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MORE DASIC
COMPUTER
GAMES

Contents
Artillery-3

Baccarat
Bible Quiz
Big 6
Binary
Blackbox
Bobstones
Bocce
Bogall
Bumbrun
Bridge-It

Carnal
Chase
ChucK-A-Luck
Close Encounters
Column
Concentration
Condot
Convoy
Corral

Countdown
Cup
Dealer's Choice
Deepspace
Defuse
Dodgem
Doors
Drag
Dr.Z
Eliza

Father
Flip

Four In A Row
Geowar
Grand Prix

Guess-It
ICBM
Inkblot

Joust
Jumping Balls

Keno
LGame

Life Expectancy
Llssajous
Magic Square
Man-Eatlng Rabbit
Maneuvers
Mastermind
Masterbagels
Matpuzzle
Maze
Millionaire

Minotaur
MotorcycleJump
Nomad
Not One
Obstacle
Octrix

Pasart
Pasart2
Pinball

Rabbit Chase
Roadrace
Rotate
Safe
Scales
Schmoo
Seabattle
Seawar
Shoot
Smash
Strike9
Tennis
Tickertape
TV Plot

Twonky
Two-to-Ten
UFO
Under & Over
Van Gam
Warflah
Word Search Puzzle
Wumpusl
Wumpus2

A Fantastic Book
Here is the sequel to the best-selling book "Basic Computer

Games."
In it you'll find 84 fascinating and entertaining games for solo

and group play. Talk to Eliza, evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a
safe, tame a wild horse, become a millionaire, race your Ferrari,

joust with a knight, trek across the desert on your camel, navigate
in deep space, hunt a wumpus and much more.

All games are complete with program listing, sample run and
description. All run in standard Microsoft Basic. Easy to use with
any computer.

Edited by David Ahl and Steve North with a preface by
Christopher Cerf. Outrageous illustrations by George Beker. Large
format paperbound, 200 pages, $7.50.

To order send your check for $7.50 plus $1 .00 shipping in U.S.
($2.00 foreign) to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa, MasterCard or Amrican Express are
also acceptable; send card number and expiration date.

All 84 games available on two 8" CP/M disks. $24.95 each.

Order Toll Free in continental U.S.
800-631-6112

(In NJ call 201-540-0445

Payment for telephone orders must be made with Visa,
MasterCharge, or American Express.

creative comparing
P.O. Box 789-M Morristown, New Jersey 07960
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The home computer you thought was
years away is here. — ~
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Ohio Scientific's lop of the line personal com-
puter, the C8P DF. This system incorporates

most advanced technology now available
m standard configurations and addon options.
The C8P DF has full capabilities as a personal

puter, a small business computer, a home
monitoring security system and an advanced
process controller.

Personal Computer Features
The C8P DF features ultra-fast program execu-
tion. The standard model is twice as fast as
other personal computers such as the Apple II

and PET. The computer system is available
with a GT option which nearly doubles the

speed again, making it comparable to high end
mini-computer systems. High speed execution
makes elaborate video animation possible as
well as other I/O functions which until now,
have not been possible. The C8P DF features
Ohio Scientific 's 32 x 64 character display with
graphics and gaming elements for an effective
resolution of 256 x 512 points and up to 16

colors. Other features for personal use include
a programmable tone generator from 200 to

20KHz and an 8 bit companding digital to

analog converter for music and voice output,
2-8 axis joystick interfaces, and 2-10 key pad
interfaces. Hundreds of personal applications,
games and educational software packages are
currently available for use with the C8P DF.

Business Applications
The C8P DF utilizes full size 8" floppy disks
and is compatible with Ohio Scientific s ad-
vanced small business operating system,
OS-65U and two types of information manage-
ment systems, OS-MDMS and OS-DMS.

The computer system comes standard with a
high-speed printer interface and a modem in-

terface. It features a full 53-key ASCII
keyboard as well as 2048 character display
with upper and lower case for business and
word processing applications.

Home Control
The C8P DF has the most advanced home
monitoring and control capabilities ever
offered in a computer system. It incorporates

a real time clock and a unique FOREGROUND/
BACKGROUND operating system which allows

the computer to function with normal BASIC
programs at the same time it is monitoring
external devices. The C8P DF comes standard
with an AC remote control interface which
allows it to control a wide range of AC appli-

ances and lights remotely without wiring and
an interface for home security systems which
monitors fire, intrusion, car theft, water levels

and freezer temperature, all without messy
wiring In addition, the C8P DF can accept
Ohio Scientific s Votrax voice I/O board and/or
Ohio Scientific's new universal telephone inter-

face (UTI). The telephone interface connects
the computer to any touch-tone or rotary dial

telephone line. The computer system is able to

answer calls, initiate calls and communicate
via touch-tone signals, voice output or 300
baud modem signals. It can accept and
decode touch-tone signals, 300 baud modem
signals and record incoming voice messages.
These features collectively give the C8P DF
capabilities to monitor and control home func-

tions with almost human-like capabilities.

Process Controller
The C8P DF incorporates a real time clock,

FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND operation and
16 parallel I/O lines Additionally a universal

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD

accessory BUS connector is accessible at tne

back ol the computer to plug in additional 48
lines of parallel I/O and/or a complete analog
signal I/O board with A/D and D/A and
multiplexers.

Clearly, the C8P DF beats all existing small
computers in conventional specifications plus I
:' 'las capabilities far beyond any other com-
puter system on the market today.

C8P OF is an 8-slot mainframe class computer?
with 32K static RAM. dual 8" floppies, and
several open slots for expansion.

C8P '950
Or get started with a C8P with cassette inter- I

face, 8K BASIC-in-ROM which includes most
of the features of the C8P DF except the real I

time clock, 16 parallel I/O lines, home security I

interface and accessory BUS It comes with

8K static RAM and Ohio Scientific's ultra-fast I

8K BASIC-in-ROM. It can be expanded to a
C8P DF later. Base price $950. Virtually all the!
programs available on disk are also available I

for the C8P cassette system on audio
cassette.

Computers com* with keyboard* and lloppies whore specified I

Other equipment shown n optional

For literature and the name of your local

dealer, CALL 1-800-321 6850TOLL FREE. I

1333 SOUTH CHILLICOTHE ROAC
AURORA, OH 44202 • [21 6) 831 -5E


